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PREFACE 
 

 

This volume contains the extended abstracts of the Doctoral 

Dissertations conducted in the Department of Informatics and 

Telecommunications, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens and 

completed in the time period 12/2010 to 12/2011. 

The goal of this volume is to demonstrate the breadth and quality of the 

original research conducted by our Ph.D. students and to facilitate the 

dissemination of their research results. We are happy to present the 7th 

collection of this kind and expect this initiative to continue in the years to 

come. The submission of an extended abstract in English is required by all 

graduating Ph.D. students. 

We would like to thank the Ph.D. students who contributed to this 

volume and hope that this has been a positive experience for them. Finally, 

we would like to thank our graduate student Mr. Nikos Bogdos for his help in 

putting together this publication. The painting shown in the cover is “!"#$%&'...” 

by artist (')*+,-. /"µ012-..  
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In this work [47], we propose the use of a Random Forest within a sliding window model for the 
discrimination of text areas in the first stage, and then apply a gradient-based algorithm to achieve 
separation and refined localization of the text lines (Figure 2). This is actually a hybrid scheme 
combining an initial machine learning, texture-based technique with a heuristic, region-based 
refinement. The algorithm described above constitutes a fixed-scale detector so it is applied in multiple 
resolutions in order to detect text of any size. After processing all the resolutions needed, the final text 
line bounding boxes have been computed. Then, text lines are binarized and optionally segmented into 
words based on the distances between the resulting connected components. This segmentation is 
applied in cases where the text detection targets words instead of text lines.  

The main contributions of this work is the choice of the classifier which provides efficiency and 
generalization capabilities, together with an improved, highly discriminative feature set that was 
designed particularly for reflecting the textual characteristics. Moreover, the use of a machine learning 
architecture for the first and most crucial stage, produces a generic and robust system for the detection 
of artificial and scene text in camera-based images and video frames. The description of the edge 
spatial distribution is done with the new MACeLBP (Multilevel Adaptive edge Local Binary Patterns) 
operator which considers the valuable RGB color information while it adapts the contrast levels locally 
to each area of the image producing an actual parameter-free feature set. The use of the SVM in [45] 
forced us to invent a reduced version of the feature set in order to have an efficient system. This fact 
resulted in loss of information for the description of the textual texture. Contrarily, in this work the use 
of a Random Forest and its capability to deal efficiently with high dimensional feature spaces allowed 
us to use the whole proposed feature set instead of a reduced version so all available information is 
exploited for a better description of texture. Finally, the impressive efficiency of the Random Forest 
gave us the capability to use it as the first and basic stage for scanning the whole image and detecting 
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text instead of just refining the coarse results of a heuristic and unreliable stage. 
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B&$73$!-%F3/'!#$3!B/#6E!*+3)!*3F*!%'!6&)'%73$37!%)<3$'3D!R%)#//=K!6&/&$!%)<3$'%&)!%'!#--/%37!4&$!3<3$=!*3F*!
73*36*37!*&!B3!%)<3$'3!'&!*+3!4%)#/!$3'./*!G%//!B3!)&$,#/!B%)#$=!*3F*D!

L%%%!"#$%&"$"'$()*%EO->;-$()*%%

L5:%%%EO->;-$()*%3-/"0%)*%"/$(,-$"0%*;,3"4%)J%'G-4-'$"4/%

573#//=!#!*3F*!73*36*%&)!,3*+&7!#'!#!-#$*!&4!#!*3F*!3F*$#6*%&)!'='*3,!'+&./7!)&*!B3!3<#/.#*37!&)!*+3!'%N3!
&4! 73*36*37! #$3#'! )&$! *+3! ).,B3$! &4! 73*36*37! B&F3'! B.*! &)! *+3! ).,B3$! &4! *+3! 73*36*37! 6+#$#6*3$'D!
;)4&$*.)#*3/=K! *+3!).,B3$!&4!6+#$#6*3$'!%)!#!B&.)7%)@!B&F!6#))&*!B3!734%)37!B=!*+3!#/@&$%*+,!B.*!%*!
6#)!B3!#--$&F%,#*37!B=!*+3!$#*%&!G%7*+h+3%@+*!&4!*+3!B&FK!%4!G3!#''.,3!*+#*!*+%'!$#*%&!%'!%)<#$%#B/3!4&$!
3<3$=!6+#$#6*3$K!*+3!'-#63'!B3*G33)!7%443$3)*!G&$7'!%)!#!*3F*!/%)3!#$3!-$&-&$*%&)#/!*&!%*'!+3%@+*!#)7!3#6+!
*3F*/%)3!6&)*#%)'!6+#$#6*3$'!&4!*+3!'#,3!'%N3D!
5)!*+#*!G#=K!*+3!3<#/.#*%&)!G%//!B3!B#'37!&)!*+3!$36#//!#)7!-$36%'%&)!&4!*+3!#$3#!6&<3$#@3K!)&$,#/%'37!

B=! *+3!#--$&F%,#*%&)!&4! *+3!).,B3$!&4!6+#$#6*3$'! 4&$!3<3$=!B&F! Y\a[D!8+3!&<3$#//!,3*$%6!G%//!B3! *+3!
G3%@+*37!+#$,&)%6!,3#)!&4!-$36%'%&)!#)7!$36#//!#/'&!$343$$37!#'!*+3!RT,3#'.$3D!
!

N
i

2
i=1 i

ecn N
i
2

i=1 i

GDI
hg

Recall =
GB
hg !!!!!!!!!!!!

M
i

2
i=1 i

ecn M
i
2

i=1 i

DGI
hd

Precision =
DB
hd !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

ecn ecn
ecn

ecn ecn

2*Precision *Recall
F =

Precision +Recall !
!
G+3$3!XW%!%'!*+3!@$&.)7!*$.*+!B&.)7%)@!B&F!).,B3$!%!#)7!+@%!%'!%*'!+3%@+*K!G+%/3!2W%!%'!*+3!73*36*37!

B&.)7%)@!B&F!).,B3$!%!#)7!+7%!%'!%*'!+3%@+*D!9!%'!*+3!).,B3$!&4!@$&.)7!*$.*+!B&.)7%)@!B&F3'!#)7!"!%'!
*+3!).,B3$!&4!73*36*37!B&.)7%)@!B&F3'!#)7!X25K!2X5!#$3!*+3!6&$$3'-&)7%)@!%)*3$'36*%&)'J!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

M

i i i
i 1

GDI GB DB
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

N

i i i
i 1

DGI DB GB
!

L5:%%%EO->;-$()*%3-/"0%"#'>;/(O">7%)*%'G-4-'$"4%D(#">/%

8+3! -$&-&'37! #/@&$%*+,! Y\^[! LR%@D]M! @3)3$#*3'! *G&! B%)#$%N37! %,#@3'! 4&$! *+3! @$&.)7! *$.*+! #)7! *+3!
$3'./*37!B&.)7%)@!B&F3'!$3'-36*%<3/=D!R&$!3#6+!6#'3K!*+3!#/@&$%*+,!*#E3'!#'!%)-.*!*+3!%,#@3!#)7!#!'3*!&4!
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B&.)7%)@!B&F3'D!8+3!-%F3/'!6&)*#%)37!%)!3#6+!B&F!#$3!B%)#$%N37!.'%)@!H*'.!*+$3'+&/7%)@!YZb[!#)7!*+3)!
6&)7%*%&)#//=!%)<3$*37!-$&7.6%)@!B/#6E!-%F3/'!4&$!*3F*!#)7!G+%*3!-%F3/'!4&$!*+3!B#6E@$&.)7D!(//!-%F3/'!

!#!<3$=!@&&7!'&/.*%&)!4&$!*+%'!E%)7!&4!*3F*!
%,#@3'! #/*+&.@+! *+3! 6+&%63!&4! *+3!B%)#$%N#*%&)!,3*+&7!7&3'!)&*! #4436*! 6&)'%73$#B/=! *+3! $3'./*! &4! *+3!
-$&-&'37!3<#/.#*%&)!B36#.'3!&4!*+3!'E3/3*&)%N%)@!*+#*!4&//&G'D!
8+3)K!*+3!*G&!B%)#$%N37!%,#@3'!+#<3!*&!B3!6&,-#$37!%)!&$73$!*&!6&,-.*3!*+3!$36#//!#)7!-$36%'%&)!$#*3'D!
U&G3<3$K! #! '*$#%@+*! 6&,-#$%'&)! B3*G33)! *+3! *G&! %,#@3'! G&./7! -$&7.63! 3<#/.#*%&)! $#*3'! '*$&)@/=!
73-3)737!*&!*+3!.'37!B%)#$%N#*%&)!,3*+&7D!8&!&<3$6&,3!*+%'!-$&B/3,!#)7!4&6.'!&)/=!&)!*+3!3<#/.#*%&)!
&4! *3F*!73*36*%&)!G3!.'3! *+3!'E3/3*&)!&4!3#6+! %,#@3!6&,-.*37!B=!#)! %*3$#*%<3!'E3/3*&)%N#*%&)!,3*+&7!
-$3'3)*37!%)!Y\_[D!V-36%4%6#//=K!*+3!$36#//!#)7!-$36%'%&)!$#*3'!#$3!734%)37!B=!*+3!3P.#*%&)'J!!

GT_skel
RS_binGT_skel

Recall
!!!! RS_skel

GT_binRS_skel
Precision

!
G+3$3!X8mB%)! %'! *+3! B%)#$%N37! @$&.)7! *$.*+! %,#@3! #)7!X8m'E3/! %'! %*'! 'E3/3*&)!G+%/3!IVmB%)! %'! *+3!

).,B3$!&4!*3F*!LB/#6EM!-%F3/'! !

!

P%%%E#D"4(,"*$->%4"/;>$/%%

R&$! *+3! 3F-3$%,3)*'! $3@#$7%)@! *+3! *3F*! 73*36*%&)! ,3*+&7'! G3! 6$3#*37! *G&! 7#*#'3*'D! 8+3! 4%$'*! &)3!
6&)'%'*'! &4! >1\! 4$#,3'! 4$&,! #*+/3*%6! <%73&'!G+%/3! *+3! '36&)7! 6&)*#%)'! 1]>! <%73&! 4$#,3'! 4$&,! )3G'!
B$&#76#'*'D!8#B/3!1! '+&G'!6&,-#$#*%<3! $3'./*'! 4&$! *+3! *G&!-$&-&'37! *3F*! 73*36*%&)!,3*+&7'! Y\aK! \][!
#@#%)'*! *+$33! '*#*3T&4T*+3T#$*!#/@&$%*+,'D!8+3!.'37!3<#/.#*%&)!-$&*&6&/! %'! *+3!&)3!-$3'3)*37! %)! '36*%&)!
bD1D!8#B/3!>!-$3'3)*'!*+3!#<3$#@3!-$&63''%)@!*%,3'!4&$!*+3!'#,3!,3*+&7'D!8#B/3!Z!-$3'3)*!*+3!$3'./*'!&4!
*+3!-$&-&'37!,3*+&7!Y\][!4&$!*+3!7#*#'3*!&4!*+3!6&,-3*%*%&)!I&B.'*!I3#7%)@!&4!5?2(I!>ddZ!#)7!>dda!
6&,-#$37!*&!*+3!&*+3$!,3*+&7'!&4!*+3!6&,-3*%*%&)D!8+3'3!3F-3$%,3)*'!6&,B%)37!G%*+!*+3!&)3'!&4!*#B/3!
1K!-$&<37!*+3!6#-#B%/%*=!&4!*+3!-$&-&'37!,3*+&7!*&!73#/!G%*+!B&*+!#$*%4%6%#/!#)7!'63)3!*3F*! %)!6#,3$#T
B#'37! %,#@3'! &$! <%73&! 4$#,3'D! 8#B/3! \! -$&<%73'! #! 43#*.$3! '3*! 6&,-#$%'&)! %)! *3$,'! &4! 6/#''%4%6#*%&)!
#66.$#6=!6&,B%)37!G%*+!*G&!6/#''%4%3$'K!VS"!#)7!I#)7&,!R&$3'*D!(66&$7%)@!*&!*+3'3!$3'./*'!*+3!B3'*!
-3$4&$,#)63!%'!#6+%3<37!B=!reduced eLBP feature set combined with an SVM classifier as proposed in 
[45]. However, *+3!7%443$3)63!%)!*3$,'!&4!-3$4&$,#)63!B3*G33)!VS"!#)7!IR!B3'*!$3'./*'!%'!)3@/%@%B/3!
6&,-#$37!*&!*+3!6&$$3'-&)7%)@!6&,-.*#*%&)#/!6&'*!#'!%*!%'!'+&G)!%)!*#B/3!aD!8+%'!3F63-*%&)#/!344%6%3)6=!

Conversion to Grayscale

Binarization of GT Boxes Binarization of Result Boxes

Precision Calculation

Skeleton GT 
Boxes

F-measure

Original Video Frame

Dark Text?

InvertYES

NO

Skeleton Result 
Boxes

Dark Text?

Invert
YES

NO

Recall Calculation

GT Boxes Result Boxes

!
A(.;4"%P5!R/&G6+#$*!&4!*+3!-$&-&'37!#/@&$%*+,!
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&4!I#)7&,!R&$3'*!#//&G37!.'!*&!6$3#*3!#!-.$3!,#6+%)3!/3#$)%)@! '='*3,!Y\][!G+%6+!&.*-3$4&$,37!#)=!
&*+3$!,3*+&7!%)!/%*3$#*.$3D!
!

!-3>"%:5!?&,-#$#*%<3!$3'./*'!4&$!#$*%4%6%#/!*3F*!73*36*%&)!#/@&$%*+,'!
g!

I"$G)0% ="'->>"'*% Q4"'(/()*"'*% A"'*%

'()(*!)#+!

Y>d[! bbD_! bbD]! bbD^!
Y1Z[! baD\! ]aDb! ]dD1!
Y>Z[! ^1D1! ]dDa! ]aD\!

O$&-&'37!Y\a[! ^ZD_! ]_! ^1D\!
O$&-&'37!Y\][! ^\D1! ]_D^! ^1D_!

'()(*!)#,!

Y>d[! bZDZ! b_D>! bbD1!
Y1Z[! b^D>! ]1D1! b_Db!
Y>Z[! ^dDb! ]1Da! ]aD^!

O$&-&'37!Y\a[! ^>D]! ^ZDa! ^Z!
O$&-&'37!Y\][! ^ZD\! ^\D]! ^\!

!

!-3>"%<5!(<3$#@3!-$&63''%)@!*%,3!-3$!4$#,3!4&$!'()(*!)#+!#)7!'()(*!)#,!

I"$G)0% 2O"4-."%Q4)'"//(*.%
$(,"%D"4%J4-,"%R/"'/S%

Y>d[! ^!
Y1Z[! ZDZa!
Y>Z[! 1Da!

O$&-&'37!Y\a[! >!
O$&-&'37!Y\][! 1Db!

!-3>"%B5!?&,-#$#*%<3!$3'./*'!4&$!5?2(I>ddZ!7#*#'3*!#)7!3<#/.#*%&)!-$&*&6&/!

 
 
 

Method p r f T(sec) 

Proposed [47] 0.82 0.61 0.70 4.2 

Ji [19] 0.59 0.79 0.68 - 

Epshtein [8] 0.73 0.60 0.66 0.94 

R
ob

us
t R

ea
di

ng
 

C
om

pe
tit

io
n 

20
05

 

Hinnerk Becker 0.62 0.67 0.62 14.4 

Alex Chen 0.60 0.60 0.58 0.35 

Qiang Zhu 0.33 0.40 0.33 1.6 

Jisoo Kim 0.22 0.28 0.22 2.2 

Nobuo Ezaki 0.18 0.36 0.22 2.8 

R
ob

us
t R

ea
di

ng
 

C
om

pe
tit

io
n 

20
03

 Ashida 0.55 0.46 0.50 8.7 

HWDavid 0.44 0.46 0.45 0.3 

Wolf 0.30 0.44 0.35 17 

Todoran 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.3 
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%

!-3>"%H5!?/#''%4%6#*%&)!$3'./*'!&4!'()(*!)#-#4&$!7%443$3)*!43#*.$3'!#)7!6/#''%4%3$'!

!

 Features Feature 
dimension Recalltext Precisiontext Ftext 

R
F 

MACeLBP 2048 96.6 97.4 97 
Reduced eLBP 256 93.5 94.6 94.1 

DCT 287 94.2 91.1 92.7 
Haar 279 91.4 90 90.1 

Gradient 288 90.5 88.2 89.3 

SV
M

 Reduced eLBP 256 98 98 98 
MACeLBP 2048 96 98.2 97.1 

DCT 287 94.2 96.2 95.2 
Haar 279 93.1 95.7 94.4 

Gradient 288 80.1 92.3 86.3 
!

!-3>"%K5!?&,-#$%)@!VS"!#)7!IR!%)!*3$,'!&4!-$37%6*%&)!'-337D!

(Predictions/sec)! C1I% =A%

MACeLBP% 40 ~150.000 
Reduced eLBP% 160 ~500.000 

DCT% 180 ~500.000 
Haar% 385 ~500.000 

Gradient% 200 ~500.000 
!

T%%%U)*'>;/()*%

5)! *+%'! *+3'%'K! )&<3/!,3*+&7&/&@%3'! 4&$! *+3! 3F*$#6*%&)!&4! *3F*.#/! %)4&$,#*%&)! 4$&,! %,#@3'! #)7!<%73&'!
+#<3!B33)!-$&-&'37D!8+$33!7%443$3)*!#/@&$%*+,'!4&$!*3F*!73*36*%&)!G3$3!73<3/&-37!6&<3$%)@!#//!6#'3'!&4!
*3F*!%)!#//!E%)7'!&4!,37%#D!8+3!4%$'*!%'!#!<3$=!344%6%3)*!37@3TB#'37!+3.$%'*%6!#/@&$%*+,!4&$!*+3!73*36*%&)!
&4! #$*%4%6%#/! *3F*! %)! <%73&'D! 8+3! '36&)7! &)3! %'! #! *G&T'*#@3K! 6&#$'3! *&! 4%)3! #/@&$%*+,! G+%6+! .'3'! *+3!
-$3<%&.'!#--$&#6+!#'!#!4%$'*!'*3-!G+%/3!#/'&!%)*3@$#*3'!#!'36&)7!,#6+%)3!/3#$)%)@!'*#@3!*+#*!$34%)3'!*+3!
$3'./*D! 8+3! '.663''! &4! *+%'! '*#@3! %'! B#'37! &)! #! <3$=! -&G3$4./! 43#*.$3! '3*K! %)! *3$,'! &4! 7%'6$%,%)#*%&)!
G+%6+!%'!-$&7.637!B=!#!)3G!&-3$#*&$!6#//37!37@3!A&6#/!W%)#$=!O#**3$)!L3AWOMD!8+3!3AWO!43#*.$3!'3*!
73'6$%B3'!*+3!7%'*$%B.*%&)!&4!/&6#/!37@3!-#**3$)'!G+%6+!#6*.#//=!7%'*%)@.%'+3'!*3F*!4$&,!*+3!B#6E@$&.)7D!
8+3!*+%$7!-$&-&'37!*3F*!73*36*%&)!,3*+&7!.'3'!7%$36*/=!,#6+%)3!/3#$)%)@!*&!/&6#*3!*3F*D!8+3!43#*.$3!'3*!
%'!B#'37!&)!"./*%/3<3/!(7#-*%<3!?&/&$!3AWO!L"(?3AWOM!G+%6+!6&)'*%*.*3'!#)!3<&/<37!3AWO!&-3$#*&$!
*+#*!%)6/.73'!#77%*%&)#//=!6&/&$!37@3!%)4&$,#*%&)!#)7!&-3$#*3'!37@3!,./*%/3<3/!*+$3'+&/7%)@!%)!#!/&6#//=!
#7#-*%<3!G#=D!8+3!.'3!&4!*+3!<3$=!344%6%3)*!I#)7&,!R&$3'*!6/#''%4%3$!@#<3!.'!*+3!6#-#B%/%*=!*&!'6#)!G%*+!
#! '/%7%)@! G%)7&G! *+3! G+&/3! %,#@3! %)! '3<3$#/! ,./*%$3'&/.*%&)! /3<3/'! #)7! 73<3/&-! #! 6&,-/3*3/=!
-#$#,3*3$T4$33!,#6+%)3!/3#$)%)@!'='*3,!G+%6+!%'!#B/3!*&!73*36*!B&*+!#$*%4%6%#/!#)7!'63)3!*3F*!%)!6#,3$#T
B#'37! %,#@3'! &$! <%73&! 4$#,3'D! 8G&! *3F*! 73*36*%&)! 3<#/.#*%&)!,3*+&7'!G3$3! #/'&! -$&-&'37D! W&*+! &4!
*+3,! #$3! B#'37! &)! %)*.%*%<3/=! 6&$$36*! 6$%*3$%#! #)7! *$=! *&! ,3#'.$3! &B`36*%<3/=! *+3! -3$63)*#@3! &4! *+3!
$3*$%3<37!*3F*.#/!%)4&$,#*%&)D!8+3!4%$'*!3<#/.#*%&)!-$&*&6&/!6&,-.*3'!$36#//!#)7!-$36%'%&)!$#*3'!B#'37!&)!
*+3!3'*%,#*37!6+#$#6*3$!).,B3$!&4!3#6+!*3F*!B&.)7%)@!B&FD!8+3!'36&)7!#/@&$%*+,!-#''3'!*+3!3<#/.#*%&)!
-$&63''! *&! *+3! )3F*! '*#@3! &4! *3F*! B%)#$%N#*%&)K! 6&,-.*%)@! *+3! $3*$%3<#/! $#*3'! B#'37! 3F6/.'%<3/=! &)!
6+#$#6*3$! -%F3/'D! 5)! *+#*!G#=!G3!&<3$6&,3!#//! *+3!-$&B/3,'!6#.'37!B=! *+3! #,B%@.&.'/=!734%)37! *3F*!
B&.)7%)@!B&F3'D!5)!*+%'!4$#,3G&$E!G3!73<3/&-37!#!*3F*!-%F3/!'3@,3)*#*%&)!'='*3,!G+%6+!B%)#$%N3'!*+3!
%,#@3! #)7! *+3)! 73*36*'! #)7! %)<3$*'! 6#'3'! &4! %)<3$'3! *3F*! G%*+! #! <3$=! +%@+! #66.$#6=D! R%)#//=K! #! <3$=!
344%6%3)*!,3*+&7!G#'!73<3/&-37!4&$!*+3!*3,-&$#/!73*36*%&)!&4!*3F*!G+%6+!#6*.#//=!6&)7.63'!*&!#!B3**3$!
'-#*%#/!73*36*%&)!G+%/3!6&)6.$$3)*/=!3)+#)63'!*+3!P.#/%*=!&4!*+3!*3F*!%,#@3D!!
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="J"4"*'"/%

1D! A%3)+#$*!I!#)7!Q443/'B3$@!c!L>dddM!(.*&,#*%6!83F*!V3@,3)*#*%&)!#)7!83F*!I36&@)%*%&)!4&$!S%73&!5)73F%)@D!
(?"hV-$%)@3$!"./*%,37%#!V='*3,'K!S&/D!^D!--Db_T^1!!

>D! V&B&**E#! :! K! W.)E3!UK! :$&)3)B3$@! U! L1___M! 573)*%4%6#*%&)! &4! 83F*! &)! ?&/&$37! W&&E! #)7! n&.$)#/! ?&<3$'D!
5)*3$)#*%&)#/!?&)43$3)63!&)!2&6.,3)*!()#/='%'!#)7!I36&@)%*%&)K!--D!a] bZD!!

ZD! c#)@!:K!:#)@#'!nD(! L>ddZM!?+#$#6*3$!A&6#*%&)! %)!V63)3! 5,#@3'! 4$&,!2%@%*#/!?#,3$#D!O#**3$)!I36&@)%*%&)K!
S&/.,3!ZbK!9.,B3$!1dK!--D!>>^]T>>__L1ZM!

\D! V#*&!8K!:#)#73!8K!U.@+3'!QK!#)7!V,%*+!"!L1__^M!S%73&!H?I!4&$!2%@%*#/!93G'!($6+%<3'K!5QQQ!c&$E'+&-!&)!
?&)*3)*TW#'37!(663''!&4!5,#@3!#)7!S%73&!2#*#B#'3'!K!--D!a>! !bd!

aD! :%,!cK!:%,!?! L>dd_M!(!93G!(--$&#6+! 4&$!H<3$/#=! 83F*!23*36*%&)! #)7! QF*$#6*%&)! 4$&,!?&,-/3F!S%73&!
V63)3D!5QQQ!8$#)'#6*%&)'!&)!5,#@3!O$&63''%)@K!<&/D1^K!)&D>K!--D\d1T\11!

bD! ?+3)! oK! p#)@! nK! e+#)@! nK! c#%B3/! (! L>dd\M! (.*&,#*%6! 23*36*%&)! #)7! I36&@)%*%&)! &4! V%@)'! 4$&,! 9#*.$#/!
V63)3'K!5QQQ!8$#)'#6*%&)'!&)!5,#@3!O$&63''%)@K!S&/D!1ZK!9&D!1D!!--D!^]T__D!
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Abstract. In this dissertation, coupled resonator optical waveguides are 
analyzed and a new analytical model to study their spectral properties is 
developed. Coupled mode theory and plane wave expansion are employed in 
order to study the spectral properties of CROWs and a new semi-analytical 
model is derived. This semi-analytical model is used for the derivation of an 
analytical solution for the device’s resonant frequencies. The model not only 
provides a useful tool in the design of CROW based devices but also presents a 
useful physical insight for the device under investigation. The semi-analytical 
model is also used in several types of coupled cavity devices, as is a SCISSOR, 
and is compared with other methods, such as FDTD, in order to test the validity 
and accuracy of the results. All approximations and assumptions that lead to a 
simplification of the model are being discussed. Furthermore the relation 
between fabrication imperfections and the performance of photonic crystal 
CROWs is examined based on our semi-analytical model. A statistical study of 
such imperfections is enabled owing to the calculation of the coupling 
coefficients derivatives. The model is used to study the spectral influence of 
imperfections of different strengths and types on various coupled cavity 
devices. 

Keywords: Photonic crystal waveguide, CROW, SCISSOR, Coupled mode 
theory, FDTD, frequency response, geometric perturbations. 

1 Dissertation Summary 

In this dissertation the technology of photonic crystals is chosen as the technology 
platform to study optical integrated nanophotonic devices. Photonic crystals are 
periodic structures created by materials with different dielectric constants that are 
periodically placed in space. Photonic crystals are classified in 1D, 2D and 3D 
according to their dielectric constant periodicity in space. One of the most important 
features of photonic crystals is the presence of photonic band gaps in their dispersion 
diagrams. More specifically a photonic band gap is a range of frequencies for which 
light cannot propagate inside the structure. Therefore many useful photonic crystal 
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devices can be constructed with photonic band gaps, preventing light from 
propagating in certain directions with specified frequencies [1].  

Coupled Resonator Optical Waveguide (CROW) devices in photonic crystals may 
find important applications in future integrated nanophotonic circuits. These devices 
represent a new kind of waveguides not depending on the principles of total internal 
reflection nor on Bragg reflectors to guide light [2]. Waveguiding is performed by the 
coupling of neighboring resonators appropriately placed in order to ensure loose 
coupling [2]. CROWs can be manufactured by several kinds of resonators such as 
Fabry-Perot resonators, photonic crystal cavities, micro rings and micro disks and 
may function with different ways of coupling between these resonators giving rise to 
several designs and applications. In this dissertation the photonic crystal cavities were 
chosen to construct CROWs and Side Coupled Integrated Spaced Sequence of Optical 
Resonators (SCISSORs) [3]. 

Several methods are going to be developed in order to study these structures. The 
role of these methods is very important so as to understand the way in which light 
propagates through these structures and in addition to theoretically analyze and design 
them. Arithmetic methods that directly solve Maxwell’s equations in the time domain 
(Finite Difference Time Domain, FDTD) [4] or in frequency domain (Finite 
Difference Frequency Domain, FDFD) [5] can overview the evolution of 
electromagnetic fields and may be successfully applied to devices like CROWs and 
SCISSORs. Unfortunately they present several drawbacks such as need for enormous 
computational power and time for the simulation of complicated structures. The Mode 
Matching method [6] can analyze the properties of such structures having as only 
prerequisite the analysis of the structure in supercells. Another similar method that is 
going to be fully analyzed in this dissertation is the Couple Mode Theory (CMT) [7]. 

Firstly a closed form formula for the calculation of the transfer function of a 
Photonic Crystal (PC) CROW coupled to an input and an output PC waveguide will 
be derived [8]. Coupled Mode Theory is initially used for the derivation of a semi 
analytical transfer function model [11]. This semi-analytical model is compared to the 
results of an in-house FDTD tool (also used in [13]) and good agreement is obtained. 
Using this semi-analytical model and taking into account only adjacent cavity and/or 
waveguide coupling, a simpler analytical model is obtained for the first time, 
providing a closed form formula for the transfer function of the device regardless of 
the number of cavities. This analytical model may be used to quickly estimate the 
transfer function of the device once the coupling coefficients are estimated. Using the 
analytical model, the resonant frequencies of the device were also obtained. This 
model can provide a useful tool in the design of CROW-based filters and other similar 
devices [8]. 

As previously stated CROWs and SCISSORs are well suited for coupling of mode 
analysis, which usually requires much less computational resources compared Finite 
Difference Time Domain (FDTD) schemes. Coupled mode models [10] also provide a 
useful physical insight in the device operation. Therefore in this dissertation is derived 
a general coupled mode theoretic model for the treatment of coupled cavity devices 
incorporating various phenomena such as dispersion, frequency variation of the 
coupling coefficients, non-adjacent cavity coupling and waveguide mode self 
coupling [14]. The model is validated comparing its results against the FDTD method 
[13] and the strength of the underlying assumptions is highlighted. Overall it was 
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shown that the CMT model can provide an adequate device description offering a 
tangible manner of calculating the transfer function and a useful physical insight.  

Finally the relation between fabrication imperfections and the performance of a 
photonic crystal Coupled Resonator Optical Waveguide (CROW) is studied [12]. A 
semi analytical model is presented, which calculates the perturbation of the coupling 
coefficients through their derivatives with respect to the geometric characteristics of 
the rods of the photonic crystal lattice. To account for random perturbations in finite 
devices, Finite Difference (FD) methods require very small grid size in order to 
capture small geometric perturbations. To obtain reliable statistical results, many 
perturbed devices must be calculated rendering such simulations intractable. This 
alternative approach, based on a previously developed coupled mode model [8], is 
applied to the calculation of the derivatives of the coupling coefficients with respect 
to the rod radii and positions. Once these derivatives are calculated, the transfer 
functions of a large number of devices with randomly perturbed geometric 
characteristics using Taylor’s expansion, are estimated and the results are analyzed 
discussed. 

2 Results and Discussion 

2.1 Electromagnetic field equations  

 

Fig. 1 (a) Coupled Resonator Optical Waveguides (CROW) coupled to two photonic crystal 
waveguides, and (b) a Side coupled integrated sequence of three resonators (SCISSOR). 

The basic equations for the electromagnetic field inside the photonic crystal 
CROW will be given in order to derive a transfer function model for the structure of 
Fig. 1a based on CMT. Assuming weak coupling, the electromagnetic field (E,H) can 
be accurately approximated as a linear superposition of the isolated modes of the 
waveguides and cavities, i.e.  

 n n fl fl bl bl
n l l

a a a! " "# # #E E E E  (1) 

 n n fl fl bl bl
n l l

a a a! " "# # #H H H H  (2) 

where En, Hn are the electric and magnetic modal fields of the nth isolated cavity 
modes (1!n!N), (Efl, Hfl) and (Ebl, Hbl) are the forward and backward propagating 
modes of the lth waveguide (l=1 or 2). Due to the symmetry of the device in Fig. 1a, 
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the role of the input and output waveguide may be interchanged. The waveguide l=1 
will be considered as the input waveguide. In addition an, afl and abl denote the 
excitation coefficients of the nth cavity mode and the forward and backward isolated 
propagating mode of the lth waveguide respectively. Assuming that z is the 
propagation direction of the waveguide modes, afl and abl are generally considered 
z-dependent [15], while the cavity mode amplitudes an are assumed not to depend on z 
[16]. The Bloch’s theorem will be used in order to express the waveguide mode fields 
as [17]. The propagation constant !ml will be considered positive for the forward 
(m=f) and negative for the backward (m=b) propagating mode and the Bloch 
functions eml and hml are periodic vector functions with the same periodicity a as the 
input/output waveguides along the z direction. Since the waveguides are considered 
the same, at a given frequency !, the propagation constants will be !f1=!f2=-!b1=-
!b2=!. The waveguide modes are normalized and the forward and backward 
propagating modes obey the orthogonality relations as in [15]. 

In the same way the cavity modes obey a similar set of equations,  

 n o nj! "#$ %E H  (3) 

 n o cn nj! &#$ % 'H E  (4) 

where "cn(r) is the isolated dielectric constant distribution of nth cavity alone and #0 is 
the isolated mode resonant frequency. Assuming a lossless structure, one may chose 
the electric fields for the cavity modes to be purely real En

*=En resulting in purely 
imaginary magnetic field, Hn

*=-Hn as discussed in [18].  

2.2 Coupled Mode Equations 

In order to derive the coupled mode equations for the waveguide and cavity modes 
of the structure, the Lorentz’s reciprocity theorem [18] will be used. This theorem 
relates two electromagnetic fields (Ea,Ha) and (Eb,Hb) obeying Maxwell’s equations 
in media with dielectric constant distributions "a and "b respectively. Using the 
corresponding reciprocity equations presented in [18], the following coupled system 
of equations is derived:  

 d
dz

% (
a Wa Cb  (5) 

where the vectors a=(a1,a2) and b=(ac1,ac2,…,acN) contain the amplitudes of the 
waveguide and cavity mode respectively, while the matrices W=[wpq] and Cpq=[cpq] 
are determined by the coupling coefficients of the modes,  

 ) * *
pq p w p q

S

w j dS!+ & &% ' ,- E E  (6) 

 ) * ) ** *
0 0pq p cq p cp cq p

S S

c j dS dS+ " ! ! &! & !
. /0 0% ' , ( ' ,1 2
0 03 4

- -H H E E  (7) 
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where !1=1 and !2=-1. The coefficients wpq correspond to the coupling of the 
waveguide modes inside the cavities, while cpq are determined by the coupling of the 
waveguide modes with the cavity modes. As previously stated we apply Bloch’s 
theorem [1] to express the forward waveguide mode as !1=e1exp(j"z), where " is the 
propagation constant of the mode and e1 is the Bloch function which is periodic along 
z. In order to obtain the cavity coupled mode equations, the reciprocity equations can 
be applied in this case considering the vector functions Fn=E!Hcn

*+Ecn
*!H, where 

1!n!N.  
The following equations are then derived: 

 
0

0
L

dz ! "# Sa Kb   (8) 

In (8) the integration is performed along the propagation direction from the input 
(z=0) to the output (z=L) of the device. The matrices S=[spq] and K=[#pq] are defined 
by: 

 $ % $ %* *
0 0pq cp q cp cp q

S S

s j dS j dS& ' ' (' ( '" ) * ! ) *# #H H E E  (9) 

 $ % $ %* *
0 0pq cq cp cq cq cpV V

j dV j dV+ & ' ' (' ( '" ) ! )# #H H E E  (10) 

where elements #pq are the coupling coefficients between the cavity modes and spq 
much like cpq are determined by the coupling of the waveguide modes with the cavity 
modes. 
 

2.3 Estimation of the transfer function 

The previous equations provide a framework for the estimation of the transfer 
function of the structure. The power transfer function is defined as T($)=|a1(L)/a1(0)|2 
and is determined by the ratio of the amplitudes of the forward propagating mode at 
the device output and input. In [8] we have shown how under certain simplifying 
assumptions (e.g. assuming W,0) the transfer function of the CROW can be obtained. 
However in this case a more generalized transfer function derivation will be shown 
for the case of a SCISSOR (Fig. 1b). Because of the term corresponding to W, (5) is 
not directly amenable to integration as in [8] and for this reason we consider the 2-2 
matrix U, obeying the differential equation: 

 
z

.
"

.
U WU  (11) 

Given its value U(0) at z=0, U can be calculated numerically by approximating the 
derivative in (11) with a finite difference. If W is small enough, then it can be easily 
shown that U is approximated by:  
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0

( ) ( )
z

z dz z! !" # $U I W  (12) 

where it is assumed that U(0)=I. We substitute a=Uc in (5) in which case we obtain: 

 1d
dz

%&
c U Cb  (13) 

The above equation can now be readily integrated with respect to z, in order to 
obtain: 

 1 1

0

( ) ( ) (0)
L

L L dz% %
' () *+ +& # , -. /
+ +0 12 3

$a U a U C b  (14) 

where we used the fact that c=U-1a. The vector b can be estimated by (8), if one 
performs integration by parts. We assume a matrix ! such that: 

 
0

( ) ( ) ( )
z

z dz z z! ! !& #$! S U P  (15) 

where P is a constant matrix. Taking into account that Sa=(4!/4z)c, we can write: 

 
0 0

( ) ( ) (0) (0)
L L ddz L L dz

dz
& % %$ $

cSa ! c ! c !  (16) 

and using (13) and (8) we obtain: 

 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) (0) (0) (0) 0L L L% %% % &! U a ! U a Gb  (17) 

where matrix G is determined by: 

 1

0

L

dz %& % # $G K !U C  (18) 

We note that in (17), the amplitudes of the cavity modes contained in b are 
expressed in terms of the input and output waveguide mode amplitudes a(L) and a(0). 
The amplitudes a1(0) and a2(L) of the forward and backward mode at z=0 and z=L are 
determined by the incident wave conditions. Typically when calculating the transfer 
function, we assume that a2(L)=0, i.e. that there is no reflected wave at the device 
output. In any case, we can choose the elements of P, so that only the incident 
amplitudes of the forward and backward modes a1(0) and a2(L) respectively appear in 
(17). To do this we require the first column of !(L)U-1(L) to be zero and that the 
second column of !(0)U-1(0) be also zero. Using some straightforward mathematic 
manipulations, we find that the elements of Ppq of P must be given by: 

 2 0pP &   (19) 
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where the M=[Mpq] is the matrix M=SU and upq are the elements of U which can be 
estimated numerically using (11) or (12). Given Mpq, we can use (19)-(20) to 
determine the elements of P. Assuming that a2(L)=0, then taking into account that 
E(0)=I and that !(0)=P, we obtain from (17): 

 1 (1)
1(0)a $#b G P  (21) 

where P(q) denotes the qth column of P. Equation (21) expresses the cavity mode 
amplitudes b=(ac1,ac2,…,acN) in terms of the forward waveguide mode amplitude 
a1(0) at the device input. Therefore equation (14) can be used to estimate a1(L) in 
terms of a1(0) and b. The transfer function can be calculated taking into account the 
fact that T(!)=|a1(L)/a1(0)|2. 

To calculate the transfer function of a CROW, like the one depicted in Fig. 1a, 
using the semi-analytical form and the simplifying assumptions of [8] one first needs 
to estimate the coupling coefficients of the cavity/cavity and cavity/waveguide 
systems and hence the isolated modal fields of the waveguides and the cavities. This 
can be achieved through the Plane Wave Expansion (PWE) method [17]. For the 
calculation of the modes of the isolated cavity the number of plane waves used were 
55 in each direction (resulting in a total number of 3025 plane waves) while for the 
waveguide modes the number of plane waves used were 15 along the propagation 
direction and 61 in the transverse direction. Using this method, the isolated cavity 
mode resonant frequency f0 was calculated near afo/c=0.3869. Fig. 2 depicts the power 
transfer function "=|#|2, obtained. The three notches of " are due to the resonances of 
the three cavity system (Fig. 2). The amplitude of the power transfer function reaches 
approximately the value 0.25 at the resonant frequencies [19]. 

 
Fig. 2 Transfer functions of a CROW side-coupled to two PC waveguides as obtained using 

either the FDTD method or the outlined CMT.  

In a similar way Fig. 3 presents the results for the generalized CMT model for a 
SCISSOR (Fig. 1b) along with the FDTD transfer functions for validation purposes. 
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A single cavity SCISSOR is chosen (depicted in the inset of Fig. 3) device and 
various grid sizes ! were assumed for the FDTD scheme. The cavity is spaced one 
rod away from the waveguide. Fig. 3 illustrates that as grid size reduces the transfer 
function calculated by the FDTD gradually approaches that of the CMT. For !=ra/8 
(ra is the radius of the rod) one obtains a 0.3% difference between the values of the 
resonant frequencies predicted by two methods and a 15% difference in the 3 dB 
bandwidth of the resonance. Smaller grid sizes were not considered because they 
rendered the FDTD simulations quite time consuming especially in the case of 
sharper resonances. To estimate the modal fields with the PWE, we used 75x75 plane 
waves in the case of the cavity mode and 33x75 plane waves in the case of the 
waveguide mode along the z and y directions respectively. The resonant frequency of 
the isolated cavity mode was estimated at afo/c=0.3877. A7x7 and 1x7 supercell was 
used in the PWE calculation in the case of the cavity and the waveguide fields. 

 
Fig. 3 Transfer function of a single cavity SCISSOR obtained by the CMT and the FDTD 

scheme. For the latter method, various grid sizes ! are considered. 

2.4 Approximations of the CMT model 

The CMT approach usually results in a more tangible estimation of the transfer 
function of the device. In [8] it was shown how this can be rigorously achieved in the 
case of a CROW, by ignoring the evanescent waveguide modes in the field expansion, 
the frequency dependence of the modal fields and secondary coupling effects. In this 
section some of these restrictions mentioned above will be discussed and the CMT 
results are going to be compared against the FDTD method. 

Frequency dependence of the coupling coefficients. 
Inspecting the coupled mode coefficients in (7) and (9)-(10), it is deduced that the 

coupling coefficients exhibit a frequency dependence since " appears both in front of 
the magnetic mode overlap integral and inside the electric field overlap integral. The 
frequency dependence of the coupling coefficients is also due to the fact that the 
modal fields are given by !1=e1exp(j#z) [8] where both the propagation constant # 
and the Bloch field e1 are frequency dependent. Our simulation results have shown 
that taking into account the frequency dependence of the coupling coefficients can 
have an important bearing on the results.  
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Coupling Assumptions.  
As previously stated, the general coupling of modes analysis accounts for the 

coupling of the waveguide modes inside the cavities through the matrix W. If this 
secondary coupling is ignored (W!0) the transfer function evaluations become much 
simpler. It is therefore interesting to investigate the influence of this waveguide mode 
coupling. The simulation results imply that W has a rather minor bearing even in the 
case where the cavities are placed relatively near the waveguides. Its influence may 
be greater in the case of structures with weaker mode confinement, however. 
In addition it is interesting to consider whether adjacent cavity coupling alone is 
sufficient to provide an accurate estimate for the transfer function. In this case, the 
matrix K is considered tridiagonal, i.e. !pq!0 when |p-q|>1. The simulation results 
indicate that coupling between non-adjacent cavities also results in a frequency 
detuning which may be important in the case of sharp resonances. 

Expansion in terms of the cavity supermodes.  
The CMT model presented in 2.2 is based on the expansion of the electromagnetic 

field in terms of the isolated cavity modes. This is not the only choice however. In 
[16], we have discussed how an N-cavity system can be considered as a single 
resonator exhibiting N modes inside the bandgap, which can be referred as the 
“supermodes” Esn, Hsn of the cavity system in analogy to the supermodes of a 
waveguide coupler [20]. These modes obey Maxwell’s equations, e.g. 
"#Hsn=j"n#cEsn where #c is the dielectric constant of the N-cavity system, and "n is 
the resonant frequency of the nth mode. One can apply the reciprocity relations [8] 
again to obtain coupled mode equations similar to 2.2. The simulation results have 
shown that the choice of supermodes seems to produce a more accurate description 
for the broad resonance. However, since it involves the estimation of the cavity modes 
of a large resonator (coupled cavity system) such estimations may require an 
excessive number of plane waves.  

Evanescent waves.  
The simulation results have indicated that in specific cases CMT fails to provide an 

accurate description of very sharp resonances. This may be due to the assumptions 
made during its derivation. Probably the most important one is that evanescent waves 
are neglected in the field expansion of (1)-(2). Although coupled mode theory could 
in principle be expanded to include evanescent waves [21], this would lead to a 
cumbersome model, since the number of evanescent waves is infinite. Evanescent 
modes are included in FDTD, but their influence cannot be easily distinguished. To 
obtain some measure of the importance of evanescent modes, we resort to the Mode 
Matching (MM) method also developed in [6] where the PWE method was adapted to 
estimate evanescent waveguide modes as well.  

2.5 Geometric perturbations 

To account for random perturbations in finite devices a very small grid size is 
required in order to capture these small geometric perturbations. To obtain reliable 
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statistical results, many perturbed devices must be calculated. Therefore an alternative 
approach is proposed derived from the previously developed coupled mode model 
based on the calculation of the derivatives of the coupling coefficients with respect to 
the rod radii and positions [14]. Once these derivatives are calculated, one may 
estimate the transfer functions of a large number of devices with randomly perturbed 
geometric characteristics using Taylor’s expansion. Consequently the first step is to 
calculate all the coupling coefficients of the ideal device (i.e. a device free of 
geometric perturbations) and estimate its transfer function. To incorporate the effect 
of perturbations, the derivatives of the coupling coefficients need to be calculated as 
in [14]. Then one may generate random perturbations along the horizontal (!x!) and 
vertical (!z!) axis and the rod radius !R! for each rod of each perturbed device. The 
derivatives in this method need to be calculated only once and can then be used to 
statistically study the effect of imperfections on a large number (for example 1000) of 
perturbed devices. The transfer functions for perturbed CROW devices with 10 
cavities, for different cavity/waveguide and cavity/cavity spacing are shown in Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4 Transfer functions for perturbed CROW devices with 10 cavities and (a) 2 rod 

cavity/cavity and waveguide/cavity spacing and (b) three rod spacing. The rod positions and 
radii are perturbed by 2nm. 

Finally simulation results calculated from 200 sample devices with !=2nm, 
depicted in Fig. 5, have shown that the average of standard deviation "i=std{Ti(fni)}, 
of the resonance centers fni increases with the size of the device, implying that larger 
CROWs are much more susceptible to fabrication imperfections. 

 

Fig. 5 The average standard deviation " with respect to the number of CROW cavities for 
perturbations of  #=2nm  
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3 Conclusions 

This dissertation presented the method that was developed in order to analyze the 
spectral characteristics of CROW waveguides with finite cavity numbers in photonic 
crystals starting from Maxwell’s equations. The analysis additionally assumed an 
input and output waveguide coupled to the CROW structure since its spectral 
behavior is directly linked to the way light is coupled in and out of the structure. The 
simplification of the model led to an analytical equation for the calculation of the 
resonant frequencies of the structure directly by the calculation of its coupling 
coefficients. The presented method does not require excessive computational time or 
resources in order to produce accurate results. In addition the results were compared 
with the FDTD method and good agreement was observed. Furthermore this 
analytical method provides a better physical insight of the way cavities and 
waveguides interact inside the CROW and may provide a useful tool in the design of 
CROW-based filters and other similar devices. 

An analysis of the spectral characteristics of SCISSOR devices was also performed 
using the proposed semi-analytical model. All parameters (i.e. frequency dependence 
of the coupling coefficients, adjacent cavity/cavity and cavity/waveguide coupling, 
CMT expansion consideration, evanescent waves) involved in the calculation of the 
transfer function were discussed and a better physical understanding of the analysis 
was provided. Many discrepancies of the CMT model for specific SCISSOR 
structures were therefore explained. 

Finally, the influence of fabrication induced disorders in the performance of a 
photonic crystal CROW was numerically investigated. The semi-analytical model was 
also used for the calculation of the transfer function of the device in the presence of 
geometric perturbations of various types. The model was based on the estimation of 
the derivatives of the coupling coefficients of the CROW. Then, using these 
derivatives a large number of perturbed devices was simulated with a very small 
computational overhead. The statistical study of various performance issues such as 
the amplitude change and frequency shift of the device resonances as well as the 
resonance 3dB bandwidth were discussed. Using this model one may numerically 
estimate the relation between the device performance and the quality of the 
fabrication process. 
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Abstract This doctoral thesis presents a methodological framework which integrates, in a 
uniform way, a number of important parameters that influence the prices of telecommunications 
products and services. Given the above methodological framework, significant problems of 
telecommunication market regarding price indexes, are faced. The approaches developed are based 
on an appropriate mathematical and statistical background and they are applied to specific case 
studies, providing highly accurate results. The objective of this thesis corresponds to an important 
part of the techno-economic design aiming to the construction of price indices in the 
telecommunications market. The design of networks together with the preferences of the customers, 
are important elements related to the development of the corresponding infrastructure. Due to the 
rapidly developing technologies and the growing demand for access, design of these networks 
should provide and support innovative network services and technologies. Determination of a 
number of parameters, such as the physical characteristics of the telecommunication products and 
services, the profile of users, the number of users, the socioeconomic factors that influence the 
telecommunication sector and the shaped market shares due to competition, should be the drivers 
for the pricing policy of network services and technologies and the development of the 
infrastructure to support the network operation. 

Index Terms Techno- economic Evaluation, Matched Models, Hedonic Price Indices, Leased 
Lines, ADSL connections, Physical and Socioeconomic characteristics   
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
While price indexing has been a common feature of many products, exactly what constitutes price 

indexing has been the subject of some disagreement. Price index of products is a research field 
facing a high level of interest and it is applied for all new and innovative products [1, 2], [4], [5],  
[6-8]. In case that, false price indices have been constructed, then the consequences for the product 
marketing will probably be dramatic, since they implicit  

oversupply and unneeded investments. The 
most appropriate case to be considered as an example is the telecommunication sector, since it is 
almost always connected to significant contemporary investments, regarding new technologies and 
services and critical business plans, targeting to meet the 
competition.  

As telecommunication services and products are being improved and developed at a fast pace 
especially during the last ten years, industrial plans rolled out in an attempt to attract and to retain 
customers. For this purpose, t
prices, how prices for products that enter the market for the first time or have been modified can be 
estimated and finally the determination of a price index for these products in a specific period, m, 
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  Although literature regarding price indices for established products and services is well developed, 
new opportunities Therefore, 
further methodological work should be done, by identifying the gaps that have opened up in pricing 
policy, due to the rapid change of the 

. 

II.  THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
One of the main central themes is the mathematical modeling of price indexing, for different 

types of products and under different assumptions. So far the established research has examined two 
possible price indexing schemes, under the umbrella of econometric methods. Econometric methods 
have been used for price index calculation for a long period of time: cars [2], refrigerators [5] and 
computers [4] are some examples. Furthermore indices about information technology can be found 
in [1] and [6]. In addition, statisticians use econometric methods in U.S.A but the root of hedonic 
approach, which is a part of economic research, goes back to [9-12].   
There are two types of econometric methods:  

 hedonic methods and  

 matched model methods,  

each of which 
-period method, single-period method, two-period method with an indicator 

for new models, or single-regression method. Such indices are commonly used for products, which 
undergo rapid technological changes.  
Hedonic methods refer to regression models in which product prices are related to product 
characteristics and the observed price of a product (service) is considered to be a function of its 
characteristics. Generally hedonic methods are based on the idea that a service (product) is a bundle 
of characteristics and that consumers just buy bundles of product characteristics instead of the 
product itself. These methods can be used to construct a quality-adjusted price index of a service 
and researchers described an overview on hedonic price equations [7], [13]. Researcher states that 
from a large amount of product varieties, consumer chooses without influencing prices [24].  
Therefore, consumers maximize utility and producers maximize profits. In hedonic studies it is 
possible to adjust the price of a service for its quality not quantity. All of them are based on some 
estimated coefficients that are inflicted on the characteristics of the products in both periods; m and 
m+1. Someone can estimate the coefficients for every year separately or can have observat ions of 
two or all years together and estimate a common set of coefficients. The advantage of this method is 
that calculations are easy and fast. Indeed hedonic methods are very fast to apply but the 
disadvantage is that index price can change even if no new products are existed, or all prices remain 
the same.   

Another choice is to apply a matched model method such as chained Laspeyres (LCPI), (LPI) or 
chained Paashe (PCPI), (PPI) or chained Fisher or chained Tornqvist or chained geometric  mean 
[25]. A classic LPI cannot deal with such complexity due to rapid technological changes or the 
introduction of new products (services). With LPI an index shows how much the product would 
cost in period m+1 relatively to what it cost in period m. Other price indices function in the same 
way with slight differences.  

The hedonic price indices are commonly used as approximations to the true cost-of-living indices 
(COLI) which indicate how much money a consumer would need in period m+1 relatively to the 
amount of money he needed in period  m so as to keep the same level of utility in period m+1  as in 
period m [3] d and fast-
changing supply of products. But how can this profile be determined when everyone has different 
needs and requirements? No matter what profile is decided, it will be a hypothesis and an 
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assumption that will respond at a specific model. In addition to the above, someone can see that 

price index is constructed only using the prices of products, which are available in two adjacent 
periods. 

According to matched model method, Laspeyres in order to create a price index at a time, 
someone observes the number of units sold in a period m (for example a month) and the average 
unit price in the period m and m+1. These data are used in the following formula: 

n
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imim
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imim

mm
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qp
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1

1
1

/1

     

 Eq. 1 

Price indices are measured, as it is mentioned above, by the matched model method of Laspeyres 
with chaining average unit prices, which are referred to a previous period, among units sold in the 
same period. 

f(X), which is used in economic 
measurement, where 

 
  Pi = f(Xi) Eq. 2 
 
where Pi  is the price of a variety (or a model) i  of a product and Xi  is a vector of characteristics 
associated with the variety. The hedonic function is then used, for different characteristics among 
varieties of the product, in calculating the price index. 

As soon as it is determined which characteristics have to be considered, then the equations (13) 
and (14) are estimated for N telecommunication products in period m and m+1: 

 
ln(pim) = b0 +b1 X1i + b2 X2i + uim , i N Eq. 3 
ln(pim+1) = b0 +b1 X1i  + b2 X2i + b3+ uim+1 Eq. 4 
 
where bi are some coefficients that have to be estimated.   
 A problem which is posed is the selection of the best hedonic model. So, in order to estimate 
prices a Sliced Inverse Regression (SIR) is performed, without knowing the shape of the function 
[14]. Then a Local Polynomial Regression (LPR) is applied and a possible shape of the hedonic 
function is extracted. In order to find out which is the best model, from a variety of candidate 
models that describe a product with a set of characteristics, the following equations are used: 

n
bXfYbXf )}({})({2  

Eq. 5 

 

d( ),,( 2bf =E0{-2logf(Y)} Eq. 6 

 
where f(Y) shows the possibility for the candidate model and E0 shows expectation under the true 
model. Among several candidate hedonic models the best one is derived by applying the 
(AIC)Akaike Information Criterion (Naik and Tsai 2001) by the following equation: 
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Eq. 7 
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where VVVVVH p ,)( 1  is obtained by replacing b*  and Vinf ~.~ with estimators fandb , and 

npnpisHH evaluated at bXXb .  
Across the candidate models in several shapes of link function, the one which gives the smallest 

AIC is the suitable.   
Finally when there are N telecommunication products in period m and m+1, the proposed hedonic 

price index can be calculated by the following equation:  
!"#!"#$%$ !!"!!""" #$%#$%&  Eq. 8 

III. PRICE INDEXES FOR LEASED LINES 
Markets of high technology products and services, such as telecommunications, are described by 

fast technological changes and rapid generational substitutions. As a result, the question arisen is 
generally about prices of products and what influences or determines them. Particularly, how prices 
for products that enter the market for the first time or have been modified can be estimated, how can 
someone determine a price index for these products in a specific period m and what do these prices 
tend to become over time? For this purpose, the work presented in this section, deals with the 
construction of a price index for telecommunication services (leased lines) with a hedonic approach. 
A leased line is a permanent connection between two telecommunications sites. The prices usually 
depend on the distance and on the transmission rate and the operators guarantee better access to the 
network. The importance of such an approach is especially significant for markets characterized by 
rapid technological and generational changes[21]. 
A. Methodology  

The hedonic approach is based on the fact that there is a set of consumers who have preferences 

used in econometrics, where 
  
Y g X u  

 
  Eq. 9 

with Y refers to data (e.g.. prices of products), Xi  is a vector of regressor values (e.g. characteristics 
associated with the variety of the products) and u is distributed normally around zero.  

In order to choose the hedonic function that associates the observed output with the vector of the 
variables, a number of mathematical techniques have been used, resulting in the selection of the 
model using an improved Akaike Information Criterion  AIC [15], by minimizing the Kullback - 
Leibler distance [8]. This procedure results in simultaneously choosing the relevant regressors, and 
a smoothing parameter for the unknown hedonic function. These techniques are extensively 
described in [8] and consist of the following steps: 

 Firstly, the application of Sliced Inverse Regression, (SIR), in order to obtain a consistent 
estimate of the parameters of the model, SIR , without requiring estimation of the hedonic 
function [16],  [14] .  

 The application of a Local Polynomial Regression, (LPR), with a Gaussian kernel, in order 
to estimate the unknown hedonic function by g t , where SIRt X  [26].   

 Finally, the application of the improved Akaike Information Criterion which minimizes the 
expected Kullback - Leibler distance, in order to select the appropriate model from a wider 
class of candidate models [8]. 

B. Evaluation  
Evaluation of the proposed methodology was performed over all European countries, with data 
from year 1997 to year 2003, which actually includes 42 combinations of capacity, distance and 
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price, over time, whereas a price index is constructed for the case of Greece. These two 
characteristics (capacity (DIST) and distance (MB)) are widely used from telecom operators for 
valuating and selling leased lines across Europe. Three different distances are covered, namely 2 km 
(local circuits), 50 km and 200 km as well as four types of leased lines circuits, namely 64 kb/s, 2 
Mb/s, 34 Mb/s and 155 Mb/s but there are enough price data only for 64 Kb/s and 2Mb/s, ensuring 
the compatibility of the data excluding VAT. This 

Report on Telecoms Price Developments from 
 which is prepared for European Commission [17].  

By dividing the dataset to slices and performing the SIR algorithm, the corresponding SIR 
directions were calculated, after conducting eigenvalue decomposition, with respect to the 
covariance matrices. The plot of Y against the SIR variates is depicted in Figure 1. 

 
  Figure 1: Plot of Y (prices) against the SIR variates     Figure 2: Selected model fitting results  

 
This plot provides a graphical summary, useful for revealing the regression structure, thus giving an 
insight of the form of the underlying model. As a next step, the LPR algorithm is applied (Figure 2), 
using different bandwidths (i.e. 5, 10 and 100). Taking into account the shape of the above plot the 
following hedonic function will be evaluated by the AIC, 
  

0 0 0ln iY P g X  
 

Eq. 10 

 where iP   is the price of a product variety and 0 0( )g X  could be:  
i) 0 0 0 0( )g X X                        iii)  

2
0 0 0 0( )g X X  

ii)  0 0 0 0( ) exp( )g X X                   iv)  0 0 0 0( ) ln( )g X X  
 
 
following:  
 

0 1 2ln iP Dist MB  
Eq. 11 

where i   are the coefficients estimated in the above described procedure. 
Therefore, the proposed hedonic price index can be calculated by the following equation:  
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  1/ 1 0 1 2 0 1 2( ) ( )m m m mI g Dist MB g Dist MB                                  

 
Eq. 12 

This index and its evolution for several years are presented for the case of the Greek market  
(Figure 3) for the telecommunications leased lines, showing the decrease of the prices in 1998 as a 
part of market liberalization and the stability of this market in the next years.  
 

 
                    Figure 3: Hedonic price index evolution for the case of leased lines market in Greece 
 

IV. NON PARAMETRIC APPROACH FOR ADSL CONNECTIONS 
It is evidence that the demand for Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) connections 

increases day by day in all European countries as much as worldwide and it is well known that 

among ADSL connections providers, several packages are offered in attractive tariffs. As a product 
consists of various characteristics that consumers prefer, the questions that arise are how should 

significant and powerful characteristics that shape tariffs of ADSL connections? This work in this 
section provides a hedonic price analysis of ADSL connections for the European market. The 
problem which is posed is the selection of the best hedonic model. So, in order to estimate prices a 
sliced inverse regression (SIR) is performed, without knowing the shape of the function. Then by 
applying Local Polynomial Regression (LPR) a possible shape of the hedonic function is given. 
Among several candidate hedonic models and by applying AIC criterion, the best one is derived 
[22]. 
A. ADSL High-speed Internet connections 

Broadband services and applications are classified according to the offered data rate. The 
domination of ADSL technology for broadband access across Europe during the last years 
demonstrated the high-speed Internet access and IP-telephone as the most common broadband 
services.  

In order to specify the basic basket of broadband services an extended survey of providers across 
European countries took place, focused on the services offered, the pricing policy as well as the 
development in broadband market.  As a result, the typical ADSL service basket was determined as 
a combination of main and additional services according to Figure 4. Main services are 

supported data rate (DR), maximum consumed data volume (V) and maximum allowed minutes on 
line (T). Additional services includes a number of email addresses, web space for web hosting 
and/or file storage and optional free local phone calls and static IP address. The choice of the 
appropriate combination for each operator is depending on the specific business plan as well as the 
techno-economic model parameters and assumptions. 

Hedonic Price Index for telecom leased lines in Greece
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                                                Figure 4: Typical ADSL service basket      
                                 
The evolution of broadband technology offers new and challenging options. The EU 

Commission's "Broadband for all" policy is expected to grow the interest for broadband in the next 
years and to enforce the infrastructure competition among providers. As a result of this competitive 
environment the provision of enhanced broadband services with reduced tariffs is expected to 
increase significantly the number of broadband subscribers. 

B. Evaluation of the model 

Evaluation of the  methodology was performed over 15 European countries and more specifically, 

specify ADSL connections, such as supported data rate DR (up and down), maximum consumed 
data volume (V) and maximum allowed minutes on line (T) have also been collected and analyzed.  

Considering that the hedonic function is given by the following equation: 

 Pi=f(Xi) Eq. 13 
          with Pi  is the price of a variety (or a model) i of a product and Xi is a vector of characteristics 

associated with the variety. 
First of all, the SIR algorithm is applied, where the data are sorted by Pi and then are divided into 

three slices. Without specifying the unknown link function we derive: 
                        !"#$$%&'('''##&'()$*"%&'(+$#$,,&'-!"#$  

The above results imply that the price is strongly related only with the downlink DR [18].  
By having four characteristics we take under consideration 42-1 nested candidate models. For 

each of the nested models SIR estimates are obtained (Figure 5) and then by applying the LPR 
(Figure 6) the link function !#+(&&*("(#-%&% . Figure 5,6 also shows that some individual tariffs are 
existing which decline significantly from the main cluster.  

In order to examine the relationship between the price of an ADSL connection and their main 
characteristics, such as the supported data rate and the maximum consumed data, several candidate 
link functions are applied. Across the candidate models in several shapes of link function, the one 
which gives the smallest AICc (0,2125746 vs 7,846617) value from equation 13, is described by the 
equation:  

 ln(p) = b0 +b1 DR(down)+ b2 DR(up)+ b3 V) +b4 T) Eq. 14 
Even link functions such as hyperbolic sine or hyperbolic cosine give almost the same results 

with the non linear functions. Although linear model on logged price is not comparable with all the 
other models, because of the AICc value, linear model on logged scale has an advantage. 
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    Figure 5: Plot of Pi against SIR directions                 Figure 6: Local Polynomial Regression with Kernel Smoothing           
 
Working in the logarithmic scale using a linear model results shows a better fit than all the other 

models because first of all the residuals from the log-linear model are all around zero (Figure 7) 
[18] and  less standard error (0,5845 vs 26,58). 

                                    
                                                          Figure 7: Residuals 
 
Using data such from all European countries, it can been observed that it is not easy to compare 

prices for different data rate and  consumed volume and allowed time on line, but there are 
similarities and patterns that must be evaluated. It is obvious that the more a consumer demands for 
a product with upper services, the more the prices of this product are increased. Because of this 

 

V. INCLUDING SOCIO-ECONOMIC VARIABLES IN HEDONIC MODEL 
During the last decade broadband services and applications achieved significant penetration into 

the mass market across Europe. As the operators will continue to improve network infrastructures, 

competition as much as 
across Europe is presented and a hedonic model is applied in order to identify and estimate the 

Finally, a price index for 
ADSL connections is constructed [23]. 
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A. Socio-economic variables 
According to the economic theory described above regarding hedonic models, there are several 

characteristics that influence tariffs. Data by the meaning of attributes of a given product can be 
divided in three categories: spatial, physical and socio-economic [19]. 

The spatial division can be handled separate by location. Attributes or exogenous variables are 
made up of physical quality characteristics and socio-economic attributes. Measures and differences 
that compare geographical areas have implications for regional cost of living. This has a substantial 

market relocation as well. This is an index for decision-making affecting all involved parties.                
The physical quality characteristics are the attributes which are unique and specify the product. 

For instance, a bundle of physical characteristics can be: the offered data rate, the maximum 
consumed data volume etc.  

The socio-economic variables are characteristics that are not easily calculated, but it is assumed 
that influence the ADSL market expansion and penetration. Such characteristics are: the educational 
level, the age, the income and the personalization of the subscribers, the technological infrastructure 

 
they can be identified from the web pages they visit and the amount of time they spend on them. 

characteristics, because on one hand the veracity of them is doubtful and on the other customers are 
not interested in providing information for privacy concerns. By including in the model the socio-

 

B. Evaluation of the model 
Following the theoretical presentation of the preceding sections, a hedonic (econometric) model 

was applied, in order to study a typical ADSL basket across the European countries. The evaluation 
was based on data for ADSL connections, which were collected from year 2003 to 2005 for both 
residential and business connections. Of course there is a large variation of values of the 
participating variables, as well as in price levels between the participating countries, for the same 
service considered. Evaluation data were collected from Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Germany, Iceland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, and 
Greece. In addition, they correspond to all operators, no matter the number of subscribers they have.  
By applying a multiple regression model to the ADSL connections data, the best fitting function for 
every year (2003, 2004 and 2005), turned out to be: 
 
Pim = b0 + b1 D(Mbps)i + b2 U(Mbps)i + b3 lnV(Gbps)i + b4  ln(GDP 2)i+ b5  ln((OP)2)i 

+ b6  DURi      Eq. 15    

where D and U is the downstream and upstream data rate in Mbps, respectively, V is the maximum 
consumed data volume in Gbps, GDP OP is the 
number of operators in each country and DUR is the downstream to upstream ratio and m is the 
year. Finally, coefficients b0 to b6 are constants and they are the corresponding weighting factors. 
Table 1 shows the results of fitting by a multiple linear regression model, in order to describe the 
relationship between the subscription price and the six aforementioned identified variables. The 
standard error of the estimation shows the standard deviation of the residuals, where the Mean 
Absolute Error (MAE) is their average value. It is noticeable that the highest P-value of the 
independent variables is 0.2258 belonging to ln(GDP2) [20]. 

The P-
parameter to be equal to zero. So, this parameter can be considered as less significant for the model, 
the evolution of broadband tariffs in the presented case. Finally, since the coefficient determination 
(R-squared) is in excess of 94% the validity of the above model is even more strengthened. 

Using data such, for the case of Europe, it can be observed that it is not easy to compare prices for 
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different characteristics such as data rate, consumed volume, allowed time on line, since on the 
same time, the subscription price for year 2004 is 50% less than this of 2003, but for the period 
2004  2005 it is approximately the same. 

Table 1: Regression analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

However, in countries such as Belgium and The Netherlands, prices were reduced during 2003  
2004 but in 2004  2005 remained almost the same, whereas in other such as Spain there is a 
continuous reduction across years. 

              
                                Figure 8: Evolution data rate (down) in Europe 
      
Therefore, the average value of prices of ADSL connections and their characteristics 

(downstream and upstream) was computed for all countries (Figure 8), in order to provide an 
estimation for prices and physical characteristics (downstream and upstream) of a typical European 
ADSL connection. Once more, it can be observed that downstream and upstream data rates seem to 
follow a linear path over years (solid line in Figure 8). 

Finally, in the case that there are N telecommunication products in the period between m and 
m+1, by considering Equation 4 which describes the relationship between prices and characteristics, 
in a variety of ADSL products, the proposed hedonic price index is calculated by Equation 8. 

This behavior fits to the hedonic approach and it can be observed by calculating the hedonic price 
index from equation 16. In addition, In Figure 9, the calculated index and its evolution are presented 
for the case of European countries broadband market. It is observed that for the period 2003  2004 
there is a trend of 50% reduction in prices. 
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Parameter   Estimated  
Coefficients   

Standard  
Error   P - Value   

Downstream ( M bps)   - 26.01   8.38   0.0210   
Upstream (M bps)   300.3 0   58.54   0.0022   

ln( Operators 2 )   9.26   3.68   0.0456   
ln(GDP 2    - 15.16   11.23   0.2258   

Downstream to   
Upstream ratio   6.178   2.34   0.0388   

ln(Volume) (Gbps)   15.28   4.46   0.0141   
R - squared:  94.84   %   
Standard Error of Estimation:  7.55   
Mean absolute error:  3.49   
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                           Figure 9: Hedonic price index evolution for the case of ADSL market in Europe 
 
However, this does not apply for the period 2004  2005, even if the price index has 

approximately the value 1, which means that prices for ADSL services are the same. Taking into 
account that there is a significant trend in downstream and upstream bandwidth, it can be extracted 
that there is an implicit reduction of prices, since operators offer better services at more or less the 
same price.   

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The main conclusions drawn by this doctoral thesis, which also constitute its contribution, lie in 

the following points:  
 Overview of the physical, social, economic and spatial parameters that influence the prices 

of products-services and networks of the telecommunications market.  
 Development of a methodology for the definition of characteristics, of telecoms products-

services and networks that affect their prices.  
 Categorization and grouping of characteristics of access technologies.  
 Quantification of telecoms  networks and products data related to characteristics and the 

emergence of influence of them on the telecoms products-services pricing. 
 Construction of price indices and clarification of the trend of prices and indices of the 

telecoms products and services. 
 Implementation of methodological approach on different telecoms products-services and 

networks.    
 Integration of price indices into the demand models and assessment of their influence on the 

diffusion process of telecoms products and services.  
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Abstract. This thesis studies the performance of both opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) and 
spectrum sharing (SS) cognitive radio networks (CRNs) using cross-layer design (CLD) 
approaches in order to provide reliable and optimum packet transmission at the medium access 
control (MAC) layer with quality of service (QoS) guarantees, to optimize the secondary user 
(SU) performance given the primary user (PU) protection and to realize the impact of imperfect 
spectrum sensing at the MAC layer. The reliable and optimum packet transmission at the MAC 
layer with QoS guarantees is accomplished by the combination of adaptive modulation with 
hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) protocol in OSA CRNs. The SU’s performance is 
maximized by formulating a convex optimization problem for the SU’s capacity over the power 
control (PoC) and spectrum sensing (SpSe) that is solved with an iterative subgradient method 
which results in optimal power allocation and sensing threshold selection. Finally, the impact of 
imperfect SpSe at the MAC layer is realized by modelling the Carrier Sensing Multiple Access 
with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) and the SpSe as two state Markov processes and thus 
obtaining the joint steady state distribution that encompasses the parameters of both mechanisms.  

 

1   Introduction 

Third-generation (3G) and beyond 3G mobile communication systems must provide 
interoperability with the Internet, increase throughput for mobile devices, and optimize 
their operation for multimedia applications. The limited ability of traditional layered 
architectures to exploit the unique nature of wireless communication has fostered the 
introduction of cross-layer design (CLD) solutions that allow optimized operation for 
mobile devices in the modern heterogeneous wireless environment. In this thesis, we 
first present the major cross-layer design solutions that handle such problems, and 
discuss cross-layer implementations with a focus on functional entities that support 
cross-layer processes and the respective signaling. In addition, we consider the 
associated architectural complexity and communication overhead they introduce. 
Furthermore, we point out the major open technical challenges in the cross-layer design 
research area. Finally, we conclude our article with a summary of cross-layer 
approaches developed thus far and provide directions for future work [1]. 
Besides, cognitive radio is considered as one of the most important enablers for 
achieving enhanced spectral efficiency in wireless communications. In the sequel, in 
this thesis, we present a cross-layer design for reliable data transmission over a 
cognitive radio network which combines adaptive modulation at the physical layer and 
hybrid automatic repeat request at the data link layer. The cognitive radio network 
follows the principles of opportunistic spectrum access that utilises an optimal power 
adaptation policy for channel allocation. The obtained numerical results denote that the 
considered approach achieves significant spectral efficiency improvement and 
therefore it could be deployed in wireless communication networks that encompass 
cognitive capabilities. Furthermore, we assess the introduced interference and we show 
that it can be kept within levels that do not jeopardise our design [2]. 
__________________ 
* Dissertation Advisor: Lazaros Merakos, Professor 
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Furthermore, we study the problem of maximizing spectral efficiency of cognitive 
radio network deployments subject to an interference constraint and under specific 
quality of service (QoS) guarantees. The interference constraint corresponds to the 
upper limit of the received power that can be tolerated at the licensed users’ due to 
transmissions from unlicensed users. The QoS guarantees stem from the requirements 
imposed by the applications running at the users’ terminals. A cross-layer design is 
adopted that maps the user’s requirements into delay related QoS guarantees at the data 
link layer and error probability QoS guarantees at the physical layer. The obtained 
numerical results provide important insights regarding the impact of the considered 
constraint and guarantees on the achievable spectral efficiency of cognitive radio 
networks [3]. 
Moreover, a joint optimal power allocation and sensing threshold selection for capacity 
maximization at the secondary user (SU) in spectrum sharing (SS) cognitive radio 
networks (CRNs) is proposed. Hence, both optimal power allocation and spectrum 
sensing is considered in the SS CRNs model. The obtained results show that such a 
joint optimal selection improves the performance of the SU by maximizing its capacity 
[4]. Besides, we propose capacity optimization through sensing threshold adaptation 
for sensing-based cognitive radio networks. The objective function of the proposed 
optimization is the maximization of the capacity at the secondary user subject to 
transmit power and sensing threshold constraints for protecting the primary user. After 
proving the concavity of capacity on sensing threshold, the problem is solved using the 
Lagrange duality decomposition method in conjunction with a subgradient iterative 
algorithm. The numerical results show that the proposed optimization can lead to 
significant capacity maximization for the secondary user as long as this is affordable to 
the primary user [5]. 
Finally, we introduce a cross-layer design (CLD) of carrier sensing multiple access 
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) at the medium access control (MAC) layer with 
spectrum sensing (SpSe) at the physical layer for cognitive radio networks (CRNs). 
The proposed CLD relies on a Markov chain model with a state pair containing both 
the SpSe and the CSMA/CA from which we derive the transmission and collision 
probabilities. The derived probabilities can be used as performance criteria to evaluate 
the performance of specific CRNs when they are deployed in a distributed coordination 
fashion that is prone to collisions [6]. 
The rest of this document is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the major 
results of this thesis that are namely the spectral efficiency of CRNs under interference 
constraint and with QoS guarantees, the joint optimal power allocation and spectrum 
sensing threshold selection for SS CRNs and the CLD of CSMA/CA with SpSe in 
CRNs. We conclude this document with the overall conclusions derived from the 
investigations accomplished within the framework of this thesis.  
 

2   Performance analysis of cognitive radio networks using cross-
layer design techniques 

In this section we present two main results of this thesis. First, the spectral efficiency of 
CRNs under interference constraint and QoS guarantees and second the joint optimal 
power allocation and sensing threshold selection for SS CRNs  

2.1   Spectral efficiency of cognitive radio networks under interference constraint 
and QoS guarantees 

In this section we focus on the approach in order the SU be able to share efficiently the 
same spectrum band with PU via CR and we model the respective procedures. To this 
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end, this study reveals the impact of the adoption of an interference constraint at the 
PU on the spectral efficiency of the SU. 
We assume a CR networking layout with a PU and a SU as depicted in Fig. 1 where the 
channel allocation technique that is adopted follows the principles of the spectrum 
underlay paradigm of CRNs since it encompasses an interference power as we will 
describe below. Both transmitters and receivers are considered as users with the 
notation PU-Tx and PU-Rx for users of the primary network (PN) and SU-Tx and SU-
Rx for the users of the secondary network. The channel power gains from SU-Tx to 
SU-Rx and PU-Rx are denoted by 11!  and 12! , respectively, and from PU-Tx to PU-

Rx and SU-Rx by 22!  and 21! , respectively. Channel power gains 12!  and 21!  are 
considered as interference for PU-Rx and SU-Rx respectively [7].   
With the considered channel allocation technique both PU-Rx and SU-Rx are using the 
same frequency band (e.g. 1f ) and henceforth both should transmit in a way that 
achieves a reasonably high transmission rate without causing too much interference to 
each other [7]. Besides, we consider that the SU-Rx exploits spectrum sensing to 
discover more than one spectrum bands in the wideband range },...,,{ 821 fff  and 
thus it is able to settle in more than one spectrum bands [8]. Spectrum sensing is one of 
the most important tasks for terminals with cognitive capabilities and that is why the 
corresponding users are denoted as cognitive ones [9]. It should be noted that the 
considered channel allocation technique give access priority to PU-Rx as implemented 
in a spectrum sharing system in general. 
For studying the maximization of the spectral efficiency of SU-Rx that is subject to the 
transmit and interference power constraints, we analyze first the channel allocation 
technique. Both constraints are related to SU-Tx power transmission as we will discuss 
later. Then, we continue with the technique, by which the SU-Rx is able to sense the 
available spectrum bands offered in a wideband regime, in order to present its spectral 
efficiency per unit bandwidth. This means that the network can simultaneously offer 
more sub channels and thus a gain is manifested in terms of spectral efficiency per unit 
bandwidth in the whole networking system.  
 

 

!12 

!11 

!22 

f1 fw 

f1 fw 

f3 f2 … 

f2 f3 … 

PU-Tx
PU-Rx

SU-Tx
SU-Rx

 

Fig. 1. Cognitive Radio Network Model 

In figure 2 we present the potential gain in spectral efficiency per unit bandwidth that is 
achieved when the considered CRN deployment exploits also spectrum holes in the 
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spectrum range. As previously mentioned the SU-Rx is able to sense the spectrum 
bands in order to transmit throughout the sensed vacant bands. We include the 
aforementioned power constraints and QoS guarantees in such a CR system and we 
depict the spectral efficiency gain achieved. The results obtained by applying the 
optimal power allocation policy for the following interference power constraints 
levels dB10! , dB0 , dB10  and dB20  are depicted with blue lines. With black 
lines are illustrated the results with QoS guarantees equal to 001.0=lossp  and 

0max =R , while the red lines show the results when 001.0=lossp  and 4max =R . 
From the presented curves we conclude that as the received CNR increases, the 
network behavior tends toward the no cognition case since no spectral gain is exhibited 
something that was evident in figure 3 either. This can be explained from the fact that 
when the cutoff level *

11!  is very low, the possibility for a vacant band is bigger than 
when this value is higher where more power is poured within each channel and the user 
with the higher priority occupies the whole bandwidth. This is accomplished (i.e. 

0*
11 !" ) indeed at lower average CNR regions when the worst case scenario is 

considered e.g. in case of a tight interference power constraint dB10! .  
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 Fig. 2. Performance Gain in Spectral Efficiency under interference constraints 

In general an interference power constraint affects the system in terms of vacant band 
i.e. band in which the threshold is above the cutoff value and it makes the system to 
downgrade its performance. In addition to that, the incorporation of QoS guarantees 
downgrade the performance gain achieved from such a system and makes it to operate 
as a conventional one in lower CNR regions. However, this is expected since on the 
other hand the constraints guarantee the QoS that can be offered by the network in 
order to satisfy the users’ requirements. The presented approach could be extended 
further by assuming a multi-carrier modulation technique such as orthogonal frequency 
division multiple access (OFDM) that is most frequently considered for the 
implementation of CRNs. This extension requires a proper formulation of the analysis 
and assessment presented in this paper that will introduce some extra parameters (e.g. 
guard interval, number of OFDM symbols, etc) in order to correctly obtain the spectral 
efficiency gain that will now achieved per subcarrier. This extension can be considered 
as a future work. 
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2.2 Joint Optimal Power Allocation and Sensing Threshold Selection for SS 
CRNs 

In spectrum sharing (SS) cognitive radio networks (CRNs), optimal power allocation 
(OPA) and spectrum sensing (SpSe) are used for the protection of the primary user 
(PU) from harmful interference caused by the secondary user (SU). Furthermore, for 
capacity maximization of the SU, the main parameters related to OPA, i.e. the SU’s 
transmit power, tP , is adapted according to the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 

s! , and related to SpSe, i.e. sensing threshold, ! , and sensing time, ! , for a given 
sensed SNR, ! , need to be also carefully selected [10]. Previous studies on SU’s 
capacity maximization include SS CRNs models with SpSe [12], [13] or without SpSe 
[11], [10]. For the former and more general case, the optimization presented in [6] is 
considered over tP  and !  assuming !  to be constant.  In [13] although the effects of 
!  as a variable are studied, the research is focused on the interference caused to the 
PU rather than the optimization of the SU’s capacity. Thus, a more general approach is 
presented in this letter where a jointly OPA and SpSe threshold selection is considered 
so that the SU’s capacity is maximized over tP  and ! .  

Figure 3 illustrates the performance of sC  obtained from the joint optimization 

problem in (2), versus ! , for different values of !  and avP . As in [7] and [13], for 
the performance evaluation results we have assumed that for Rayleigh fading channels 
the channel power gains (exponentially distributed) are assumed with unit mean, 
AWGN with variance 10 =N  and 4.01 =! . Furthermore, for the OPA, the constraint 

on peak interference power is assumed to be  dBI pk 0=  while for the SpSe, ms1=!  

[14].  The performance evaluation results obtained clearly show that sC  increases as 

!  decreases and/or avP  increases while its improvement becomes negligible when 

avP  < pkI . 
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Fig. 3 Capacity sC  vs. sensing threshold !  for different !  and avP  assuming dBI pk 0=  

 
Figure 4 illustrates the throughput computed as ss CTT )/( !" #=  based on the 

SpSe and frame transmission models that have been proposed in [6], where T  is the 
frame duration, !"T  is the frame duration for data transmission and sC  is taken 

from (1). Therefore s!  represents the transmitted bits per frame, is the performance 
metric at the secondary link and it is maximized over the sensing time !  for different 
optimal probabilities of detection *

dp  using the maximization in (2). The performance 

results have been obtained for msT 100= , dBPav 15= , dBI pk 0=  and 

db10!=" . Furthermore, different target values of *
dp  are assumed that correspond 

to specific SpSe thresholds, *! . However, these *!  values are identical for each target 

value *
dp  as depicted in Fig. 2. This is reasonable since the maximization problem is 

assumed over !  and not over ! . This also shows that a proper selection of !  for the 

SpSe and tP  for the OPA provides an additional sC  maximization to the one achieved 

by the joint optimization over tP  and ! .  
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Fig. 4 Throughput s!  vs. sensing time, !  for different optimal *
dp  with dBPav 15=  and 

dBI pk 0=  

A joint OPA and SpSe threshold selection for capacity maximization at the SU in SS 
CRNs has been proposed. This joint optimization leads to further capacity 
maximization as compared to the one achieved by joint optimization over the transmit 
power and sensing time. This maximization has also shown that the capacity can be 
further improved by properly selecting the SpSe threshold based on the sensed SNR.   
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2.3 Cross-layer Design of CSMA/CA with Spectrum Sensing for CRNs 

In cognitive radio networks (CRNs), the channels’ availability is manifested via 
spectrum sensing (SpSe) at the physical layer [15] and subsequently the packet 
transmission is accomplished through an appropriate medium access control (MAC) 
layer technique [16]. It has been recognized that the imperfect SpSe at the physical 
layer have an impact on the performance at the MAC layer [20]. To this end, the 
authors in [21] propose a cross-layer design (CLD) between the SpSe at the physical 
layer and the MAC layer in general in which a constraint on collision probability 
dictates the operating characteristics of SpSe. In this thesis, we introduce a cross-layer 
design (CLD) of SpSe at the physical layer with a specific MAC layer technique, the 
well-known carrier sensing multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) 
protocol. Based on the CLD presented in [17], the Markov chain model of CSMA/CA 
presented in [18] and the Markov chain model of SpSe presented in [19], we derive the 
transmission and collision probabilities that can be used to evaluate the deployment of 
CSMA/CA protocol in CRNs. In [20] the authors present a cross-layer performance 
analysis of CSMA/CA in case of imperfect SpSe but they neither consider the well 
established exponential backoff nor a Markov chain model for multi-channel SpSe of 
CRNs.  
We have derived both numerical and simulation results in order to validate the 
proposed CLD. We assume that the sensed SNR is equal to dBp 15!="  and the 

sensing time equal to msTs 2=  for primary channels with frequency MHzf p 6= . 

Fig.5 shows the transmission probability !  (left part) and the collision probability cp  

(right part) versus the number of stations n  for different probabilities of detection dP , 

backoff stages m  and minimum contention window W . The results obtained 

considering one channel i.e. 1=C  with an activity probability equal to 5.0=a . The 
solid lines depict the case of 3=m  and 32=W , the dashed lines depict the case of 

3=m  and 64=W , and the dotted dashed lines the case of 5=m  and 32=W . 
Since the depiction of all simulation results would make them indistinguishable, we 
depict them for the cases of 1=dP  and 9.0=dP  with 3=m  and 64=W  with 
circles and stars and without line. From the figure is obvious that a low probability of 
detection e.g. 1.0=dP , results in high transmission probability ! . Furthermore, high 

contention window values e.g. 64=W  (dashed lines) and/or backoff stage e.g. 
5=m  (dotted dashed lines) result in a lower transmission probability ! , although a 

high contention window value gets the transmission probability lower. We also notice 
that the collision probability cp  is proportional to the transmission probability ! .   
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Fig. 5. Transmission probability !  (left part) and collision probability cp  (right part) vs. 

number of stations n  for different probabilities of detection dP  with backoff stage 3=m  and 

contention window 32=W  (solid lines), with 3=m  and 64=W  (dashed lines) and 
with 5=m  and 32=W  (dotted dashed lines).   

 
Fig. 6 shows the transmission probability !  and collision probability cp  versus the 
number of stations n  for different values of channels’ activity a  and number of 
channels C . The results obtained considering a probability of detection equal to 

5.0=dP , a backoff stage equal to 3=m  and a contention window equal to 

32=W .  The solid lines depict the case of 0=a , 5.0=a , 8.0=a  and 1=C , 
the dashed lines depict the case of 3=C  and the dotted dashed lines the case of 

6=C  considering the same activities for all cases. We also depict the simulation 
results in case of activity 8.0=a  and channels 3=C  with squares without line. 
Obviously, a high probability of activity e.g. 8.0=a  results in a lower transmission 
probability ! . Furthermore, for a high number of sensed channels e.g. 6=C , the 
transmission probability !  increases. As previously, the collision probability cp  is 
proportional to the transmission probability ! .   
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Fig. 6. Transmission probability !  (left part) and collision probability cp  (right part) vs. 

number of stations n  for different activities a  with 1=C  channels (solid lines), with 
3=C  channels (dashed lines) and with 6=C  channels (dotted dashed lines).  

3  Conclusions 

In this thesis, we present a CLD over an OSA-based CRN that provides reliable data 
transmission. In particular, we study the achieved spectral efficiency over fading 
channels and the potential gain in OSA-based CRNs. The CRN model which allows for 
OSA to SUs by sensing the spectrum’s vacant buds from the licensed network is 
provided. In order to provide reliable data transmission in the new wireless 
communication network we adopt adaptive modulation and automatic repeat request at 
the physical and data link layer respectively. The obtained results show the 
improvement in spectral efficiency versus the average SNR of the fading channel. 
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Finally, the introduced interference in such a network is assessed and we show that it 
can be kept within levels that do not affect the operation of the considered overlay 
communication system. 
Besides, we analytically derived the maximum spectral efficiency achieved at the 
physical layer of a CRN under interference power constraint with QoS guarantees. 
Based on an optimal power allocation strategy at the physical layer of the SU we 
introduced delay related QoS guarantees through a cross-layer model. The specific 
cross-layer model combines the adaptive modulation and ARQ at the physical and data 
link layer, respectively that gives us the ability to evaluate the achievable spectral 
efficiency over fading channels. The impact of the imposed constraints on the spectral 
efficiency is analyzed via numerical results assuming a Rayleigh fading channel. It is 
shown that the spectral efficiency cannot be increased up to an average CNR value that 
is equal to the interference power constraint. Besides, we evaluate the gain in spectral 
efficiency that is defined in the case that the SU is able to sense a spectrum range of 
vacant channels. Finally we showed that a proper selection of the constraints and 
guarantees at the SU can make the operation of the overall CRN more efficient. 
Furthermore, we study the capacity optimization for sensing-based cognitive radio 
networks over sensing threshold. In particular, we consider a sensing-based spectrum 
sharing CRN in which both power control and spectrum sensing are employed for the 
PU’s protection. The proposed optimization is proved to be a convex optimization 
problem that we solve using the Lagrange dual decomposition method. A subgradient 
iterative algorithm provides the optimum values for both transmit power and sensing 
threshold of the power control and spectrum sensing, respectively. The numerical 
results show the SU’s capacity maximization achieved through sensing threshold 
adaptation and the corresponding capacity loss that can be afforded at the PU. 
Finally, we have introduced a cross-layer design of SpSe and CSMA/CA from which 
we have derived the transmission and collision probabilities. We rely on discrete time 
Markov chain model with a state pair for modeling both SpSe and CSMA/CA 
processes that result in a joint stationary probability which incorporates the parameters 
of SpSe and CSMA/CA at the physical and the MAC layer respectively. 
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Abstract. This dissertation contributes to the field of learning in the domain of 
Computer Science. We investigated the effects of background-knowledge and text-
cohesion on learning from texts in Computer Science. Our results showed that 
students with low background knowledge appeared to benefit from a high-cohesion 
text, whereas students with high background knowledge from a low-cohesion text. 
Based on our results, we designed and developed the Adaptive Learning Models from 
texts and Activities (ALMA) environment which supports the processes of learning 
and assessment via: 1) texts differing in local and global cohesion for students with 
low, medium and high background knowledge, 2) activities corresponding to different 
levels of comprehension which prompt the student to practically implement different 
text-reading strategies, with the recommended activity sequence adapted to the 
student’s learning style, 3) an overall framework for informing, guiding and 
supporting students in performing the activities,  4) individualized support and 
guidance according to student-specific characteristics. ALMA also, supports students 
in distance learning or in blended learning in which students are submitted to face-to-
face learning supported by computer technology. The adaptive techniques provided 
via ALMA are: a) adaptive presentation and b) adaptive navigation. Digital learning 
material, in accordance to the text comprehension model described by Kintsch (1998), 
was introduced into the ALMA environment. The material includes texts of varying 
local and global cohesion and activities corresponding to different comprehension 
levels and appropriate for all learning styles. This material can be exploited in either 
distance or blended learning. 
 
1     Introduction 
Learning from texts is a complex process and till now, not completely understood 
[1,2]. In order to optimize learning, should one make the comprehension process as 
easy as possible, or should one, as many educators insist, ensure that the learner 
participates actively and intentionally in the process of constructing the meaning of a 
text [3]? Specifically, should the readers’ task be facilitated by improving the 
comprehensibility of a text or should the readers’ active involvement be increased by 
placing obstacles in their way? In the second case, what sort of obstacles will have 
beneficial effects on learning and under what conditions? The approach to this 
question has been the study of characteristics of the text, the characteristics of the 
individual reader and how these factors affect text comprehension.  
A considerable number of empirical studies have been conducted in order to answer 
this question. Many of them have demonstrated that readers’ background knowledge 
facilitates and enhances comprehension and learning [4]. These studies have also 
shown that readers with greater background knowledge express more interest in the 
reading material and employ more effective reading strategies. Additionally, experts 
tend to put more effort into learning than do novices [5]. Text comprehension can also 
be facilitated and enhanced by rewriting poorly written texts in order to be more 
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cohesive and to provide the reader with all the information needed for a good 
comprehension [6,7, 8]. Text coherence refers to the extent to which a reader is able 
to understand the relations between ideas in a text. This is generally dependent on 
whether these relations are explicit in the text.  
Nevertheless, a cohesive text representation does not always result in better learning. 
Readers with appropriate knowledge do not always employ that knowledge for 
learning. They also tend to take the path of least resistance and if they have the feeling 
that they are easily understanding the text they read, they may not bother to activate 
their knowledge and form the links between it and the text that guarantee learning. 
Thus, there exists an instructional need to stimulate reader activity [3]. Consequently, 
the advantages found for facilitating the reading process by making text more 
cohesive and the disadvantages demonstrated for facilitating the learning process 
present contradictory findings. 
According to Kintsch, there is no text comprehension that does not require the reader 
to apply knowledge: lexical, syntactic and semantic knowledge, domain knowledge, 
personal experience and so on. Ideally a text should contain the new information a 
reader needs to know plus just enough old information to allow the reader to link the 
new information with what is already known. Texts that contain too much that the 
reader already knows are boring to read and, indeed, confusing (e.g., legal and 
insurance documents that leave nothing to be taken for granted). Consequently, too 
much coherence and explication may not necessarily be a good thing. 
The way in which cohesion manipulations influence the comprehension and 
consequently the learning from computer science texts (e.g. Computer Networks 
texts) may differ from that of social and natural sciences texts. Thus, it is of great 
importance to investigate learning from texts in Computer Science. Our study 
contributes to the eld of learning from texts in the domain of Computer Science. 
Based on previous research in various other domains, we further examined the effects 
of background knowledge on learning from high- and low-cohesion texts in Computer 
Science. Speci cally, we investigated the learning from texts in “Local Networks 
Topologies” by undergraduate low- and high-knowledge students. 
For this purpose, we conducted three empirical studies [9,10]: (1) The main purpose 
of the 1st study was to investigate the effects of text-cohesion on low and high-
background knowledge students learning in Computer Science. We used texts 
concerning the domain of “Local Networks Topologies”. Participants with low- and 
high-background knowledge about the domain of the text were included. They were 
separated randomly in four groups (A, B, C, and D). Each group was given one from 
four text versions of different cohesion. Tasks differentially sensitive to textbase and 
situation model constructions were used. The participants were tested on memory 
recall and deep comprehension, (2)The main purpose of the present study was to 
investigate the effects of text-cohesion on high-knowledge students learning in 
computer science. We used texts concerning the domain of “Local Networks 
Topologies”, (3)The purpose of the 3rd  study was twofold. Firstly, to assess reading 
comprehension of students with high-and low background knowledge using texts in 
Computer Science with low- and high local cohesion. Next, to examine how question 
format (multiple-choice vs. open-ended) influence the assessment of science text 
comprehension among undergraduate students. We attempted to compare multiple-
choice and open-ended question by directly transforming comprehension questions 
from one format to the other. 
According to (ACM and IEEE) [11]: 
• Computer science texts are complex depending on factors mainly inherent in the 

texts. Much of their content is abstract and technical, far removed from everyday 
experience. 

• Computer science texts support students to utilize concepts from many different 
elds. All computer science students must learn to integrate theory and practice, to 

recognize the importance of abstraction, and to appreciate the value of good 
engineering design. 

• Computer science texts support students to understand the theoretical underpinnings 
of the discipline and also how that theory influences practice. 

• Computer science texts support students to develop a high-level understanding of 
systems as a whole. This understanding must transcend the implementation details 
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of the various components to encompass an appreciation for the structure of 
computer systems and the processes involved in their construction and analysis. 

• Computer science texts must help students to encounter many recurring themes such 
as abstraction, complexity, and evolutionary change. They will also encounter 
principles, e.g. those associated with caching, (e.g. the principle of locality), with 
sharing a common resource, with security, with concurrency, and so on. 

 
2 The Construction-Integration Model 
The construction-integration model is an extension of earlier comprehension models 
[12, 13], primarily specifying computationally the role of prior knowledge during the 
comprehension process. It distinguishes several different levels that readers construct 
during the mental representation of a text. Text base and situation model
understanding are most relevant for the objectives of this study. The text base contains 
the information that is directly expressed in the text, organized and structured in the 
same way as by the author. It has a local and global structure (micro- and macro-
structure respectively). Micro-structure refers to local text properties, macro-structure 
to the global organization of text. The situation description constructed by the learner 
on the basis of a text, as well as prior knowledge and experience, is called the 
situation model. 
 
Text Cohesion 
The degree to which the concepts, ideas and relations with a text are explicit has been 
referred to as text cohesion, whereas the effect of text cohesion on readers’ 
comprehension has been referred to as text coherence [14].Text coherence refers 
to the extent to which a reader is able to understand the relations between ideas in a 
text and this is generally dependent on whether these relations are explicit in the text. 
 
The Measurement of Learning 
Some measures are more indicative of text memory (e.g. recognition, text-based 
questions, and text-recall) whereas other measures are more sensitive to learning (e.g., 
bridging- inference questions, recall elaborations, problem-solving tasks, keyword 
sorting tasks). The former are referred to as text base measures because a cohesive 
text base understanding is all that is required for a high performance. The latter are 
referred to as situation model measures because, in order to perform well, the reader 
must have formed a well-integrated situation model of the text during the 
comprehension process [3]. 
 
3     The 2nd Empirical Study-Results 
 
3.1 Reading Rates 
The time required for each participant to read the text, was recorded. The number of 
words in each text was divided by the reading time yielding the average number of 
words per minute. Participants read the text twice, yielding two reading rate scores. 
The results are presented in Tables 1a and 1b. 
Readers read the text much more slowly the first time (M=108 words/minute) in 
relation with the second (M=159 words/min). A significant main effect was obtained 
for local cohesion, (F(1,61) = 16.608, p<0.001, for the 1st reading and F(1,61)= 
14.259, p<0.001, for the 2nd reading). Students who read the texts with the maximum 
local cohesion (L) had higher reading rates scores (M =132 words/min for the 1st 
reading and M=196 words/min for the 2nd reading) than students who read the texts 
with the minimum local cohesion (l) (M=85 for the 1st reading and M=123 for the 2nd 
reading). This was a low difference (Partial Eta Squared=0.214 for the 1st reading and 
Partial Eta Squared=0.189 for the 2nd reading). This result indicates that the minimally 
cohesive text at the local level requires more inferences than does the high cohesion 
text.  
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Participants also read more quickly texts with the minimum global cohesion but there 
was not obtained a significant main effect F(1,61)=0.005, p=0.943, for the 1st reading 
and F(1,61)= 1.474, p=0.229 for the 2nd reading) indicating that students who read the 
texts with the high global cohesion had about the same reading rates scores (M=107 
words/min for the 1st reading and M=168 words/min for the 2nd reading) with the 
students who read the texts with the low global cohesion (M=110 words/min, for the 
1st reading and M=150 words/min for the 2nd reading) (Partial Eta Squared=.000, for 
the 1st reading and Partial Eta Squared=0.024 for the 2nd reading). Thus, the absence 
of an explicit macrostructure in the text did not slow high-knowledge participants 
down.The interaction effect between local and global cohesion was not statistically 
significant (F(1,61)=0.036, p=0.851, Partial Eta Squared=0.001, for the 1st reading 
and F(1,61)=0.491, p=0.486, Partial Eta Squared=0.008, for the 2nd reading) 
indicating that the local cohesion difference scores     do not depend on the particular 
global cohesion (low or high). These results are consistent with McNamara et al., 
(1996). 
 
3.2 Text Recall 
The text paragraph concerning “Tree Topology” was propositionalized in the four text 
versions. In order to compare recall for the different text versions, the analysis 
included only those propositions containing information common to all four texts 
(i.e., those comprising the lg text). This scoring method allows by-item analyses to be 
performed because the propositions that are scored remain the same for all 
participants regardless of text. There were 20 micro propositions and 3 macro 
propositions common to all texts.  
Participants recalled the text twice, once after the first and again after the second 
reading of the text. The two results for each participant were pooled and scored 
collectively. Thus, a composite recall was formed of the propositions provided in the 
first recall together with any additional (non repeated) propositions that occurred in 
the second recall. Two-way ANOVA by participants and by items was performed on 
proportional recall including the factors local cohesion, global cohesion and 
proposition type. Text recall-scores are presented in Tables 2a and 2b.  
 

 

Table 1a: The mean (standard deviation) of reading rates  
in words per minute 

Local 
cohesion 

Global 
cohesion N 

1st reading 2nd reading 
Mean SD Mean SD 

Low low 16 87 42 141 61 
 high 16 84 41 104 55 
 Total 32 85 41 123 58 

High low 16 131 39 201 97 
 high 17 132 58 191 92 

 Total 33 132 49 196 94 
Total low 32 107 46 168 83 

 high 33 110 56 150 87 
 Total 65 108 51 159 85 

Table 1b: Reading rates: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Source 
1st reading 2nd reading 

F Sig. Partial Eta 
Squared F Sig Partial Eta 

Squared 
Local cohesion 16.608 0.000 0.214 14.259 0.000 0.189 
Global cohesion 0.005 0.943 0.000 1.474 0.229 0.024 

Local cohesion* global cohesion 0.036 0.851 0.001 0.491 0.486 0.008 
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Participants reproduced texts well enough. In the recall of micro-propositions there 
was a significant main effect for local cohesion F(1,61)=6.438, p=0.014. Students 
who read the text with the low local cohesion had higher scores (M=0.54) than those 
who read the text with the high local cohesion (M=0.44). The effect size was (Partial 
Eta Square=.095). This result indicates that students constructed a better text base 
with the text of low local cohesion. In the recall of micro-propositions, there was not 
a significant main effect for global cohesion F(1,61)=0.021, p=0.886. Students who 
read the text with the low global cohesion had the same scores (M=0.49) with those 
who read the text with the high global cohesion (M=0.49). The effect size was (Partial 
Eta Square=.00). This result indicates that students were able to construct a good text 
base both with low and high global text cohesion. This result is consistent with 
McNamara et al., (1996). The interaction effect was not significant in the recall of 
micro propositions (F(1, 61) = 0.209, p=0.649). The effect size was (Partial Eta 
Square = 0.003) indicating that the local cohesion difference do not depend on the 
particular global cohesion (low or high). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
In the recall of macro-propositions there was not a significant main effect for local 
cohesion, (F(1,61)=0.317, p=0.575). Students who read the text with the low local 
cohesion had the same scores (M=0.63) with those who read the text with the high 
local cohesion (M=0.57). The effect size was weak (Partial Eta Square=0.005). There 
was not a significant main effect for global cohesion, in the recall of macro-
propositions (F(1,61)=0.000, p=0.985). Students who read the text with the low 
global cohesion had about the same scores (M=0.61) with those who read the text 
with the high global cohesion (M=0.60). The effect size was (Partial Eta 
Square=0.000). The interaction effect was not significant, F(1,61)=0.675, p=0.414. 
The effect size was (Partial Eta Squared=0.011). These results indicate that students 
were able to construct a good text base both with low and high global text cohesion 
and are consistent with McNamara et al., (1996).  
 
3.3 Assessment Reading Questions 
Participants answered 8 open-ended questions after each of the two readings of the 
text. First or second assessment questionnaire completion times were combined 
because they were similar. There were no significant differences between the four text 
conditions in terms of the total amount of time spent answering questions (M=12 min, 
F(3,61)=0.476, MSE=0.47, p=0.7). The evaluation of this task was performed by the 
two course teachers and was expressed as percentage correct. The marking of the 

Table 2a:Text-Recall scores 

Local 
cohesion 

Global 
cohesion N 

Proportion of Micro- 
propositions recalled 

Proportion of Macro- 
propositions recalled 

Mean SD Mean SD 
Low low 16 0.53 0.14 0.67 0.44 

 high 16 0.56 0.17 0.59 0.43 

 Total 32 0.54 0.15 0.63 0.43 

High low 16 0.45 0.17 0.53 0.32 
 high 17 0.44 0.16 0.62 0.45 

 Total 33 0.44 0.16 0.57 0.39 

Total low 32 0.49 0.16 0.61 0.39 
 high 33 0.49 0.17 0.60 0.43 
 Total 65 0.49 0.16 0.60 0.41 

Table 2b: Text-Recall scores: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Source 
Recall of micro propositions Recall of macro propositions 

F Sig. Partial Eta 
Squared F Sig Partial Eta 

Squared 
Local cohesion 6.438 0.014 0.095 0.317 0.575 0.005 
Global cohesion 0.021 0.886 0.000 0.000 0.985 0.000 

Local cohesion* global cohesion 0.209 0.649 0.003 0.675 0.414 0.011 
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performance measure was indeed blinded, i.e. the markers did not know which group 
each student was in.  Participants answered 8 open-ended questions after each of the 
two readings of the text. First or second assessment questionnaire completion times 
were combined because they were similar. There were no significant differences 
between the four text conditions in terms of the total amount of time spent answering 
questions (M=12 min, F(3,61)=0.476, MSE=0.47, p=0.7). The evaluation of this task 
was performed by the two course teachers and was expressed as percentage correct. 
The marking of the performance measure was indeed blinded, i.e. the markers did not 
know which group each student was in. The results are shown in Tables 3a and 3b.  

 

 

 
For text-based question scores, there was not a significant main effect neither for local 
cohesion (F(1,61)=0.524, p=0.472) nor for global cohesion (F(1,61)=0.049, p=0.826). 
Students who read the texts with the low local cohesion had about the same scores 
(M=0.68) with those reading the texts with the high local cohesion (M=0.65). In 
addition, students who read the texts with low global cohesion had the same scores 
(M=0.67) with those reading the high global cohesion texts (M=0.67). The effect size 
for local cohesion was (Partial Eta Square=0.009) and for global cohesion was (Partial 
Eta Square=0.001). The interaction effect was not significant, (F(1,61)=3.300, 
p=0.074) indicating that the local cohesion difference scores do not depend on the 
particular global cohesion (low or high). The effect size was (Partial Eta 
Square=0.051).These results indicate that students were able to construct a good text 
base both with low and high local and global text cohesion and they are consistent 
with McNamara et al., (1996).  
For bridging-inference question scores, there was not a significant main effect neither 
for local cohesion (F(1,61)=0.681, p=0.412) nor for global cohesion (F(1,61)=0.114, 
p=0.737). Students who read the texts with the low local cohesion had better scores 
(M=0.85) than those who read the texts with the high local cohesion (M=0.82) but the 
difference was not statistically significant. In addition, students who read the texts 
with low global cohesion had about the same scores (M=0.85) with those reading the 
high global cohesion texts (M=0.83). The effect size for local cohesion was (Partial 
Eta Square=0.011) and for global cohesion was (Partial Eta Square=0.002). The 
interaction effect was significant, (F (1, 61) = 11.646, p=0.001) indicating, although 

Table 3a: Proportion of correct responses to the assessment reading questions 

Local 
cohesion 

Global 
cohesion N 

Text-based 
questions 

Bridging – 
Inference 
questions 

Elaborative-
inference 
questions 

Problem-
solving 

questions 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Low Low 16 0.72 0.14 0.93 0.12 0.76 0.10 0.92 0.05 
 High 16 0.65 0.16 0.78 0.21 0.66 0.19 0.75 0.17 
 Total 32 0.68 0.15 0.85 0.16 0.71 0.14 0.83 0.11 

High Low 16 0.61 0.17 0.76 0.15 0.52 0.21 0.80 0.14 
 High 17 0.70 0.17 0.88 0.15 0.68 0.18 0.74 0.13 

 
Total 33 0.65 0.17 0.82 0.15 0.60 0.19 0.77 0.13 

Total Low 33 0.67 0.16 0.85 0.16 0.65 0.20 0.87 0.12 
 High 32 0.67 0.16 0.83 0.19 0.67 0.18 0.74 0.15 
 Total 65 0.67 0.16 0.84 0.17 0.66 0.19 0.81 0.13 

Table 3b: Assessment reading questions: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Cohesion 

Text-based  
questions 

Bridging-inference  
questions 

Elaborative-inference  
questions 

Problem-solving  
questions 

F Sig. Partial Eta  
Squared F Sig. Partial Eta  

Squared F Sig. Partial Eta  
Squared F Sig. Partial Eta  

Squared 
local 0.524 0.472 0.009 0.681 0.412 0.011 6.819 0.011 0.101 4.108 0.047 0.063 

global 0.049 0.826 0.001 0.114 0.737 0.002 0.424 0.518 0.007 13.583 0.000 0.182 
local * global 3.300 0.074 0.051 11.646 0.001 0.160 8.653 0.005 0.124 2.252 0.139 0.036 
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the effect size was relatively weak (Partial Eta Square = 0.160), that the local 
cohesion difference scores depend on the particular global cohesion (low or high).  
For elaborative-inference question scores, a significant main effect was obtained for 
local cohesion, (F(1,61)=6.819, p=0.011). Students reading texts with low local 
cohesion had significantly higher scores (M=0.71) than students with high local 
cohesion texts (M=0.60). The effect size was (Partial Eta Squared = 0.101). However, 
there was not obtained a significant effect for global cohesion, (F(1,61)= 0.424, 
p=0.518). Students reading texts with low global cohesion had about the same scores 
(M=0.65) with the students reading high global cohesion texts (M=0.67). The effect 
size was (Partial Eta Squared=0.007). The interaction effect between local and global 
text cohesion was significant, (F(1,61)=8.653, p=0.005), meaning that the local 
cohesion difference scores, depend on the particular global cohesion (low or high). 
The effect size was (Partial Eta Squared = 0.124). 
For problem solving question scores, a significant main effect was obtained for local 
cohesion, (F(1,61)=4.108, p=0.047). Students reading texts with low local cohesion 
had significantly higher scores (M=0.83) than students with high local cohesion texts 
(M=0.77). The effect size was (Partial Eta Squared = 0.063). Additionally, a 
significant main effect was obtained for global cohesion, (F(1,61)= 13.583, p=0.000). 
Students reading texts with low global cohesion had significantly higher scores (M= 
0.87) than students with high global cohesion texts (M=0.74). The effect size was 
(Partial Eta Squared=0 .182). The interaction effect between local and global text 
cohesion was not significant, (F(1,61)=2.252, p=0.139), meaning that the local 
cohesion difference scores do not depend on the particular global cohesion (low or 
high). The effect size was (Partial Eta Squared = 0.036). 
 
3.4 Sorting Activity  
Participants were randomly assigned in the four text versions. The sorting data were 
used to determine how strongly reading the text affected the reader’s conceptual 
structure concerning the information in the text. We were not interested in how well 
or reasonably participants sort the items, but in the degree to which the information 
presented in the text, influences their sorting. The results of this analysis are shown in 
Tables 4a and 4b. The evaluation of this task was performed by the two course 
teachers and was expressed as percentage correct. The marking of the performance 
measure was indeed blinded, i.e. the markers did not know which group each student 
was in. 

 

 

Table 4a: Proportion of correct sorted data 

Local 
cohesion 

Global 
cohesion N 

Pre-reading 
sorting activity 

Post-reading 
sorting activity 

Improvement in 
sorting activity scores 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Low Low 16 0.78 0.15 0.94 0.11 0.16 0.11 

 High 16 0.71 0.21 0.89 0.11 0.18 0.17 
 Total 32 0.74 0.18 0.91 0.11 0.17 0.14 

High Low 16 0.69 0.21 0.75 0.22 0.06 0.02 
 High 17 0.88 0.12 0.91 0.13 0.03 0.03 
 Total 33 0.78 0.16 0.83 0.18 0.04 0.02 

Total Low 33 0.74 0.18 0.86 0.19 0.11 0.09 
 High 32 0.80 0.19 0.90 0.12 0.10 0.14 
 Total 65 0.77 0.18 0.88 0.15 0.11 0.11 

Table 4b: Sorting activity: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Cohesion 

Pre-reading sorting  
activity 

Post-reading sorting  
activity 

Improvement in  
sorting activity 

F Sig. Partial Eta 
Squared F Sig. Partial Eta 

Squared F Sig. Partial Eta 
Squared 

local 0.963 0.330 0.016 4.876 0.031 0.074 22.755 0.000 0.272 
global 1.869 0.177 0.030 1.866 0.177 0.030 0.033 0.857 0.001 

local * global 8.405 0.005 0.121 8.652 0.005 0.124 1.057 0.308 0.017 
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According to Tables 4a and 4b, in pre-reading sorting activity, a significant main 
effect was obtained for local cohesion, F(1,61)=0.963, p=0.330. In post-reading 
sorting activity a significant main effect was obtained for local cohesion, 
F(1,61)=4.876, p=0.031. Students reading the texts with low local text cohesion, had 
significantly higher scores (M=0.91) than students who read the texts of high local 
text cohesion (M=0.83). The effect size was (Partial Eta Squared = 0.074). There was 
not obtained a significant main effect for global cohesion, F(1,61)=1.866, p=0.177. 
Students reading the texts with low global text cohesion, had about the same scores 
(M=0.86) with those reading high global text cohesion (M=0.90). The effect size was 
(Partial Eta Squared=0.030). The interaction effect was also significant, 
(F(1,61)=8.652, p=0.005, Partial Eta Squared=0.124) indicating that the local 
cohesion difference scores depends on the particular global cohesion (low or high).  
As we are interested in the degree to which the information presented in the text, 
influences students’ sorting, the most important is the improvement in sorting activity. 
A significant main effect was obtained for local cohesion, F(1,61)=22.755, p=0.000. 
Students reading the texts with low local text cohesion, had significantly higher 
improvement (M=0.17) than students reading the texts of high text cohesion 
(M=0.04). The effect size was (Partial Eta Squared=0.272). There was not obtained a 
significant main effect for global cohesion (F(1,61)=0.033, p=0.857, Partial Eta 
Squared=0.001). The interaction effect was not significant, (F(1,61)=1.057, p=0.308, 
Partial Eta Squared=0.017) indicating that the local cohesion difference scores, do not 
depend on the particular global cohesion category (low or high). Consequently, high-
knowledge readers developed a better situation model with the texts of minimum local 
cohesion (lg, lG). This result is consistent with McNamara et al., (1996) for high-
knowledge readers and Kintsch & McNamara, (1996, 1st experiment). 
 
3.5 Conclusions  
Our study demonstrated that learners with adequate background knowledge, reading a 
text with minimum cohesion were forced to infer unstated relations in the text and 
were engaged in compensatory processing at the level of the situation model. This 
enabled them to understand the text more deeply than if they were given a more 
cohesive text. These results confirm the findings of previous studies, such as in the 
domain of heart disease [4]. Understanding the ways and directions in which text 
structure, individual differences and comprehension measures interact, is vital for a 
complete theoretical account of text comprehension, as well as an educational 
approach to using texts in a classroom. W. Kintsch’s model of text comprehension has 
provided us with a framework to approach these issues.  
This research suggests an approach in which the cohesion level of the text is adjusted 
to the student’s level of knowledge, so that reading becomes challenging enough to 
stimulate active processing but not so difficult as to break down comprehension. This 
would mean constructing several versions of a text in order to accommodate varying 
levels of knowledge among readers. According to McNamara et al. [4], the idea of 
“customizing” a textbook is not as impractical as it may seem. For example, textbook 
publishers provide instructional texts that are a composite of particular subject areas 
requested by individual teachers. Moreover, the kind of educational application of 
customized text is easily within the capability of present day hypertext computer 
systems. Text could be presented on a computer screen with interspersed questions or 
tasks designed to assess a student’s comprehension online. Instructional text could 
then be presented at the level of cohesion that is appropriate to the student’s current 
level of understanding so that it encourages inferencing but also ensures that the 
reader is able to do so. In this way, students are forced to use their knowledge as they 
read, allowing effective learning from a textbook to be achieved by a much wider 
range of students than is possible with a single text targeted at a supposed average 
reader. 
Moreover, as it concerns the assessment using open-ended questions versus the 
assessment using multiple choice questions, our 3rd study confirmed that 
comprehension assessments using open-ended questions are comparable to those 
using multiple-choice questions only in the case of elaborative-inference questions for 
both students with high- and low background knowledge. The results show that 
elaborative-inference questions were more difficult than text-based and bridging-
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inference questions regardless of the question format. This occurs because in text-
based and bridging-inference multiple choice questions with very selective and 
controlled distracter options might never be exactly the same as open-ended questions 
because multiple–choice questions provide richer retrieval cues than corresponding 
open-ended questions [16]. On the other hand, in order an elaborative-inference 
question to be answered, linking text information and information from outside 
knowledge is required. Thus, answering this type of question requires the integration 
of text information with background knowledge. In this case the distracter options do 
not include information which is contained entirely in the text. 
Consequently elaborative-inference questions assess the situation model a student 
constructs during reading both in open-ended and in multiple choice format. On the 
other hand bridging-inference questions assess the situation model a student construct 
during reading only in open-ended format whereas bridging-inference questions in 
multiple choice format assess the text-base model as do text-based questions in both 
formats.  
 
4. Text Comprehension Web-based Learning Environments 
In the field of text comprehension, many researchers have been examining issues 
focusing on assisting comprehension through personalized learning environments. 
Point & Query (P&Q) is an environment where students learned entirely by asking 
questions and interpreting answers to questions [17]. AutoTutor, holds a conversation 
in natural language that coaches the student in constructing a good explanation in an 
answer, that corrects misconceptions, and that answers student questions [17].  
MetaTutor, a hypermedia environment, designed to train and foster students’ self-
regulated learning (SRL) [18, 19].  ReTuDiS is a tutorial dialogue system for learner 
modeling text comprehension through personalized reflective dialogue [20]. 
Interactive Strategy Training for Active Reading and Thinking (i-START) is a web-
based application that provides young adolescent to college students with high-level 
reading training to improve comprehension of science texts. i-START is modeled 
after an effective, human-delivered intervention called self-explanation reading 
training (SERT), which trains readers to use active reading strategies to self-explain 
difficult texts more effectively [21, 22]. 

5. An Outline of the ALMA Environment (Adaptive Learning 
Models from Texts and Activities) 

 

 
Fig. 1: An Outline of the ALMA Environment 

 
ALMA [23] actively engages students in the learning process. It takes into account 
readers’ background knowledge in order to propose the appropriate text version from 
four versions of a text with the same content but different cohesion at the local and 
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global level. To achieve this goal, it suggests that the student performs a background 
knowledge assessment test, with scores characterized as “high”, “median” and “low”. 
ALMA motivates high knowledge students to read the minimally cohesive text at both 
local and global levels (lg), median knowledge students to read the text with 
maximum local and minimum global cohesion (Lg) or with minimum local and 
maximum global cohesion (lG) and low knowledge students to read the maximally 
cohesive text (LG). ALMA also allows the student to choose the preferred version of 
text and records the time spent reading it. The following three types of rules were 
used to maximize local cohesion: (1) replacing pronouns with noun phrases when the 
referent was potentially ambiguous (e.g. In the phrase: “This has been very popular 
for exchanging music files via the internet”, we replace “This” by “The peer-to-peer 
model”. (2) Adding descriptive elaborations linking unfamiliar and familiar concepts 
(e.g., “In networks, computers users can exchange messages and share resources”,is 
elaborated to: “In networks, computers users can exchange messages and share 
resources-such as printing capabilities, software packages, and data storage 
facilities-that are scattered throughout the system”). (3) Adding sentence connectives 
(however, therefore, because, so that) to specify the relation between sentences or 
ideas. In the global macro cohesion versions of the texts (lG and LG), macro 
propositions were signaled explicitly by various linguistic means (i.e., macro signals): 
(1) adding topic headers (e.g., Network Classifications, Protocols) and (2) adding 
macro propositions serving to link each paragraph to the rest of the text and the 
overall topic (e.g., “Afterwards, the rules by which network activities are conducted, 
will be discussed”) [4].  
ALMA supports and assesses students’ comprehension through a series of activities 
such as: text recall, summaries, text-based, bridging inference, elaborative inference, 
problem solving, case studies, active experimentation and sorting tasks. Text recall, 
helps students remember the basic ideas in the text by translating it into more familiar 
words. The students are also encouraged to go beyond the basic sentence-focused 
processing by linking the content of the sentences to other information, either from 
the text or from the students’ background knowledge. The empirical findings have 
shown that students who are able to recall the text and go beyond the basic sentence-
focused processing are more successful at solving problems, more likely to generate 
inferences, construct more coherent mental models, and develop a deeper 
understanding of the concepts covered in the text [20]. Summaries also encourage 
students to go beyond the text and like text recall can be perfectly good indicators of 
well-developed situation models [3]. Text-based questions, as they demand only a 
specific detail from the text, measure text memory. Bridging-inferences questions 
motivate students to make bridging inferences which improve comprehension by 
linking the current sentence to the material previously covered in the text [21]. Such 
inferences allow the reader to form a more cohesive global representation of the text 
content (Kintsch, 1998). Elaborative-inference questions motivate students to 
associate the current sentence with their own related background knowledge. The 
most important is that students are encouraged to engage in logical or analogical 
reasoning process to relate the content of the sentence with domain-general 
knowledge or any experiences related to the subject matter, particularly when they do 
not have sufficient knowledge about the topic of the text. Research has established 
that both domain knowledge and elaborations based on more general knowledge are 
associated with improving learning and comprehension [22].  Elaborations essentially 
ensure that the information in the text is linked to information that the reader already 
knows. These connections to background knowledge result in a more coherent and 
stable representation of the text content [3, 4 ].  Problem-solving questions motivate 
students to use the information acquired from the text productively in novel 
environments. This requires that the text information be integrated with the students’ 
background knowledge and become a part of it, so that it can support comprehension 
and problem solving in new situations [3].  Sorting task has great potential as a simple 
task and can be used both as a method of assessment and as a mode of instruction. 
Students are asked to sort a set of key words contained and not contained in the text, 
in certain groups. They are encouraged to do this task twice, once before reading the 
text and once more after reading the text. The sorting data are used to determine how 
strongly reading the text affected students’ conceptual structure concerning the 
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information in the text. We are interested in the degree to which the information 
presented in the text influences their sorting. Sorting task is an alternative method for 
assessing situation model understanding.  Active experimentation activities motivate 
students to undertake an active role and through experimentation to construct their 
own internal representations for the concept they are studying. Case studies motivate 
students to engage in the solution of an authentic and thus interesting problem. They 
are asked to analyze it and propose solutions. The problem is described in detail and is 
followed by a series of questions aiming to guide the students in the problem solving 
procedure.  
Moreover ALMA supports multiple Informative, Tutoring and Reflective Feedback 
Components, aiming to stimulate learners to reflect on their beliefs, to guide and tutor 
them towards the achievement of specific learning outcomes and to inform them 
about their performance [25].  ALMA also actively engages students in the learning 
process by taking into account readers’ learning preferences in order to propose them 
to start from activities that match their learning preferences and continue with less 
“learning preferences matched” activities in order to develop new capabilities [26]. To 
achieve this goal, it suggests that the student performs the “Learning-Style Inventory 
(LSI ©1993 David A. Kolb, Experience-Based Learning Systems,Inc.)”. The Learning 
– Style Inventory describes the way a student learns and how he/she deals with ideas 
and day-to-day situations in his/her life. It includes 12 sentences with a choice of 
endings. Consequently, ALMA is adapted to students’ background knowledge and 
learning style resulting in personalized learning. 
ALMA also includes the authoring tool (ALMA_auth). This tool provides the author 
with the option of developing and uploading the educational material. Finally, ALMA 
includes a forum where students have the possibility to collaborate with each other 
and also with the instructor. 
 
6.  The Assessment of ALMA environment 
The Empirical Study demonstrated that ALMA could be a valuable tool for 
supporting the learning process in introductory computer science courses and helping 
students to deepen their understanding in the undergraduate curricula of computer 
science. Students had a positive opinion about ALMA environment because they were 
activated to use their background knowledge while reading and they believe that 
ALMA gives the opportunity to achieve better results in learning from texts in 
computer science than reading a single text target at an average reader. Moreover, 
students had a positive opinion about the learning sequence proposed by ALMA and 
they believe that a combination of the traditional teaching method and ALMA 
environment would be the best for their under and postgraduate studies. The 
assessment of ALMA demonstrated that the ALMA environment satisfactorily 
supported the learning process of students in Computer Science and almost all its 
functions are useful and user-friendly. 
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Abstract. In this dissertation we propose, model and evaluate novel al-
gorithms and schemes that allow information dissemination and retrieval
to be performed more e!ciently in a modern networking environment.
Most of these schemes are examined in relation to the content manage-
ment tasks of content storage and classification. An inherent challenge
lies in the need to manage the autonomy of nodes while preserving the
distributed, as well as open nature of the system. To this end, we examine
in some cases the development of incentives for nodes to cooperate while
performing communication tasks. Finally, a novel attribute of most of the
proposed schemes is the exploitation of social characteristics of nodes,
focusing on how common interests of nodes can be used to improve com-
munication e!ciency.

1 Introduction

The proliferation of networking technologies in our time, due mostly to the
development of the Internet, cellular and ad-hoc wireless mobile networks, is
associated with a huge increase in the type and volume of information trans-
mitted through a telecommunications network. Apart from the development of
new communication techniques, the number of information sources has increased
significantly, with user devices able to create, reproduce and transmit content
that can be interesting and useful to other users. Algorithms for information
dissemination and retrieval must adapt to this new setting by exploiting the
ability of user devices to communicate directly and to obtain content from dif-
ferent sources, while handling the problem of information explosion caused by
the abundance of data.

This thesis contributes to the literature by proposing, modeling and evaluat-
ing novel information dissemination and retrieval algorithms and schemes that
can render communication more e!cient in a modern networking environment.
Such an environment consists predominantly of mobile nodes that obtain or ex-
change content with other peer nodes, fixed Internet servers or sensor nodes.

! Dissertation Advisor: Ioannis Stavrakakis, Professor
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Apart from information dissemination and retrieval, related content manage-
ment functions we examine are content storage, replication and classification.

1.1 Outline of the thesis

We provide an outline of the thesis, referring to the publications that were pro-
duced during our study. In [1] and [2] we study a content replication scheme in
which autonomous nodes form a group, called a distributed replication group
and cooperate in order to e!ectively retrieve information objects from a distant
server. Each node locally replicates a subset of the server objects and can ac-
cess objects stored by other nodes in the group at a smaller cost, compared to
the cost of accessing them from the server. Given that nodes are autonomous
and independently decide which objects to replicate, the problem is to construct
e"cient distributed algorithms for content replication that induce low overall av-
erage access cost. This problem becomes even more challenging when the group
has to deal with churn, i.e., random “join” and “leave” events of nodes in the
group; churn induces instability and has a major impact on cooperation e"-
ciency. Given a probability estimate of each node being available, we propose
a distributed churn-aware object placement strategy. By considering a game-
theoretic approach, we identify cases where the churn-aware strategy is individ-
ually rational for all nodes, while the churn-unaware is not. Numerical results
further show that the algorithm outperforms, in most cases, its churn-unaware
counterpart, and allows for a more fair treatment of nodes according to their
availability frequency, thus inciting nodes to cooperate.

Based on this setting, in [3] and [4] we study the impact of the similarity
in nodes’ preferences or interest profiles on content replication. Our aim is to
investigate the kind of content placement strategy a node participating in a
distributed replication group should follow in order to increase its benefits. We
define a metric that captures the similarity of nodes’ interest profiles, called
group tightness. Using this metric and testing with di!erent interest profiles,
we are able to show the association of the degree of interest similarity within
nodes in a group with the benefits they incur by applying a cooperative or selfish
replication strategy.

An important as well as anticipated conclusion is that the higher the interest
similarity between nodes, the higher the gains by cooperation in content manage-
ment. It is therefore reasonable to attempt to organize nodes into communities
where nodes share similar interests. However, in current “computerized” social
networks users do not necessarily create ties based on common interests, but
also on many other factors, such as friendship, kinship, professional relations,
or even prestige. The result is a relatively small tightness of such groups, and
relatively poor gains from cooperation. In [5], we propose a framework for the
construction of communities based on common interests of users, by building a
virtual graph where an edge between two nodes is weighted by the degree of sim-
ilarity in their interests, and then using known community detection algorithms
to establish communities. Testing on synthetic network scenarios shows that this
framework helps to correctly identify interest communities, stressing that care
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must be taken on the proper choice of the similarity metric used to represent
weights.

Besides common interests, a major characteristic of communities is their lo-
cality, i.e., the specific neighbourhood, venue, or spot where they are located.
Some localities may constitute points of attraction or hotspots with a higher
node density. Mobile nodes also form social groups dynamically, as they move to
di!erent localities where they can establish communication with other nodes. So-
cial groups that are examined from the viewpoint of the locality they are situated
in, are termed locality-induced groups. In [6], we investigate the intermingling
of interest and locality-induced social groups and propose an approach that can
enhance content dissemination in the presence of such groups. We assume a
setting where nodes have di!erent interest distribution patterns over a set of
information objects, and di!erent frequencies of visiting a number of localities.
Considering a new metric for the valuability of content, that takes into account
both its usability and discoverability, we explore the conditions under which a
cooperative strategy can improve the content dissemination process compared
to a selfish one.

We further investigate content dissemination under node mobility in [7], by
considering a so-called nomadic sensor network consisting of: a) sensor nodes
(T-nodes), that are fixed at some points and collect information about states
or variables of the environment, and b) mobile nodes (U-nodes) that collect
and disseminate this information. Mobile nodes are assumed to be interested in
di!erent subsets of sensor node information. Similarly to custom multi-hop for-
warding, dissemination of information content in such networks can be achieved
at smaller costs if mobile nodes are cooperative and collect and carry informa-
tion not only in their own interest, but also in the interest of other mobile nodes.
A specific modeling scenario is considered where mobile nodes move randomly
on a graph, collecting information from fixed nodes located at the vertices. We
present a game-theoretic analysis to find conditions under which a cooperative
equilibrium can be sustained.

Finally, in [8], we study gossip-based algorithms for content dissemination
and search in large-scale networks with autonomous nodes. The dissemination
or search process is carried out in rounds, where at each round multiple peers
can be contacted. We develop an analytical model that allows us to evaluate the
performance of the algorithm as well as the impact of several design parameters,
such as the degree of cooperation of nodes, the number of peers contacted in
each round, or the number of nodes where a searched content may be located.
We also consider the degree of information a node has about the evolution of the
gossiping process, meaning the number of nodes contacted so far, and study both
the case where a node has complete information and the case of no information.
The results provide significant insights on the design of such schemes.

1.2 Related works

Properly distributing replicas of content in multiple nodes in the network has
shown to provide smaller search and retrieval times for content in peer-to-peer
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networks, and to decrease the overall network load [9]. In mobile networks, there
has been in recent years a tremendous increase in the volume of downloaded
data from the Internet, which may result in congestion in wireless access links.
Replication techniques have also been proposed in this case to take advantage
of device-to-device communication capabilities, reduce content retrieval times
and mitigate congestion in Internet access links [10], [11], [12]. Despite the fact
that in a mobile network the topology dynamically changes over time, there
has been significant evidence that non-random clustered mobility characterizes
human movements in outdoor environments [13]. That is, despite node mobility,
there is a tendency for the formation of groups composed of nodes which are
in geographical proximity for a relatively long period of time and have high
connectivity. This is the key fact that allows replication strategies to be extended
to such networks, since it allows nodes to rely on other nodes in order to retrieve
content.

A basic model we employ in our work is the one introduced in [14], where
nodes are self-organized into what we call a “replication group”, i.e., a group
consisting of nodes in network proximity, where the cost of each node to retrieve
locally stored content from another node in the group is about the same and
small compared to the cost of retrieving it from the origin server. Further, we
use as a basis the work in [15], where the authors devised a cooperative content
placement strategy on the basis of game-theoretic arguments, determining which
objects each node should store locally so that the gain for each and every node is
at least (and typically much higher than) that induced under a selfish strategy.

For some content dissemination scenarios, it was demonstrated in [16] that
higher similarity in the interests/preferences of online social group members fa-
vors collaborative, and even altruistic, behavior. In order to examine if such
similarity is present in social networks, we devise mechanisms and tools that
can assess the similarity of interests among social group members and discover
interest-based communities. In the literature, algorithms for detecting commu-
nity structure have largely been applied to a given network structure, usually
modeled as a graph. The most prominent algorithm thereof is that of Girvan
and Newman [17], which is highly e!cient and overcomes many shortcomings of
previously proposed algorithms. In the thesis, we shall see that interest-based re-
lationships in social networks can be represented in the form of weighted graphs.
We use a similar algorithm for detecting communities in weighted graphs [18],
based on a simple mapping from a weighted network to an unweighted multi-
graph.

There has also been some research on how locality-induced node encoun-
ters and the nodes’ own (content) interests can be jointly exploited to improve
information dissemination in social networks. In this respect, the closest work
to ours is in [19], where the authors introduce a dynamic scheme for deciding
which objects (content) of a certain content type to replicate locally based on
the encounters with other nodes. In that work each node appends a value to each
object that is a function of its access probability and its availability in a locality,
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its size and the weight of the locality; this weight represents the relationship
between the node and the locality (e.g., how often a node visits this locality).

A nomadic sensor network is a networking paradigm that was introduced
in [20]. Compared to traditional sensor networks where communication to end-
users is realized in a multi-hop fashion, this paradigm exploits user mobility
to conserve limited sensor energy, prolonging the lifetime of the network and
making it more cost-e!cient. Previous applications of game-theoretic methods in
examining cooperation between mobile nodes have focused mainly on traditional
ad hoc networks, where cooperation consists of each node acting as a relay and
forwarding packets of other nodes, at the expense of an increased processing and
energy cost. This kind of cooperation is the main subject of the papers in [21],
[22], [23], [24]. A work with a similar subject to ours is [25]. Therein, the authors
consider a general delay-tolerant network where information is disseminated in
a store-carry-and-forward manner.

Finally, the term “gossiping algorithm” encompasses any communication al-
gorithm where messages between two nodes are exchanged opportunistically,
with the intervention of other nodes that act as betweeners or forwarders of the
message. Attractive characteristics of gossiping algorithms include simplicity,
scalability and robustness to failures, as well as a speed of dissemination that is
easily configurable. Gossiping can be identified with the spreading of rumors in
a network, the dynamics of which are investigated in [26], [27]. The process of
communication consists of one or more rounds, in which a number of nodes that
carry the message contact their peers, until the message reaches the intended
recipient(s). In this respect, Pittel [26], Karp et al. [28] and Kempre et al. [29]
studied a simpler model in which each peer selects a single neighbour in the
network to communicate with at every round.

2 Results and Discussion

In the content replication scenario, let N = {1, 2, ..., N} denote the set of the
nodes (or players) in a replication group and let M = {1, 2, ...,M} denote the
set of objects (or items) these nodes are interested in. Let Rn

m denote the pref-
erence rate of node n for object m, and let Rn = {Rn

1 , R
n
2 , ..., R

n
M} be the global

preference vector. By Pn, we denote the placement at node n, defined to be the
set of objects stored locally at that node with storage capacity Cn. Let tl, tr and
ts denote the cost for accessing an object from the node’s local memory, from
another remote node within the replication group and from nodes outside the
replication group or distant server, respectively; tl < tr < ts. Given an object
placement P , and node churn data, expressed in the form of ON probabilities
!k, k = 1, ..., N , k != n, the mean access cost incurred to node n per unit time
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for accessing its requested objects is given by:
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(1)

In the churn-aware strategy proposed in [1] and [2], each node n stores objects
with the aim to minimize its access cost shown by (1), given the placements of
other nodes. We show that in the majority of test cases, this strategy decreases
both individual and total access costs of nodes in a replication group, compared
to the strategy which does not consider other nodes’ placements (called “greedy
local”) or the strategy which considers other nodes’ placements but is unaware
of churn (called “churn-unaware strategy”).

An example of the importance of churn-awareness in such a distributed algo-
rithm is shown in Fig. 1. Consider two nodes, node 1 and node 2, with ca-
pacities C1 = 4, C2 = 1 and 5 distinct objects {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Nodes 1 and
2 have corresponding request rates1 R1 = {0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1} and R2 =
{0.4, 0.3, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1}. Node 1 is a relatively reliable node with !1 = 0.9 and
node 2 has a variable probability between 0 and 1 for the purpose of the example.
We assume that tl = 1, tr = 10 and ts = 100.
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Fig. 1. Violation of the participation constraints of node 1 for !2 < 0.74 when using
the churn-unaware strategy.

Suppose that node 1 plays first in the game. It is shown in the results of Fig. 1,
that for !2 < 0.74 the access cost of node 1 under the churn-unaware strategy
is greater than that of the greedy local strategy, and thus the churn-unaware
strategy is not individually rational (i.e., node 1 is mistreated). This happens

1 It is noted that request rates in the examples used here are not normalized.
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because node 1 erroneously considers node 2 to be reliable. On the contrary, the
churn-aware strategy always performs better than the greedy local one.

By easier satisfying individual rationality constraints and providing fairer
access costs to nodes according to their reliability, the churn-aware strategy
incites nodes to collectively store data. The churn-aware and churn-unaware
strategies are also called “self-aware cooperative” in the thesis, as they are a
mixture of selfish and cooperative behaviour.

In [3] and [4], we examined the impact of the level of similarity between node
preferences within a social group on the replication strategy that nodes follow.
The definition of tightness draws on the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence [30], a well-known measure of divergence between two distributions.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence of distribution Ri from Rj is defined as:

DRi,Rj =
!

m

Ri
mlog

Ri
m

Rj
m

.

and its symmetrized counterpart is D(Ri||Rj) = DRi,Rj + DRj ,Ri . Finally, we
define tightness T to be the inverse of the average divergence of nodes’ preferences
within the group:

T =
1

!
(i,j) D(Ri||Rj)

N(N!1)/2

. (2)

Our results showed that similarity is key for deciding which content place-
ment strategy (i.e., what kind of behaviour) to follow in a replication group. We
examined 3 di!erent strategies in an environment without churn: a) the selfish
(greedy local) strategy where a node stores objects based solely on its own in-
terests, b) the self-aware cooperative strategy discussed previously, and c) the
altruistic strategy which allocated object replicas in order to minimize the total
access cost of the group.

In summary, our evaluation shows that the benefits of cooperation increase
with the group tightness. Fig. 2 plots the total access cost values for di!erent
tightness values of the group, for a rank-preserving preference similarity scenario.
Altruism emerges as a suitable strategy in very tight social groups: it minimizes
the content access cost not only collectively for the whole group but also for
each individual node. As tightness decreases, the collective group gain under the
altruistic strategy fades out, while certain nodes may even be mistreated. For
low-tightness groups, the selfish strategy is more reasonable. The performance
of the self-aware cooperative strategy lies between the two; it is a suitable alter-
native to the altruistic strategy because it does not lead to mistreatment, and
has a smaller complexity.

Based on the above results we proposed a framework called ISCoDe for the
clustering of users (nodes) according to common interests. Communities in online
social networks do not usually exhibit a high degree of interest similarity; thus
the framework can be used as a guide for the formation of more interest-coherent
communities in online social networks.

The framework is shown schematically in Fig. 3. Input to ISCoDe are the
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Fig. 3. The ISCoDe framework.

interests of the communities’ member nodes in certain thematic areas. ISCoDe
then proceeds in two steps. First, it quantifies the interest similarity between
node pairs through the use of interest similarity metrics. Outcome of this step
is a weighted graph representation of the social network, with edge weights cor-
responding to the similarity metric values. In a second step, ISCoDe invokes
a greedy agglomerative algorithm to iteratively find the communities with the
highest modularity. We have investigated two similarity metrics, Proportional
Similarity (PS) and Inverse Kullback-Leibler distance (InvKL), for weighting
edges according to the similarity of preferences of node-pairs in a virtual graph.

Our analytical results in the thesis suggest that both metrics produce reason-
able partitions for strong community structure. However, the PS metric is more
sensitive in identifying partitions in networks with less apparent interest com-
munity structure. On the other hand, InvKL has a higher resolution in networks
of nodes with highly similar interests, i.e., it is able to identify smaller-sized
communities.

The basic network graph model studied in [7] is as follows: U-nodes move
on the graph according to a random waypoint model, with constant velocity v.
Each node incurs a cost for collecting T-node content in which it is not interested.
However, if all nodes are cooperative and carry content for other nodes, the ben-
efits for all nodes outweigh the costs. We show that the following strategy of each
U-node can result in a cooperative equilibrium: initially, a U-node is cooperative
and copies unwanted content. However, if it meets a selfish U-node somewhere
on a leg, it will only transmit its acquired content with a certain probability.
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The proposed strategy may easily be applied, provided that upon meeting each
other, U-nodes exchange messages that contain the list of information objects
stored in their memory.

For a U-node moving on leg from Ti to Tj , the cooperative equilibrium con-
dition is

N !1 +
2

!
+

2(1" !)

!

! 1

!N
" (1" p)N!1

"
1

aNp

"

1" (1" p)N
#

+ (1" !p)N!1 +
cv

d

$

,

(3)

where N is the number of nodes, p is the content delivery probability (same for
all nodes), and ! is the probability a U-node meets with another U-node before
hitting Tj .

For reasonable network topology parameter, it is shown that a small number
of U-nodes following this strategy (less than 10 nodes) is su!cient to sustain an
equilibrium, even with a high content delivery probability.

In the study of gossiping algorithms presented in [8], we consider an initiator
node I, and N other nodes on a graph. In the search case, there is a file f
located in m of the other nodes of the graph (m < N) that the initiator wants
to find. In the first round (r = 1) the initiator selects randomly k neighbours
or gossiping targets, 1 # k # N , to forward the message to. In each round, all
the informed nodes select k gossiping targets randomly and independently to
forward the message to. In the case of dissemination the objective is to inform
all nodes in the network or a significant portion of them in the shortest possible
time. In the case of search the query can be stopped when the object is found
for the first time. A queried or informed node may or may not accept to forward
the message. If it accepts, we say that this node is cooperative, otherwise non-
cooperative. Cooperative nodes which are queried or informed become “active”
and participate in the search or dissemination.

Some results from this analysis are shown in Fig. 4, where we plot the mean
number of rounds and the mean number of active nodes until a file is found,
as a function of the number of nodes in the network, N , and the cooperation
probability c. We assume the search is blind, in that a node may query the same
node more than once. We observe that the scaling performance of the search is
remarkably simple. The mean number of rounds increases linearly with logN ,
while the mean number of active nodes increases linearly with N . This is true
for almost the whole range of values of c. Similar scaling results are derived
for other cases, for example smart search (where nodes remember contacted
peers) or di"erent cooperation behaviors (e.g., stifling). The analysis also reveals
interesting results for dissemination gossiping algorithms, and additionally a 0-1
bimodal behavior: the probability of informing all nodes in the network increases
very abruptly from 0 to 1 after a critical round value, dependent on the size of
the network.
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Fig. 4. Scaling performance of blind search in the plain non-cooperative case, for k = 1,
m = 1: (a) mean number of rounds, (b) mean number of active nodes.

3 Conclusions

We end this summary by providing the major conclusions of the thesis.
In a distributed replication scenario, we showed that an algorithm where

each node selfishly replicates objects from a distant server based on other nodes’
placements and their reliability, can achieve good performance with minimal
cost. Our results further evidence that the level of similarity of nodes’ preferences
within a social group is key for deciding which content placement strategy to
follow within a replication group. The defined metrics of tightness which can be
used as decision criteria when choosing content placement strategies under given
group membership or, more broadly, for carrying out performance-driven group
management operations such as group formation, merging or splitting.

The study of content dissemination in a networking environment comprised
of interest and locality-induced social groups shows that when nodes exhibit
the same preferences, mobility helps in the dissemination of content, and nodes
attain an improvement even if they store content selfishly. Similarly, in a nomadic
sensor network rational mobile nodes will exhibit cooperative behaviour on legs
of the network, given that they actually transmit acquired sensor data with a
probability p when they meet a selfish U-node. In a more realistic scenario, this
content delivery probability would correspond to the reputation value of each
U-node of being cooperative.

When disseminating or searching for content, we conclude that remarkably
simple scaling behavior occurs with gossiping algorithms. Further, we discover
tradeo!s between “smart” and “blind” gossiping schemes and algorithms. A
smart gossiping algorithm where each node has full information about the in-
formed or queried nodes in each round is, in nature, more e!ective than the blind
selection scheme where no information is available. However, there is a trade-o!
between speed, cost and redundancy between these two schemes. A blind search
process with smaller cost of managing information could compensate for the
smaller speed in disseminating or finding a certain content, by querying more
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nodes in each round. Further, a smart gossiping scheme actually burdens co-
operative nodes with more redundant messages than a blind scheme, without
producing an analogous gain in dissemination or search speed.

Based on the work conducted in this thesis, in future research we can proceed
to study information dissemination and retrieval at a smaller level of detail, by
taking into account the semantic and freshness characteristics of objects. Seman-
tic characteristics are important for determining the relevance of an information
object (owned by some node) with a certain data query, while freshness is impor-
tant for determining the current value of an object, i.e., its depreciation due to
its age. Ultimately, the goal is to design an information filtering algorithm that
makes part of a dissemination or retrieval scheme, and assists in maximizing the
benefit we attain from this procedure.
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Abstract. In this thesis, a family of low complexity convolutional codes
is constructed, by modifying appropriately the trellis diagram of punc-
tured convolutional codes. The goal is to improve performance at the
expense of a reasonable low increase of the trellis complexity. Many
new convolutional codes of various code rates and values of complex-
ity are provided. In many cases, a small increase in complexity can lead
to a great improvement of performance, compared to punctured convo-
lutional codes. Furthermore, a method is presented for designing new
flexible convolutional codes, by combining the techniques of path prun-
ing and puncturing. The new codes can vary their rate, as well as the
complexity of their trellis diagram, and hence the computational com-
plexity of the decoding algorithm, leading to coding schemes that manage
more efficiently the system resources, compared to classical variable rate
convolutional codes. The complexity of the trellis diagram affects the
computational complexity of every trellis based decoding algorithm, like
BCJR and its variations. Thus, the possibility of applying the aforemen-
tioned results using recursive convolutional encoders, which are used as
constituent encoders in turbo codes, is investigated. The goal is to con-
struct efficient flexible turbo coding schemes. Simulation results indicate
that in specific ranges of the signal to noise ratio, a great decrease in the
computational complexity of the decoding procedure can even result to
a decrease in the bit error rate.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, an (n, k,m) convolutional code C can be represented by a “con-
ventional” semi-infinite trellis diagram. Although the trellis is semi-infinite, it
consists, after a short initial segment, of concatenated copies of an 1-section
structure called trellis module. The conventional trellis module consists of 2m

“initial states”, and 2m “final states”. Each “initial state” is connected by a
directed edge to 2k “final states”. Furthermore, each edge is labeled by an n-size
binary tuple, which corresponds to the output of the encoder during the specific
state transition. Thus, the conventional trellis module contains n2m+k edge bits,

� Dissertation Advisor: Nicholas Kalouptsidis, Professor
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and this is called the trellis complexity of the module [1]. When a trellis mod-

ule is used for maximum likelihood decoding of C, the decoding complexity is

proportional to the trellis complexity of the module. Particularly, the trellis com-

plexity of the conventional trellis module increases exponentially with k and m,

which means that especially for high rate codes, maximum likelihood decoding

becomes a very complex procedure.

In order to overcome this problem, punctured convolutional codes (PCC)

were introduced by Cain et al. [2]. The trellis module of an (n, k,m) PCC is con-

structed by “blocking” k “conventional” trellis modules of an (N, 1,m) “mother”

code, and then deleting (puncturing) all but n edge bits from each output tu-

ple of this “block”. The semi-infinite trellis diagram of the PCC consists (after

a short initial transient) of repeated copies of the k-section punctured trellis
module. The trellis complexity of an (n, k,m) PCC is equal to n2m+1

and it

is significantly less than the complexity of the “conventional” trellis module of

an (n, k,m) convolutional code. PCCs have been extensively studied for various

rates [2–4]. Bocharova et al. [4] published comprehensive tables with the best

(n, k) PCCs for 3 ≤ n ≤ 8, 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.

Apart from the low decoding complexity, another significant advantage of

PCCs is rate variability. That is, a whole family of PCCs of various code rates

can be constructed, using a single mother code and a variety of puncturing ma-

trices [3, 5]. Each one of the respective codes can be decoded using the decoder

(and hence the trellis) of the mother code. Hence, depending on the channel

conditions the suitable code is used, a fact that results in a more efficient use

of bandwidth. The flexibility offered by PCCs is valuable for modern communi-

cation systems, like for instance the IEEE 802.22 standard [6]. Rate variability

can be also achieved by using the technique of path pruning [7]. That is, using

determinate and indeterminate information bits in order to prune away some

codeword paths from the trellis of a convolutional code.

An (n, k,m) convolutional code C can be represented by various trellis dia-

grams (periodic in general), and hence various trellis modules [1, 8]. Apart from

the trellis complexity, an important quantity associated with a trellis module is

the total number of merges contained in it. The number of merges at a specific

state is equal to the total number of branches reaching it minus one [9]. The

trellis complexity and the total number of merges are equal to the number of

real additions and real comparisons respectively, the Viterbi algorithm has to

perform per trellis module [1, 9]. Hence, they constitute the computational com-

plexity of the decoding procedure of C, for a specific trellis module. McEliece et

al. demonstrate in [1] that any (n, k,m) convolutional code has a minimal trel-

lis representation, which in most cases is significantly less complex (in terms of

trellis complexity), than the conventional trellis diagram. A minimal trellis has

the minimum possible complexity and can be constructed directly by a trellis

canonical generator matrix. The minimal trellis module minimizes many other

quantities, like the total number of states, the total number of merges, etc. They

also show that PCCs are simply convolutional codes whose generator matri-

ces have a special structure, and this fact explains the reason why they can be
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represented by trellis diagrams of low complexity. Finally, they set under con-

sideration the existence of other classes of low complexity convolutional codes,

that contain good codes.

2 New Constructions of Low Complexity Convolutional
Codes

In this section, we introduce a class of low complexity convolutional codes, pro-

duced by modifying the time varying punctured trellis module [10]. Our goal is

to achieve better performance than the initial PCC code, at the expense of a

reasonable low increase of the trellis complexity. The increase of the complexity

is achieved by allowing variations in the state dimension of the trellis module.

We consider a periodic time-varying linear encoder of period k [11], described

by the 1× nt binary matrices Gj(t), for 0 ≤ j ≤ mt, such that

υt =

mt�

j=0

ut−jGj(t), t ≥ 0 (1)

where ut and υt denote the input value of size 1 and output value of size nt

respectively at time instant t. By way of convention, Gj(t) = 0 for j < 0 and

j > mt, where mt is the memory of the encoder at the t-th time instant. It holds,

Gj(t+ k) = Gj(t), mt+k = mt, and nt+k = nt for all j and t.
The trellis diagram representing the above construction is periodic (after a

short initial transient) and consists of repeated copies of a k-section structure,

called trellis module. During a trellis module, k information bits are associated

to n encoded bits, where n =
�k−1

t=0 nt. The state space dimension of the trellis

module at the t-th time instant is mt, 0 ≤ t ≤ k− 1. We call the time interval of

the trellis module between the t-th and the (t + 1)-th time instant, as the t-th
trellis section. vt,i denotes the i-th output bit which is transmitted during the

t-th trellis section, for 1 ≤ i ≤ nt, and for 0 ≤ t ≤ k− 1, and is produced by the

generator sequence g(t,i) = [g(t,i)0 g(t,i)1 · · · g(t,i)mt ].

Given a positive integerm, we impose the following restrictions:mt ∈ {m,m+

1}, and m0 = m. We denote by Tζ1,ζ2 the set of trellis sections t, 0 ≤ t ≤ k − 1,

during which the state dimension changes from ζ1 to ζ2, where ζ1, ζ2 ∈ {m,m+

1}. That is, Tζ1,ζ2 = {t|mt = ζ1, mt+1 = ζ2, 0 ≤ t ≤ k − 1}. We further confine

the code structure so that the encoding matrices Gj(t) = [g(t,1)j g(t,2)j · · · g(t,nt)
j ]

satisfy the following properties:

P1. G0(t) = 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ k − 1,

P2. Gm(t) = 1, when t ∈ Tm,m,

P3. Gm+1(t) = 1, when t ∈ Tm+1,m+1,

P4. g
(t,i)
m �= 0 or g(t,i)m+1 �= 0, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ nt, and Gm(t) and Gm+1(t) are

linearly independent, when t ∈ Tm+1,m.

Note that from Property P4, it holds that nt ≥ 2, when t ∈ Tm+1,m. We denote

by pt the smallest integer, 1 ≤ pt < nt, such that

g(t,pt+1)
m = · · · = g(t,nt)

m and g(t,pt+1)
m+1 = · · · = g(t,nt)

m+1
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when t ∈ Tm+1,m.
The trellis complexity (TC) of a T -section trellis module M is defined as the

total number of edge symbols contained in the module per information bit [1].

That is, TC(M) =
�T−1

t=0 nt2mt+kt , where kt is the number of information bits
associated with the t-th trellis section. It is straightforward to verify that the
trellis complexity of the new module M associated with the new code is given
by

TC(M) =
�

t∈Tm,m

nt2
m+1 +

�

t∈Tm,m+1

nt2
m+1

+
�

t∈Tm+1,m+1

nt2
m+2 +

�

t∈Tm+1,m

nt2
m+2 (2)

since kt = 1, for 0 ≤ t ≤ k − 1.

Theorem 1. The complexity of the minimal trellis module Mmin of C is given
by

TC(Mmin) =
�

t∈Tm,m

nt2
m+1 +

�

t∈Tm,m+1

nt2
m+1

+
�

t∈Tm+1,m+1

nt2
m+2 +

�

t∈Tm+1,m

(nt + pt)2
m+1. (3)

Comparison of (3) and (2), indicates that the initial trellis module is not minimal.
Next, we show that if we replace every trellis section t ∈ Tm+1,m by an equivalent
pair of trellis sections, the resulting trellis module is minimal.

Theorem 2. The trellis section t ∈ Tm+1,m is equivalent to a pair of trellis
sections, where the first trellis section t1 carries the first pt of the nt output bits
and has one bit input. Furthermore, it has 2m+1 initial states and 2m+1 final
states. The second section t2 produces the last nt − pt output bits of the original
trellis section t and it is informationless. Moreover, it has 2m+1 initial states
and 2m final states.

The first and second sections of the pair contain pt2m+2 and (nt− pt)2m+1 edge
symbols respectively (the second section is informationless, thus only one edge
diverges from each initial state). Thus, in total the pair of sections contains
(nt + pt)2m+1 edge symbols. If we replace in (2) the term

�
t∈Tm+1,m

nt2m+2

with
�

t∈Tm+1,m
(nt + pt)2m+1, relation (3) results. That is, by simply replacing

in the initial trellis module of a code C each one of the trellis sections t ∈ Tm+1,m

with its equivalent pair of sections, the result is a minimal trellis module for C.

2.1 Search Results

The proposed search procedure initializes with the punctured trellis module of an
(n, k,m) convolutional code, and increases the state space dimension of specific
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trellis sections from m to m+1, performing search over the generator sequences

g(t,i)
. The objective is to determine codes of better spectra at the expense of

higher trellis complexity. However complexity is maintained at affordable levels,

as it remains less than the trellis complexity of the respective (n, k,m+1) PCC.

The search was conducted over a range of rates and memory sizes, and many

good codes were found. The following comments are worth to point out:

– Some of the new codes achieve greater df than the respective PCCs of mem-

ory m, at the expense of a small increase of the TC.

– Some of the new codes achieve df equal to the df of the PCCs of memory

m + 1. That is, they have similar asymptotic performance (for high signal

to noise ratio) with the corresponding (n, k,m + 1) PCCs but less trellis

complexity.

– Many of the new codes achieve a specific df , with the least known trellis

complexity (for specific rate).

– In many other cases, a small increase of TC was enough to significantly

improve the spectra (for equal df ) of the best PCC of memory m.

3 Flexible Convolutional Codes: Variable Rate and
Complexity

In this section, we present a method that combines the techniques of path-

pruning and puncturing, in order to construct convolutional codes that can vary

both their rate and the computational complexity of the decoding procedure

[12]. Starting from an (n, 1,m) mother convolutional code, we construct a large

family of codes of various code rates. For each code rate the family contains trellis

modules of various values of computational complexity. Path pruning is used in

order to remove from the mother trellis an amount of state transitions (branches),

a fact that results into a less complex trellis. Furthermore, puncturing is utilized

for adjusting the code rate. Particularly, the two aforementioned techniques are

employed as follows.

Let ut be the information bits and ût the input bits of the mother encoder.

The path-pruning on the trellis of a convolutional code can be implemented by

mapping the information ut and register state bits into the final input ût of the

encoder.

More precisely, every Tpr time units the single input bit of the encoder is not

an information bit, rather it is computed as a linear combination of bits of the

current state St = {ût−1, · · · , ût−m}, i.e.

ût1Tpr+t2 =

�
ut1(Tpr−1)+t2 , if t2 �= 0

�d̂
i=1 ciût1Tpr−i, if t2 = 0

(4)

where t1 =

�
t

Tpr

�
, t2 = t mod Tpr, t = 1, 2, . . . , and d̂ is the degree of the

polynomial c(X) =
�m

i=1 ciX
i
. The binary coefficients are chosen, such that
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ci = 0 for 0 = i mod Tpr, i.e. the non information bits are produced by the
linear combination of information bits only.

Path-pruning results to an (nTpr, Tpr − 1) time-varying convolutional code.
The resulting semi-infinite trellis diagram starts at the all zero state, and after
a short initial transient, it becomes periodic, consisting of concatenations of a
Tpr-section trellis module Mpr.

Theorem 3. The state space dimension sprl at depth l and the branch space
dimension bprl of the l-th trellis section of trellis module Mpr are given by

sprl =

�
m− 1− β̂, for 1 ≤ l ≤ α̂
m− β̂ , for α̂+ 1 ≤ l ≤ Tpr

bprl =

�
m− β̂ , for 1 ≤ l ≤ α̂ or l = Tpr

m+ 1− β̂, α̂+ 1 ≤ l ≤ Tpr − 1

where α̂ = m− d̂ mod Tpr, β̂ =
�
m−d̂
Tpr

�
.

The final trellis module Mpu is constructed by concatenating p copies of the
Mpr module, and puncturing a portion of the encoded bits based on a specific
puncturing matrix P , in order to adjust the rate. The final trellis module consists
of Tpu = pTpr trellis sections. The total number of merges Epu contained in Mpu

are

Epu = p(Tpr −
â

2
− 1) · 2m−b̂. (5)

Depending on the puncturing matrix, the trellis complexity of the final trellis
module Mpu is equal to

TC(Mpu) =

pTpr�

j=1

nj2
bprj mod Tpr , (6)

where 0 ≤ nj ≤ n is the number of output bits of the j-th section of Mpu, for
1 ≤ j ≤ pTpr. The final trellis moduleMpu corresponds to a (pTprn−ñ, p(Tpr−1))
convolutional code, where ñ is the number of the punctured encoded bits, i.e.
pTprn− ñ =

�pTpr

j=1 nj .
Given an (n, 1,m) mother code, for various choices of Tpr, p, c(X) and punc-

turing matrix P , arbitrarily many codes of different code rates and values of
computational complexity can be constructed. In this study, we restrict our-
selves to a subset according to the following criterion.

Given a rate k�/n�, we construct codes with computational complexity (i.e.
trellis complexity and number of merges) equal to the computational complexity
of the trellis module of a PCC with memory size m�, for various values of m�.

3.1 Results and Simulations

In this study we present three families of flexible codes, generated by a (2, 1, 8),
a (3, 1, 8) and a (4, 1, 8) mother convolutional code respectively. All codes are of
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rates (n� − 1)/n�, for 2 ≤ n� ≤ 8. Many of the codes have the same free distance
with the best codes of the same rate and complexity presented in [4, 13].

We have simulated the performance of various codes produced by the (4, 1, 8)
mother convolutional code, for the AWGN channel, using BPSK modulation.
Some of the results are depicted in Figure 1, which indicates BER plots for all
values of m� and rates 1/2, 2/3 and 3/4.

In contrast to the classical variable rate convolutional codes [3, 5] (i.e. a
mother convolutional encoder and a set of puncturing matrices), which “ex-
change” coding gain for bandwidth and vice versa, the proposed constructions
add one more “dimension”, i.e. the computational complexity of decoding, hence
leading to coding schemes that manage more efficiently the system resources. In-
deed, consider the family of codes produced by the (4, 1, 8) mother convolutional
code. Assume that the SNR is equal to 7.1dB, and that the code of rate 3/4 and
m� = 4 (TC = 42.7, Epu = 16, all normalized by k�) is used. Then, an error
probability of 10−7 is achieved (Fig. 1(c)). Furthermore, assume that the SNR
decreases by 0.8dB. There are many strategies that can be followed during the
next transmission, for the anticipation of the SNR’s decrease. For instance, one
choice is the use of the code of rate 1/2 and m� = 4 (TC = 64, Epu = 16)
(Fig. 1(a)), i.e. decreasing the rate and keeping the complexity in similar lev-
els. Another option is the use of the code of rate 3/4 and m� = 6 (Fig. 1(c))
(TC = 170.7, Epu = 64), i.e. keeping the rate constant and increasing the com-
plexity. Finally, the code of rate 2/3 and m� = 5 (TC = 96, Epu = 32) (Fig. 1(b))
could be used, resulting in a small decrease in the rate and a small increase in
complexity.

4 Recursive Flexible Convolutional Encoders for Parallel
Concatenation

In this section, we extend the previous analysis and we combine path-pruning
and puncturing for the construction of flexible convolutional codes for parallel
concatenation that can vary both the rate and the computational complexity of
the decoding procedure, leading to flexible turbo codes.

Consider a trellis module as it is constructed in section 3, that corresponds
to a code of rate k�/n� and has the complexity profile of the respective PCC with
memory m�. It can be shown that if the Max-Log-MAP algorithm is used for
decoding, then (n�+q+2k�)2m

�+1+k� additions and 4k�2m
�−k� comparisons have

to be performed in order to decode k� information bits. q denotes the number of
trellis section that carry encoded bits

Consider a feedforward (n, 1,m) mother convolutional encoder, described by
the polynomial generator matrix G(D) =

�
g(0)(D) g(1)(D) . . . g(n−1)(D)

�
. As-

sume that for particular path-pruning and puncturing parameters (i.e. c(X), Tpr,
p, P ), a specific code Cpu and its respective trellis module Mpu are constructed.
Consider also the equivalent (n, 1,m) recursive systematic mother encoder given

by Gsys(D) =
�
1 g(1)(D)

g(0)(D)
. . . g(n−1)(D)

g(0)(D)

�
. It can be shown that by using the same
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Fig. 1. BER simulations of codes produced by the (4, 1, 8) mother convolutional code,
for various values of m� and rates (a) 1/2, (b) 2/3 and (c) 3/4.
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parameters Tpr, p, P and the pruning polynomial c�(X) =
�m

i=1(ci + g(0)i )Xi

instead of the polynomial c(X), the same code Cpu is produced and a corre-

sponding trellis module M �
pu. ci and g(0)i are the coefficients of polynomials c(X)

and g(0)(D) respectively. Trellis modulesMpu andM �
pu have identical complexity

profiles and they produce the same code. However, they correspond to different
encoders. Hence, we can apply the results and the analysis presented in section

3, in case where recursive mother convolutional encoders are used.

In this thesis we provide a family of recursive systematic convolutional en-

coders constructed from a (2, 1, 5) recursive systematic mother encoder. All en-

coders are of rates (n� − 1)/n�
, for 2 ≤ n� ≤ 6. In [14], the authors provide the

best recursive systematic punctured convolutional encoders for parallel concate-

nation, constructed from (2, 1) mother encoders. Variable rate encoders are also

provided. Almost all the encoders constructed in this thesis achieve the same

value of distance d2, as the encoders in [14].

We have simulated the performance of turbo codes that use the flexible

mother encoder presented in this thesis and its associative family, as constituent

encoders, for the AWGN channel using BPSK modulation and the Max-Log-

MAP decoding algorithm. In Fig. 2 we have used a random interleaver of length

1000 for all the members of the family. Furthermore, for a particular encoder

and a particular SNR value we have assumed a fixed number of iterations Lf
SNR,

which is less than or equal to 10. Particularly, Lf
SNR is equal to the minimum

number of iterations needed to achieve the minimum possible error probability,

if the former is less than 10, and equal to 10 otherwise. Note that, apart from

the computational complexity of the decoding algorithm that uses a particular

trellis module, the overall computation complexity of turbo decoding depends

on the number of iterations as well. Thus, in Table 1 we provide the values of

Lf
SNR associated with the BER plots in Fig. 2. Particularly, the first row of

Table 1 indicates the curve points. A specific curve point for a specific encoder

corresponds to a particular value of SNR (Fig. 2). As depicted in Fig. 2, the

waterfall region for the (n�, k�,m�
) constituent codes (of all rates) for m� < m

appears at smaller values of SNR than the waterfall region in case where the

respective (n�, k�,m) codes of the family (including the mother code) are used.

This comes with a significant reduction in computational complexity. In other

words, in particular SNR regions, a reduction in complexity can result in an

increase of performance. As an example, the (2, 1, 5) mother code achieves error

probability 2 · 10−4
for SNR equal to 1.5dB (Fig. 2a). The (2, 1, 3) code, for the

same SNR value, achieves error probability 2 · 10−6
and reduces the computa-

tional complexity by 75%. Similar behavior can be observed for all code rates.

As a matter of fact, there is no need to use the (most complex) (n�, k�,m) code

of each rate for error probabilities greater than 10
−6

.

The proposed constructions can lead to turbo coding schemes that manage

more efficiently the system resources. Assume that the SNR is equal to 1.75dB,
and that the turbo code uses the (2, 1, 4) (9 iterations) convolutional encoder

from the family, achieving error probability 3 · 10−7
(Fig. 2a). Furthermore, as-

sume that the SNR increases by 1.75dB. In this case, there is no need for using a
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Fig. 2. Simulations of turbo codes that use as constituent encoders the constructed
family of flexible convolutional encoders.
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powerful constituent encoder. During the next transmission we can increase the
rate, or decrease the complexity. For instance, we can use the (5, 4, 4) constituent
encoder (Fig. 2b) (7 iterations), increasing significantly the rate and keeping the
same value of m�. Furthermore, the (2, 1, 2) encoder (Fig. 2a) (3 iterations) can
be used, i.e. keeping the rate constant and decreasing substantially the com-
plexity. At this point, one may wonder whether the reduction in computational
complexity can be achieved by simply reducing the number of iterations. The
computational complexity that corresponds to 3 iterations of the (2, 1, 2) decoder
is slightly less than the complexity of one iteration of the (2, 1, 4) decoder which
was initially used. The (2, 1, 4) code achieves error probability 6 · 10−5 at SNR
equal to 3.5dB, if only one iteration is performed.

Table 1. number of iterations of the codes in fig. 2

code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

(2,1,5) 3 8 10 10 10
(2,1,4) 5 7 10 10 9 9
(2,1,3) 4 7 10 10 10 9 7 6 5 3
(2,1,2) 3 6 10 10 10 8 8 7 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3
(3,2,5) 7 10 10 10 9
(3,2,4) 2 5 10 10 10 10
(3,2,3) 5 6 10 10 10 8 8 7 4 3 3
(3,2,2) 5 7 10 10 8 8 7 7 6 4 4 4 3 3 3 3
(4,3,5) 5 10 10 10 10 10
(4,3,4) 5 6 10 10 10 10 8
(4,3,3) 4 8 10 10 10 10 7 6 5
(5,4,5) 3 6 10 10 10 10
(5,4,4) 4 9 10 10 10 10 7 6
(5,4,3) 3 7 10 10 9 8 8 7 6 5 5 4 4
(5,4,2) 3 5 7 8 8 8 7 6 6 6 5 3 3 3 2 2
(6,5,5) 7 10 10 10 10 7
(6,5,4) 5 10 10 10 10 7 6 6 6
(6,5,3) 5 9 10 10 9 8 7 6 6 5 5
(6,5,2) 4 6 10 10 8 7 7 6 5 5 3 3 3 2 2 2

5 Conclusion

In this thesis, a family of low complexity convolutional codes was proposed, which
was constructed by modifying appropriately the trellis diagram of punctured con-
volutional codes. Many new convolutional codes of various code rates and values
of complexity were provided. Furthermore, a method was presented for designing
new flexible convolutional codes that can vary both their rate and the compu-
tational complexity of the decoding procedure, leading to coding schemes that
manage more efficiently the system resources, compared to classical variable rate
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convolutional codes. This method was extended in order to construct recursive
flexible convolutional encoders. Their use as constituent convolutional encoders
in turbo codes can lead to pretty flexible parallel concatenated coding schemes.
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Abstract. The aim of this dissertation is to present the MENTOR (Modelling 
EmotioNal TutORing) which is an emotional learning model that uses an 
Affective Module in order to recognize the affective state of the student during 
his interaction with the educational environment and thereafter to provide him 
with a suitable learning strategy constructing in this way an affective learning 
path. MENTOR constitutes of three main components, the Emotional 
Component, the Teacher Component and the Visualisation Component and its 
main purpose is to motivate appropriately the student in order to accomplish his 
learning goals. The basic concern of MENTOR is to retain the student’s 
emotional state positive during the learning process. To achieve this, it 
recognises the emotions of the students and takes them under consideration to 
provide them with the suitable learning strategy. This kind of strategy is based 
both on the cognitive abilities and the affective preferences of the student and is 
stored in the student’s model. The student model supplies the educational 
system with necessary information with the aim to adapt itself successfully to 
the student’s needs. 

1   Introduction 

During the learning process in the real class, a creative teacher usually invests a 
significant amount of his efforts and time to identify the personality and the mood of 
his students in order to find the suitable ways of increasing their motivation [1]. The 
intrinsic ability of a good teacher to balance subtly and accurately their students’ 
emotional predisposition, their individual needs and preferences and their current 
disposition, while he directs them adroitly to their goals’ achievement, is one of the 
major factors to the student’s progress and successful attainment of learning. Despite 
the importance of the affective factor, in most educational systems, this crucial 
parameter seems to have been ignored, since the significant process of learning is 
supported by methods which are mainly concentrating on the cognitive abilities of the 
student.  

As a result, few contemporary educational systems began to consider their 
operation under an affective perspective with the aim of modelling the emotional 
processes which are taking place during the educational session [2]. Corresponding 
affective techniques are being incorporated more frequently in educational systems 
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with the aim of recognising student’s emotions, mood and personality [3]. The 
traditional student model starts to be modified in order to be capable of storing 
affective information. 

According to this point of view, we developed the MENTOR which is an Affective 
Educational Module capable of supporting the learning in the distance education [4]. 
MENTOR consists of three main components, which are the Emotional, the Teacher 
and the Visualisation Components respectively. MENTOR takes into account the 
personality and the emotional state of the student, in order to decide which is the 
appropriate affective tactic for him. Taking the above points into consideration, it 
seems clearly that the main purpose of the MENTOR is to create or to maintain a 
positive mood to the student, keeping him in track of his learning goals. To achieve 
this, we need to be aware of the student’s emotional state in every moment. That is 
stored in the affective student model, which consists of cognitive and emotional 
information, and it is provided by the Emotional Component. In accordance with this 
plan, the model selects and supplies accurately the student with the proper affective 
tactics. In this manner, it involves effectively the student into the learning process 
under a fruitful pedagogical perspective. 

2   Basic Issues of Affective Computing 

The term Affective Computing involves the intention of Artificial Intelligence 
researchers to model emotions in intelligent systems. According to Picard [5] an 
affective system must be capable of recognizing emotions, respond to them and react 
“emotionally”. Among the basic terms that determine the affective computing are 
personality, mood and emotions.  

The personality determines all those characteristics that distinguish one human 
being from another. It is related to its behaviour and mental processes and has a 
permanent character [6]. The most known model of personality is the Five Factor 
Model (FFM) and results from the study of Costa and McCrae [7]. It is a descriptive 
model with five dimensions: Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, 
Agreeableness, and Neuroticism. Due to these dimensions the model is also called 
OCEAN model. The descriptive character of FFM and the particular characteristics 
that accompany each type of personality (traits) allow us to model the student’s 
personality [3] and use this information in educational applications [2]. The FFM 
provides us with a reliable way in order to connect a student’s personality with his 
mood and emotions that he possibly develops during the learning process. This is very 
useful because we are able to initiate a student’s emotional state and select the 
suitable pedagogical strategy.  

Mood is a prolonged state of mind, resulting from a cumulative effect of emotions 
[6]. Mood differs from the emotion because it has lower intensity and longer duration. 
It can be consequently considered that mood is an emotional situation more stable 
than emotions and more volatile than personality. Based on this definition we 
categorize mood into two categories named, positive and negative. We consider that 
the student has either a positive mood when he feels emotions like joy, pride, hope, 
satisfaction, gratification, love, or a negative mood when feels emotions like sadness, 
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fear, shame, frustration, anger, disappointment, anxiety. Depending on this mood we 
speculate the possible emotions of the student.  

The emotion is the synchronized response for all or most organic systems to the 
evaluation of an external or internal event. Emotion is analogous to a state of mind 
that is only momentary. Nevertheless, various attempts have been made, but the 
cognitive theory of emotions, known as OCC model, which formulated by Ortony, 
Clore and Collins [8], keeps a distinctive position among them. The three authors 
constructed a cognitive theory of emotion that explains the origins of emotions, 
describing the cognitive processes that elicit them. The OCC model provides a 
classification scheme for 22 emotions based on a valence reaction to events, objects 
and agents.  

In our work we adopt the OCC model, because it elicits the origin of emotions 
under a cognitive aspect and it is possible to be computerized. So, based on this model 
we are able to classify and interpret a student’s emotions in the learning process. The 
authors of the OCC model consider that it could be computationally implemented and 
help us to understand which are the emotions that the human beings feel, and under 
which conditions. Furthermore, they believe that relying on this model we could 
predict and explain human reactions to the events and objects. This is the main reason 
we use the OCC model in our study. The perspective by which, we construct the 
following component is interdisciplinary and focuses in the intersection of Artificial 
Intelligence and Cognitive Psychology. 

3   The architecture of the MENTOR 

MENTOR is an “affective” module which aims to recognize the emotions of the 
student during his interaction within an educational environment and thereafter to 
provide him with a suitable learning strategy [9]. The operation of MENTOR is based 
on the FFM [7] and the OCC model [8]. The module is being attached to an 
Educational System providing the system with the essential “emotional” information 
in order to determine the strategy of learning in collaboration with the cognitive 
information. The architecture of MENTOR is presented in Figure 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.  The architecture of the Mentor 
The MENTOR has three main components: The Emotional Component (EC), the 

Teacher Component (TC) and the Visualization Component (VC), which are 
respectively responsible for: a) the recognition of student’s personality, mood and 
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emotions during the learning process, b) the selection of the suitable teaching and 
pedagogical strategy and c) the appropriate visualization of the educational 
environment. The combined function of these components “feeds” the AES with the 
affective dimension optimizing the effectiveness of the learning process and 
enhancing the personalized teaching. 

The architecture of the MENTOR is designed with equal respect to the cognitive 
and the emotional dimension of teaching as well. So, we consider that the Teacher 
Component which is in charge of the formation of teaching consists of two sub-
components, the Teaching Generator and the Pedagogical Generator which are 
responsible for providing the cognitive and emotional tactic respectively. Therefore, 
we use the term affective tactic so as to denote that the learning method which is 
suggested by the Teacher Component is a two-dimensional combination of cognitive 
and emotional guidance and support. The main purpose of MENTOR is to create the 
appropriate learning environment for the student, taking into account particular 
affective factors in combination with cognitive abilities of the student offering in this 
way personalized learning. 

3.1 Recognizing the emotions of the student 

The necessity of recognizing the student’s emotion during the learning process, 
especially in distant learning environments is crucial and has been pointed out by 
many researchers in the e-learning field ([10],[11]). Concerning the MENTOR, 
responsible for the recognition of the student’s emotions is the Emotional Component. 
This component (Figure 1) is composed by three subcomponents, the Personality 
Recognizer (PR), the Mood Recognizer (MR) and the Emotion Recognizer (ER), 
which are responsible for the recognition of the personality, mood and emotions of 
the student. When the student uses the system for the first time, the PR subcomponent 
assesses the type of a student's personality. As a result, the student's traits are being 
recognized and are being used by the Teacher Component for the suitable selection of 
pedagogical and teaching strategy.  For example, a student that has been recognized 
as Openess, according to FFM is imaginative, creative, explorative and aesthetic [7]. 
These characteristics are evaluated by the TC providing the system with an 
exploratory learning strategy, giving more autonomy of learning to the student and 
limiting the guidance of the teacher. The MR subcomponent recognizes and 
categorizes the student's mood either as positive or as negative. In our approach, good 
mood consists of emotions like joy, satisfaction, pride, hope, gratification and bad 
mood consists of emotions like distress, disappointment, shame, fear, reproach. As a 
result, we have an initial evaluation of the current emotions of the student. Thus, if the 
student is unhappy for some reason, the MR recognizes it and in collaboration with 
TC, it defines the suitable pedagogical actions that decrease this negative mood and 
try to change it into a positive one. Finally, the ER subcomponent is in every moment 
aware of the student's emotions during the learning process, following the 
forthcoming method. 

So as to deal effectively with the emotions elicitation process, the Emotional 
Component has an affective student model where the affective information is stored 
[12]. An ontology of emotions is used for the formal representation of emotions. 
Ontology is a technique of describing formally and explicitly the vocabulary of a 
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domain in terms of concepts, classes, instances, relations, axioms, constraints and 
inference rules. It is a formal way to represent the specific knowledge of a domain, 
providing an explicit and extensive framework to describe it [13]. Our ontology has 
been built to recognize 10 emotions which are: joy, satisfaction, pride, hope, 
gratification, distress, disappointment, shame, fear, reproach [14]. The former five 
emotions compose the classification of positive emotions and are related to the 
positive student’s emotional state. The latter five emotions compose the classification 
of negative emotions and are related to the negative student’s emotional state. The 
construction of the ontology was based on the OCC cognitive theory of emotions. 
Thus, the concepts of the ontology are defined in terms with this theory. For instance, 
the positive student’s emotional state and the emotion of joy are described as follows: 

(POSITIVE-EMOTIONAL-STATE 
(SUBCLASSES 
(VALUE (JOY, SATISFACTION, PRIDE, HOPE, GRATIFICATION))) 
(IS-A 
(VALUE (EMOTIONAL-EVENT))) 
(DEFINITION 
(VALUE ("emotions or states, regarded as positive, such as joy, satisfaction, pride, hope, 

gratification")))) 
In this way, the formal and flexible representation of an emotion can be efficiently 

achieved in relation to the learning goal of a student. The proposed ontology of 
emotions was implemented with the Protégé tool. Furthermore, we adopt an approach 
based on Bayesian Networks in order to extract information from the proposed 
“emotional” ontology and to make inferences about the emotions of the student [14]. 
This approach, which is used for carrying out the representation and the inference of 
emotions is based on the OCC model which combines the appraisal of an Event with 
the Intentions and Desires of a subject. Thus, taking advantage of this model, 
MENTOR infers about the student’s emotions after the occurrence of an educational 
event which is related to his learning goal. 

3.2 Providing the student with the appropriate affective tactic 

As it has already been stated, the objective of the MENTOR is to foster the 
appropriate affective conditions, since these are a crucial factor for the learning 
process and to obtain the student with the suitable learning method. The latter goal is 
achieved by the Teaching Component which is responsible for providing the student 
with the appropriate affective tactic considering his emotional state. It consists of two 
subcomponents, the Teaching Generator and the Pedagogical Generator, which are 
responsible respectively for the appropriate teaching and pedagogical strategy as 
illustrated in Figure 1.  

The Teaching Generator is a sub-component which is responsible for the selection 
and the presentation of the suitable educational material, according to the student 
model. The student model provides information about the cognitive status of the 
student such as his learning style, the knowledge that has already been acquired and 
his learning preferences and goals. Evaluating this information the Teaching 
Generator decides about the sequence of the educational material, if a theoretical or 
practical subject will be presented next to the student and what kind would this be, for 
example a more or less detailed theoretical topic or an easier or a trickier exercise [15] 
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The Pedagogical Generator is a sub-component which is responsible for the 
formation of the pedagogical actions which will be taken into account during the 
learning process. Once the recognition of the student’s emotions and his emotional 
state has been stored in the affective student model, the Pedagogical Generator has all 
the necessary information in order to support and motivate the student to the direction 
of the achievement of his learning goals. As a teacher does in the real class, the 
Pedagogical Generator encourages the student, gives him positive feedback, 
congratulates him when he achieves a goal, and keeps him always in a positive mood, 
with the view of engaging him effectively in the learning process [16]. 

Combining the interaction of its two sub-components, the Teacher Component 
forms the appropriate affective tactic for the student. In this way, a traditional 
instructional tactic is enhanced with a motivational one and this would be proved 
beneficial to the student from two aspects. The first concerns the planning of the 
teaching strategy and the educational content, which and what topic will be taught to 
the student next and which method will be used for it. The second is more related to 
the delivery planning, how this topic will be taught. The role of the Pedagogical 
Generator, however, is not restricted only to the reassurance of the appropriateness of 
the teaching method or the educational material. It is concentrated also on providing 
the student with encouraging actions in order to preserve his positive emotional state. 
The pedagogical actions which have been implemented are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1.  The pedagogical actions of the Pedagogical Generator 
Ask for giving some help Explain the need for help 
Give Help to student Reassure the appropriateness of help 
Express satisfaction after a successful help Express unhappiness after an unsuccessful help and ask for 

trying again 
Give explanations in an appropriate way Express sympathy in case of fail 
Encourage the student Congratulate the student 
Praise the student Express admiration for the student 
Reinforce student’s efforts Play a game with student 
Give hope Open a dialogue with the student 
Play a music video clip Present a part of a movie 
Present a photo Tell a joke 

The main concern of the Teacher Component, as it is already mentioned, is to 
ensure that the student’s mood is positive every time. To achieve this, the Teacher 
Component has to be aware of the student’s emotions. The input that comes from the 
Emotional Component, which is in charge of the detection of the student’s 
motivational state, is evaluated appropriately and thereafter the Teacher Component 
adapts his reaction adequately to motivate the student either by encouraging him or by 
praising him and in every case sustain his disposition flourishing [16]. Once the 
Teacher Component is aware of the student’s emotions, it can proceed into the 
selection of the proper affective tactic. 

4   Evaluation 

The evaluation of the MENTOR is deployed in two axes. The first concerns the 
impact of the system in the learning process of students. The second examines the 
accuracy of MENTOR’s Affective Module prediction and is concentrated on the 
suitability of the suggested affective tactics. Thus, we have the ability to identify 
factors that make the affective dimension of the educational material beneficial for 
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learning. We hypothesized that the enhancement of the traditional educational 
material with the affective dimension of MENTOR’s learning framework leads to 
higher learning performance. In addition, we assumed that the more accurate is the 
prediction of the student’s affective state the better is the appropriateness of the 
selected affected tactic and the greater is the advantage of learning with the 
MENTOR’s educational environment in comparison to the environment of the 
traditional adaptive educational system.  

4.1 The Framework of the Evaluation Study 
4.1.1 Participants of the Experiments 

In order for the process of sample gathering to be the appropriate the following 
procedure has been followed. A sample of 120 students in the field of computer 
science has been selected. Their age was between eighteen and twenty-five years old 
(M=20.9, SD=2.27). The students were assigned with a questionnaire containing items 
relative to the field of Artificial Intelligence. From the statistical evaluation of their 
answers a group of 108 out of the initial 120 was selected. The criterion was the 
lowest average which signifies the lowest starting knowledge on the domain and the 
lowest possible dispersion around it (M=6.24, SD=3.18). In this way, a homogeneous 
group was formed with the same average a-priori knowledge about the learning 
domain. In total, there were 65 male and 43 female students. They were randomly 
divided into two groups, the experimental group A and the control group B with 54 
students in each group. The students of group A make use of the affective version of 
MENTOR, while the students of group B with the normal version of the adaptive 
system. 

4.1.2 Questionnaires 
To evaluate the student’s acquired knowledge after the interaction with the system as 
well as the appropriate and accurate operation of the MENTOR’s Affective Module, 
the following three questionnaires were built and proposed: 

Pre-test questionnaire:  
The students of the experimental and the control group attended an individual test. 

The test was formed by 20 items in order to check the starting knowledge of the 
sample. The main aim of the test was to measure the initial knowledge of each 
participant in the field of Artificial Intelligence. It was designed as a set of multiple 
choice and true/false items. A domain expert and an instructional designer contributed 
to the structure of the test. An item example was: “Alan Turing proposed a test that 
has served as a benchmark in measuring progress in the field of artificial 
intelligence?” In the pre-test, the students additionally asked for biographic data (for 
example age or sex) and for a subjective rating regarding the participants’ expertise in 
the domain of Artificial Intelligence. The answers of each student are analyzed by 
statistics methods and the results compared with the post-test. 

Post-test questionnaire:  
The students of the experimental group A and the control group B employed 

different methods of learning during their interaction with the MENTOR. The 
students of group A made use of the affective version of the web-based adaptive 
educational system while the students of group B did not. That is to say, group’s A 
learning process was enriched with the affective dimension of the e-learning system 
but group’s B did not. After a short break of 15 minutes all participants were assigned 
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with a post-test questionnaire, with the aim of assessing their learning performance. 
The post-test questionnaire, consisting of 30 items, aimed to measure the acquired 
knowledge after having interacted with the MENTOR, in order to verify if and how 
much the system itself was useful in helping learners to reach the didactic goals. The 
structure of the post-test questionnaire was designed, similarly to the pre-test 
questionnaire, as a set of multiple choice and true/false items, with the support of a 
domain expert and an instructional designer. 

Questionnaire on the evaluation of the Affective Module Accuracy 
This questionnaire which was assigned only to the students of group A, who 

interacted with the affective version of MENTOR, was designed to measure the 
students’ ratings on the basic operation of the Affective Module. The objective of this 
questionnaire was to assess the accuracy of the MENTOR’s affective state prediction 
and the suitability of the suggested affective tactics as well. It was formed by eight 5-
point Likert Scale items and two Fill-in items. 

4.1.3 The Knowledge Domain 
The learning environment of the MENTOR’s web-based adaptive educational 

system was used in order to teach beginner’s topics in Artificial Intelligence. The 
Knowledge Domain is constituted by 15 learning nodes, each one having theory, 
examples, exercises and a final evaluation test. Every student had the opportunity to 
interact with a pre-selected course of MENTOR for 45 minutes. 

4.2 Affective versus non-affective version comparison 

The affective version of MENTOR incorporates the Affective Module, while the 
non-affective version deprives of the Affective Module, that is operates only as a 
traditional web-based adaptive educational system. Taking this sceptical into account, 
the whole evaluation experiment was designed focused on whether the MENTOR’s 
Affective Module and its affective learning model can improve the effectiveness of 
the students’ study. There were two groups A and B in experiments. Group A was 
used as the experimental group and group B was used as the control group. The 
experiment started with the pre-test questionnaire. The students of two groups were 
asked to complete the pre-test using pencil and paper. The achieved score of each 
student was recorded. The results were subjected to a statistical analysis which is 
shown in Table 2. The pre-test results demonstrate that both groups had similar 
knowledge level on the knowledge domain of Artificial Intelligence. 

After completing the pre-test, students interacted with the system. The group A 
deal with the educational material of the affective version of MENTOR, while the 
group B with the educational material of the non-affective version of the web-based 
adaptive educational system. At this phase the students had the chance to practice and 
enhance their knowledge dealing with the educational material via the system’s 
interface. During this interaction, the students’ actions were recorded in the system’s 
log files, with the aim of providing information concerning the time they spent and 
their performance. Afterwards, the student’s were assigned with a post-test and were 
asked to complete it using again pencil and paper. Also, the results of the post-test 
were subjected to a statistical analysis that is shown in Table 2. 

4.2.1 The Research Question 
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The value of the proposed affective-learning model can be evaluated by the 
differences between the two groups’ real study effectiveness. We consider the study 
effectiveness primary from the aspect of the test score, so the research question (RQ) 
is formulated as: 

RQ: Do students interacting with the affective version of MENTOR achieve better 
learning results than students interacting without the affective version of MENTOR? 

4.2.2 Group Analysis 
In order to answer the research question we performed the analysis of the statistical 

differences between groups by means of the two-sample independent t-test. Based on 
the research question the null and the alternative hypotheses are formed as follows: 

Null Hypothesis H0: There is no difference, between the experimental group A and 
the control group B, after the interaction with the learning environment of the two 
versions of MENTOR. 

Alternative Hypothesis Ha: The two groups A and B are different in terms of the 
learning performance after the interaction with the learning environment of the two 
versions of MENTOR. 

Since a preliminary Levene’s test for equality of variances indicated that the 
variances of the two groups were not significantly different, a two-sample t-test was 
performed that does assume equal variances, defining the significance level at !=0.05. 
The provided results are presented in Table 2. By analyzing furthermore the results 
from this table we realize that the mean grades of the students who interact with the 
affective version of MENTOR (EG) (M = 74.67, SD = 6.70, N = 54) was significantly 
different from these using the non-affective version of MENTOR (CG) (M = 71.39, 
SD = 6.90, N = 54), t(106) = 2.26, p = 0.026, where p <0.05 is considered to be 
significant. The standard deviation is small which means all the students expressed a 
consensus opinion. Moreover, the standard deviation is almost the same for both 
groups while the small standard error indicates that our sample means are similar to 
the population mean and therefore is likely to be an accurate reflection of the 
population. In this way, we can draw the conclusion that we can reject the non-
difference null hypothesis H0 between the experimental group A and the control group 
B and to accept the alternative hypothesis Ha. Namely, the group of students who 
interacted with the affective version of MENTOR demonstrated significant 
improvement in their learning progress comparing to the students who interacted with 
the non-affective version of MENTOR. 

Table 2. Statistical Results of grade from the pre / post-test and t-Test Results for the 
Difference between Experimental and Control Group Means 
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From the above analysis, it is also apparent that both experimental and control 
groups have significant improvement in the post-test in relation to the pre-test, as it 
shown in Table 2. Based on this, it could be assumed that MENTOR supported 
successfully the students in their learning process improving their performance. 
Nevertheless, after the interaction with the system, the results of the post-test indicate 
clearly that the group A achieved better results than the group B. Consequently, it is 
evident that the improvement in learning of the group’s A students is greater than 
group’s B students. Therefore, it is reliable to presume that the interaction with 
MENTOR contributes to the student’s study process significantly. 

4.3 The evaluation of the Affective Module Accuracy 

During the interaction with the MENTOR the students had the opportunity to deal 
with the educational events of MENTOR’s learning environment and had been 
provided with various affective tactics. Every student’s action was recorded by the 
system’s log files. Consequently, in every moment MENTOR was aware of the 
emotional state of the student in order to offer him the appropriate affective tactic. In 
this phase of evaluation participated, only the students of the experimental group A, 
which had interacted with the MENTOR. Firstly, with the aim of recognizing the 
student’s personality, they were given with the NEO-PI-R personality test [17], which 
was presented to them via the MENTOR. According to this test, MENTOR classified 
twenty-one students who belonged to the Extraversion category, fourteen to the 
Agreeableness category, nine to the Conscientiousness category, six to the Openness 
category and four to the Neuroticism category. In this way, students formed five 
groups and they were asked to fill in the questionnaire on the evaluation of the 
Affective Module Accuracy. 

  
Fig.6. (a) MENTOR’s prediction accuracy of students’ emotions according to their personality, 

(b) The accuracy of MENTOR’s Affective Tactic suggestions according to the students’ personality. 
The objective of the experiment was to measure the accuracy of the MENTOR’s 

affective state prediction and the suitability of the suggested affective tactics as well.  
In order to achieve this, the students asked to declare their affective state before and 
after they obtained the affective tactics. Also, they asked to state if the suggested 
affective tactics helped them to preserve a positive mood and to achieve their 
educational goal. Finally, the students were given the evaluation questionnaire to fill 
in where they wrote down their impressions from the interaction with MENTOR. The 
questionnaire examined two factors, which were the students’ opinion in relation to 
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the prediction accuracy of MENTOR as well as the appropriateness of the provided 
affective tactics in relation to the impact in their learning process. Then taking the 
students’ responses into consideration and after the examination of the system’s log 
files, we were provided with the results that are shown in the Figure 6. In this figure 
the categories of the students’ personalities and the related system’s prediction values 
as well as the corresponding suitability of the suggested affective tactics are 
demonstrated in a graphical way.  

More specifically, from Figure 6 we can infer that the percentage of MENTOR’s 
correct predictions is about 78%. We can also easily draw the conclusion that for the 
categories of Openness and Neuroticism, MENTOR had better and worse accuracy 
respectively in the prediction of their emotional states. In addition, it provides us with 
the inference that for the categories of Openness, Conscientiousness and Extraversion, 
MENTOR had better accuracy in the suggestion of the proper affective tactics. 

5   Conclusions 

The research presented the MENTOR Affective Learning Model which is 
responsible for inferring students’ emotions and providing them with the appropriate 
affective tactic in distance learning, as well as its application in the field of the 
didactics of informatics. The main purpose of the MENTOR, except from the 
recognition of emotions, is to create and / or preserve a positive mood in the student, 
since this is a crucial factor for the learning process. Moreover, it aims at providing 
the system with suitable information about the personality and emotions of the student 
and also with appropriate pedagogical actions enhancing the student's motivation to 
“conquer” the intended knowledge. In MENTOR, the elicitation of emotions is based 
on a formal representation of emotions using an appropriately designed Ontology, the 
Affective Ontology which is implemented with the Protégé tool and is achieved by a 
BN-based method. 

An experiment has been also conducted with the aim of evaluating MENTOR’s 
performance and impact in learning process. The experimental results are encouraging 
for the educational value of the proposed model in the learning process. More 
specific, the research findings support the hypothesis that the affective version of a 
web-based adaptive educational system seems to have a significant effect on the 
students’ attitude towards the tasks that they should perform in order to achieve their 
learning aim. Furthermore, all the participants reported that the system had a major 
contribution to their learning gain and helped them to improve their problem-solving 
skills. These opinions validate the accuracy of the incorporated Affective Module 
which is the essential element of MENTOR from the aspect of dealing with the 
affective information. The evaluation also verified the exactitude of MENTOR’s 
prediction in relation to the student’s affective state as well as the correctness of the 
suggested affective tactics. As a result, the participants reported that the guidance of 
the system was the appropriate by supporting them with encouraging actions in order 
to preserve a positive mood and to achieve efficiently their educational goal, 
contributing in this way to a more interesting and effective study. 
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Abstract. The objective of this dissertation is the design and analysis
of iterative methods for the numerical solution of large, sparse linear
systems. This type of systems emerges from the discretization of Partial
Di!erential Equations. Two special types of linear systems are stud-
ied. The first type deals with systems whose coe"cient matrix is two
cyclic whereas the second type studies the augmented linear systems.
Initially, the Preconditioned Simultaneous Displacement (PSD) method,
which is a generalized version of the Symmetric SOR (SSOR) method, is
studied when the Jacobi iteration matrix is weakly cyclic and its eigen-
values are all real “real case” or all imaginary “imaginary case”. The
first result is that the PSD method has better convergence rate than
the SSOR method. In particular, in the “imaginary case” its conver-
gence is increased by an order of magnitude compared to the SSOR
method. In an attempt to further increase the convergence rate of the
PSD method, more parameters were introduced. The new method is
called the Modified PSD (MPSD) method. Under the same assumptions
the convergence of the MPSD method is studied. It is shown that the
optimum MPSD method is equivalent to the optimum MSOR method.
Furthermore, the convergence analysis of the Generalized Modified Ex-
trapolated SOR (GMESOR) and Generalized Modified Preconditioned
Simultaneous Displacement (GMPSD) methods is studied for the nu-
merical solution of the augmented linear systems. The main result of
our analysis is that both methods possess the same rate of convergence
and less complexity than the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG)
method. The last result is important since it proves that the addition of
parameters in an iterative method has the same e!ect in the increase of
the rate of convergence as that of the Conjugate Gradient (CG) method
which belongs to the Krylov subspace methods.

1 Introduction

The modeling of many scientific problems leads to the solution of Partial Dif-
ferential Equations (PDEs). The discretization of a PDE using finite di!erence
or finite element methods leads to a linear system of equations whose coe"cient

! Dissertation Advisor: Nikolaos Missirlis, Professor
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matrix is large and sparse. These systems can be solved using direct or iter-
ative methods. However, iterative methods become more attractive since they
are very e!ective and require less memory and arithmetic operations than direct
methods. Another reason that the iterative methods have become particularly
popular is because they are suitable for parallel processing.
The first iterative methods were the Jacobi (1824) and later the Gauss-Seidel
(1848). After about 100 years the popular Successive Overrelaxation (SOR)
method was discovered and 10 years later, its symmetric version, the Symmetric
Successive Overrelaxation (SSOR) method. These methods introduce a parame-
ter ! whose role is to minimize the spectral radius, the largest in modulus eigen-
value, of their iterative matrix. The main result from the convergence analysis
of the SOR method was the determination of the optimal value of the parameter
! for which the spectral radius is minimal and hence the rate of convergence of
the iterative method becomes maximum and better, by an order of magnitude,
than the Gauss-Seidel (GS) method. This result was found by Young (1952)
[12] and first presented in his thesis. The whole theory was developed for sys-
tems whose coe"cient matrix is two-cyclic. It was already known in 1952 that
the introduction of parameters in iterative methods resulted in increasing the
rate of convergence. However, research was directed to the development of other
iterative methods based on orthogonality of vectors for solving generalized lin-
ear systems. A representative of these methods is the Conjugate Gradient (CG)
method [6].
In this dissertation the Preconditioned Simultaneous Displacement (PSD) method
is studied [8]. This method was proposed in 1980 by Evans and Missirlis [4] and
is a generalization of the SSOR method for the numerical solution of linear
systems. Our starting point is the derivation of a functional equation which re-
lates the eigenvalues of the PSD preconditioned matrix to its associated Jacobi
iteration matrix. In particular, convergence conditions and optimum values of
the parameters of the PSD method are determined to achieve optimal rate of
convergence in cases where the Jacobi iteration matrix is weakly cyclic and its
eigenvalues are either all real “real case” or all imaginary “imaginary case”.
The study of convergence of the PSD method revealed that its rate of conver-
gence is faster than the SSOR method. Especially, in the “imaginary case” its
convergence is improved by an order of magnitude as compared to SSOR. This
result is quite encouraging for the study of the PSD method in case where the
Jacobi iteration matrix has complex eigenvalues. In an e!ort to further increase
the rate of convergence of the PSD method, more parameters were introduced.
The new method called Modified PSD (MPSD)[9]. Under the same assumptions
the convergence of the MPSD method is studied. The main result of this analy-
sis is that the MPSD method becomes equivalent to the MSOR method for the
optimum values of their parameters. It is also shown that the MPSD method
converges faster than the corresponding Modified SSOR method. Also, the PSD
method achieves faster convergence rate compared to the classical SOR method.
Indeed, in case where the smallest in modulus eigenvalue of the Jacobi iteration
matrix increases then the rate of convergence of the MPSD method increases
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whereas the rate of convergence of the SOR method remains constant.
In recent years, many researchers have studied the saddle point problem

which leads to the solution of an augmented linear system. Such systems arise
in areas of computational fluid dynamics, constrained optimization, image pro-
cessing, finite element approximations and elsewhere. The most known and the
oldest methods are the Uzawa and the preconditioned Uzawa methods which are
special cases of the SOR-like method. In 2005, the Generalized SOR (GSOR)
method was studied, which improved the rate of convergence of the SOR-like
method by introducing an additional parameter.
In this dissertation, we developed the convergence analysis of the Generalized
Modified Extrapolated SOR (GMESOR) and generalized Modified Precondi-
tioned Simultaneous Displacement (GMPSD) methods [10] for the numerical so-
lution of augmented linear systems. To study the convergence of these methods it
was necessary to derive a functional equation between the eigenvalues of the iter-
ation matrices of the aforementioned methods with those of matrix J (see (11)).
It is assumed that the eigenvalues of the matrix J are all real and positive. Under
these assumptions, su!cient conditions for the convergence of these methods are
found. Furthermore, the optimal values of their parameters are determined such
that these methods obtain the optimum rate of convergence. We studied the
Generalized SOR (GSOR), Generalized Extrapolated SOR (GESOR), General-
ized Modified PSD with three parameters (GMPSD(3)), Generalized Modified
SSOR (GMSSOR) and Generalized SSOR (GSSOR) methods. The main result
of this analysis is that all these methods have the same rate of convergence and
less complexity than the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method.
The latter result is important because it demonstrates that the introduction of
parameters in an iterative method results in the same increase in the rate of
convergence as the Conjugate Gradient (CG) method. Next, we present a small
part of the present dissertation, which refers to the convergence analysis of the
Generalized Modified Extrapolated SOR method.

2 The Generalized Modified Extrapolated SOR method

Let A ! Rm!m be a symmetric positive definite matrix and B ! Rm!n be a
matrix of full column rank, where m " n. Then, the augmented linear system is
of the form [1], [2], [3], [5]

Au = b (1)

where

A =

!

A B
#BT 0

"

, u =

!

x
y

"

, b =

!

b1
#b2

"

(2)

with BT denoting the transpose of the matrix B. Such systems arise in areas of
computational fluid dynamics, constrained optimization, image processing , in
finite element approximations and elsewhere [2].
Let the coe!cient matrix A of (1) be defined by the splitting

A = D # L# U (3)
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where

D =

!

A 0
0 Q

"

, L =

!

0 0
BT aQ

"

, U =

!

0 !B
0 (1! a)Q

"

, (4)

with Q " Rn!n be a prescribed nonsingular and symmetric matrix and a " R.
Furthermore, we denote by T, the diagonal matrix T = diag(!1Im, !2In) with
!1, !2 " R! {0}, Im " Rm!m and In " Rn!n be identity matrices.
For the numerical solution of (1), we consider the following iterative scheme

!

x(k+1)

y(k+1)

"

= H(!1, !2)

!

x(k)

y(k)

"

+ "(!1, !2)

!

b1
!b2

"

(5)

where
H(!1, !2) = I !R"1TA, "(!1, !2) = R"1Tb, (6)

R is a nonsingular matrix to be defined and I = diag(Im, In).
In the sequel we consider di!erent types of the preconditioned matrix R and
study the iterative methods derived by (5) and (6).

2.1 The functional relationship

As a first step we consider the preconditioning matrix which is formed by the
parametrized diagonal and lower triangular part of A

R = D !#L, (7)

where # = diag($1Im,$2In) with $1,$2 " R. Then the iterative scheme (5),
(6) becomes the GMESOR method. In case a = 0 this method was introduced
in [1] and proposed for further study. We initiate our study by developing the
convergence analysis of GMESOR. In the general case where a #= 0 our theoret-
ical analysis reveals new convergence regions for the parameters of the GSOR
method generalizing the ones found in [1]. If R is given by (7), then (6) becomes

H(!1, !2,$2, a) = I ! (D !#L)"1
TA

or
H(!1, !2,$2, a) = (D !#L)"1[(I ! T )D + (T !#)L + TU ] (8)

and
"(!1, !2,$2, a) = (D !#L)"1

Tb. (9)

The iterative scheme given by (5), (8) and (9) will be referred to as the General-
ized Modified Extrapolated SOR (GMESOR) method. For (D!#L)"1 to exist
we require

det(D !#L) #= 0.

Because of (4)

R = D !#L =

!

A 0
!$2B

T (1! a$2)Q

"

.
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Therefore,
det(D !!L) = (1! a"2)

n detAdetQ "= 0

or
a"2 "= 1 (10)

since the matrix A is symmetric positive definite and the matrix Q is nonsingu-
lar.
The GMESOR method has the following algorithmic form.

The GMESOR Method: Let Q # Rn!n be a nonsingular and symmetric
matrix. Given initial vectors x(0) # Rm and y(0) # Rn, and the parameters
#1, #2 "= 0, "2, a # R with a"2 "= 1. For k = 0, 1, 2, ... until the iteration sequence

{(x(k)T , y(k)
T
)T } is convergent, compute

x(k+1) = (1! #1)x(k) + #1A
"1(b1 !By(k)),

y(k+1) = y(k) + 1
1"a!2

Q"1
!

BT ["2x
(k+1) + (#2 ! "2)x(k)]! #2b2

"

,

where Q is an approximate (preconditioning) matrix of the Schur complement
matrix BTA"1B.

Note that in the above algorithm the parameter "1 is eliminated. For special
values of its parameters GMESOR degenerates into known methods or produces
new ones. Indeed, if " = #1 = #2 = "2 and a = 0 then GMESOR becomes the
SOR-like method [5]; if " = #1 = #2 = "2 = 1 and a = 0 then it becomes the
preconditioned Uzawa method [3]; if # = #1 = #2 then GMESOR will be referred
to as the GESOR method and if #1 = "1, #2 = "2 and a = 0, then it becomes
the GSOR method [1].
By comparing the algorithmic structures of the GMESOR method and the
GSOR method, we can verify that both methods have exactly the same compu-
tational complexity. Also, the GMESOR method has less computational com-
plexity than the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method.
In the following theorem we find the functional relationship between the eigen-
values $ of the iteration matrix H(#1, #2,"2, a) with the eigenvalues µ of the
associated matrix J , where

J = Q"1BTA"1B. (11)

Theorem 1 Let A # Rm!m be symmetric positive definite, B # Rm!n be of full
column rank and Q # Rn!n be nonsingular and symmetric. If $ "= 1 ! #1 is an
eigenvalue of the matrix H(#1, #2,"2, a) and if µ satisfies

$2 + $

#

#1 ! 2 +
#1"2

1! a"2
µ

$

+ 1! #1 +
#1(#2 ! "2)

1! a"2
µ = 0, (12)

where a"2 "= 1, then µ is an eigenvalue of the key matrix J = Q"1BTA"1B.
Conversely, if µ is an eigenvalue of J and if $ "= 1 ! #1 satisfies (12), then $
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is an eigenvalue of H(!1, !2,"2, a). In addition, # = 1 ! !1 is an eigenvalue of
H(!1, !2,"2, a) (if m > n) with the corresponding eigenvector (xT , 0)T , where
x " N (BT ) and N (BT ) is the nullspace of BT .

Proof. See [10].
From the above theorem we can obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 1 Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1 the nonzero eigenvalues of the
iteration matrix L("1,"2, a) of the GSOR method are given by # = 1! "1 or if
a"2 #= 1 by

#2 + #

!

"1 ! 2 +
"1"2

1! a"2
µ

"

+ 1! "1 = 0. (13)

2.2 Optimum parameters

In this section we determine optimum values for the parameters of the GSOR
and GMESOR methods under the hypothesis that a #= 0 and the eigenvalues of
the matrix J are real. The sign of J ’s eigenvalues depends upon the properties
of the matrix Q. We assume that Q is a symmetric positive definite matrix.
The matrix Q is an approximate matrix to BTA!1B. The reason being that if
Q $ BTA!1B then J = Q!1BTA!1B $ I. In this case the ratio of the max-
imum to the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix J becomes minimum and its
value is approximately 1. As a consequence, the spectral radius of the iteration
matrix of the GMESOR (GSOR) method attains its minimum value.

The GSOR method

In the following theorem the optimum parameters for the GSOR method are
determined assuming that a #= 0.

Theorem 2 Consider the GSOR method. Let A " Rm"m and Q " Rn"n be
symmetric positive definite and B " Rm"n be of full column rank. Denote the
minimum and the maximum eigenvalues of the matrix J = Q!1BTA!1B by
µmin and µmax, respectively. Then the spectral radius of the GSOR method,
$(L("1,"2, a)), is minimized for any a #= !%

µminµmax at

"1opt =
4
%
µminµmax

(
%
µmin +

%
µmax)2

and "2opt =
1

a+
%
µminµmax

(14)

and its corresponding value is

$(L("1opt ,"2opt , a)) = (1! "1opt)
1

2 =

%
µmax !%

µmin%
µmax +

%
µmin

. (15)

Proof.The functional relationship (13) may be written as follows

(#+ "1 ! 1)(#! 1) = !#"1"̂2µ (16)
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where
!̂2 =

!2

1! a!2
, (17)

and a!2 "= 1. The optimum values of !1 and !̂2 will be determined such that

"(L(!1, !̂2, a)) = max
µmin!µ!µmax

|#| (18)

is minimum. Then, the real roots of (16) are the intersection points of the
parabola

g!1
(#) =

(#+ !1 ! 1)(#! 1)

!1!̂2
(19)

and the straight lines

h(#) = !#µ, 0 < µmin # µ # µmax. (20)

Following a similar argument as in [11] page 111, h(#) are straight lines through
the point (0, 0) and g!1

(#) is a parabola passing through the point (1,0). The
discriminant of (13) is

$(!1, !̂2, µ) = (2! !1 ! !1!̂2µ)
2 ! 4(1! !1) = 0. (21)

Note that $(!1, !̂2, µ) # 0 for 0 < !1 # !̃ and $(!1, !̂2, µ) $ 0 for !̃ # !1 < 2,
where

!̃ =
4!̂2µ

(1 + !̂2µ)2
.

If 0 < !1 # !̃ then the minimum value of "(L(!1, !̂2, a)) is attained when (see
(13))

|#̃1| = |#̃N | = (1 ! !1)
1/2, (22)

where #̃1 and #̃N are the two conjugate complex roots of (13) as illustrated in
figure 1. Furthermore, (22) is a decreasing function of !1. In case !̃ # !1 < 2 the
roots of (13) can be geometrically interpreted as the intersection of the curves
g!1

(#) and h1(#) = !#µmax. The largest abscissa of the two points of intersec-
tion of h1(#) and g!1

(#) decreases with increasing !1. Indeed as !1 increases, the
intersection point (1!!1, 0) of g!1

(#) with the O# axis is moving towards to zero
until g!1

(#) becomes tangent to h1(#), which occurs when $(!1, !̂2, µmax) = 0
or equivalently

(2! !1 ! !1!̂2µmax)
2 ! 4(1! !1) = 0. (23)

A similar argument for hN (#) = !#µmin reveals the condition$(!1, !̂2, µmin) =
0 must hold or equivalently

(2 ! !1 ! !1!̂2µmin)
2 ! 4(1! !1) = 0. (24)

Note that the straight lines h1(#) = !#µmax and hN (#) = !#µmin include all
the lines h(#) = !#µ. The spectral radius is given by

"(L(!1, !̂2, a)) = max
µmin!µ!µmax

{|#̃1|, |#̃N |} (25)
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Fig. 1. Conditions for minimization of !(L("1, "̂2, a)).

where !̃1, !̃N are the abscissas of the points of tangent of h1(!), hN (!), respec-
tively. For the minimization of "(L(#1,#2, a)) with respect to #1 we require

|!̃1| = |!̃N |

or
!̃1 = !!̃N = (1! #1)

1/2, (26)

where the last equality holds by the fact that !̃1, !̃N are the abscissas of the
tangents h1(!) and hN (!), respectively. Equating the first parts of (23) and (24)
we obtain

2! #1 ! #1#̂2µmax = !(2! #1) + #1#̂2µmin

or

#1 =
4

2 + #̂2(µmin + µmax)
. (27)

Substituting (27) into (23), it follows that

#̂2 =
1

"
µminµmax

, (28)

from which, because of (17), the second part of (14) is obtained. From (27),
because of (28), we obtain that the optimum value of #1, is given by the first
part of (14). From (22) and (26) it follows that

"(L(#1,#2, a)) = (1 ! #1)
1/2

which, because of (14), yields (15). #$
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Theorem 2 finds the optimum values of the relaxation parameters !1 and !2 of
the GSOR method in the general case where a != 0. Note that by letting a = 0 in
(14) we obtain the optimums found in [1]. Our analysis shows that the param-
eter a has no impact on the spectral radius of the GSOR method as one might
have expected. In fact, from (14) it follows that !2opt " (0, (µminµmax)!1/2] for
any a != #$

µminµmax. This implies that GSOR will attain the same rate of
convergence for any value of !2 in the range (0, (µminµmax)!1/2]. In case µmin

and µmax cannot be estimated accurately enough this is an advantage compared
to the single value (µminµmax)!1/2 for !2 in the GSOR with a = 0.

The GMESOR method

In the sequel we determine the optimum parameters for the GMESOR method.

Theorem 3 Consider the GMESOR method. Let A " Rm"m and Q " Rn"n

be symmetric positive definite and B " Rm"n be of full column rank. Denote
the minimum and the maximum eigenvalues of the matrix J = Q!1BTA!1B by
µmin and µmax, respectively. Then the spectral radius of the GMESOR method,
"(H(#1, #2,!2, a)), is minimized at

!2opt = #2opt , (29)

#1opt =
4
$
µminµmax

(
$
µmin +

$
µmax)2

and #2opt =
1

a+
$
µminµmax

(30)

and its corresponding value is

"(H(#1opt , #2opt ,!2opt , a)) =

$
µmax #$

µmin$
µmax +

$
µmin

. (31)

Proof.The functional relationship of the GMESOR method is written as (12)
or

(1# a!2)($ + #1 # 1)($# 1) = #1(!2 # #2 # $!2)µ. (32)

The optimum values of #1, #2 and !2 will be determined such that

"(H(#1, #2,!2, a)) = max
µmin#µ#µmax

|$| (33)

is minimum. Then the real roots of (32) are the intersection points of the parabola

g($) =
($ + #1 # 1)($# 1)(1# a!2)

#1
(34)

and the straight lines

h($) = (!2 # #2 # $!2)µ, 0 < µmin % µ % µmax. (35)

Following a similar argument as in [11] page 111, h($) are straight lines through
the point (0, (!2 # #2)µ) and g($) is a parabola passing through the points (1,0)
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Fig. 2. Conditions for minimization of !(H("1, "2,#2)).

and (1 ! !1, 0) (see figure 2). It can be verified that the largest abscissa of the
two points of intersection of h(") and g(") decreases until h(") becomes tangent
to g(") which occurs when the discriminant of (12) becomes equal to zero, i.e.
#(!1, !2,$2, µ) = 0 or

[(!1!2)(1!a$2)+!1$2µ]
2!4(1!a$2)[(1!!1)(1!a$2)+!1(!2!$2)µ] = 0. (36)

Note that since the straight lines h1(") = ($2 ! !2 ! "$2)µmax and hN (") =
($2 ! !2 ! "$2)µmin include all the lines h(") = ($2 ! !2 ! "$2)µ, the optimum
values of the parameters !1, !2 are obtained when h1(") and hN (") are tangent
to the parabola g!1("̃). Furthermore

%(H(!1, !2,$2, a)) = max
µmin!µ!µmax

{|"̃1|, |"̃N |} (37)

where "̃1, "̃N are the abscissas of the points of tangent of h1("), hN ("), respec-
tively. Therefore,

|"̃1| = [(1! !1)(1 ! a$2) + !1(!2 ! $2)µmax]
1/2, (38)

and
|"̃N | = [(1! !1)(1! a$2) + !1(!2 ! $2)µmin]

1/2, (39)

From (37) it follows that the minimum value of %(H(!1, !2,$2, a)) is attained
when

|"̃1| = |"̃N | (40)
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which, because of (38) and (39), it follows that

!2 = "2. (41)

In case #̃1 and #̃N are the two conjugate complex roots of (32), it follows that
(40) holds also. So, (41) holds if either (32) has real or conjugate complex roots.
However, if (41) holds, then (12) becomes

#2 + # ("1 ! 2 + "1"̂2µ) + 1! "1 = 0,

which is the functional relationship of the GSOR method (see (13)) with

"̂2 =
"2

1! a"2
. (42)

Therefore the optimum values of "1 and "̂2 are given by the first and second part
of (14), respectively, whereas the minimum value of $(H("1, "2,!2, a)) is given
by (15). Finally, using (42) we find (30). "#

In 2003, Li, Evans and Zhang [7], applied the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
(PCG) method for solving the augmented linear system (1) and proved that the
PCG method is at least as fast as the SOR-like method. Later, in [1] it was
established that the GSOR method has better convergence rate than the SOR-
like method whereas its spectral radius is the same with that of the PCG method
for the optimum values of its parameters. Our analysis shows that the GMESOR
iterative method have also the same rate of convergence with the GSOR method
for the optimum values of their parameters (see Theorems 2, 3), which in turn
is equal to the PCG method.

3 Remarks and Conclusions

We have studied the convergence analysis of various generalized iterative meth-
ods for the solution of the augmented linear system (1) when the coe!cient ma-
trix A is of the form (2). We assumed that A $ Rm!m was a symmetric positive
definite matrix and B $ Rm!n was a matrix of full column rank, where m % n,
in order to have a unique solution, whereas Q was a symmetric positive definite
matrix. Under these assumptions we were able to find su!cient conditions for
the GMESOR iterative method as well as for its counterparts to converge and
we were able to determine its optimum rate of convergence in the general case
where a &= 0. From our analysis, it is proved that this method is equivalent with
the GSOR method since it has the same spectral radius, which is given by (15).
It is also proved that the introduction of the parameter a in the structure of
A and hence in the preconditioned matrix R does not have any impact in the
convergence rate of this method as one might have expected. Furthermore, all
these methods have the same spectral radius as the Preconditioned Conjugate
Gradient (PCG) method but less complexity. Therefore, it will be interesting to
study the behavior of the GSOR and GMESOR methods in problems where the
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PCG method is the best solver. An interesting research direction is the study of
all these methods in case of nonsymmetric augmented linear systems where the
eigenvalues of the matrix J are now complex.
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Abstract. In this thesis three novel analog techniques for testing CMOS

Integrated circuits are presented. These techniques are based on analog

circuits since they offer a number of important advantages compared to

standard digital test techniques, such us less silicon area, lower power

consumption and high operating speed. Therefore, the proposed tech-

niques can be embedded in the circuit under test, contributing to the

design of more reliable circuits.

Keywords: Self Checking Checkers, Two Rail Code Checkers, Current

Mode Checker, Periodic Output Checkers. Soft Errors, Sense Amplifier,

Timing Errors, IDDQ testing, Current Mirror Amplifier

1 Introduction

A widely used error detection code in fault secure systems is the Two Rail Code

(TRC) [3]. The first analogue technique of this thesis is a current mode, parallel

TRC checker suitable for the implementation of high fan-in embedded checkers.

The new circuit belongs to the periodic outputs category of TRC checkers and

provides high testability since it is totally self-checking (TSC) [1] or strongly

code-disjoint (SCD) [2] for a wide set of realistic faults, including transistor stuck-

open faults that are not covered by other TRC checkers in the same category.

Any TSC checker is capable to detect all internal faults if all codewords are

available at the checkers’ inputs. Designs of the proposed TRC checker, in a

standard 0.18µm CMOS technology proved the efficiency of the circuit over

earlier topologies in the same category, in terms of silicon area requirements,

speed performance and power consumption.

A very important class of faults is the transient faults that cause soft or tim-

ing errors due to a variety of mechanisms, such as radiation, power supply noise,

e.t.c. The shrinking of dimensions in CMOS technology makes digital circuits

more sensitive to such mechanisms. We propose a novel and fast concurrent soft

and timing error detection circuit for CMOS ICs based on current mode sense

amplifier topologies. The circuit exploits the temporary nature of the transient

faults as well as the delayed response of the delay faults to detect the corre-

sponding errors.

�
Dissertation Advisor: Angela Arapoyanni, Assoc. Professor.
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Fig. 1. A self-checking circuit with a TRC checker

Our third analogue fault detection technique is an IDDQ testing technique.

IDDQ testing is a valuable manufacturing tool to achieve high defect detection

levels and improve quality and reliability of CMOS ICs. A new IDDQ testing

technique, a suitable embedded circuit to support it and a theoretical model for

the circuit operation are presented in this thesis. In deep submicron technologies,

the discrimination between defective and non-defective IDDQ currents is hard.

In order to be able to exploit IDDQ testing in nanometer technologies we propose

a new IDDQ testing approach where the background current at the sensing node

is properly controlled taking into account possible process and temperature vari-

ations as well as the dependence of the background current on the applied test

vector. The adoption of this method is a promising way to extend the viability

of IDDQ testing in the nanometer technologies.

This abstract is organized as follows. In Section 2 the proposed TRC checker

is presented along with a modified version for enhanced testability. In Section 3 a

new circuit for soft and timing error detection based on a sense amplifier is given

and finally in Section 4 the proposed technique for IDDQ testing is presented.

2 A Current Mode, Parallel Two-Rail Code Checker

A new parallel, fast and low silicon area cost TRC checker is proposed in this

thesis. The new checker has periodic outputs (in each clock semi-period they have

alternating complementary values) and it is based on the current mode structure

we introduced in [6]. It is suitable for the implementation of embedded, high fan-

in TRC checkers. The new checker is proved to be TSC or SCD for a wide set of

realistic faults, while a modified version of it covers transistor stuck-open faults

that are not fully detectable in earlier TRC checker designs [5]. Note that stuck-

open faults present a considerable interest in very deep submicron technologies

[7, 9]. In addition, like in [5], the checker requires only two input codewords, out

of a wide variety of equivalent pairs, to satisfy the TSC or SCD property for the

enhanced set of faults.

The general topology of a circuit that is monitored by a two-rail code (TRC)

checker is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit under monitoring is designed to produce

two-railed output words (Xj , Yj , j ∈ [1, . . . , n]) when it is fault-free (Xj = Y j)

and non two-railed output words (Xj = Yj) in case of internal faults.
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The proposed n-variable TRC checker is presented in Fig. 2. The circuit is di-

vided into two identical sub-blocks, the F -SubBlock (FSB) and the G-SubBlock

(GSB); it receives n pairs of two-railed inputs (Xj , Yj , j ∈ [1, . . . , n]) and pro-

vides a two-railed pair of outputs ZF and ZG, one for each sub-block. Since this

checker belongs to the periodic outputs TRC checkers category, it has been de-

signed so that the outputs ZF and ZG present alternating complementary logic

values in each semi-period of the clock signal. The first sub-block is fed by half

of the checker input pairs (Xr, Yr, r ∈ [1, . . . , k], where k = n/2) and the com-

plementary clock signal CLKB while the second is fed by the rest of the input

pairs (Xs, Ys, s ∈ [k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n]) and the clock signal CLK.

Fig. 2. The proposed two-rail code checker, k = n/2

The checker’s outputs ZF and ZG always present complementary logic values

in the fault free operation of the circuit under monitoring and non-complementary

in the opposite case. The checker operation is described in [10] and is transparent

to the circuit under monitoring.

The waveforms in Fig. 3 show the response of the checker’s nodes F and G
in the presence of codeword inputs and all possible non-codeword input condi-

tions. In all three cases, the ZF and ZG outputs of the checker will capture the

responses on F and G indicating the presence of errors or not and the proposed

circuit is proved to be code-disjoint.

It is proved [11] that the proposed checker is TSC for the following kind of

faults: line stuck-at faults, Transistor Stuck-On (TSON) faults, transient faults,

Transistor Stuck Open (TSOP) faults (except for the 4 input transistors) and

finally bridging faults. The proposed parallel TRC checker has been designed in

the standard 0.18µm CMOS technology of ST Microelectronics for a variety of

n-variable values (number of inputs) ranging from 8 to 512 and the operation has

been verified by electrical simulations in a full range of PVT (Process, Voltage,

Temperature) conditions, that is: a) the process corners for the used technology

provided by ST, b) power supply variations up to 10% and c) temperature vari-

ations from 0oC to 125oC. In Table 1 design issues and simulation results are

presented for the proposed checker and the checker presented in [5].

According to Table 1, the proposed in this work checker is superior over the

checker in [5] with respect to the required silicon area and the response delay

time, especially for high values of the n-variable.
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Fig. 3. Checker’s response under codeword and non-codeword inputs

Table 1. Comparisons with respect to i) silicon area, ii) response delay time and iii)
power consumption

Fan-in Silicon Area Cost (UST) Response Delay (ps) Power Consumption (µW)
-n- Proposed [5] Reduction Proposed [5] Reduction Proposed [5] Reduction

8 187 252 25.8% 298 355 16.1% 64 21.3 -200.5%
16 239 415 42.4% 328 505 35.0% 95 27.7 -243,0%
32 342 776 55.9% 375 775 51.6% 109 40 -172.5%
64 540 2324 76.8% 408 1205 66.1% 119 87.1 -36.6%

128 924 7925 88.3% 517 1845 72.0% 136 245 44.5%
256 1663 34965 95.2% 695 3097 77.6% 174 976 82.2%
512 3106 135675 97.7% 1055 4965 78.8% 215 3840 94.4%

In order to extend the self-checking property of the circuit to the uncovered

TSOP faults a modified version is presented in Fig. 4. In the new circuit there

is a fifth nMOS transistor in the group of the four transistors (Fig. 2) that is

controlled by a select signal Sj . The select signals Sj (j ∈ [1, . . . , n]) are generated

by a Cyclic Shift Register (CSR) of k = n/2 bits and a NOR gate array [11].

The Sj signals get successively one after the other the value “1” and thus test

for TSOP the four transistors of the group including the fifth transistor that is

driven by the signal Sj . It is proved [11] that the modified checker satisfies the

self-checking property with respect to the same set of faults as in its previous

version including the TSOP faults for the input transistors, in case that this is

imperative for the design [8, 9]. Note that the parallel TRC checker presented

earlier in [5] does not provide a full coverage of the TSOP faults. The proposed

checker needs the application of only two codewords to satisfy the TSC or SCD

properties, similarly to the checkers in [4, 5]. This is a very important property

for embedded checkers.

The modified version of the proposed parallel two-rail code checker has been

also designed in the same 0.18µm CMOS technology (VDD = 1.8V ), for n-

variable ranging from 8 to 512. The operation of the checker has been verified

by electrical simulations in a full range of PVT conditions, for all possible con-
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Fig. 4. The modified two-rail code checker, k = n/2

ditions. Monte Carlo mismatch analysis has been performed and the correct

operation has been verified.

3 A Circuit for Concurrent detection of Soft and Timing

errors in Digital CMOS ICs

The second analogue technique is a new soft and timing error detection circuit.

It exploits the time redundancy approach that has been adopted in recent works

[12, 13] and provides error tolerance in case that it will be combined with a retry

cycle; that is, the correct result is obtained, each time an error is detected, by

repeating the last operation using a lower frequency.

Fig. 5 presents a Functional Circuit consisting of the combinational part

and the Flip-Flops of the output register. Transient faults on internal nodes of

the combinational circuit may result in the appearance of transient pulses at its

output lines OUT . In case that the triggering edge of the clock CLK arrives just

after the transient pulse appearance and during its presence on the OUT(a) line

(time interval δ), a soft error is generated at the output FFO of the Flip-Flop.

Output 
FF Combinational 

Logic

OUT

CLK

FFO

Functional Circuit

IN

ERRMonitoring 
Circuit

CLK

OUT(a)

Transient Pulse of 
Duration 

Error
FFO

OUT(b)
d

Delayed Signal 
by d

Fig. 5. Error generation mechanisms and error detection using a monitoring circuit

Moreover, path delay faults in the combinational circuit may result in a

delayed signal arrival at a circuit output OUT(b), after the triggering edge of the
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clock CLK (time interval d) and thus the generation of a timing error at the

output FFO of the Flip-Flop. The key idea behind the adopted error detection

technique is the use of a Monitoring Circuit to monitor the responses at the

outputs of the Combinational Logic and the whole Functional Circuit after a

time interval T from the latching edge of the clock signal CLK [12, 13].

In the fault free case no signal transitions appear on the monitored lines

after the latching edge of the clock signal CLK and the error indication signal

of the Monitoring Circuit (ERR) remains “low”. In the case that a transient

or a delay fault in the combinational logic causes a transient pulse or a delayed

signal response (transition) on the output line OUT of the Combinational Circuit

when the latter is sampled by the clock CLK, the Output Flip-Flop captures an

erroneous value and an error occurs on its output FFO. The Monitoring Circuit

detects the resulted difference between the values on the lines OUT and FFO

and the error indication signal (ERR) rises to “high”.

The proposed Monitoring Circuit that exploits a sense amplifier for soft and

timing error detection is shown in Fig. 6 and consists of a Pre-Sensing Block

(PSB), a Sense Amplifier (SA) and an Error Indication Flip-Flop (EIFF). The

Pre-Sensing Block is divided into two sub-blocks (SBL and SBR) each one feeding

a separate input of the sense amplifier INL and INR respectively.

Fig. 6. The proposed Monitorting Circuit (left) and the Sense Amplifier (right)

The k pairs of monitored lines OUTj and FFOj (j ∈ [1 . . . k]), are driving

both sub-blocks of the Pre-Sensing Block. The SA is activated by the EN signal

and provides the output signal SAO, which is latched by the Error Indication

Flip-Flop (EIFF). During the system operation each period of the clock CLK

can be seen as divided in two phases, the normal phase and the monitoring

phase, which are defined by the EN signal, as it is shown in Fig. 7. In the normal

phase, the Monitoring Circuit is inactive (EN=“low”).

In the monitoring phase EN=“high”. In the error free case where OUTj =

FFOj(∀j ∈ [1 . . . k]) the SA will amplify the signal difference between its two

inputs driving fast its output SAO to “low”. In the presence of an error the SA

will also amplify the signal difference between its inputs driving fast its output

SAO to “high” providing the indication of error detection.

The 0.18µm CMOS technology of ST Microelectronics with 1.8V power sup-

ply has been exploited for the design of the proposed error Monitoring Circuit.
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Fig. 7. Signals’ timing for the Monitoring Circuit

The case of 72 monitored pairs and the corresponding layout design is given in
Fig. 8. The “folded bit-line” design technique, is exploited in order to achieve a
high density PSB and make the Monitoring Circuit insensitive to process and
temperature variations.

SA

SBL
SBR

SBL
SBR

100 m

35
m

Fig. 8. Layout of the Monitoring Circuit for 72 monitored pairs of lines

Simulations and Monte Carlo analysis have been carried out [14, 15] for var-
ious numbers of monitored pairs (from 9 to 576), for temperatures up to 125oC
and using all process corner conditions. Table 2 presents comparisons between
the detection times reported in [13] and the corresponding times in this circuit
for various numbers of monitored pairs [16]. These measurements have been car-
ried out at 125oC and for the slow-slow transistor model, which, according to
the simulations, provides the worst case response times.
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Table 2. Detection time comparisons

Number of Monitored Detection time (ps)
Reduction (%)

Pairs [13] Proposed
9 456 191 58
18 501 226 55
36 581 265 54
72 721 317 56
144 979 376 62
288 1485 430 71
576 2480 468 81

4 Coping with current variations in IDDQ testing

The quiescent current (IDDQ) of a circuit is defined as the sum of its leak-

age currents (background current IB), plus any defective current (IDEF ). IDDQ

monitoring is a well established technique for testing integrated circuits (ICs) in

CMOS technologies. IDDQ testing is based on the assumption that the intrinsic,

defect-free, quiescent current of an IC is small compared to the quiescent current

in the presence of a defect in the circuit. Consequently, setting the maximum

current from the expected range of background currents in a circuit under test

(CUT) as the threshold current, we can discriminate defect free from defective

ICs by comparing their IDDQ current with this threshold current.

Fig. 9 (left) presents an IDDQ testing scheme based on the use of a Current

Sensor (CS), either embedded to the IC (Built-In Current Sensor - BICS) or

external to it. The Circuit Under Test (CUT) is isolated from the ground supply

(Gnd) by MNG transistor while the current sensor is connected to the virtual

ground (V Gnd) of the CUT. During the normal mode of operation the V Gnd
node is grounded. In the test mode of operation the signal T ENB turns low

and the CS compares the IDDQ current of the CUT with a reference current

(IREF ). In case that the IDDQ current is greater than the IREF current, the

CUT is characterized as defective. According to the above scheme, the IREF

current must be greater than the maximum defect free background current IB

of the CUT.

In nanometer technologies the circuit background current IB is increased

with technology evolution [18]. Moreover, the defective current IDEF that is re-

quired to be detectable is decreased [17]. In addition the number of transistors

in a single chip is increased rapidly resulting in the reduction of the gap between

the values of defect free and defective IDDQ currents. Furthermore, the value

of IB is also influenced by temperature and increased process variations. There-

fore, the application of IDDQ testing using a unique reference current IREF for

discrimination between defect free and defective circuits for all chips in a pro-

duction line, is impractical since it will either lead to yield loss or reduced fault

coverage. Consequently, IREF must be adjusted for each chip in order to take

into account process variations.

The circuit in Fig. 9 (right) uses an extra transistor MNT in parallel to

MNG, proper biased by voltage Vbias so that in the defect free case the volt-
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Fig. 9. A common IDDQ testing scheme (left). The adjustable IDDQ testing concept
(right).

age at the virtual ground node (V Gnd) is less than a reference voltage VREF .

The bias voltage Vbias can be generated using an injection current IINJ and a

current mirror. However, since the background current IB of the CUT is influ-

enced by process and temperature variations, the injection current IINJ must

be accordingly adjusted in order to avoid fault coverage reduction or yield loss.

In order to dynamically adjust IINJ to process and temperature variations

we adopted the partitioning of the CUT into two subcircuits (the left subcircuit

sub-CUTL and the right subcircuit sub-CUTR). Then the background current of

the left subcircuit is used as injection current (IINJ) for the testing of the right

subcircuit and vice-versa. Since in each case the background and the injection

currents are influenced by the same process and temperature variations in the

CUT, the IDDQ testing process turns to be almost independent of these two

factors.

In Fig. 10 the simplified block diagram of the proposed IDDQ testing tech-

nique is presented, where the background current of sub-CUTL is used to gen-

erate the injection current for the IDDQ testing of sub-CUTR. A preliminary

study of this IDDQ testing architecture and the built-in current sensing (BICS)

circuit has been presented in [19] while early experimental results were discussed

in [20] and [21].

The IDDQ testing circuitry (consisting of the CMA, the comparator and

transistors MNGL and MNGR) can be either embedded in the chip, forming a

BICS circuit, or externally. Each partition must have a dedicated virtual ground

(V GndL and V GndR respectively). In general the two subcircuits under con-

sideration during IDDQ testing are not identical. Consequently, their background

currents IBL and IBR are not expected to be equal. In addition, the magnitude

of each background current depends on the applied test vector. From the above

it is evident that a tunable current mirror (a current mirror with tunable cur-

rent gain β) is required in order to be able to generate for each test vector (j)
the bias current IB(L/R)j from the injection current IB(R/L)j according to the

following relation: IB(L/R)j = βjIB(R/L)j . The proposed implemented tunable

current mirror amplifier (T-CMA) is illustrated in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. A tunable current mirror amplifier (T-CMA)

In order to validate the proposed IDDQ testing technique a demonstration

circuit (consisting of a digital circuit and a BICS circuit) has been designed and

fabricated (see Fig. 12) in a standard 180nm CMOS technology (VDD = 1.8V ).

The digital circuit has been partitioned into two subcircuits. The microphoto-

graph of the demonstrator is shown in Fig. 12.

Also in this Thesis a comprehensive theoretical analysis of the proposed tech-

nique is provided, in order to have a quantitative estimation of the trade-off
between resolution (res), size of the partition of the CUT (N) and the size of

the BICS.

The defective current resolution (res) is defined as the minimum amount of

defective current that the BICS can distinguish to the total fault free background

current of the CUT. In IDDQ testing we want the resolution to be as small

as possible so that small defective currents, or in other words high defective

resistances (lighter defects), are detectable. From the analysis it is shown that as

the circuit size is increased, a desired defective current resolution can be achieved

by increasing the current mirror transistor widths. In Fig. 13 the defective current
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Fig. 12. Fabricated IDDQ test chip and a microphotograph

resolution as a function of the transistor widths (WR) in the current mirrors is
presented for various circuit sizes (N).
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Fig. 13. Defective current resolution with respect to current mirror transistor width
WR for various circuit sizes N

The experimental results from the fabricated demonstration circuit confirmed
that the proposed IDDQ testing technique is capable to provide high fault cov-
erage for the circuit under test avoiding yield loss.
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Abstract. Today’s home area networks (HANs) are designed to satisfy the 
expectations of subscribers for access in bandwidth hungry services, such as High 
Definition TV - Video, Telepresence, 3D Gaming, Virtual Reality and e-Health. 
To this direction the use of wireless optical systems is examined. A simulation 
model was developed in MATLAB to compute the impulse response of the optical 
wireless channel and determine the characteristics and the restrictions imposed by 
each channel topology. Appropriate equalization and multiple input multiple 
output (MIMO) techniques were investigated as a means of fighting intersymbol 
interference and increasing the coverage area and data rate. In an effort to increase 
the receiver’s sensitivity under the intense ambient light noise the use of coherent 
sources and homodyne detection is proposed. It is shown that coherent optical 
wireless systems in combination with space-time diversity enable the transmission 
of data with rates in the order of ~Gb/s. Finally, the implications of the 
incorporation of a dimming functionality in the light emitting diodes (LEDs) of a 
visible light communication (VLC) system are investigated. 
 
Keywords: optical wireless networks, coherent detection, equalization, space time 
block coding, dimming 

 
I. Introduction  
   As the demand for ultra broadband wireless access home networks constantly 

increases, the radio frequency spectrum is becoming extremely congested and thus, 
attention is drawn towards alternative technologies. Indoor infrared wireless 
communications were first proposed by Gfeller and Bapst [1] and are since attracting 
growing interest due to the abundance of unregulated bandwidth, which renders them an 
attractive candidate for high speed data communications. The infrared channel is not 
without drawbacks, however. In many indoor environments, it is not easy to achieve a 
high Signal-to-Noise (SNR) ratio, since there may be intense ambient infrared noise [2]. 
This noise is due to the infrared spectrum components arising from the radiation of 
tungsten or fluorescent lamps and sunlight. In addition, artificial light introduces 
significant in-band components for systems operating at bit rates up to several Mb/s and 
thus induces interference [3], [4]. Moreover, the power constraints on infrared transmitters 
imposed by eye-safety regulations, may limit the range of these systems. Infrared links are 
also susceptible to shadowing caused by objects or people positioned between the 
transmitter and the receiver.   

   The effect of shadowing can be dealt with, by using non directed configurations, in 
which the optical link does not depend on the Line Of Sight (LOS) path between the 
transmitter and the receiver. Compared to LOS systems, non directed configurations 
suffer from higher path loss and require higher levels of transmitted power and larger 
photodetecting area at the receiver. The multipath propagation observed, gives rise to 
intersymbol interference (ISI), which becomes critical at high data rates. Nevertheless, to 
date, the non directed configurations, have received great interest from the research 
community, and a number of experimental links has been reported covering bit rates up to 
50 Mb/s [5]. 
   Optical wireless communications with (light emitting diodes (LEDs) emitting in the 
visible spectral range has recently gained increasing attention and is commonly referred to 
as visible-light communications (VLC) [6]-[9]. In some use cases, LEDs in VLC systems 
serve a dual role in providing both illumination and wireless connectivity [8]. The 
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pioneering idea of using white LEDs lighting systems for communication is attributed to 
the research group of Nakagawa [8]. Phosphorescent white LEDs have a limited 
modulation bandwidth (~ 2MHz), however, by placing a blue optical filter in front of the 
receiver, the modulation bandwidth can be extended to 20MHz [10].  Using discrete 
multitone (DMT) modulation [11], VLC systems can provide >200Mb/s transmission 
rates with commercial high-power lighting LEDs [12]. Dimming is an essential 
functionality of modern lighting systems. In the case of LEDs, pulse-width modulation 
(PWM) seems to constitute the most effective means of accurately controlling LED 
illumination without incurring color rendering of the emitted light [13], [14].  
   The objective of this work is to examine the capacity limits of non directed indoor 
infrared wireless systems assuming different transmitter and receiver configurations in 
combination with appropriate equalization and multiple input multiple output (MIMO) 
techniques. In addition, the potential of MIMO coherent optical wireless systems is 
examined. Finally, the possibility of combining PWM dimming with VLC, based on 
DMT, on the physical layer is considered both analytically and numerically.  
 
II. Results and Discussion  
In order to evaluate the effect of different transmitter-receiver configurations on the 

performance of a wireless infrared link, a tool that computes the impulse response of the 
infrared channel for each configuration, based on the modified Monte Carlo method [15], 
was developed in MATLAB. For the simulations a medium-sized office room, depicted in 
the inset of Fig. 1 was considered. Table I, outlines the basic configuration parameters for 
the simulation. In the table, !north, !south, !east, !window, !ceiling and !floor denote the reflectivities 
of the corresponding surfaces of the room, Lx, Ly and Lz are the room dimensions along the 
x, y and z axis respectively, depicted in the inset of Fig. 1 and HPSA is the half power semi 
angle of the transmitter, which is related to the order m of the transmitter radiation pattern 
through m=-ln2/ln(cos(HPSA)). Two transceiver configurations were considered [16]. In 
the first configuration, classified as vertically oriented, i.e. T1R1, the main lobe of the 
transmitter and the receiver is directed upwards, towards the ceiling. In the second one, 
classified as horizontally oriented, i.e. T8R8, some of the lobes are also directed parallel to 
the ceiling, potentially offering a LOS path and possibly higher coverage. 

                          
            

   For the T1R1 configuration, the transmitter has a first order Lambertian pattern and is 
oriented vertically towards the ceiling. The receiver is a pin photodetector of area Adet=1cm2 
with an optical concentrator having cutoff angle of 60˚ and refractive index nc=1.44, while 
the optical filter has a bandwidth !"=50nm. For the T8R8 configuration the transmitter 
uses six equal power 30˚ HPSA transmit beams equally spaced in the horizontal plane and 
two such identical beams pointing straight up. The receiver uses eight optical concentrators 
with cut-off angles 31˚, seven of which are horizontally oriented and one is pointing 
straight up. The power collected from each receiver is added together to obtain the total 

Table I 
Configuration Parameters 

PARAMETERS T1R1 T8R8 
Room   

(Lx,Ly,Lz) (5.5,7.5,3.5) (5.5,7.5,3.5) 
!east 0.3 0.3 
!south 0.56 0.56 
!north 0.3 0.3 
!window 0.04 0.04 
!ceiling 0.69 0.69 
!floor 0.09 0.09 

Transmitter   
HPSA 1x60" 6 x 30"+2 x 30" 

Azimuthal 
separation 

0 6 x 45" 

elevation 1 x 90" 6 x 0"+2 x 90" 
position (2,4,1.5) (2,4,1.5) 
Receiver   
FOV(#c) 60" 31" 
Position NW-SE diagonal  

height: 0.8m 
NW-SE diagonal 

height: 0.8 
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received power. The transmitter has a center wavelength of 806nm and is located at a 
height of 1.5 m, near the center of the room. In order to incorporate the effect of the 
ambient light noise in the room under investigation, eight incandescent lamps were 
considered at the ceiling and the west wall of the room was assumed to be a window (in 
order to account for the sunlight) as is depicted in the inset of Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Impulse response of the optical wireless channel for configurations T8R8 and T1R1. 
  
   Taking into account the previously described system parameters, the impulse response 
was calculated for all the receiver positions along the south-east north-west diagonal of the 
room and it is depicted in Fig. 1 for the two configurations T1R1 and T8R8. It is deduced 
that both channels introduce time dispersion, which for high data rates can lead to severe 
ISI and hence to performance degradation. The T8R8 configuration is bound to induce 
higher ISI for bit rates >100Mb/s than T1R1, since the corresponding time dispersion is 
>20nsec. To this end, the employment of appropriate equalization schemes, i.e. linear (LE) 
and decision feedback equalization (DFE) was proposed as well as the use of multicarrier 
schemes, i.e. DMT with MIMO. 

A. Equalization schemes for diffuse IR systems 

In an effort to mitigate the effects of ISI, several detection schemes have been proposed 
[5]. In the case of the unequalized system, the SNR is given by [17]: 
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where mi is the received signal power when symbol i is transmitted and N0 the ambient light 
noise power. In the presence of ISI, for a symbol transmitted at time t0=0, one needs to 
calculate the values of SNRU considering the adjacent symbols at ,kT, k-0. The parameters 
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where, Pp the peak power, L is the number of the different transmitted symbols ak according 
to the modulation scheme of choice (L=2 for OOK and L=4 for 4-PPM and 4-PAM) and 
T=log2(L)/Rb is the symbol duration while Rb is the bit rate and assuming that the values of 
the symbol sequence ak are such that the symbol transmitted at t0=0 corresponds to i. In (2), 
p(t) is a rectangular pulse rect(t) (height=1 and width=T) passed through a baseband filter 
which represents the combined effects of the transmitter shaping, the infrared channel 
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propagation and the photodiode responsivity. The values obtained by (2) are averaged with 
respect to the adjacent symbols at !kT, k"0. 
   The optimum system performance in terms of SNR is obtained when the receive filter is 
matched to p(t) and is defined as the Matched Filter Bound (MFB) given by [17]:  
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In (3), M(f) is the frequency spectrum of the matched filter's output pulse. Alternatively, LE 
or DFE equalization schemes are suboptimal strategies for detecting signals in the presence 
of ISI, their primary advantage being a reduction in complexity. For the LE equalizer, the 
SNR is given by [17]: 
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while for the DFE, the SNR becomes [17]: 
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The spectrum S(f) is given by: 
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   The transmit power equals 0.6W and the bit-rate of the system under examination is 100 
Mbps. Three modulation schemes were investigated, 4-PPM (pulse position modulation), 
OOK (on-off keying) and 4-PAM (pulse amplitude modulation). The electrical SNR 
obtained for the configurations T1R1 and T8R8 is depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 
respectively, for 4-PAM which outperforms OOK and 4-PPM [18], [19], when different 
equalization schemes are employed. 
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Fig. 2. SNR for T1R1 when 4-PAM is employed. 

 
   In Fig. 2 according to the MFB curve, the SNR cannot exceed the value of 30 dB at the 
center of the room whereas near the corners it does not drop below 20 dB. The DFE and LE 
schemes improve the performance of the unequalized system by almost 9 and 8 dB 
respectively.  
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Fig. 3. SNR for T8R8 when 4-PAM is employed. 

   Better coverage can be obtained using the T8R8 transmitter/receiver configuration. The 
values of the SNR obtained at different receiver positions, are depicted in Fig. 3. 
Comparing these values with the ones in Fig. 2 it is deduced that there are no large 
variations in the values of the SNR and hence, the system performance is not expected to 
vary significantly (except at the edges of the room).  
   As in the case of T1R1, both the LE and DFE equalization techniques significantly 
improve the system performance. For example, if one excludes the SNR values obtained at 
receiver positions near the two edges of the diagonal, the SNR for T8R8 is higher than 
20dB implying a BER much less than 10-14. The worst case SNR is again obtained at the 
edge of the room and for the case of the equalized schemes is approximately the same as 
those obtained by T1R1. The variations in the SNR values at different positions along the 
main diagonal of the room can be interpreted in combination to the impulse response 
obtained for both configurations, see Fig. 1. It is deduced that in the T8R8 impulse response 
four peaks are observed while in the T1R1 only one. This can be attributed to the horizontal 
transmit and receive lobes of the T8R8 configuration and it is the reason for the different 
shapes of the SNR distribution between T8R8 and T1R1. These results seem to indicate 
that the T8R8-4-PAM configuration can carry !100Mb/s (Fast Ethernet type) data rates in 
almost every point in the room and should be considered favorably as a potential hot spot 
for future indoor WLANs. 

B. Diversity schemes for diffuse infrared wireless systems 

   This section provides a framework for the performance evaluation of an N MIMO DMT 
M-QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) system. It will be shown that using multiple 
transmitter arrangements in diffuse optical wireless is interesting, since the power 
requirements per transmitter can be reduced, while system performance can be enhanced. 
Alamouti-type Space Time Block Coding (STBC) [20] and repetition coding is investigated 
and compared to Single Input Single Output (SISO) and Maximum Ratio Combining 
(MRC) [21] taking into account the channel’s frequency response as well as the noise 
distribution throughout the simulation room. In order to mitigate the effects of the channel’s 
frequency response, which is necessary for STBC, DMT modulation with QAM is used.  
   Assuming Q transmitters the optical power of the qth transmitter is written as:  
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where A is the amplitude of the DMT waveform, p(t) is the QAM pulse shape, sk,n is the kth 
QAM symbol transmitted at the nth subcarrier channel centered around fn=n/T, T is the 
DMT signal duration and PDC, is a DC power level added to ensure that the optical power is 
always positive. The symbols sk,n=ak,n+jbk,n take their values from a QAM constellation. 
Hence, the possible values of ak,n and bk,n are given by 2u-(M1/2+1) where 1"u"M1/2 and M 
is the number of QAM distinct symbols in the constellation assumed to be a power of 2, i.e. 
M=2L. Usually L is an even number. The duration of the QAM symbol is given by 
T=log2(M)/Rb where Rb is the bit rate. The pulses p(t) are assumed ideal rectangular pulses, 
such that p(t)=1 for 0"t"T and p(t)=0 otherwise. Note that equation (8) assumes that the DC 
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subcarrier at f0=0 is not modulated, as in [22] in order to avoid interference problems from 
electronic ballasts.  
   In the absence of clipping and since P(t)!0 one can choose the amplitude A such that 
min{P(t)}!0. Taking into account that:  
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and that max{|sk,n|}=21/2[(M)1/2 1], it is easy to show that the following choice for A, 
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   At the receiver the SNR for the mth subcarrier is computed by: 

, -2
0/ 2 /m mSNR RA Q V N#                            (11)                    

where R is the receiver’s responsivity factor, N0 the noise power  and Vm the channel matrix 
which depends on the selected scheme. For Alamouti STBCs Vm is Vm=+p,q|hp,q(fm)|2 while 
for repetition coding  Vm=(+p,q|hp,q(fm)|)2 where hpq(f) is the channel transfer function 
between the pth receiver and the qth transmitter2.  The Bit Error Rate (BER) is computed by 
[23]: 
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where m=log2N. 
   The configuration used in the simulations is T1R1 for the room depicted at the inset of 
Fig.1. The noise power distribution was computed assuming irradiance of eight 
incandescent lamps and sunlight. The BER was computed for various receivers’ positions 
along the main diagonal of the room (NW to SE) at a height of 0.8 m from the floor. The 
transmitters are positioned along the main diagonal at equal distances from the center and 
1.0 m above the floor. For the single input schemes (SISO and MRC) one transmitter was 
assumed, positioned in the center of the room again at a height of 1.0 m.  
   Three MIMO schemes were considered [24]; the first employing two transmitters and one 
receiver (2!1), the second two transmitters and two receivers (2!2) using repetition coding 
and STBC, whereas the third one transmitter and two receivers (MRC). These schemes are 
compared to a SISO system. In multiple receiver arrangements, the spacing between the 
receivers was equal to 35 cm. The results were obtained for a 100 Mb/s,  
16-QAM/DMT of 32 subcarriers, with PDC=0.6W. 
   Fig. 4 shows the values of the BER as a function of the distance d from corner A of the 
room (NW corner). As seen by the figure, the 2!1 Alamouti and the SISO schemes have a 
large BER at small values of d, in which case the receiver is situated near the window of the 
room (see Fig. 1) and hence the power of the ambient light noise is high. Regarding the 
multiple receiver systems, one notices that MRC is generally better than the 2!1 and SISO, 
a fact that is observed in radio wireless systems as well [20]. On the other hand, both the 
repetition coding and the Alamouti 2!2 systems outperform the MRC, leading to a 
significant performance enhancement.  
   It is interesting to observe that the 2!2 and 2!1 systems achieve their optimum 
performance near d"7.5m while the minimum BER for single transmitter schemes is 
obtained near the center of the diagonal of the room. This can be explained since the SNR 
is not the same in the four systems under consideration. In contrast to SISO and 2!1, in the 
case of MRC and 2!2 systems there are two receivers, each one adding a slightly different 
noise component. The figures also illustrate that MIMO schemes do not always guarantee a 
performance enhancement especially if STBC is used. Interestingly enough however, 
repetition coding compares more favourably to MRC as illustrated by Fig. 4. In addition 
repetition coding outperforms STBC and this is not surprising since the systems considered 
use direct detection. However, multiple transmitter arrangements have the advantage of 
using lower power transmitters, relaxing the power constraints due to eye or skin safety. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of SISO, MRC, Alamouti 2!1 and 2!2, and Repetition Coding 2!1 and 2!2 

schemes for various receiver positions along the main diagonal of the room. 
 

C. Diversity schemes for coherent LOS infrared wireless systems 

   Inspired by the fact that unlike direct detection, in coherent detection the photocurrent is 
proportional to the incident electric field we will examine in this section the potential of 
STBC schemes as a means of further improving the coverage and data rate of coherent 
indoor optical LOS links. To this end, analytic formulas for the BER are derived for two 
Alamouti schemes and are compared to a SISO system. The BER performance of the 
system is realistically examined taking into account both thermal and shot noise, although 
ideal coherent receivers are usually considered shot noise limited for a sufficient local 
oscillator (LO) power. It is shown that Alamouti STBC may increase the capacity of 
coherent LOS IR systems, improve their coverage and decrease the required optical power 
at the transmitter. 
   The SISO coherent IR system uses of a phase-shift-keying (PSK) modulator which 
imprints the information on the phase of the optical carrier wave emitted by the laser 
source. The emitted light is collimated and uniformly illuminates the coverage area through 
a holographic diffuser [25]. At the receiver homodyne detection is employed using a 90˚ 
optical hybrid followed by two balanced photodetectors [26]. The received and LO fields 
are considered linearly polarized in orthogonal directions. 

The approximate closed form formula for the BER in the case of M-level PSK 
modulation and a 2!1 Alamouti scheme is given by [23]: 
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where Q(x) is the Q function and !2 is the total noise power calculated by multiplying the 
total noise PSD given by  with the bit rate, Rb, of the system and H is a 2!2 array with 
channel coefficients given by [27]: 
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where R is the receiver’s responsivity, PLO and "LO is the optical power and phase of the LO 
at the receiver, PT is the average transmitted optical power, Aeff

(pl)
 the effective receiver area, 

Acov the total coverage area of the system and dpl the distance between transmitter p and 
receiver l. The distance between the receivers for the 2!2 system was taken equal to 0.07m, 
the total transmitted optical power is PT=20mW and the LO power is PLO=5mW. 

Following a similar approach, it is also possible to derive the BER in the case of a 
repetition coding 2!1 scheme. It can easily be shown that formula still holds if one replaces 
||H||=|H11|2+|H21|2 by |H11+H21|2. Using, it is possible to show that:  
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Equation (15) suggests that, since d11 and d21 are much larger than the wavelength !=c/f0, 
then the error probability in may undergo large fluctuations even for small changes in the 
terminal position  

The system under investigation is located within a room of dimensions 6 ! 6 ! 3 m like 
in [25]. Using the equations outlined previously the BER for all three configurations was 
obtained at multiple receiver positions. A BPSK scheme was considered and the bit rate is 
taken at Rb=1Gb/s. The transmitters employed in the STBC schemes emit half the power 
than the transmitter employed in SISO.The dominant noise source in the system under 
study is the LO shot noise with a PSD of !53 pA!Hz whereas the PSD of the ambient light 
noise and the thermal noises calculated in the same way as in [24] turn out to be 
!0.005pA!Hz and !5pA!Hz respectively.    
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Fig. 5. BER along the main diagonal on the receiver plane for an Alamouti and a repetition coding 

2!1 scheme. 

         

  
Fig. 6. Maximum Rb value throughout the room for the a) SISO scheme, b) 2!1 Alamouti STBC and 

c) 2!2 Alamouti STBC when a BER of 10-3 is assumed. 

In Fig. 5 we show the BER computed along the main diagonal on the receiver plane for 
Alamouti and repetition coding 2!1. It is interesting to observe that while for some receiver 
positions the BER is lower (~10-7) than the one obtained using the Alamouti scheme, for 
other positions which are in close proximity, the BER is extremely high (~10-1) rendering 
communication impossible. These variations are attributed to the cosine term appearing in 
(15). The obtained results demonstrate that a coherent optical wireless system employing 
repetition coding may not provide reliable communication due to these large BER 
fluctuations.  
   The SISO, 2!1 and 2!2 STBC systems were also evaluated in terms of the achievable bit 
rate. To this end, the maximum bit rate was computed for the various receiver positions 
assuming a target BER value, equal to 10-3. The results are depicted in Fig. 6a), b) and c). It 
is shown that the SISO scheme can reach data rates as high as 0.6Gb/s while in less 
favorable positions the achieved bit rate is between 0.2 and 0.4Gb/s. The use of STBC 
schemes increases the maximum bit rate to 1.5Gb/s and 3Gb/s for the 2!1 and 2!2 schemes 

c) 

ba) 
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respectively. The above results demonstrate the usefulness of OSTBC in gigabit coherent 
IR wireless systems in terms of the achievable bit rate. 

 

D. PWM dimming for DMT-based visible light communication systems 

   The proposed VLC system is illustrated in Fig. 7 [28]. 

 
Fig. 7. Basic blocks of a PWM-DMT VLC system. 

   The data bits to be transmitted are converted into a sequence of symbols, using a QAM 
constellation mapper. The produced symbols are fed to a serial to parallel (S/P) converter 
and undergo an inverse Fourier transform (IFFT) operation to form the multicarrier signal 
x(t). The generated multicarrier signal is multiplied by a periodic PWM pulse train p(t) with 
a duty cycle of d = T1/TPWM, where T1 is the duration of the PWM pulse and TPWM is the 
period of the PWM signal. The dimming level ! is determined by ! = 1-d. The resulting 
composite signal y(t)=x(t)p(t) is the driving current of the LED. The transmitted signal y(t) 
impinges on the photodiode receiver, undergoes an FFT operation and the resulting 
baseband signal is fed to a parallel to serial converter. The generated symbols are estimated 
using appropriate detection schemes. 
   The PWM signal is periodic and can therefore be expressed in terms of a Fourier series, 
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where Cn are the Fourier coefficients of p(t). If p(t) is rectangular, then Cn will be exhibiting 
a sinc-like dependence with respect to n. Therefore, one can show that the spectrum of  the 
signal waveform y(t), which is in general given by: 
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   According to (18), and much as in the case of digital signal sampling, the spectrum of y(t) 
is comprised of a weighted sum of displaced versions of the original spectrum X(f). In the 
case of a DMT signal, X(f) can be assumed to be contained inside f*[-B B], where B is 
approximately the frequency of the highest subcarrier fM-1. Consequently, if the PWM rate 
fPWM is chosen to be twice the bandwidth B of the DMT signal (fPWM  ! 2B + 2fM-1) then the 
spectral components CnX(f-nfPWM) will experience no aliasing. In the case of the PWM 
waveform considered in Fig. 8a), C0 = T1/TPWM = d, and consequently, when fPWM ! 2B + 
2fM-1,  

                                          ( ) ( )Y f X f d%                                                 (19) 

for f*[-B B]. According to (19), the spectrum remains unchanged in shape upon dimming, 
as suggested by Fig. 8b), and hence, if F = fPWM/fM-1 " 2, one expects no interference 
between the subcarriers. This is an important conclusion and will be used to justify the 
enhanced system performance obtained for F ! 2. 
   In order to gain a better insight on the system’s performance the BER was calculated. For 
this analysis we resorted to Monte Carlo simulations. The system performance was 
investigated in terms of the achieved BER for various dimming levels. Again, M = 32 and 
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N = 16 are considered, with the last subcarrier positioned at 500 kHz. The employed 
detection scheme takes into account the self-interference term and should produce no errors 
in the case of infinite signal to interference ratio. However, it requires knowledge of the 
timing as well as the dimming level at the receiver. Taking into account the the ambient 
light noise the mean value of the BER was computed and it is shown in Fig. 9 for a 
synchronized system. An SNR of 45 dB, corresponding to a transmit optical power of 0.6W 
and a noise power spectral density of ~10-11 !2/"z, higher than in [29] was assumed, and 
two dimming levels (80% and 20%) were considered. The mean BER reaches low values in 
the region where the relative rate F is approximately larger than 2.  
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Fig. 8. a) PWM signal for two different dimming levels, i.e. 80% and 20%. b) Spectrum of composite 

PWM-DMT signal and pure DMT signal for F=2. 
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Fig. 9. Mean BER for synchronized signal, detection scheme # for various dimming levels with 

noise. 
There is also another important implication regarding the illumination performance of the 

system. The optical power emitted by the LED is proportional to y(t), and (19) suggests that 
in the frequency regime |fL| < 200 Hz, where the human eye may sense optical power 
variations [30], incorporation of PWM will not distort the spectrum of the original signal. 
Consequently, PWM will not introduce any significant additional flickering.  
   To further investigate whether LED light flickering is induced in a PWM/DMT VLC 
system, we consider the low frequency component yLOW(t) corresponding to the part of the 
spectrum Y(f) residing inside f"[-fL fL], 
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The flickering factor CF, defined as: 
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where Y(0) is the DC component of the signal y(t), is a measure of the LED light flickering.  
The values of the average CF were calculated numerically based on Monte Carlo 

simulation. 100 iterations were considered, and on each, 31 QAM symbols sm were 
randomly chosen, one for each active subcarrier. The DMT waveform x(t) was then 
calculated and was multiplied by the PWM signal p(t) to estimate y(t). The spectrum Y(f) of 
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y(t) was calculated using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) in the low frequency regime, 
f![-fL fL]. Performing an inverse DFT according to (20), we then calculate yLOW(t) and 
estimate the average flickering factor CF obtained from each of these 100 waveforms. In 
Fig. 10 the relative deviation of flickering factors with respect to the undimmed case, are 
depicted, for ! = 80% and   ! = 20%. This ratio appears to be very low, in the order of  
"10-6, and hence no perceivable LED light flicker is expected. 
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Fig. 10. Relative flickering factor for different PWM line rates when 20 and 80% dimming is 

considered. 
III. Conclusions 

In this work, the potential of indoor optical wireless systems was examined for data rates 
higher than 100 Mb/s. It was shown that diffuse infrared systems can reliably carry traffic 
of 100Mb/s inside a medium size room when appropriate equalization techniques are 
employed. In addition MIMO optical wireless schemes were investigated for intensity modulated 
systems based on STBC and repetition coding. It was shown that STBC does not provide 
significant performance gains while in contrast, repetition coding based MIMO could be 
used to relax the power constraints in future optical wireless LANs. On the other hand, 
STBC techniques can be used to increase the capacity of coherent optical wireless systems, 
improve their coverage and decrease the required optical power at the transmitter. In an 
effort to further enhance the performance of indoor IR systems the use of more than two 
transmit elements (NT>2) would also constitute an interesting and viable solution. Such 
arrangements could further alleviate the high power requirements of IR systems. An 
important implementation issue to consider in these systems is the estimation of the channel 
coefficients required in symbol demodulation. Another issue to consider is the 
incorporation detection schemes that can allow arbitrary signal/local oscillator 
polarizations. These issues should be the subject of future investigation.  

The implications of PWM dimming in the performance of a DMT-based VLC system 
were also presented. The influence of PWM in the spectrum of the DMT waveform was 
analyzed both theoretically and numerically. Closed-form formulas were derived enabling 
the estimation of the signal-to-interference ratio at the receiver. Numerical Monte Carlo 
simulations were used to estimate the BER of the system. The results showed that reliable 
communication is only possible when the PWM samples the DMT waveform at a rate faster 
than twice the highest subcarrier frequency of DMT. For slower PWM rates, there is 
significant spectral aliasing leading to prohibitively large subcarrier interference. The 
analysis was extended to account for ambient light noise and the main conclusions 
remained unaltered. Since the PWM rate should remain well within the 3dB LED 
bandwidth, the need to use a PWM signal twice as fast as the frequency of the last 
subcarrier ultimately sets a limit on the amount of information that can be transmitted over 
the system. The results also showed while there is no inherent need to synchronize the 
PWM and the DMT waveforms, synchronizing DMT to PWM is making the BER 
performance much less independent of clock jitter and the like. It the case of “oversampled” 
DMT we also showed that combining DMT and PWM does not increase the inherent 
flicker of PWM-dimmed light. 
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Abstract. This thesis on multimodal fusion and semantics extraction,
focuses on automated detection and annotation of harmful content in
video data. The aim is not only to reason out the existence of violence or
not (i.e. the binary problem), but also to determine the type of violence
(e.g. fight, explosion, murder). Acknowledging the lack of knowledge rep-
resentation and reasoning approaches for the problem at hand, we pro-
pose a semantic fusion approach that combines low to mid level modality
specific semantics through ontological and rule reasoning. A major part
of the proposed framework is the movie segmentation into meaningful
and easy to handle units. We evaluate a set of shot boundary detection
approaches combined through a majority voting scheme. In the sequel,
state of the art classification methods are employed to extract audio
and visual mid level semantics. The segmentation and modality specific
analysis algorithms instantiate the corresponding video structure and
modality specific ontologies developed in the context of the knowledge
engineering framework. A set of consecutive and interleaved ontological
and SWRL rule reasoning steps map sets and sequences of extracted
low to mid level semantics into higher level concepts represented in the
harmful content domain ontology. We present the involved ontologies,
the corresponding SWRL rule sets and the reasoning mechanism in de-
tail. Finally we present the evaluation of the proposed approach in a
preanotated movie dataset, compare its results with the single modality
approaches and a kNN late fusion meta classifier. We comment on the
higher level semantics extraction ability and evaluate a set of extensions
employed in the basic structure of the framework. The extensions con-
cern the development of a scene detection module that combines markov
clustering with SQWRL queries, the incorporation of existing rating and
movie genre metadata in the violence identification procedure and the
detection of pornography.
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1 Introduction

Detecting Harmful Content in video data, which are complex in nature,

multimodal and of significant size is not an easy task and requires extensive and

efficient analysis. Although quite different, in terms of the exploited modalities

and methodology specific details, most of the proposed approaches in the

literature fall in the pattern recognition discipline, following either or single-

or a multi modal- approach. In the multimodal approach, the modality fusion

is performed either at the feature level (i.e. early fusion) or at the decision

level (i.e. late fusion).Examining the reported research on harmful content

detection, we conclude that the extracted semantics are not at the desired level

for higher level harmful content filtering applications. Most approaches tackle

either the binary or constrained instances of the multiclass problem and are

rather tailor made. In addition, there is a lack of interest on incorporating

automatic annotation processes in terms either of MPEG-7
1

or of ontological

representations. In this thesis we tackle violence and pornography detection by

means of a unified approach exporting various levels of semantic abstractions,

employing state of the art audio, visual and textual mid-level concept detectors,

using domain knowledge, ontologies and reasoning for higher level semantics

inferencing, annotation and filtering. Deploying ontologies and semantic web

trends in the context of video analysis for automatic annotation and filtering

is a very challenging task. Current ontological approaches appear mostly to

enhance semantic searching applications in simplified and constrained domains

like medical [1, 2], sports [3, 4] and surveillance [5] videos whereas limited work

appears in the domain of movies and TV series for harmful content detection. An

ad hoc ontological approach, exploiting Video Event Representation Language

(VERL) [6] along with Video Event Markup Language (VEML), for surveillance,

physical security and meeting video event detection applications, emerged as

a result of the ARDA event taxonomy challenge project [7]. In addition, an

interesting approach aiming towards extracting and capturing the hierarchical

nature of actions and interactions, in terms of Context Free Grammars (CFG)
rather than ontologies, from raw image sequences appears in [8]. To the best of

our knowledge, the only approaches, directly employing multimedia and domain

ontologies for multimodal video analysis, in the context of harmful content

identification, are our works for violence detection presented in [9, 10] and [11,

12].

2 Knowledge-based framework for violence identification
in movies

The presented ontological (Fig. 1) approach
2

is a direct application of the

proposed framework in [9], further elaborating, extending and implementing

1 http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/mpeg-7/mpeg-7.htm
2 This work has been supported by the Greek Secretariat for Research and Technology,

in the framework of the PENED program, grant number TP698.
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Fig. 1. Proposed Methodology For Violence Detection

each of the involved modules. Our aim is not to devise high quality low level

analysis processes, but to propose an open and extendable framework, combining

existing single modality low to mid-level concept detectors with ontologies

and SWRL3 rules, to identify and formally annotate an extensive range of
complex violent actions in video data. We identify as major processes of the

system, a preprocessing/segmentation step, a visual analysis step, an audio

analysis step, each one interconnected with the corresponding data ontology,

an inferencing procedure and a harmful content domain ontology. Speaking in

terms of knowledge engineering, low level analysis extracts basic facts - basic
truth that holds for the corresponding TV/video content data, while ontologies

define complex and terminological facts that hold for the examined domain in

general. Thus an explicit knowledge base is formed and the scope of the 5-step

inferencing procedure is to draw new implicit conclusions/knowledge during each

step. In the following, we further elaborate on the implementation decisions

adopted for each of the aforementioned processes.

2.1 Preprocessing - Segmentation Semantics

Preprocessing tackles the task of temporal audio visual segmentation and feeds

the corresponding low level analysis algorithms. The role of segmentation is

three-fold: 1) Define the temporal annotation units, 2) Feed low level analysis

with temporal segments of predefined duration, 3) Preserve a common time

reference and extract sequence and overlapping relations, among visual and

audio segments, for the temporal reasoning procedures. Thus, both modalities

are initially segmented into fixed duration segments (1-sec as the minimum

event duration), as defined from the low level modality specific algorithms,

and then grouped into the corresponding shots to preserve the synchronicity

and time reference, further forming the annotation units. The task of shot

3 Employed Ontologies and SWRL rules are available through
http://hermes.ait.gr/PenedHCD/
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boundary detection is performed by means of a majority voting local content
adaptive thresholding approach. In short, the grayscale pixel difference, the
RGB pixel difference, the RGB and HSV histogram differences, the RGB and
HSV histogram similarities based on a combined measure, the edge change ratio
and the average motion through motion vectors are computed for each pair of
consecutive frames. Further the mean values of the afforomentioned measures
are computed on a 5-D temporal window. If the current difference is maximum
in the examined window and is greater than twice the mean window value, a
shot cut is detected for the examined measure. Finally a shot cut is detected
when the majority of approaches satisfies the adaptive thresholding condition.
Experimentation of the shot boundary detection module on a violent movie
dataset achieves 95.18% for precision and 91.01% for recall.
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Fig. 2. Video Structure Ontology

For interoperability of the segmentation process reasons with modality
specific and domain ontologies, the overall methodology demands for a Video
Structure Ontology (Fig. 2), capturing temporal and structural semantics
along with authoring information. In short, an example of the core classes
is VSO:MultimediaDocument

4 that defines the class of documents containing
combinations of audio, visual and textual information. Although our final target
is to provide complete ontological representation for a multitude of multimedia
document (e.g. streaming videos, web pages, images, audio recordings) currently,
the only implemented subclass is the one representing movie/TV series content,
defined to include individuals instantiating the corresponding property axioms
with at least one temporal and at least one structural segment. In addition,
Datatype properties (i.e. VSO:hasDocumentTitle, VSO:hasTotalFrameNumber,
VSO:hasFrameRate) capture authoring information. For further interoperation
with existing metadata annotations (e.g. TV-Anytime) providing overall content
description, in terms of intended age groups or genre classification, corresponding
axioms VSO:hasAgeGroup, VSO:hasGenre were included in the ontological

4
VSO: Stands for Video Structure Ontology and is used as prefix for every element of

the Structure Ontology
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definition. VSO:TemporalSegment categorizes segments (in our case of 1-sec
duration) exploiting either the auditory or visual modality or both to convey
meaning associated with a temporal duration. Structurally every video is a
sequence of shots (i.e. single camera capturing) and every shot is a sequence
of frames. Logically, every video is a sequence of semantically meaningful
scenes, each one composed of consecutive shots. Thus VSO:StructuralSegment

defines content’s elementary structural and VSO:LogicalSegment subsumed
logical segments. The last two classes and their property axioms serve as the
main interconnection point with the low level analysis algorithms and are the
first to be instantiated, initiating thus the inferencing procedure. Obviously there
is a strong interconnection of the video structure ontology with an MPEG-7
one. Thus we have incorporated, with property axioms, an extended with the
MPEG-7 audio part version of Jane Hunter’s ontology [13], aiming further for
automated MPEG-7 based annotation.

2.2 Audio Visual Semantics

To optimally combine multimedia descriptions with the violence domain
ontology, the knowledge representation process has further defined modality
violence ontologies (audio, visual) that essentially map low-level analysis results
to simple violent events and objects (medium-level semantics). Adopting a top
down approach, the modality specific ontologies comprise an important “guide”
for low level analysis algorithms. Namely, they define what to search or try to
extract from raw data. Although concept detectors using statistical, probabilistic
and machine learning approaches, are extensively studied in the literature, it is
not yet possible to extract whatever a knowledge engineering expert prescribes.
Consequently, the corresponding ontologies contain a broader set of potential
for extraction concepts, further prioritizing low level analysis research towards
developing novel concept detectors. Taking under consideration the intrinsic
difficulties of low level analysis, providing erroneous results in some cases, the
long-term target is to connect a broad set of concepts/events/object detectors
with the modality specific ontologies, providing thus a cooperative mechanism
towards increasing the detection accuracy.

Visual Semantics The Visual Ontology (Fig. 3) defines, in a hierarchical way,
the set of objects/events - possibly related with harmful content - identified
during visual analysis. Although a much broader set of low to mid level
semantics is already defined, for interoperability with the employed visual
analysis algorithms reasons, we focus our attention on the actually extracted
visual clues. In particular, each fixed duration segment is classified in one
of three activity (low, normal, high) and two gunshot (gunshot, no-gunshot)
classes. Thus, the simple human events and visual objects ontological classes of
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Fig. 3. Visual Ontology - Objects And Events

interest are MVisO:HighActivity5, MVisO:NormalActivity, MVisO:NoActivity,
MVisO:Gunshot, MVisO:noGunshot and MVisO:Face.

The activity detection process initially computes, in a per segment basis,
the average overall motion, variance of motion and average degree of overlap
of the detected people (i.e. faces) features. The former ones are computed by
the corresponding motion vectors while the latter by the face detection and
tracking component. The face detection component employs a set of Haar-like
features and a boosted classifier to detect people in the scene while the
tracking component employs the hierarchical fusion algorithm devised in [14]. To
increase face detection robustness, a histogram based skin detection algorithm
filters-out objects with minimum skin content. Finally, the classification process
is performed by means of a weighted kNN (k-Nearest Neighbor) classifier that
computes the segment likelihood to attain high, normal or no activity content.
Measuring abrupt changes in the illumination intensity can provide valuable
hints on the existence of fire, explosions or gunshots. Thus, the maximum lumi-
nance difference and maximum luminance interval features are used to train a
distinct weighted kNN classifier discriminating between gunshot and no-gunshot
segments. For further details on the visual analysis components the reader is
referred to [11].

Audio Semantics Additional clues increasing the harmful content detection
accuracy exist in the auditory modality. Contrary to visual, in audio
semantics the ontological definition covers the full set of extracted mid level
semantics. Thus the audio classes (Fig. 4) of interest are MSO:Screams6,
MSO:Speech, MSO:Gunshot, MSO:Fights, MSO:SharpEnviromentalSound and
MSO:SmoothEnviromentalSound . The audio analysis process involves a variant
of the “One-vs-All” (OVA) classification scheme presented in [15], on a segment

5
MVisO: Stands for Movie Visual Ontology and is used as prefix for every element of

the Visual Ontology
6

MSO: Stands for Movie Sound Ontology and is used as prefix for every element of

the Sound Ontology
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Fig. 4. Audio Ontology

basis, in order to generate a sequence of three violent (Gunshots, Fights and
Screams) and four non - violent (Music, Speech, Others1 : environmental sounds
of low energy and almost stable signal level like silence, background noise, etc.,
and Others2 : environmental sounds with abrupt signal changes like thunders or
closing doors) audio class probabilities for each segment.

2.3 Domain Ontology Definition

An effective formal representation of the harmful content domain knowledge
in all its complexity, abstractness and hierarchy depth, to drive corresponding
acts detection, has never been attempted before. We have made a step forward
towards this direction. The ontology definition has resulted from an extended
investigation through close observation of mostly violent and some pornographic
acts in video data collected from TV programs, movies, streaming videos, news
and security camera captures. The Harmful Content Domain Ontology7 (Fig.
5) includes the definition of numerous high level concepts as a set of related
spatiotemporal entities (i.e. actions, events, objects) irrespective of low level
analysis algorithms. Taking under consideration the inability of employed audio
and visual analysis algorithms to extract the broad set of violence related
modality specific semantics (i.e. guns, swords, vehicles, contextual objects,
body parts, emotional state, simple actions, events, etc.) we are forced to
limit our description and experimentation on the set of attained mid-level
semantics. In addition due to open world reasoning in OWL, we cannot identify
non-violence directly using simple negation as failure reasoning. Therefore the
domain ontology further aims on the identification of a number of non harmful
classes like dialogue, actions/activity and scenery.

2.4 Inferencing Procedure

Having the extracted low- to mid- level semantics, and the corresponding
loosely coupled, using common terms, equivalent classes and object property
7 HCO: Stands for Harmful Content Ontology and used as prefix for every element of

the Domain Ontology.
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Fig. 5. Harmful Content Ontology

axioms, ontological descriptions, we have to tackle with the issue of fusing
and interchanging semantics from different modalities, towards inferring more
complex, abstract and extensive violent cases represented in the domain ontology.
Thus there is a need for a cross-modality ontological association mechanism
between modality specific and domain ontologies, further increasing the semantic
extraction capabilities of low level analysis. Towards this direction we investigate
the usage of SWRL rules8 combined in a 5-step inferencing procedure with
ontological reasoning. SWRL (a Horn-like rule language combining OWL with
RuleML), on the one hand, can reason about OWL instances (individuals) in
terms of OWL classes and properties and is mostly used to increase the OWL
expressivity. Ontological reasoning, on the other hand, implements consistency
checking, classification and instance checking services, which is usually achieved
using one of the existing reasoners (in our case Pellet9). Although manual SWRL
rule construction is a tough procedure, especially for such a complicated domain
like harmful content detection, we explore the potential for cross-modality
representation of violent spatio-temporal relations and behavioral patterns. Since
SWRL and OWL do not yet formally support reasoning under uncertainty, we
attempt to capture such semantics by simply thresholding the corresponding
datatype relations with SWRL built-in axioms.

Speaking in terms of Description Logic (DL), the involved ontologies define
the conceptual representation of the domain in question, forming thus the
Terminological Box (TBox) of our knowledge base. Taking into consideration
that the inferencing procedure attempts to reclassify modality individuals to
the violence domain ontology, the definition of the Assertional Box (ABox)
- the set of individual definitions in terms of TBox’s concepts, roles and
axioms - is mandatory. In the examined field of application, the ABox derives
directly from the segmentation and audio/visual analysis algorithms, forming
the basic facts in terms of individuals representing segments, frames, events
and objects along with the corresponding low level numerical values and
occurrence/accuracy probability results. Essentially, the instantiated model
captures existing and extracted knowledge for the TV content in question. Based
on this explicit knowledge, the 5-step inferencing procedure is applied. Each

8 http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL
9 http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/
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ontological reasoning step draws implications that could possibly trigger the
execution of a new rule set. Similarly, each rule execution implies fresh knowledge
exploited by subsequent ontological reasoning steps. Namely, the process is as
follows:

Step-1: During ontology instantiation, individuals are subclassed under
owl:Thing, thus the main purpose of this step is to check the consistency of
the instantiated VSO model and assert each individual’s initial class, according
to TBox’s necessary and sufficient conditions.

Step-2: The first SWRL rule set, composed of 35 rules, is applied. Datatype
property axioms expressing arithmetic probabilities and numerical values are
translated to object property axioms, instantiated with classes and instances
from the modality specific ontologies (e.g. assign the winner class). In addition,
instantiation of the extracted video structure is performed (i.e. shots are related
with the corresponding segments and segments with the corresponding frames).

Step-3: Consistency checking and classification services on the implied
modality specific models are applied.

Step-4: The second SWRL rule set composed of 39 rules is applied. Implied
audio and visual mid level semantics are combined using common sense logic,
spatiotemporal relations and simplified conclusions drawn from low level analysis
modules (i.e. confusion matrices) for cross-modality reasoning, further mapping
video segments in one of the domain ontology classes.

Step-5: In this final step, consistency checking and classification services on
HCO are applied to infer violent and non violent segments (instances reclassify
from children to parents) on the one hand and extended semantics (instances
reclassify from parents to children) on the other hand. Since the first classification
case is straightforward (e.g. every fight segment is also a violent one) we will
further describe the second case using a simple example.

2.5 Implementation and Experimentation

The presented ontological approach was developed using Matlab and the
OpenCV library10 for audio/visual feature extraction and classification,
Protégé11 for the definition of ontologies and SWRL rules, Pellet and Jess12 for
ontology reasoning services and rules execution and finally Jena semantic web
framework13 for ontologies instantiation and synchronization of the knowledge
generation lifecycle. For evaluation purposes, 50 videos have been extracted
from 10 different movies. The total duration of the test data is 2.5 hours. The
video streams have been manually annotated by three persons, using the Anvil14
video annotation research tool to generate ground truth data for performance
evaluation. According to manual annotations 19.4% of the data was of violent
content.
10 http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/
11 http://protege.stanford.edu
12 http://www.jessrules.com/
13 http://jena.sourceforge.net/
14 http://www.anvil-software.de/
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Recall Precision F1 Mean Accuracy
Audio-binary 82.9% 38.9% 53% 61%
Visual-binary 75.6% 34% 46.9% 54.8%

Violence Inference 91.2% 34.2% 50% 62.7%
Fights Inference 61.6% 68.2% 64.8% 64.9%

Screams Inference 41.4% 33.5% 37.1% 37.4%
Shots-Explosions Inference 63.3% 38.2% 47.6% 50.7%

Table 1. Segment based Binary and Multiclass Detection Performance Measures

Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate the achieved experimental results for the binary
and multiclass violence detection problem in a per segment (1-sec duration)
and in a per shot basis. For comparison with the single modality approaches
purposes in table 1, we further demonstrate the achieved performance of low level
audio and visual analysis algorithms for the binary problem. The performance
measures are computed by means of Precision (i.e. the number of correctly
detected violence segments, divided by the total number of detected violence
segments), Recall (i.e. the number of correctly detected violence segments
divided by the total number of true violence segments), Mean Accuracy and
F1 measure (F1 = 2·P ·R

P+R ).

Recall Precision F1 Mean Accuracy
Violence Inference 61.07% 68.80% 64.7% 64.93%
Fights Inference 68.72% 89.9% 77.89% 79.31%

Screams Inference 25.0% 41.17% 31.10% 33.08%
Shots-Explosions Inference 89.39% 40.68% 55.91% 65.03%

Table 2. Shot based Binary and Multiclass Detection Performance Measures.

3 Enhanced Knowledge-based Framework

In this section we briefly sketch a set of elementary extensions deployed in the
initial ontological framework. In order to increase the semantics detection ability
from the one hand and the detection accuracy from the other hand we feed the
semantic framework with the results of three pairs of Support Vector Machines
and Multilayer Perceptron audio classifiers, trained using Principal Components
Analysis on 160-D feature vectors extracted from the initial 7 class dataset, a
9 class music genre dataset and a 4 class pornography related dataset. Further
epxloiting the shot boundary information along with log average luminance and
a trained gaussian skin classifier for explosions/fire/gunshots components and
large skin areas for pornography detection. Importing those mid level demands
for new SWRL rule construction and results in increased performance for the
violece detection case. Experimentation on a pornographic movie dataset results
in 87.01% and 92.44% recall rate for the 1-sec and the shot case respectively.
Finally we employ unsupervised markov clustering along with SQWRL queries
to tackle scene detection. We define scenes as consecutive shots with audiovisual
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and semantic coherence. Audio visual coherence is achieved through markov
unsupervised clustering applied on a complete weighted shot graph. Vertex
distance is defined as wi,j = dist(x̄i, x̄j) = (1.0− eγ·�x̄i−x̄j�2

) · e−
(ti−tj)

k where x̄
is a 38-D multimodal feature vector. The MCL algorithm retrieves graph node
clusters of maximum similarity and instatiates the coresponding video structure
ontology class. At the end of the knowledge generation lifecycle a set of SQWRL
queries is applied to retrieve the set of consecutive semantically equivalent shot
instances that belong in the same cluster and define a scene.

4 Conclusions

In this thesis we have proposed a complete ontological framework for harmful
content identification and experimentally evaluated the violence detection case.
The presented approach performs better than the employed audio and visual
ones, for the 1-sec segment based binary violence detection problem, by means
of recall rate, and achieves a small boosting in terms of mean accuracy. The
performance is significantly increased both for the binary and the multiclass
problem in the shot based approach. We notice that for the fight class we
achieve the best results whereas for the screams class the worst. This happens
on the one hand because audio analysis algorithms produce the most accurate
hints for fights identification and on the other hand because visual analysis does
not actually aid screams identification. Summarizing the low value of attained
results is greatly affected by the following facts: i) Extracted visual analysis
clues are not at the desired level, since activity classification is rather generic
for specific concepts identification and detection of violence related objects (i.e.
guns, swords, knifes) and human actions (i.e. punch, kick) remains unfeasible. ii)
Extracted audio and visual mid level clues are biased towards non-violence (i.e.
five violent classes: audio-gunshot, screams, fights, high activity, visual-gunshot
and seven non-violent: music, speech, smooth environmental sound, sharp
environmental sound, no activity, normal activity, no gunshot). iii) Uncertain
single modality results are treated as certain. We conclude that the attained
results are really promising both for the binary and multiclass violence detection
problem and that the main advantage of using such an ontological approach
still remains the higher level semantics extraction ability, using an unsupervised
procedure and common sense reasoning.
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Abstract. This thesis examines the use of machine learning techniques
in various tasks of natural language processing, mainly for the task of
information extraction from texts. The objectives are the improvement
of adaptability of information extraction systems to new thematic do-
mains (or even languages), and the improvement of their performance
using as fewer resources (either linguistic or human) as possible. This
thesis has examined two main axes: a) the research and assessment of
existing algorithms of machine learning mainly in the stages of linguistic
pre-processing (such as part of speech tagging) and named-entity recog-
nition, and b) the creation of a new machine learning algorithm and its
assessment on synthetic data, as well as in real world data for the task of
relation extraction between named entities. This new algorithm belongs
to the category of inductive grammar learning, and can infer context free
grammars from only positive examples.

Keywords: information extraction, machine learning, grammatical in-
ference.

1 Introduction

This doctoral thesis researches the possibility of exploiting machine learning
techniques in the research area of natural language processing, aiming at the
confrontation of the problems of upgrade as well as adaptation of natural lan-
guage processing systems in new thematic domains or languages. The research
is delimited in three important axes of information extraction systems:

– Part of speech recognition for the Greek language.
– Named entity recognition.
– Relation extraction between recognised named entities.

This thesis examines how machine learning methods and techniques can be ex-
ploited for the development of systems that support these tasks, which can be

� Dissertation Advisor: Constantine Halatsis, Professor
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adapted more easily to new thematic domains and languages in contrast to the
conventional systems that are rule based, manufactured often by experts. More
specifically, this thesis researches techniques of machine learning along two main
axes:

1. The application of existing techniques (both symbolic and statistical) in se-
lected tasks of information extraction. These techniques are evaluated com-
paratively to each other in both the Greek and English languages. All existing
machine learning algorithms that were examined require a vector of constant
length as input. However the transformation of natural language into vec-
tors of constant length is not always easy, without the use of arbitrary limits
regarding the maximum number of words. This observation constituted the
motivation for the creation of a new machine learning algorithm, which does
not require vectors of constant length as input.

2. The development of a new machine learning algorithm, without the require-
ment for vectors of constant length as input. This new algorithm learns
context free grammars from positive examples, with guidance via heuristics,
such as minimum description length.

Regarding the first axis, named entity recognition systems were developed and
evaluated, based on existing machine learning algorithms, such as decision trees
and neural networks. The systems that were developed concern various thematic
domains (management succession events, financial news, and juridical decisions)
both in the Greek and English languages. These systems were evaluated in Greek
texts, and they led to the recognition of the disadvantages and restrictions im-
posed by the examined algorithms, when applied on natural language data. From
this analysis we concluded that one of the main problems when applying ma-
chine learning is the difficulty in managing data of variable length, as for example
the information concerning all words of a sentence. On the contrary, a syntactic
analyser can easily decide if a sentence (or part of a sentence) is described by
a provided grammar. However, the manual development of grammars suitable
for a specific task is a complex process, while the results frequently depend on
the thematic domain and of course from the language. Consequently, if such a
grammar can be automatically acquired with the use of machine learning, then
the adaptation of systems that use such grammars to new thematic domains or
languages can be considerably simplified.

The contribution of the developed systems is significant. The named entity
recognition systems that were developed for the Greek language are among the
first systems of their kind that have been reported in the bibliography. Simulta-
neously, the performance of the developed systems is satisfactory, and directly
comparable to the performance of similar systems reported in the bibliography
for the corresponding time period.

Regarding the second axis, and aiming at the confrontation of problems as-
sociated with the application of existing techniques, a new technique of machine
learning has been developed. This new technique belongs to the category of in-
ductive grammar learning. The main advantages of this method with respect
to other machine learning methods are the ability to handle textual data, as
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well as the possibility of using learned grammars in existing systems, replacing

manually developed grammars. The main objective of this new technique is the

automatic grammar creation, which can be used with the plethora of available

syntactic parsers that have been presented in the bibliography, replacing existing

(and probably manually constructed) grammars for various tasks in information

extraction systems.

For applying inductive grammar learning, a new algorithm has been devel-

oped that learns grammars from positive examples only. This new algorithm can

infer context free grammars, and it has been based on the existing algorithm

GRIDS [1], improving both the used heuristic, as well as the search process in

the space of possible grammars, increasing simultaneously the applicability of the

new algorithm to bigger collections of data. The requirement for the algorithm

to function only with positive examples emanates from the frequent absence of

negative examples in the area of natural language processing. It should be noted

that the presence of negative examples constitutes a necessary condition for the

operation of most existing grammatical inference algorithms. The design of this

new algorithm has been done in such a way that it can be used in classifica-

tion tasks, such as named entity recognition. This kind of usage differs from the

usual application of grammatical inference algorithms, as the verification or the

syntactic analysis of sentences according to a grammar is not required. Instead,

we are interested mainly in recognising sentence parts (phrases) and their classi-

fication in predefined semantic categories. The evaluation of this new algorithm

has been performed on both synthetic languages, as well as on real world data

for the task of relation extraction between named entities.

2 Information Extraction

Information extraction (IE) is the task of automatically extracting structured

information from unstructured documents, mainly natural language texts. Due

to the ambiguity of the term ”structured information”, information extraction

covers a broad range of research, from simple data extraction from Web pages

using patterns and regular grammars, to the semantic analysis of language for

extracting meaning, such as the research areas of word sense disambiguation

or sentiment analysis. The basic idea behind information extraction (the con-

centration of important information from a document into a structured format,

mainly in the form of a table) is fairly old, with early approaches appearing in

the 1950s, where the applicability of information extraction was proposed by the

Zellig Harris for sub-languages, with the first practical systems appearing at the

end of the 1970s, such as Roger Schank’s systems [2,3], which exported “scripts”

from newspaper articles. The ease of evaluation of information extraction sys-

tems in comparison to other natural language processing technologies such as

machine translation or summarisation, where evaluation is still an open research

issue, made IE systems quite popular and led to the Message Understanding

Conferences (MUC) [4] that redefined this research field. Information extraction

can be decomposed into several sub-tasks:
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– Linguistic preprocessing, responsible for tasks such as token/sentence iden-
tification, part-of-speech tagging, morphological analysis, etc.

– Named-entity recognition, where domain specific entities, such as names of
persons, organisations, and locations, monetary/time expressions, etc., are
identified.

– Co-reference resolution, where named entity names or other mentions (such
as pronouns) that refer to the same entity are grouped/related.

– Template element filling, a task responsible for grouping all properties of a
real object into a single template element that represents the real task or
event.

– Template relation, a task responsible for identifying relations among tem-
plate elements.

– Scenario template, a task where related template elements are combined into
a template that represents an event.

This thesis has investigated the use of machine learning in three key sub-tasks
of information extraction: part of speech tagging, named entity recognition, and
relation extraction. Part of speech tagging is an important sub-task of linguistic
preprocessing, named entity recognition is an essential subtask of information
extraction, and relation extraction is the main activity behind template element
filling, template relation and scenario template.

2.1 Part of speech tagging

The term “part of speech tagging” refers to the process of assigning a unique
tag to every word in a document, in a way that the part of speech of each
word can be identified from its tag. Several approaches regarding this task for
the Greek language have been presented in the literature, including the ap-
proach of Dermatas and Kokkinakis [5], where Hidden Markov Models were
used, achieving an accuracy of 95%, when trained on a corpus of 110.000 words.
Orphanos and Christodoulakis [6] combined decision trees with a morphological
lexicon, achieving a performance of 93-95% regarding disambiguation of am-
biguous words according to the lexicon, and an accuracy of 82-88% for words
unknown to the lexicon. Papageorgiou et. al. [7] employed transformation-based
error-driven learning (TBED) combined with a morphological lexicon, achieving
an accuracy of 96% when trained on a corpus of 356.000 words. Finally, Malaka-
siotis [8] used active learning, achieving an accuracy of 80%, when trained on a
corpus of 15.300 words.

This thesis examined the applicability of transformation-based error-driven
learning (TBED) [9] to the Greek language [10], and the combination of TBED
with a morphological lexicon [11], [12]. The contribution of this thesis to the
task of part of speech tagging is three-fold:

– A tag set that extends the Penn Tree Bank tag set, in order to include
information about gender, number and verb tenses.

– The first publicly available part of speech tagger for the Greek language.
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– The accuracy of the proposed method approaches 98% when combined with

a morphological lexicon, which is the higher reported accuracy of part of

speech tagging for the Greek language.

2.2 Named entity recognition

The task of named entity recognition and classification (NERC) tries to identify

names of “entities” in documents, and classify identified names into predefined

semantic categories, which usually vary according to the thematic domain. A

typical NERC system can be decomposed into three major subtasks: linguistic

pre-processing, a lexicon, and a grammar. Linguistic pre-processing relates to

tasks similar to tokenisation, sentence splitting, part-of-speech tagging, etc. The

lexicon includes domain specific information, usually in the form of lists of known

named-entities (gazetteer lists). Finally, the grammar is responsible for recog-

nising the entities that are either not in the lexicon or appear in more than one

gazetteer lists (disambiguation). The manual adaptation of those two resources

to a particular domain is a time-consuming and in some cases impossible process,

due to the lack of experts.

This thesis examined the applicability of machine learning as a solution to

the problems of domain adaptation and performance tunning, by examining the

following cases:

– The substitution of the grammar sub-system with machine learning.

– The adaptation/enrichment of the lexicon.

– The detection of when a NERC system is outdated and needs to be adapted

to the (possibly changed) domain.

Regarding the substitution of grammar with machine learning, two approaches

have been studied. In the first approach various machine learning algorithms

have been examined, including symbolic ones (such as decision trees [13] and

sub-symbolic ones (such as feed-forward multi-layered perceptrons [14]), using

a representation proposed by this thesis for representing variable-length named-

entities as vectors of constant size. The algorithms were compared to existing

manually constructed systems on two languages (the MITOS [15,16] system

for the Greek language, and the VIE [17] system for the English language).

The results for the best performing algorithm (C4.5) are shown in figure 1,

compared to the results of the two manually constructed NERC systems for the

two languages. The results show that the proposed approach outperforms the

VIE system for English, but does not outperform the MITOS system for the

Greek language. In addition, experiments showed that maintaining word order

is not important, as representations that ignore word order achieve comparable

or better performance than representations that maintain it.

The second approach examines the combination of machine learning algo-

rithms, which exploit different kinds of input information. A set of classification

algorithms that try to detect whether a word is part (or not) of a named en-

tity, are combined through a majority voter in order to classify all words in a
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Fig. 1. Evaluation results of approach A, for the Greek and English languages.

document. In addition, noun phrases are identified, and classified as named en-

tities through decision trees. The architecture of the second approach is shown

in figure 2, where the evaluation results for Greek and English are shown in

figure 3. Figure 4 shows the evaluation results of a NERC system developed by

University of Edinburgh, UK, which is a hybrid system relying on manually con-

structed rules and machine learning [18,19] that has been trained and evaluated

on the same English corpus as the ML-HNERC system (approach B). The results

show that performance is higher for the Greek language compared to English,

satisfying the objective for this system, which was motivated by the lower perfor-

mance of approach A in Greek, compared to the English language. In addition,

the performance of approach B on the English language is comparable to the

performance of the system build by University of Edinburgh, which also build

the top-scoring NERC system in the MUC-7 [20] competition. Maintaining the

performance of a NERC system as a thematic domain timely evolves was also

studied. The proposed approach makes an innovative use of machine learning,

not to perform a task but rather to monitor the performance of another system.

A machine learning based system (controller) is trained on the results of the

system that will be monitored, and the deviation between the results of the two

systems (the monitored and the control one) is recorded. As time passes and

the thematic domain changes, the deviation between the two system is expected

to change, as the two systems produce results based on possibly different input
information. When the deviation exceeds a manually configured threshold, it is

an indication that the monitored system is outdated, and needs to be updated.

More details can be found in the thesis as well as in [21].

2.3 Relation extraction between recognised named entities

Relation extraction is the task of identifying semantic relations that hold be-

tween interesting entities in text data, and classify them into proper semantic

categories. Being a challenging subtask of information extraction, it extracts the

knowledge required to move from named entity recognition to data interpreta-
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tion and understanding. The motivation behind the proposed approach is the
simplification of the representations used in order to apply machine learning on
natural language processing tasks, while the main objective is to examine the
suitability of grammatical inference for the task of relation extraction. In this
thesis, a supervised machine learning approach is proposed: assuming the ex-
istence of a named entity recogniser (NERC), the proposed approach extracts
binary relations between named entities already identified in texts. Operating at
the sentence level, a context-free grammar (CFG), which captures the patterns
connecting related entities, is inferred from positive examples only. A new gram-
matical inference algorithm, eg-GRIDS+ ([22,23]), has been developed in order
to infer a CFG only from positive examples. The need for negative feedback to
control overgeneralisation, is eliminated through the use of minimum description
length (MDL) [24].

The eg-GRIDS+ algorithm: A bias towards “simple” grammars As
eg-GRIDS+ uses no negative evidence, an additional criterion is needed to di-
rect the search through the space of context-free grammars and avoid overly
general grammars. The approach of minimum description length (MDL) has
been adopted in eg-GRIDS+, which directs the search process towards gram-
mars that are compact, i.e., ones that require few bits to be encoded, while at
the same time they encode the example set in a compact way, i.e. few bits are
required to encode the examples using the grammar. Assuming a context-free
grammar G and a set of examples (sentences) T that can be recognised (parsed)
by the grammar G, the total description length of a grammar, henceforth model
description length abbreviated as ML, is the sum of two independent lengths:

– The grammar description length (GDL), i.e. the bits required to encode the
grammar rules and transmit them to a recipient who has minimal knowledge
of the grammar representation, and

– The derivations description length (DDL), i.e. the bits required to encode
and transmit all examples in the set T as encoded by grammar G, provided
that the recipient already knows G.

The first component of the ML directs the search away from the sort of trivial
grammar that has a separate rule for each training sentence, as this grammar
will have a large GDL. However, the same component leads to another sort
of trivial grammar, a grammar that accepts all sentences. In order to avoid
this, the second component estimates the derivation power of the grammar, by
measuring the way the training examples are generated by the grammar, and
helps to avoid overgeneralisation by penalising general grammars. The higher
the derivation power of the language, the higher its DDL is expected to be. The
initial overly specific grammar is trivially best in terms of DDL, as usually there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the examples and the grammar rules, i.e.
its derivation power is low. On the other hand, the most general grammar has
the worst score, as it involves several rules in the derivation of a single sentence,
requiring substantial effort to track all the rules involved in the generation of
the sentence.
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Architecture of eg-GRIDS+ and the learning operators eg-GRIDS+ uses the
training sentences in order to construct an initial, “flat” grammar. Then eg-
GRIDS+ generalises this initial grammar, using one of the two available iterative
search processes: beam or genetic search. Both search strategies utilise the same
search operators in order to produce more general grammars:

– Merge NT: merges two non-terminal symbols into a single symbol, thereby
replacing all their occurrences in all rules with the new symbol.

– Create NT: creates a new non-terminal symbol X, which is defined as a
sequence of two or more existing non-terminal symbols. X is defined as a
new production rule that decomposes X into its constituent symbols.

– Create Optional NT: duplicates a rule created by the “Create NT” operator
and appends an existing non-terminal symbol at the end of the body of the
rule, thus making this symbol optional.

– Detect Center Embedding: aims to capture the center embedding phenomenon.
This operator tries to locate the most frequent four-gram of the form “A A
B B”, which is replaced by a new non-terminal symbol X and a new rule of
the form “X → AAX BB”. All symbol sequences that match the pattern
“A+ X?B+” are replaced with X.

– Rule Body Substitution: examines whether the body of a production rule
R is contained in bodies of other production rules. In such a case, every
occurrence of the body of rule R in other rule bodies is replaced by the head
of rule R.

Evaluation For the purposes of the evaluation, annotated corpus from the
BOEMIE research project was used, which contained 800 HTML pages, re-
trieved from various sites of athletics associations, containing pages with news,
results and athlete’s biographies. Evaluation was performed through 10 fold-
cross validation, and performance was measured in terms of precision, recall and
F-measure. The obtained performance results are shown in table 1. Evaluation

  egGRIDS+ CRF++ 
  Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure 
Name-Ranking 95.05 % 54.07 % 68.57 % 77.40 % 60.47 % 67.80 % 
Name-Performance 92.14 % 49.26 % 64.17 % 84.42 % 84.18 % 84.93 % 
Name-Country 98.85 % 88.88 % 93.58 % 88.78 % 84.63 % 86.70 % 
Name-Gender 99.21 % 79.17 % 88.00 % 65.22 % 36.78 % 42.43 % 
Name-Age 100.00 % 98.11 % 99.04 % 79.88 % 56.03 % 64.28 % 
Overall 96.48 %  65.96 %  78.32 %  79.88 %  60.47 %  67.80 %  

Table 1. Relation extraction performance results.

results suggest that the proposed approach performs well in comparison to the
state of the art, despite the difficulties of comparing results obtained on different
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corpora. For example, in [25], the presented approach, expanding on a basis of 55

manually constructed seed rules, exhibits precision around 88% with 43% recall

on 1032 news reports on Nobel prizes from New York Times, BBC and CNN.

In addition, Conditional Random Fields (CRF++) were applied on the same

corpus, achieving lower results than the approach based on eg-GRIDS+.

3 Conclusions

This thesis proposes the exploitation of machine learning in nodal points of

a typical information extraction system, having as aim the assistance adapt-

ing the system into new thematic domains and perhaps languages. This first

research topic of this thesis involves part of speech tagging for the Greek lan-

guage. Transformation-based error-driven learning (TBED) has been applied for

the first time in the Greek language, achieving high performance, directly com-

parable with corresponding systems for the Greek language, requiring at the

same time considerably less training data. Simultaneously, the approach that is

described in this thesis constituted the first Greek part-of-speech tagger that

has been distributed freely, as an open source application, with important ac-

ceptance from the scientific community, as denoted by the number of citations

in the relative publications.

The second research topic concerns the area of named entity recognition.

Three machine learning algorithms were examined for this task, both symbolic

and stochastic ones, achieving satisfactory results. The algorithms were exam-

ined in various thematic domains, in both the English and Greek languages,

confirming not only the ability of machine learning to support the task of named

entity recognition, but also the adaptability of the machine learning based ap-

proaches not only in new thematic domains, but also in languages. The research

that has been contacted in the context of this thesis is included among the first

information extraction systems for the Greek language that have been reported

in the bibliography. In addition, it has been observed that, at least for the task

of named entity recognition, the order of words in a sentence is not important.

Despite the fact that initially this observation seemed surprising, the widespread

use of the “bag-of-words” representation - which also ignores the word order - not

only for named entity recognition, but also for other natural language processing

tasks, shows the correctness of this initial observation.

The third research topic concerns the development of new machine learning

algorithm, able to infer context free grammars from positive only examples. An

important characteristic of this new algorithm is its ability to processes large

volumes of data, a consequence of the observation that it is computationally

cheaper to predict the result of applying a learning operator, than to apply

the operator and evaluate the produced grammar. The results achieved by the

new algorithm on the “Omphalos” [26] competition were also significant, where

it solved the first problem without human intervention within the competition

time period, while it has been successfully combined with the winning algorithm,
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removing the need of the winning algorithm for human intervention, in cases
where its heuristic could not drive further the learning process.
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Abstract. 
adaptable, modular, multilingual, cheap and sustainable Augmentative and Al-
ternative Communication (AAC) products, we propose the use of the ITHACA 
framework. It is a software environment for building component-based AAC 
applications, grounded on the Design for All principles and a hybrid (communi-
ty and commercial) Open Source development model. ITHACA addresses the 
developers, the integrators (e.g., vendors, facilitators, special educators), as well 
as people who use AAC. We introduce a new AAC product lifecycle, i.e., the 
design-develop-distribute procedures, viewpoint and the 
search-select-modify-maintain . 
ITHACA provides programmers with a set of tools and reusable Open Source 
code for building AAC software components. It also facilitates AAC product 
integrators to put together sophisticated applications using the available on the 
Web, independently pre-manufactured, free or commercial software parts. Fur-
thermore, it provides people who use AAC with a variety of compatible AAC 
software products which incorporate multimodal, user-tailored interfaces that 
can fulfill their changing needs. Several ready to use ITHACA-based compo-
nents, including on-screen keyboards, Text-to-Speech, symbol selection sets, e-
chatting, e-mailing, and scanning-based input, as well as four complete com-
munication aids addressing different user cases have been developed. This 
demonstration showed good acceptance of the ITHACA applications and sub-

e-
sitively 

evaluated. 

Keywords. Augmentative and Alternative Communication, Open Source, 
Component-Based Development, Design for All, Symbolic Communication 
Systems 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 The Problem 

For people with complex communication needs, those with speech and/or motor im-
pairments, cognitive limitations, learning disabilities and aging, daily routine as well 
as rehabilitation and educational programs often include the use of Augmentative and 
Alternative Communication (AAC) aids [1]. In the past, AAC was dominated by low-
technology or non-electronic devices [2]. A few decades ago, several electronic aids 
with voice recording and playback capabilities were introduced in the international 
market. Such non-computer-based products are still widely used. Although these de-
vices are considered very useful for the persons using AAC, they provide a limited 
vocabulary, need extra effort from the facilitators to add new recordings, and cannot 
keep up with the nontrivial progress usually achieved by their users [3]. 

Recently, several computer-based communication aids that support a range of 
symbolic communication systems, special I/O devices, configurable User Interfaces 
(UIs), and speech synthesis have been developed by various companies. These devic-
es have larger vocabularies, but they support a very limited number of natural lan-
guages and it is rather impossible to add new ones. These modern computer-mediated 
interpersonal communication systems should be adaptable in order to satisfy the wide 

ds [4] and the specific user profiles. Nevertheless, 
traditionally, software application developers in the domain of communication aids 
are creating stand-alone, monolithic applications based on their studies of user needs 
and market research. Retailers do not get actively involved in the development or in 
the configuration and adaptation process of communication aids. The only possible 
feedback in the product life cycle is between the end user and the reseller and that 
feedback is difficult to propagate to the developer. Furthermore, AT products are very 
few and expensive due to the small market and the lack of software reuse, as many 
manufacturers develop the same functionalities and features from scratch again and 

le, from the original idea to the end user, 
there is no significant feedback and evaluation. Finally, finding the right product for 
specific user needs is a difficult task due to the dispersed information and selling 
points. 

Other problems that disabled users face with existing computer-based commercial 
solutions include: absence of multilingual support, lack of proper support for custom-
ization, and difficulty in adding or removing functionalities or components when 
needed. Moreover, designing and developing interpersonal communication aids for 
people with disabilities is a domain for which modern software engineering approach-
es such as those that combine Component-Based Development (CBD) and the Open 
Source model that lower the development costs have not been applied. DeRuyter et al. 
[5] refer to the development of Open Source software that runs on mainstream com-
puters, as a better alternative in order to provide maximum flexibility and accessibil-
ity. ITHACA framework is addressing these problems by combining the Design for 
All, Open Source, and CBD approaches. 
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1.2 Related work 

Projects COMSPEC [6] and ACCESS [7], have made significant steps towards CBD. 
ComLink and ATIC were two component-based approaches produced by these pro-
jects as an answer to the problems of the AAC market. Although both these frame-

, which meant that third-party developers could theo-
retically develop compatible components, they were essentially Closed Source, as 
their code was not freely available. The AAC ind g-
ing, as no third party components were delivered to enrich the basic component col-
lection that accompanied these two frameworks. 

The ULYSSES framework was the product of the subsequent project AENEAS [8-
10]. The main difference from its predecessor was that ATIC used a proprietary Mes-
sage Manager and a complex communication protocol between components, making 
the conformance with the specific architecture difficult for the developers. On the 
other hand, ULYSSES used a widely available and known infrastructure and messag-
ing system that was embedded in the (Operating System) OS, and a simpler object 
model, making its guidelines and specifications straightforward. Nevertheless, 
ULYSSES had the main drawback that the AAC industry needed to be accustomed to 
its proprietary guidelines and code, in order to comply with the framework. This is 
very unlikely to happen, especially when the framework is closed-source. 

The World Wide Augmentative and Alternative Communication (WWAAC) pro-
ject has contributed towards the direction of Open Source development, in the domain 
of Internet accessibility for AAC users [11]. The most important contribution of the 
WWAAC project was the Concept Coding Framework (CCF) [12]. CCF provides 
direct support for symbol users on web pages through its open-sourced concept cod-
ing infrastructure and protocol. The vision of concept coding is that instead of images 
and symbols having to be transferred from one computer to another, it should be pos-
sible to transmit a unique code designating the meaning of the symbol needing to be 
transferred. Nevertheless, the WWAAC project did not develop a framework for 
building applications such as ComLink, ATIC, ULYSSES, and ITHACA, and its 
resulting applications were not compatible with any of these frameworks. 

OATSoft [13] is an Open Source software repository dedicated to Assistive Tech-
nology (AT). It currently lists more than 150 Open Source projects and it is the most 
important initiative in this domain. Project:Possibility is a similar initiative that hosts 
more than 10 Open Source AT projects. Both initiatives have an active community 
formed, but neither hosts an Open Source component-based AAC development 
framework project. 

1.3 The ITHACA-based AAC Software Lifecycle 

The ATIC architecture [7] proposed a different life cycle that solved some of the 
aforementioned problems and introduced an extended role for communication aids 
resellers. They were considered as an important user group (namely the integrators) 
having an essential part in the life cycle of the developed products, with the task of 
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assembling the whole AT system from available software components and suitable 
I/O devices and techniques. 

ULYSSES introduced the important role of the Internet as a widely accessible me-
dium for gathering and propagating information about the framework and available 
software components and I/O devices. In ATIC, the stores that were specialized in AT 
products played the role of the component repository. ULYSSES replaced the tradi-
tional stores with a specialized website offering a higher degree of availability, variety 
and flexibility. 

 
Fig. 1. ITHACA AAC product Life Cycle 

With ITHACA, the decision as to which AAC device or software is purchased, how 
instruction is provided, and how the device is maintained and developed typically 
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involves many individuals, including the person who uses AAC, family members, 
communication and education professionals, and funding agencies [14]. All stake-
holders included in the AAC product lifecycle can participate and contribute to Open 
Source software development, both on technical and non-technical aspects. Develop-
ers concentrate on the technical aspects of the framework regarding the Open Source 
software engineering techniques, interfaces, and guidelines. On the other hand, inte-
grators focus on the proposed product life cycle, integration methods, and administra-
tive tools for installing, configuring, modifying and maintaining the applications. 

ITHACA proposes an extended and upgraded AAC product life cycle by introduc-
ing a Web-based AAC knowledge base and the Web-based component inventory 
(Figure 1). Most importantly, the online ITHACA components may be Open Source 
(community or commercial) or Closed Source, thus modifying the lifecycle to a new 
form of hybrid Open Source/Closed Source product lifecycle. A substantial aspect of 
the new life cycle is the high importance that is given to information propagation 
between all stakeholders and all stages. 
The framework allows for a new viewpoint from the side of AAC production stake-
holders. The following procedures are positively affected: Design, Development, and 
Distribution of AAC applications. From the end- n-
novative approaches in lifecycle stages: Search, Selection, Modification, and Mainte-
nance of AAC products. 

2 The ITHACA Framework 

What mainly sets ITHACA apart from the aforementioned projects is that it proposes 
a hybrid approach, by combining CBD, a free Open Source framework and core com-
ponents, along with community and commercial Open Source peripheral components 
in order to increase competition, while maintaining the interests of software manufac-
turers for this market. Universal Design or Design for All completes the framework, 
by offering the import
[15]. Two main user groups of the ITHACA framework are identified: the AAC man-
ufacturers or software developers, and the AAC systems integrators or communica-
tion aids resellers. Although both user groups are aware of the basic characteristics of 
the framework, each must know different aspects of ITHACA in detail.  

2.1 Technological Background 

ULYSSES  the framework on which ITHACA is based  proposed the use of a com-
bination of the following specifications, models and services for the development of 
components and software applications [9]: Application Specification for Microsoft 
Windows 2000 for Desktop Applications, Component Object Model (COM) specifi-
cation, and  

ITHACA proposes an update of ULYSSES specifications and guidelines by replac-
ing Application Specification for Microsoft Windows 2000 for Desktop Applications 
with the contemporary Microsoft UI Automation for upgraded application accessibil-
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ity. This Microsoft specification was chosen against its older version Microsoft Ac-
tive Accessibility  as the best practice for designing and de-
veloping Windows-based accessible applications. ITHACA also adopted COM and 
COM+ specification as they were updated and supported by the .NET programming 
environment. 

The PC with Microsoft Windows platform was chosen as the OS on which 
ITHACA-based communication aids run, because of the advanced accessibility op-
tions it provides, the user-friendliness, the increased system stability, and the high 
support for special I/O devices. Due to the large installed basis and availability of the 
OS, users will not need to buy a new computer or have to install a non-common or 
hard to use OS to use ITHACA-based communication aids. 

ITHACA framework makes extensive use of COM+ Events [16] and the corre-
sponding model, which is an evolution of the client-server model. COM+ was chosen 

cause its services are widely used and 

COM+ provides is the Component Management Console, which is a powerful tool for 
managing and maintaining COM+ applications; this tool clears many technical prob-
lems and restrictions previous frameworks had. 

The ITHACA framework produces .NET applications that use COM+ services, and 
provides a specific communication protocol between software components. This pro-
tocol is open and easily modifi x-
change between its components. The protocol is based on the consideration that the 

AAC domain). Abstract/logical concepts can engage various data types at the presen-
tation level; that is, concepts may be represented by strings (i.e., words or phrases), 
video, sound, or icons. A concept that is conveyed from one component to another, 
locally or remotely, may be processed and may change data type and/or language 
between components, making its management rather complex. 

To simplify the situation, we defined a base language (database of concepts) 
-language based on English, in which all concepts 

can be represented as character strings. Language-independent components can com-
municate using Interlingua, while output components or language-aware (natural or 
symbolic) components use the equivalent representation (in any form) of the Interlin-
gua concept in 
relations. The database of natural and symbolic languages (including Interlingua, 
photograph, sound or video-based languages) is the heart of the framework and allows 
simplification of inter-component communication by using strings only. Final users 
and/or facilitators and educators can add new content to the database, and add or mod-
ify concepts of the Interlingua.  

The ITHACA concept transmission protocol consists of a set of interfaces used as 
a common channel for propagating strings of data, i.e., characters, words, sentences or 
complete messages that the user composes. This communication protocol and inter-
faces, in cooperation with the ITHACA database and the Interlingua concepts helps to 
overcome translation and inter-component communication related challenges that 
AAC component-based framework research has encountered for many years. 
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2.2 ITHACA for Developers 

ITHACA guides developers of AAC components to program their software modules 
as Publishers or Subscribers to data provided through the COM+ Event Service. A 
developer, who uses the corresponding Event Classes following straightforward 
guidelines, can create components incorporating their own GUI, Speech User Inter-
face (SUI) or plain transparent functionality, which can interoperate with other 
ITHACA-compliant components that may have been created by other developers. 

An executable program, also provided with ITHACA, initializes and configures the 
AAC application when run for the first time, and activates all components and inter-

all DLLs, along with their Open Source code and guidelines, can be downloaded from 
ITHACA  website1.  

Furthermore, ITHACA provides ready-to-use software components to AAC devel-
opers for testing the communication of their components with the Event Service and 

components serve as Publishers, Sub-
scribers or both Publishers and Subscribers of data. Test components are also Open 
Source offering basic framework code examples, and can create a real application 
environment in order to verify the correct operation of the component being tested. 

Finally, ITHACA framework is intrinsically Internet-ready, i.e., it provides all the 
necessary infrastructure and support for components that implement remote synchro-
nous (chat) or asynchronous (e-mail) interpersonal communication using available 
Internet technologies and data transfer protocols [17]. 

2.3 ITHACA for Integrators 

An integrator can easily assemble and manage communication aids from various in-
dependently developed components, which cooperate to provide the application func-
tionality and UI. For integrators of interpersonal communication aids, ITHACA offers 
a detailed user guide and an installation program as well as a World Wide Web in-
formation center with a catalog of ITHACA-compatible components (free or com-
mercial) to choose from. Furthermore, the database of symbolic communication sys-
tems and natural languages is also available to integrators, and ready to be connected 
with ITHACA components to provide concept mapping for interpersonal communica-
tion applications. For a specific AAC application, only parts of the database are need-
ed and can be downloaded separately. 

2.4 ITHACA Components 

The most common functionality in AAC products has already been developed using 
the ULYSSES framework, in the form of pluggable components [9]. All these com-
ponents are reprogrammed, converted to ITHACA-compliant .NET modules, Open 
Source and freely available on the ITHACA website. Based on Open Source software 

                                                           
1  http://speech.di.uoa.gr/ithaca/ 
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development projects, software companies and hobbyist programmers including spe-
cial education professionals contributed to the final result. The code reuse was exten-
sive and this allowed for better UI refinement and better interoperability between all 
modules. The main components we developed are: Virtual Keyboard, Word Selection 
Set, Symbol Selection Set, Symbol or Text Editor, Scanning, Syntactic parser [18], 
Text-to-Speech System [19], Chat, E-mail, Database/Translation [17]. 

3  Evaluation 

For a nine months period, 20 programmers and researchers were involved in the pro-
cess of designing and developing ten framework core components and eleven 

-
graduate, 5 postgraduate and 4 doctoral students of the Information and Telecommu-
nications Department of the University of Athens. Additionally, 2 professional devel-
opers (employees of a major software company) also participated in the development 

n-
volved in ATIC and ULYSSES, and currently in ITHACA project. This team also 

, and integrators
role. Forum and online chatting were used for inter- and intra-team communication. 
The programming environment was .NET-based, and Visual Basic, C++ and C# pro-
gramming languages were used.  

Table 1.  

Measure Rating Indicators mean std dev 
Functionality 4.39 Suitability 4.82 0.39 
  Accurateness 4.35 0.61 
  Interoperability 4.00 0.87 
Maintainability 4.09 Required support 3.24 0.66 
  Changeability 4.65 0.49 
  Stability 3.65 0.61 
  Testability 4.82 0.39 
Reliability 3.73 Maturity 3.59 0.80 
  Fault tolerance 3.53 0.80 
  Recoverability 4.06 0.83 
Portability 4.35 Adaptability 4.65 0.49 
  Installability 3.59 1.18 

  Replaceability 4.82 0.39 
Usability 4.31 Undestandability 4.65 0.61 

  Learnability 4.71 0.47 
  Operability 3.59 1.12 

 
Several models in the literature for evaluating Open Source projects [20], Open 
Source software quality [21], as well as Open Source repositories success, were con-
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sidered for the selection of the aspects of ITHACA that were evaluated. A combina-
tion of features and measures was used for a subjective evaluation of the quality 
framework by the 17 participating developers, using an online survey with 5 meas-
ured domains and a 1-5 Likert rating scale. The scale was defined as: 1=very bad; 
2=bad; 3=moderate; 4=good; and 5=very good. A total number of 16 indicators were 
rated. The ISO 9126 standard that classifies software quality in a structured set of 
characteristics was taken as a reference, though some modifications were made to the 
set of sub-characteristics that the standard suggests in order to better suit an Open 
Source framework evaluation as opposed to a software application evaluation. Opin-

functionality, maintainability, reliability, portability, and usability. The most im-
portant findings are summarized in Table 1. 

In order to confirm the breadth of software that can be produced as a proof of con-
cept of the ITHACA framework, we have further conducted a number of demonstra-
tions with real users. Making combinations of the aforementioned components, we 
assembled a range of customized AAC applications addressing various user needs and 
communication requirements. We briefly summarize our observations regarding the 
experiences of the users, their family members, and their teachers. Our goal is not to 
provide a formal evaluation of the resulting systems, but to provide a sense as to how 
the systems were received by the individuals for whom they were designed. 

     

     
Fig. 2. The four demonstration AAC applications 
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Four users were selected from a special education and rehabilitation center in Greece; 
they were all children monitored in their special school environment, and the appro-
priate communication aids were selected following the main guidelines proposed in 
[22]. All participants were diagnosed as having cerebral palsy, with different symp-
toms that ranged from mild to very severe. All users had severe speech, and none of 
the users had ever used computer-based AAC before. The aim was to help all four 
users communicate in their Greek-speaking environment, firstly at school and second-
ly at home. Screenshots of the final GUIs of the four applications are illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented the integrated ITHACA approach for the development of comput-
er-based AAC applications. ITHACA consists of an Open Source, component-based 
framework that aims to simplify the integration of multi-vendor components into low 
cost AAC products and maximizes modularity and reusability [23]. ITHACA suggests 
technical (CBD), as well as business and management (Open Source, combined free 
and commercial) models for AAC assistive technology support provision. Following 
the Design for All approach, developers can build reliable components, adaptable to 
various user needs and requirements. 

The mixed model that includes an Open Source framework, running on a main-
stream proprietary OS and a mainstream computer, changes the life cycle of AAC 
products. It allows for Open Source, Closed Source, free, and commercial compo-
nents, to compete for a place in the end-users application. Community volunteer work 
in an Open Source project context could be part of the solution for the high costs of 
AAC products. This way, the cost of debugging or even modifying software compo-
nents remains low also, thus making both the development process and the final ap-
plications more sustainable [25]. Furthermore, AAC researchers have the opportunity 
to easily test their novel ideas and technology in an Open Source, component-based 
integrated environment without having to develop additional infrastructure. 

ITHACA is a result of several research projects and the entire life cycle we intro-
duced could be realized only if all stakeholders embraced this framework or a similar 
one. This could only be achieved with joined efforts by companies, institutes, funding 
organizations and people who use AAC. An important aspect for the success of this 
life cycle is the continuous flow of feedback information from all stakeholders and 
stages of the life cycle in all directions. The modified production and maintenance 
procedures should be coupled with a business model and a central administration 
system in order to be complete. A hybrid Open Source/Commercial model of man-
agement is proposed, meaning that an Organization (profit or non-profit) should coor-
dinate development and distribution procedures. It is expected that the adoption of 
such an approach by the AAC industry and community will lead to affordable AAC 
products and upgrade their quality and variety. 

tential contribution of the frame-
work to the AAC domain is considered very important. The extensive code reuse, as 
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well as the good functionality of the framework, was highly appreciated. To reach a 
critical mass of basic components and functionality and to attract enough interest and 
more development resources is a concern for all Open Source initiatives, and the suc-
cess of their dissemination is crucial. The listing of ITHACA in OATSoft and Pro-
ject:Possibility websites, or SourceForge , the largest hub for Open Source develop-
ment projects, will be our next step in order to disseminate the framework as an Open 
Source project.  

Multiple combinations of ITHACA-compliant Open Source components, imple-
menting various functionalities and UIs for interpersonal communication applications 
have been used to assemble four different applications utilizing different accessibility 
options as well as I/O devices and interaction techniques, revealing the flexibility of 
the model used. The demonstration of the four systems a i-

-based AAC is always a new and 
interesting way of learning and communicating. Progress was made even after more 
traditional methods had reached their limits. Involving users and facilitators in the 
development, testing, debugging, and evolving procedures was considered very valu-
able and effective. 
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Abstract. The amount of information produced as well as consumed

in the world is constantly expanding. Users anticipate their applications

to cope with such an expansion, demanding the support of novel and

heterogeneous data sources and collections. At the same time, due to

the advanced connectivity offered by the expansion of the Internet, users

need to use the same information in different contexts, reusing and re-

fining data across applications. In this thesis, we deal with the common

challenge underlying the above data expansion, integration and interop-

erability needs, which is how to automate the inclusion of new data in

existing service provisions. To avoid invasive, time-consuming and ex-

pensive source-code extensions that frequently break applications, we

propose the virtualization of information spaces, introducing the notion

of virtual objects. Our proposal seeks to shift the barriers raised by het-

erogeneous data representations, formats and protocols by ascertaining

the following assumption. Should we manage to isolate the “substance”

of data from any application-specific “materialized forms”, we can au-

tomate the process of detaching the data from one context and attach-

ing the data to another, in a multitude of operational environments.

Virtual objects are logically placed between the business-logic and the

data-sources of applications to offer a common, reusable and composable

runtime interpretation of data that transcends the application-context

boundaries. On one hand, proposed virtual objects allow applications to

adapt to new information, without changing their business-logic imple-

mentation. On the other, virtual objects can inter-connect data spaces to

facilitate the integration and interoperability of information. We expect

that data-centric applications will benefit from our approach, while our

experimentation shows that virtual objects impose minimal overheads

even when used atop heterogeneous sources.
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1 Introduction

The concept of virtualization originates from operating systems [1], where a soft-

ware abstraction layer is introduced—the virtual machine—to behave as a com-

puter system’s hardware—a real machine. With the emergence of cloud comput-

ing and the “software as a service” paradigm, virtualization has offered flexibility,

automation and ease of use, reducing OS installation, deployment and mainte-

nance costs [2]. In addition, programming platforms such as Java or .NET have

built upon virtual machines to offer features like architecture neutrality, garbage
collection and network code loading, ultimately advancing developer productiv-

ity.

In this thesis, we use virtualization as a means to enable the use of infor-
mation spaces to transcend the application-context boundaries, allowing users to

create, share, reuse and refine information across applications. To this end, we

work to automate the process of detaching an information space from one con-

text and re-attaching the space to another in various operational environments.

Should we view such data-detach and data-attach as logical operations, at a high

level of abstraction, these operations play a significant role in the information

space life-cycle, since information spaces:

a. constantly expand : automating the ability to attach new information spaces

to existing application contexts will allow for the cost-effective introduction

of novel types of content in applications and, thus, foster the expansion of

information.

b. outlive applications: automating the ability to detach information spaces from

their applications will simplify data migration and also reduce the data lock-in

by legacy technology.

c. should interoperate: automating the ability to detach/attach information spaces

from/to application contexts will clearly simplify interoperability.

In order to separate the information space from the application context, and

offer reusable and composable data detach/attach operations, we propose the
virtualization of the information space. The unique characteristic of our approach
is that we use proposed virtual objects as archetypes of data items, offering a

platonic view of data [3]; a virtual object aims to identify the “substance” of a

data item, independently of any application-specific “materialized forms” such as

storage-specific data layouts, protocol-based data representations or application-

oriented data views. Our objective is to offer a software abstraction layer—a

virtual machine for data objects—which is embedded in applications in order to

enable the use of information to transcend the application-context boundaries.

1.1 Problem Definition

In working with virtual objects, our contribution is that we simplify and auto-

mate a wide variety of real-world data-expansion, migration and interoperability

issues. Specifically, we manage to answer the common challenge underlying these
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issues, which is how to automate the inclusion of new data in existing service
provisions. Data-expansion calls for augmenting the information space with new

data sources and collections, coping with the pressure to rapidly adapt to new

information. In data-migration, the difference is that the new data source has

to be migrated before participating in the existing service provision. In data-

interoperability, the difference is that applications use a data-exchange protocol

to act as the data sources of each other. Yet, in all cases, similar, if not identical,

steps need to be performed, including:

Step 1: revisit data access actors to support newly encountered data sources or

collections. For example, to support a new data source, an application

may need to introduce a new machinery to access the new data, dealing

with network connections, database queries, XML parsing, web services

and other protocols. Similar revisions may need to be performed in order

to support a novel collection type.

Step 2: introduce new business-logic actors to stage the new data. For example,

a Java application has to introduce new Java classes and objects to stage

the newly encountered data items at runtime.

Step 3: extend the current service provision to deal with the new data. For

example, the application has to include the new business-logic actors in

its existing implementation of services.

By virtualizing the information space, we work towards automating these steps

in any operational environments. Viewed from different perspectives, the above

steps raise various multi-disciplinary data integration, data quality and software

evolution/adaptation issues [4–7]. Clearly, developers can handle these cases by

code re-engineering. However, data expansion or integration requirements cannot

always be predicted in detail during the initial application design and develop-

ment phases. Consequently, the support of a new type of content may break the

application, imposing drastic, invasive and expensive source code changes to all

service provision actors. Developers may follow an ad-hoc approach to revisit

service provision implementation and they can ultimately succeed in including

this new content. However, yet another new requirement for supporting addi-

tional types of content may render this approach problematic, breaking service

provision actors yet again.

The crucial need here is not to predict the future, but rather to achieve the

return of investment on existing services; indeed, the challenge is to enable the

existing service provision to operate atop constantly expanding, inter-connected

and heterogeneous information spaces. Thus, a better approach is to base the

application on a flexible framework that can isolate the application logic from

the type of context and add indirection between the business-logic and the infor-

mation space. Although adding indirection is a simple idea, designing a general

and flexible framework for data expansion and integration is anything but sim-

ple. The framework needs to: a) isolate the structure of data, i.e., how the logical

organization of data (e.g., the tuples of a database, or the elements of XML doc-

uments) map to the application’s expectations; b) adapt the physical access to
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data (e.g., provide network or database connections to objects in a way trans-

parent to the application); c) abstract the object presentation, i.e., smoothly

integrate the display of new kinds of objects in the application user interface;

d) abstract the object manipulation, i.e., allow new object modification in a

uniform way; and e) perform these tasks conveniently and efficiently, in particu-

lar without imposing significant runtime overhead over an inflexible, hard-coded

implementation of the same features.

1.2 Contribution

Our proposal meets the above challenging requirements by virtualizing the in-

formation space. We use the term information space to refer to the dataset being

managed by an application. Given that different applications develop different
data manifestations and issue different mechanisms for their management, such

application-specific characteristics designate the application-specific information

context, or simply the application-context. The proposed virtual object environ-

ment decouples the information space from the application-context, achieving

the multi-dimensional separation [8] of the following concerns:

1. data-access/storage: the storage representation(s) of data,

2. data-synthesis: the usage and composition of data,

3. data-conceptualization: the logical structure and modeling of data,

4. data-discovery : the data searching/indexing functionality.

These four concerns reflect the essential dimensions that couple the data to the

application. By loosening these couplings, we manage to treat the four dimen-

sions that compose the data/application interactions in in an orthogonal manner.

Such a separation virtualizes the information space, automating the three data

expansion/integration steps, by offering a common interpretation of heteroge-

neous and diverse data that transcends the application-context boundaries. Our

proposal is well-aligned with the long-term objective of data independence [9,

10] and contributes to the open challenge of interpreting and synthesizing het-

erogeneous data in an automated manner [11, 12]. To the author’s knowledge,

the proposed virtual object approach is the first to deal with data expansion,

interoperability and migration in a unified and integrated way. The majority of

our work with virtual objects appears in [13–17] and [18].

Our implementation of virtual objects, called DOLAR (Data Object Lan-

guage And Runtime), is realized in Java and consists of a virtual object domain-

specific embeddable language (DSEL) [19–21] and the respective runtime envi-

ronment. We have used DOLAR in several real-world applications and opera-

tional environments, allowing us to effectively answer various data expansion,

integration and interoperability needs. For example, DOLAR has allowed us

to deal with data-expansion in Pergamos, the Univ. of Athens digital library

(http://pergamos.lib.uoa.gr (http://pergamos.lib.uoa.gr)). Pergamos is the largest
academic digital library in Greece, hosting about 300,000 items and exceeding

1 TB of space, while it has been in production use for more than five years. In
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the thesis, we present how the use of DOLAR has helped us answer the need to
gradually (a) use Pergamos to develop a variety of collections originating from
independent digitization projects at the University, (b) add existing University
collections in Pergamos, including digitized books, Domino-based dissertations,
etc. The use of virtual objects has achieved the return of investment on Perg-
amos services, allowing the business-logic to adapt to the gradual inclusion of
new data sources and collections without modifications. In general, embedding
virtual objects in applications dissociates the application-logic from the data-
inherent idiosyncrasies, enabling applications to extend their “low-level” infor-
mation space options without modifying their “high-level” business-logic ser-
vices. In terms of cross-context DOLAR usage, we have used virtual objects in a
real-world interoperability scenario originating from John S. Latsis Public Ben-
efit Foundation (http://www.latsis-foundation.org). We show how the virtual
space has allowed the Foundation’s digital archive and its collections to tran-
scend the application boundaries, presenting the effectiveness, automation and
reuse offered when dealing with data migration and interoperability issues. Fi-
nally, our experimental evaluation, carried out in both synthetic and production
environments, shows that DOLAR-imposed operational overheads are minimal;
DOLAR-enabled applications scale as well as the underlying datastore(s), even
when used atop a variety of heterogeneous SQL, XML and Web data sources.

2 Related Work

Interoperability is a strong and diachronic requirement of data-intensive sys-
tems. Syntactic interoperability refers to the ability of systems to communicate
and exchange data, while semantic interoperability refers to the ability of sys-
tems to accurately and meaningfully interpret and use the data in an automated
manner [11, 12]. XML is a flexible markup language, offering an extensible rep-
resentation to store and exchange data. To this effect, XML has been used to
deliver a plethora of protocols for achieving syntactic interoperability. The Se-
mantic Web [22] uses RDF and ontologies [23] to build upon XML to offer
semantic interoperability. However, as put in [24], it may be that there are many
semantic webs. Indeed, various middleware [25, 26] and service-oriented archi-
tectures [27] are used to consolidate heterogeneous APIs and services to make
them interoperate in various operational environments. Although interoperabil-
ity involves various cultural, social and legal issues [28], the key challenge is to
achieve automation, enabling information that originates in one context to be
used in another in ways that are as highly automated as possible [29].

This is the exact goal of our approach, decoupling the information space from
the application-context to permit the use of data to transcend the application-
context boundaries. Our virtual space proposal builds upon the separation of
concerns to loosen the data/application couplings and automate the cross-context
usage of data. The key here is that the proposed virtual space offers a uniform
means to deal with the three data expansion/integration steps, which are rele-
vant to all kinds of applications and all types of data. The virtual object space
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can be used in conjunction with any application architecture and in the thesis we

demonstrate the use of DOLAR in two production cases, where virtual objects

are used in an MVC [30] and a REST[31] architecture.

Our approach to realize the virtual space as a DSEL aims to achieve an

additional level of separation, that is, to decouple the data from the application-

context in terms of the programming-language used. Our long-term goal with

virtual objects is to offer an embeddable, language-independent, data-centric

runtime environment—a virtual machine for data objects. Although our cur-

rent DOLAR implementation is realized in Java, the key elements of the virtual

space—including virtual objects and prototypes, datastore drivers and connec-

tors, composition schemes and virtual object inheritance—can be clearly im-

plemented in any general-purpose programming-language. Moreover, the pro-

totype format feature of our DSEL builds upon the introspection of DOLAR

prototypes to bridge virtual objects with multiple syntactic notations, including

JSON, XML or our custom DOLAR syntax. Different applications can use dif-

ferent notations for storing and exchanging their prototypes, yet, all notations

are parsed to generate identical prototypes in terms of the DOLAR language.

This way, we manage to treat the data exchange and definition syntax as a

pluggable component of the virtual space and not as a hard-coded option. In

general, the DOLAR DSEL combines the flexibility and versatility of XML with

the programmability and ease of use of scripting languages, in an effort to offer
a foundation for issuing multiple data-definition utilities; for example, we also

present DOPs Creator, a GUI tool for defining prototypes.

Finally, XML ontologies are widely used to model and conceptualize infor-

mation in various contexts [32]. The main difference between ontologies and

our approach—which stands for any comparison between ontologies and OO

systems—is that ontologies use inference as the primary compositional mecha-

nism, while in DOLAR we use virtual object instantiation and inheritance.

3 Overview of the Virtual Object Space

A virtual object offers a runtime manifestation of data which separates (a) how

the data are being accessed and stored, (b) how the data are logically arranged

at runtime and (c) how the data are synthesized and composed. Figure 1 depicts

a virtual object, comprising (from left to right):

a. an application-specific physical/storage representation of data. The virtual

object uses our datastore driver (DOStore) mechanism to capture the physical

data access/storage options of applications.

b. an application-neutral logical structure of data. The virtual object conforms

to a conceptualization expressed in terms of a structural prototype definition,

offering a uniform, application-neutral representation of the logical arrange-

ments of data at runtime.

c. an application-specific behavior of data. The virtual object adheres to a behav-

ioral prototype, yielding application-specific sub-objects which are compatible

with the application’s service provision expectations.
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Fig. 1. A virtual object comprising a datastore driver, a structural and a behavioral
prototype

By separating the left, data storage concern from the middle, data conceptu-

alization concern, we manage to virtualize the datastores and treat heterogeneous

storage artifacts as serializations of virtual objects. A virtual object adheres to

the logical structure defined by its structural prototype consisting of fields, used
for holding attributes, metadata or similar name/value pairs; relation contexts,
used for holding the relationships among objects; and stream handles, used as

pointers to files and similar document-based content. In OO terms, these ele-

ments designate the internal state of virtual objects; the structural prototypes

provide the logical arrangements of data, offering the “data object classes”, and

virtual objects provide the runtime manifestation of data, offering the “data

object instances”. During instantiation, virtual objects use the datastore driver
mechanism to establish a two-way link to the underlying storage artifacts. The

driver connects the virtual field, relation-context and stream-handle runtime

structures to any respective storage-specific structures employed by the datas-

tore(s) used beneath. The datastore driver mechanism designates the data-access

API of the virtual space, where the datastore drivers play the role of the data-

access actors of Step 1. The virtual space uses the driver mechanism in a trans-

parent to the developer fashion, offering an effective virtual object load/store

metaphor which virtualizes the datastores. For example, developers can both

load and store heterogeneous virtual objects using literally a single line of code.

The developer is provided with the abstraction that heterogeneous storage arti-

facts are serializations of virtual objects, dealing with runtime artifacts that can

access and also update any datastores with identical effectiveness and ease of

use. Behind the scenes, the virtual space automatically deals with common data

fetching tasks including (a) staging the data in virtual object runtime struc-

tures, (b) synchronizing the access to these structures and, finally, (c) flushing

such structures to underlying datastores as needed.

By separating the middle, data-conceptualization concern from the right,

data-synthesis concern, we separate the data-inherent from application-inherent

behavior as follows:

– data-inherent behavior depends on the logical arrangements of the data in

question; for example, the thumbnail of a “book” item may originate from
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a digitized image of the book’s first page, while the thumbnail of a “photo”
item may originate from the digitized image of the photo itself.

– application-inherent behavior depends on the service provision requirements
of the application at hand, regardless of the data items supported; for ex-
ample, an application will either provide a thumbnail display for all of its
items or it will not support such a display at all.

As far as the business-logic is concerned, the acquisition of a thumbnail from
a photo, a book, or any other item should be transparent. The interpretation
of data-inherent behavior (i.e. how to acquire the thumbnail) depends on the
structure of the data item at hand. The implementation of application-inherent
behavior (i.e. what to do with the thumbnail) depends on the service provision
at hand. We use the notion of composition schemes to achieve this separation,
offering an amalgamation of (a) a method construct of OO languages and (b)
a projection operation of query languages. There is a direct analogy between
the methods of “code objects” and the composition schemes of virtual objects:
the methods/schemes available on an object define the messages the object can
respond to. Yet, in contrast to “code objects”, a virtual object does not con-
tain executable code but responds to messages by transforming its internal state.
A behavioral prototype defines a set of composition schemes, designating the
runtime interface between virtual objects and application artifacts such as com-
ponents and modules. The analogy, in a general-purpose OO language, is that
schemes correspond to methods and behavioral prototypes correspond to inter-
faces. Schemes are realized and behave at runtime as sub-objects, transforming
the structure of virtual objects to automatically match the application’s expecta-
tions. Composition schemes are are a unique feature of our approach, providing
the key for enabling virtual objects to expose different behavior when used across
applications.

The virtual object environment is logically placed between the business-logic
and the data sources to offer:

1. a common representation of heterogeneous data. For example, heterogeneous
storage artifacts, such as SQL “book” tuples and XML “book” documents,
will adhere to a uniform “book” virtual object representation at runtime.
This is achieved with the help of the virtual object load/store metaphor, as
realized by virtual object prototypes and datastore drivers described before.
This metaphor enables us to treat heterogeneous storage artifacts as native
objects of the virtual space, simplifying Steps 1 and 2.

2. a uniform composition of semantically different data. For example, diversely
structured data, such as “book” and “photo” items, regardless of their storage
representations, will conform to uniform manipulation at runtime. Here, we
build upon the common representation offered by the virtual space to manage
diversely structured virtual objects through a uniform programming interface.
This is critical, as we seek objects that can be defined by their responses to
messages and not by their internal representation [33]. With the use of our
composition schemes and behavioral prototypes, the service provision logic
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can catch up with the gradual addition of new content without source code

modifications, automating Step 3.

3. a set of reusable and composable data attach/detach mechanisms. For exam-

ple, applications can build upon the virtual objects of each other, regardless of

their network location, logical structure or storage representation, to share,

reuse and refine their data spaces. The data attach/detach mechanisms of

DOLAR include virtual object inheritance and the virtual space connector and

prototype format mechanisms. On one hand, prototype formats and virtual

space connectors offer a pluggable and disciplined means to (a) exchange pro-

totypes and (b) inter-connect virtual spaces, allowing DOLAR applications to

instantiate the virtual objects of each other. On the other hand, virtual object

inheritance allows for the reuse and refinement of virtual object definitions,

automating the inclusion of new data in existing service provisions.

Building upon such virtual object structural and behavioral prototypes, we

offer a mixin-based [34–36] multiple inheritance mechanism. With virtual object

inheritance, we support the subclassing, subtyping and specialization features

offered by inheritance in general, yet, we use these features to automate the

cross-context usages of data. For example, virtual objects can be polymorphic in

the OO sense, yet, the virtualization offered by the proposed environment allows

virtual objects to effectively support different polymorphisms in different con-

texts. Virtual object inheritance provides the most powerful data attach/detach

mechanism of our proposal, as it enables developers to reuse and extend virtual

objects for attaching/detaching information among different contexts.

4 Conclusions

Our proposal offers a novel virtual object language and runtime that transcends

the data, knowledge and software engineering boundaries in order for informa-

tion spaces to transcend the storage, programming-language and application

boundaries. We view our virtual object approach as an effort to offer a virtual

machine for data objects, an embeddable environment that permits applications

to develop a common, reusable and composable interpretation of data that tran-

scends the application-context boundaries. The virtual space can be embedded

in applications; it can reused across contexts; it can be refined to effectively
match different service provision expectations. The virtual view of data em-

ployed in our approach allows us to deal with the common challenge underlying

data expansion, integration and migration, that is, the adaption of existing ser-

vice provisions to new information. As the amount of information undergoes

constant growth globally, the above adaptation requirement becomes more and

more dominant, as it involves all types of applications and all kinds of data. The

proposed virtual objects meet this requirement by allowing developers to ex-

pand applications to support novel information without breaking their existing

implementations.
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1.2   Traffic Scheduling in IEEE 802.11e 
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2   The ARROW Scheduler 
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2.2   Operation of ARROW Scheduler 
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Abstract

The aim of this work is to study the design and identification of kinematics parameters
of robotic mechanisms for ankle physiotherapy applications. We begin with the study of
the ankle joint complex and we adopt the 2 axes kinematics model from the literature
which provides the necessary DOFs and the kind of the ankle motions. The objective
is to describe the basic movements of the foot about the ankle joint. We accomplish
the design requirements of a physiotherapy robot by performing appropriate experimental
measurements. These requirements are the necessary workspace, velocities, accelerations
and torque bounds. We examine two existing robotic architectures while we finally intro-
duce a new 2-DOF hybrid serial-parallel robot with mechanical adjustability as an ankle
physiotherapy device. The advantages of this physiotherapy device against the existing
physiotherapy robots are the minimum number of its actuators, its increased safety, mod-
ularity and economy. Then we perform the parametric design of this platform which has
been based on the predefined design specifications and then we evaluate the design via
simulations. Finally, we develop a simple, accurate and robust identification method of the
kinematics parameters of the ankle joint complex. This method combines the concept of
robot calibration and arc trajectory fitting in 3D circles.

1 Introduction

In this dissertation we focuss on the design and identification of kinematics parameters of
robotic mechanisms for ankle physiotherapy applications. Our contribution is in the following
three main topics:
-Design framework : A unified design framework for the design of an ankle rehabilitation robot
is missing from the literature. We study the ankle kinematics modeling and we complete with
experimental data a set of design requirements for an ankle rehabilitation robot.
-Design of a new ankle rehabilitation robot : The existing ankle rehabilitation robots are ei-
ther redundant or not follow exactly the ankle movements. The detailed study of the ankle
kinematics led us to introduce a new hybrid parallel-serial robot with 2-DOF and mechanical
adjustability. The parametric design of the new robot is carried out relying on the design spec-
ification described above. This physiotherapy device outperforms to the existing physiotherapy
robots on the minimum number of actuators, safer movements, modularity and economy.
-Identification of the ankle joint complex kinematics: The di!erent kinematics characteristics
between patients reveal the need for identification of the ankle parameters for the appropriate
tuning of a physiotherapy robot. We develop a simple and robust method for identification of
the ankle joint kinematics which combines the concept of robot calibration and arc trajectory
fitting in 3D circles. Despite to the existing identification methods, our method avoids the use
of position tracking of multiple point-markers on the body-member and the use of expensive
optical motion analysis systems. This makes it applicable in a physiotherapy clinic.

1.1 Previous Work

Our study begins with the structure and kinematics modeling of the ankle joint complex. The
human ankle has a complex multi-joint structure which determines the motion of the foot with
respect to the shank. A survey in [7] about the ankle-joint complex modeling starts with early

!Dissertation advisor: Ioannis Z. Emiris, Professor.
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models, e.g. spherical joint and concludes with recent work e.g 4-bar modeling. In particular,
certain advanced models incorporated the early findings of the two anatomical joint axes in the
ankle, namely the upper ankle and the subtalar joint axis. In [8] was applied a 2-DOF (Degree
Of Freedom) model to the lower leg, namely as a linkage of two ideal revolute joints and 3 rigid
segments: the shank, the talus and the foot. The orientations axes could be determined by
anatomical landmarks on the bones. In [1] were identified two subject-specific, fixed joint axes
in the ankle complex by applying least-square optimization to minimize the di!erence between
the real motion of external skin markers and the modeled motion. They noticed the relatively
high variability between subjects especially of the subtalar and upper ankle joint orientation.
Recently, a model that does not imply the existence of two distinct axes of the ankle joint
complex and forms an innovative category of its own, have formulated a 2-dimensional model
of the upper ankle joint by representing it as a closed 4-bar linked chain.

In closer detail, the ankle joint shows a mobile axes with a predetermined (1-DOF) path
during passive flexion, but when loads are applied (e.g. muscle contraction), the mobile axes
can deviate from this passive path, while the subtalar joint plays a stabilizing role. In our work,
this deformable modeling is not required: the two-axes model represents the main movements
and the kinematics of the ankle joint su"ciently well, and is quite accurate for our purposes.
This has been proved in [16], in which was studied the use of the 2-axes ankle model and the
identification procedure presented in [1] for calculation and comparison of the two hinge axes
of the ankle joint complex for non-weight-bearing, weight-bearing and walking ankle motions.
It was found that the 2-axes model fits the experimental data well with non-weight-bearing
motion achieving the best fit. Since physiotherapy exercises especially in the early steps contain
non-weighting-bearing movements the 2-axes model is su"cient for ankle modeling.

There have been a number of robotic devices proposed for ankle physiotherapy. Important
work has been carried out at Rutgers University [10] with the development of a haptic interface
for human ankle rehabilitation. This haptic interface has been based on a 6-DOF Stewart plat-
form that applies variable forces and virtual reality exercises on the patient’s foot, including
remote control operation. However the Stewart platform is redundant for this application, the
actuators used are noisy, the controller is oversized and the cost of the device is consequently
high. In addition, in the rehabilitation program, there is no reference as to what extent the
special characteristics of each patient’s foot can be considered. Also the work in [3] is based
on the study of ankle functional anatomy, which is represented in an orientation image space.
Three parallel tripod-type ankle rehabilitation mechanisms were proposed. These are three or
four actuator platforms and therefore they are redundant. Also, the rotation of the moving
platform is performed about a vertical pivot strut, which is not a desirable characteristic for
foot movements. In [27] was proposed an ankle rehabilitation device based on a reconfigurable
parallel robot with 4-DOF and two moving platforms. However, this platform is quite complex
and heavy and as a result is rather di"cult in construction and transfer. A 2-DOF redundantly
actuated parallel mechanism for ankle rehabilitation was proposed in [19]. The proposed device
allows plantar- dorsiflexion and inversion-eversion using actuation redundancy to eliminate sin-
gularity, and to improve the workspace dexterity. However, this device is over-actuated, which
means that there are redundant actuators.

The next important problem studied here is to determine the kinematics parameters of
the ankle joint complex. Ankle joint complex kinematics is similar with that of a 2R serial
manipulator (R denotes a revolute joint)[2] and therefore we approach the identification problem
as a serial manipulator calibration problem. Identification of the axes of rotation of the limb-
joints, by tracking specific point-markers on the body member, has received significant attention.
In [1] was used the 2-axes model and identified the twelve parameters of an ankle joint complex
model which is based on transformation matrices. This method requires the assignment of at
least 3 non-collinear point-markers on each limb segment and tracking by the use of optical
motion analysis systems. In [11] was proposed a least squares method by minimizing specific
cost functions formed by the vector di!erences of the points markers positions. One drawback
of the method is that for certain configurations of point markers (e.g. the markers distributed
on a plane that contains the rotation axis) leads to ill-conditioned problems. Also, in [9] was
presented a least squares method for average center and axis of rotation estimation. This
method does not perform well if there is significant radial displacement from the center of the
axis of rotation and needs at least three non-planar markers in general. These methods rely
on position tracking of multiple point-markers which are assigned on the body by the use of
expensive optical motion analysis systems.
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(a) Foot anatomy and bones. (b) Ankle rotation axes and the assigned D-
H frames.

Figure 1: The ankle joint complex anatomy and kinematics.

2 Design specifications for an ankle rehabilitation robot

In order to design a robotic physiotherapy device the first step is to define the necessary design
framework. For this we begin with the kinematics modeling of the ankle joint complex and we
complete the design requirements with experimental data.

2.1 The ankle joint complex kinematics

The human ankle has a complex multi-joint structure. The central bone is the talus. Its
surrounding bones are the calcaneus, the navicular and the cuboid; they are responsible for
the rotation of the ankle joint in 3D (fig. 1(a)). The upper part of the talus articulates with
the shank segment through the tibia and fibula bones. This is the upper ankle joint (UAJ);
it supports the rotational dorsiflexion-plantarflexion motion. The movements between the fore
bones are strictly coupled. Motion of the foot wrt the talus is regarded as a rotation about the
(fixed) subtalar axis (STJ); this supports inversion-eversion motion.

Among previous works, the early single-joint models are insu!cient while the recent models
do not fully describe foot rotations (e.g. they may consider only dorsiflexion-plantarflexion).
Here we adopt the ankle joint complex model as a 2R serial manipulator [8], assuming the
ankle rotation axes are straight lines through specific points. The lower limb is assumed to be
composed of 3 rigid links capable to rotate between each other: the shank, the talus and the
foot configuring a serial manipulator. The main movements of the foot are the plantarflexion-
dorsiflexion and inversion-eversion. The size of foot bones and their relative positions as well as
the orientation of rotation axes determine the foot kinematics. Many factors influence the joint
rotation, e.g. shape of articular surfaces, position of rotation axes. Constraint and resistance
on the foot motions are due to ligaments, capsules and tendons.

The parameters of this model are specified by a number of point markers that have been
assigned on the human foot as in fig. 1(b). These point markers are used to obtain a set of
distance measurements. We assign frame O1 at the knee, centered between P1, P2, with the
z-axis parallel to (P1, P2) and the x-axis vertical, passing through the midpoint of (P3, P4). By
using the Denavit-Hartenberg(D-H) method [12, 22] we assign relative frames Oi between the
moving links. T i+1

i is the transformation matrix from Oi+1
i into Oi. The transformation matrix

from the last into the first coordinate system is given from the relationship: T 3
1 = T 2

1 T
3
2 . For

a point P = [x y z 1]T on the last(foot) coordinate system the above transformation into the
first(shank) coordinate system can be expressed as Po = [xo yo zo 1]T :

Po = T 3
1P (1)

from which the coordinates xo, yo, zo are nonlinear functions fi(ai,!i, di,"i, x, y, z) of the D-
H parameters ai,!i, di,"i. These equations give a parametric formula in the movement of P
wrt the fixed coordinate system of the shank. The independent variables of the model are
angles "2 (dorsiflexion-plantarflexion), "3 (inversion-eversion) while "1 is constant. According
to the right-hand coordinate system assigned to the lower limb, the signs for rotation angles
are: dorsiflexion(+), plantarflexion(-), eversion(+) and inversion(!). Movements of the left leg
are assumed to be the mirror-image of the right leg [8]. The parameters !i, ai, di depend on the
foot anatomy and size.

The transformation matrices were estimated for a male subject, and distances between the
bony landmarks taken from [8]. From this data, a kinematics model of the foot was based on
homogenous matrix transformations in Euler angles. Using calculations on the distances, we
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Figure 2: Workspace from a point on the sole under the ankle.

obtain the D-H parameters. From the above analysis, the knee axis have angle 38.23o with the
UAJ and the UAJ with the STJ have angle 60.21o.

We take !dp, !ie as the new variables for the dorsiflexion-plantarflexion and inversion-
eversion angles measured from the standing posture, and insert !2 = !o

2 + !dp, !3 = !o
3 + !ie

into eqts (1). Now !dp, !ie are the input variables of the model. Common ranges for the move-
ment are !40o " !dp " 30o, !20o " !ie " 20o [22]. Based on the model, we specify the foot
workspace when inputs range through all possible motions. Our first requirement is the shank
to be fixed and vertical wrt the World Coordinate system attached to the base of the robot.

We fix point Pf on the sole under the ankle where the center of the moving platform will be
attached. We assume Pf is on the positive axis of the knee’s frame and has a distance equal to
this of P6. The workspace produced by the foot will be derived from the motion study of Pf .
By eqts (1) and letting inputs !dp,!ie run through their entire regions, Pf traces the surface
of fig. 2(a). Feet of every size and anatomy produce the surface in fig. 2(a). The geometric
characteristics of this surface (e.g. shape, curvature), depend on "i, ai, di. Every trajectory
traced by Pf is within this surface.

Table 1: Coordinate ranges of a point on the sole under the ankle.

!X=56 mm !Y=41.7 mm !Z=17.3 mm
Min X Max X Min Y Max Y Min Z Max Z
-33.5 22.4 -19.6 22 -2.8 14.4

We compute the orientation of the foot when its axes are rotated in specific angles. First,
we establish a reference frame with its origin at Pf . The axes are parallel with those of the base
frame when the foot is in the neutral position. The rotation angles roll("), pitch(#), yaw($) of
this frame wrt the base frame are the rotation angles of the moving platform. The foot model,
when !dp, !ie take all values in their ranges, yield the rotation workspace in fig. 2(b). By

Table 2: Orientation ranges based on the model.

!!=30.56 deg !"=76.58 deg !#=62.49 deg
Min ! Max ! Min " Max " Min # Max #
-20.71 9.84 -39.95 36.63 -25.34 37.15

assuming that the angle axes parameters in eqts (1) are found in well specified intervals, we
will specify the extended workspace produced by the model (eq. (1)). In [14], the orientation of
the lower limp rotation axes, and the ranges in the relevant angles between them are measured.
The results depend on the position of the foot even for a given patient. Di!erent patients will
give di!erent results. We conclude that the model parameters are quite uncertain and so the
model must be extended to include uncertainties. By computing the minimum and maximum
values we take the values in table 3.

2.2 Experimental data

A Mephisto 3D Scanner was used to take images of the right foot sole of 11 adult healthy human
subjects of di!erent age, height, weight and gender. We used 5 positions: Neutral, Right-Up,
Right-Down, Left-Up and Left-Down. The reference is a central point on the sole under the
ankle because this point will be controlled by the platform. The coordinate di!erences among
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Table 3: Extended coordinate ranges of a point on the sole under the ankle.

!X=114.2 mm !Y=98.9 mm !Z=37.3 mm
Min X Max X Min Y Max Y Min Z Max Z
-67.6 46.9 -4.55 53.4 -7.6 29.7
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(c) Linear accelerations

Figure 3: Recorded data in full rotations of the foot.

the point’s positions are found inside the following enclosing volume: !X=12cm , !Y=12 cm,
!Z=12 cm.

To measure orientation angles, rotation velocities, and accelerations, we performed experi-
ments with an MTi motion sensor of XSens Motion Technologies. It provides and records pitch,
roll and yaw angles, rate of turn and linear accelerations in axes X,Y, Z. We used the right foot
of 5 adult healthy humans of both genders and di"erent heights, with the shank kept vertical
and fixed. The only moving part was the foot. The sensor was attached on the sole of the foot
under the ankle. Data were recorded during dorsiflexion-plantarflexion and inversion-eversion
throughout the entire range of movement. Fig. 3(a) shows roll, pitch and yaw wrt time of a
foot, in extreme rotational movement. Fig. 3(b) shows angular velocities wrt time in extreme
rotational movement while fig. 3(c) shows linear accelerations wrt time in extreme rotational
movement. The maximum recorded angular velocity was 9.3rad/sec and therefore the upper
bound of 10 rad/sec is adopted.

The torque bounds are coming from the literature in which they studied the tension torque
that the soleus and tibialis anterior muscles can exert. These are two of the main dorsiflexor-
plantaflexor muscles and the maximum measured torque was about 121Nm. Also, in another
work the maximum measured torques of the whole plantarflexor and dorsiflexor muscle groups
were about 143Nm [22, 24]. Therefore a desired upper bound of 200Nm includes a wide range
of foot torque capabilities. Thus, our platform will operate up to 200Nm, to handle torque-
producing tasks at di"erent velocities during concentric or eccentric muscle actions.

3 Design of a 2-DOFs hybrid parallel-serial ankle physio-
therapy robot

Initially, we studied two existing robotic architectures as possible ankle physiotherapy devices
[23]. The first one was the Agile Eye. Although the Agile Eye has only 3 rotational DOFs and
large workspace, its sensitivity to transfer and its rotations about only one point led us to reject
this robot. The second one was a parallel Tripod(3-RPS) with an extra rotation axis on the
moving platform as a possible ankle rehabilitation device was studied in . The Tripod has two
rotational (pitch, roll) and one translational (z) degrees of freedom. As the yaw angle changes
significantly during the foot movements on the platform, an extra rotation axis was added on
the moving platform to provide the necessary extra yaw angle. Although this device can not
follow the foot movements satisfactorily or include mechanical adjustability and our e"ort is to
design a robot with fewer DOFs.

To overcome the previous disadvantages we proposed a hybrid serial-parallel robotic archi-
tecture with 2-DOF and mechanical adjustability [24]. The robot consists of a base platform
and a moving platform like most parallel robots. The latter is where the patient’s foot shall be
placed. A vertical strut connects the base of the robot with a passive serial chain. The serial
chain has structure similar to that of the foot and provides the necessary constraints on the
movements. It has one revolute and one cylindrical joint which support the rotations about the
two main rotation axes of the ankle, see Figure 4. R1 is a revolute-joint which is collinear with
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Figure 4: The hybrid serial-parallel 2DOF ankle physiotherapy robot.

the Upper Ankle Joint (UAJ) and C1 is a cylindrical-joint which is collinear with the Subtalar
Joint (STJ) of the foot. The serial chain is connected with the moving platform and has two
adjustable screws so that the corresponding lengths D1, D2 can be adjusted according to the
axes position of each individual patient’s foot. The parallel chain consists of two prismatic
actuators which are connected with the moving platform through S-Joints (points A1, A2) and
with the base platform through U-Joints (points B1, B2).

3.1 Kinematics modeling of the platform

We start by modeling the kinematics of our device. The mobility of the platform is modeled by
applying the Grubler formula for spatial structures. The total number of its degrees of freedom
N is given as follows: N = 6(n! j ! 1)+

!n
i fi = 6(8! 9! 1)+ 14 = 2, where n represents the

total number of rigid bodies of the mechanism, including the base, j is the total number of joints,
and fi the number of degrees of freedom of joint i. Initially we assign the base coordinate frame
Obxbybzb on the fixed base and the moving frame Opxpypzp on the moving platform as shown in
figure 4. The two frames are parallel when the moving platform is in zero position. As we have
a serial kinematics chain it is useful to implement the Denavit-Hartenberg method [12] for the
assignment of the relative reference frames on the passive serial chain and therefore to obtain
the overall kinematics formula of the platform. The Ooxoyozo frame is the base frame of the
serial chain and is placed arbitrarily on the strut with the axis zo collinear with the UAJ axis,
and xo collinear with zb, as shown in Figure 4. The origin O2 of the O2x2y2z2 frame is the Op

of the platform frame and the axis z2 is parallel with z1 (C1). The total transformation matrix
T is given by the multiplication: T = TbT 1

0 T
2
1 Tr, where Tb is a constant homogeneous rotation

matrix defining the relative rotation of the Ooxoyozo frame into the base Obxbybzb frame. The
points on the platform coordinate frame need to be multiplied with an extra rotation matrix Tr

in order to be transformed into the last D-H frame of the serial chain. The inverse kinematics
problem is described from the following two equations:

L2
i = "BiAi"2 = "T ·Ai !Bi"2, (2)

where i=1,2 and Li, are the length of the actuated links. It is well known that the Jacobian
matrix is a key part for the study and design of robots. By following the normalized Plucker
vector-based procedure for the inverse Jacobian calculation of a general parallel robot as it is
described in detail in [18] we get:

J!1 =

"
n1 n1 #A1Op

n2 n2 #A2Op

#
, (3)

where n1, n2 are the unit vectors of B1A1, B2A2.

3.2 Velocity and Force Transmission

When the linear actuators are activated their velocities and applying forces are transferred
onto the moving platform. The relations between the forces-velocities of the actuators and
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the moving platform are expressed by the Jacobian matrix and are pose-dependent. Here we
follow the kinetostatic capability analysis of parallel manipulators described in [15] where the
calculation of the magnitude bounds of the force and velocities of the end-e!ector is reduced to
an eigenvalue problem. Matrix M is essential here and is defined as follows:

M = J!TJ!1 =

!
A B
BT C

"
(4)

Given the desired velocities as well as the force and moments that should be handled by the
platform, the extreme values of the velocities and forces of the linear actuators are computed
in the design phase. The linear forces and torques have di!erent units it is reasonable for the
bounds computation of force-torques at the end-e!ector to be decoupled into two constraint
maximization subproblems, one for the forces f and one for the torques m. By use of matrix M
the two maximization subproblems can be rearranged into eigenvalue subproblems. Following a
similar procedure as in the force transmission analysis, velocity transmission analysis is decou-
pled in two subproblems, one for the linear ! and one for the angular " velocities magnitudes.

!f!
afmax

" !#! " !f!
afmin

,
!m!

ammax
" !#! " !m!

ammin
(5)

a!min!!! " !L̇! " a!max!!!, a"min!!! " !L̇! " a"max!!! (6)

where A, C are the 3 # 3 submatrices of M and !, " the 3 # 1 vectors of linear and angular
velocities of the end-e!ector, f, m the 3 # 1 vectors of linear forces and torques on the end-
e!ector. The bounds of the velocities magnitudes are therefore given from the inequalities
where a!max and a!min denote the square roots of the maximum and minimum eigenvalues
of A, and a"max and a"min are those of the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of C. By
discretizing the whole workspace of the robot and computing the global extreme eigenvalues of
M, the global magnitude bounds of velocities and forces are computed.

3.3 Parametric Design of the Robot

This section presents the parametric design of our mechanism, since we have chosen the robotic
architecture. Design concerns the calculation of the geometric parameters of the robot satisfying
our requirements [18]. Based on the above foot analysis, the following values were selected for
initial dimensioning of the device: Moving platform: 0.40x0.20m so that it can accept all or at
least the majority of human foot sizes. Base platform: 0.60x0.40m. The first axis zo is placed
50cm above the fixed base. The bounds of rotation axes of the serial chain were defined according
to the range of the feet rotations. The STJ axis, and so the z1 has the mean foot orientation as it
is given and forms an angle of 23o with the xpzp plane and an angle of 41o with the xpyp plane.
This work has been extended and in order to complete the design of the robot, additional
measurements on the foot of several human subjects have been conducted. Coordinates of
specific points of the foot, have been measured, utilizing a Microscribe coordinate measuring
device. For the experimental measurements the right feet of 19 adult males and females have
been used in the erect standing pose. The UAJ is defined by points P3 (lateral malleolus) and
P4 (medial malleolus), while the STJ is defined by points P6 (calcaneus point) and P7 (navicular
point). For calculating the bounds on distance D1 the points P3, P4 and P6 were projected
on the horizontal plane. The vertical distance of the projected point P6 from the projected
line P3P4 defines distance D1. The computed values of D1 were found to be in the range:
3.5cm " D1 " 5.6cm, with mean value 4.83cm and standard deviation 0.68cm. For calculating
the range of distance D2, the mean value of the height of points P3 and P4 from the horizontal
plane was computed. The resulting values are in the following range: 5.4cm " D2 " 9.3cm,
with mean value 7.29m and standard deviation 1.02cm. Points A1, A2 on the moving platform
have been assigned coordinates (0.15,-0.06,0) and (0.15,0.06,0) of the moving frame respectively.
If the points are far from the rotation axis then the actuators apply smaller forces but larger
velocities. Reversely, if the points are near the rotation axis then the actuators apply forces
with larger values and smaller velocities. Therefore, the points are selected to be in the middle
of the platform in order to balance the amounts of the velocities and forces exerted by the
actuators. The coordinates of the base platform points B1, B2 have been assigned to (0.10,-
0.15,0) and (0.10,0.15,0) respectively, on the base reference frame nearer to the origin so to
avoid singularities. The coordinate units are in m. When the platform moves through the
entire range of rotations and parameters D1, D2 take all values in the above intervals, then
the length of the legs are found in the range: [0.31m, 0.56m]. Having computed the kinematics
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parameters of the robot as well as the desired end-e!ector velocities and wrench forces, the
actuator velocities and forces can be computed. The platform must handle torque values up to
200Nm. In order for the platform to achieve these torque bounds, the actuator forces must be
greater than 675N according to equation (5). Similarly, for velocities calculation used the upper
bounds of 10rad/sec in angular velocities of the platform. According to equation (6), the linear
actuators should achieve velocities at least 2.1m/sec in order characteristics providing the robot
motion can be selected. Simulations with the maximum design values movements shows that
the platform fulfils the design requirements, proving the succeed of design [24].

4 Identification of the ankle joint complex kinematics

For the identification of the ankle joint complex kinematics parameters it is useful to implement
robot calibration techniques. Since the internal joint ankle values is di"cult to be measured,
conventional calibration techniques are not applicable. Therefore, we approach the problem by
trying algebraic elimination and trajectory fitting in 3D circles [21].

4.1 Algebraic methods

We first approached identification via algebraic variable elimination. Algebraic elimination of
the two rotation angles of the ankle might be a reliable approach, just as it has been for parallel
robots [4, 5]. However, the case of serial robots presents certain di"culties compared to parallel
robots. In the latter case, the kinematics equations are produced by one multiplication with one
homogeneous transformation matrix. In serial robots, the kinematics equations are obtained by
successive multiplication with as many homogeneous matrices as the number of links. Hence,
the final kinematics equations are quite complex [21].

One approach is to linearize the polynomial system by resultants. It is typically expressed
as a matrix determinant, and the resultant matrix can be used to reduce system solving to
a problem in linear algebra [6]. In the case of a manipulator with two revolute joints, its
kinematics model is the product of two D-H matrices. To eliminate the two rotation angles by
resultants, the mresultant function of MAPLE package Multires yields a 21! 21 matrix which
contains polynomials of degree up to 15, therefore the determinant is very hard to compute.

4.2 Identification by nonlinear fitting in 3D circles

This section presents identification without using internal joint values, based on fitting 3D
circles. Let us consider a serial manipulator with only revolute joints, where all the joints are
fixed in their zero position. Starting from the last axis we rotate it and record the Cartesian
position of the end-e!ector. After we fix the last axis, we rotate the previous axis while all the
remaining axes are unmovable in the zero position and record the end-e!ector’s positions. We
repeat until the rotation of the end-e!ector about the first axis is recorded. Rotation of a point
about an arbitrary axis in 3D traces a circular arc. Given N measured points of the arc, we
estimate the parameters (center, radius, normal) in two steps: (1) the points are fitted on the
plane of the arc, while the plane-normal defines the rotation axis, (2) we compute the center
and radius of the arc.

Nonlinear least-squares minimize f =
!N

i=1 e
2
i , where the ei denote the errors, by iteratively

linearizing around the parameters the following:

#f = Jk#x, (7)

where#f is the error between measured and residual function, #x is the correction of parameter
vector x in the current estimate, and Jk is the identification Jacobian. Usually, weighting of
least-squares gives better accuracy and is achieved by task variable and column scaling. The
measured data are of the same units and therefore task variable scaling via noise covariance
matrices is not necessary. On the other hand, column scaling improves the condition number
! = "1/"p, where "1 is the largest and "p the smallest nonzero singular values of Jk. Column
scaling does not a!ect the solution and is achieved by right multiplication of Jk by matrix
H = diag(h1, . . . , hn) with

hi =

"
||J!1

ki ||, if ||Jki|| "= 0,
1, if ||Jki|| = 0 ,

(8)
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where Jki is the i-th column of Jk. With column scaling the singular values of Jk become com-
parable. Studying Jk before the actual identification, provides information about identifiability
and the observability.

a) Identifiability: This determines whether all parameters can be identified independently,
or some are non-identifiable because depend on others. Non-identifiable parameters exist if Jk
is rank deficient. In this case, several approaches have been proposed [13] for identification: (i)
elimination of the non-identifiable parameters by QR decomposition (ii) zeroing small singular
values, and (iii) incorporating a priori estimates, where small or zero singular values are counter-
acted by a constant weighting factor. An e!cient technique we use here is (ii), which identifies
without removing any parameter or a priori estimates. Our method begins with singular value
decomposition (SVD) of scaled matrix Jk = U"V T , where U is N !N orthogonal, V is n! n
orthogonal, and " is N ! n diagonal, with singular values !1 " · · · " !p > 0 = · · · = 0. If
p < n, then Jk is rank deficient so each iteration step of 7 computes

#x =
n!

j=1

uT
j #f vj
!j

, (9)

where, if !j is zero or numerically small, we set 1/!j = 0.
b) Observability: Observability concerns the selection of the best measurement sets according

to an observability index. Several observability indices which indicate the measurements of high
accuracy have been proposed. A very interesting one is the noise amplification index O = !2

p/!1

, which relates the amplification of the measurement noise with the estimated parameters. It
is more sensitive to measurement and modeling error than previous indices. The measurement
poses set with larger O results to a more accurate identification.

Step 1 : The coordinate data will be fitted to the 4 parameter plane: Ax+By+Cz+D=0.
The vertical distance di of a 3D point i from a plane is given by:

di =
Axi +Byi + Czi +D#

A2 +B2 + C2
. (10)

We have to minimize the objective: fd =
"N

1 d2i . Identification is performed after certain
iterations of linear least-squares 7. The identification Jacobian is the stacked matrix for all
measurements of the rows J l

k of the following derivatives : J l
k =

#
!di
!A

!di
!B

!di
!C

!di
!D

$
.

Step 2 : The arc points are projected onto the plane by computing a verticality condition.
The center and radius of the arc is defined by an intersecting sphere with the resulting plane of
Step 1. The residuals of the sphere and measured data points are: ei = (xi$xc)2+(yi$ yc)2+
(zi $ zc)2 $ R2. Therefore, to find the best fitting sphere, we solve the constrained nonlinear

least-squares: fe =
"N

1 e2i , subject to: h(xc, yc, zc) = Axc + Byc + Czc + D = 0. Similarly
with the linearized procedure of Step 1, the constrained nonlinear least-squares can be solved
by iteratively solving: %

$JT
s Js JT

h
Jh 0

&
·
%
pk
"k

&
=

%
JT
s ei
$h

&
, (11)

where Js the identification Jacobian, namely the stacked matrix for all measurements of the rows

J l
s of the following derivatives of the residuals:J l

s =
'

!ei
!xc

!ei
!yc

!ei
!zc

!ei
!R

(
, where matrix

Jh is the Jacobian of the constrained equation h with respect to the parameters (xc, yc, zc),
pk = [xc, yc, zc, R] is the vector of estimated parameters, and "k is the scalar Lagrange multiplier
for the constraint. The two steps yield the circle center pc = (xc, yc, zc), radius R, as well as
the normal vector $%n , which is the unit vector of $%p = [A,B,C].

4.3 Identification by linear fitting in 3D circles

We follow the previous two-steps procedure of fitting the plane and circle but avoid to use non-
linear least-squares.We employ direct methods which are computationally faster and accurate.

Step 1 : The plane is estimated via SVD [20]. Let pp be a point on the best fitted plane,
pi a given point, and #a the normal vector to the plane. The vertical distance of pi from this
plane is di = #a · (#pi $ #pp), so minimizing J =

"N
1 di yields #a subject to |#a| = 1. By Lagrange

multipliers, one obtains a 3 ! 3 eigenproblem: (MTM)#a = "#a, where M = [xT
i y

T
i z

T
i ] is the

N ! 3 data matrix. Eventually, we get:
"

i(#a · #pi) = "|#a|2 = ", so minimizing J is reduced
to computing the minimum eigenvalue of MTM . This is the square of the minimum singular
value of M , computed by SVD, which is quite stable numerically. The corresponding singular
vector is #a. Since the centroid of the data belongs to the plane, we can specify all parameters
of the plane equation.
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Step 2 : The center and radius of rotation will be estimated by applying 2D methods. After
the estimation of the best plane, the measured data are projected onto the plane. A coordinate
frame is defined as follows: !"a is the unit vector through p1, pn,

!"n is the unit normal vector of
the plane, !"o = !"n #!"a . The following matrix maps the arc points from the frame of !"a ,!"o ,!"n ,
to the base frame of the sensor:

T =

! !"a !"o !"n !"p1
0 0 0 1

"
. (12)

Now, we have to estimate the circle in 2D. After estimation of the center and radius, the
former is mapped through T back to 3D space. Here we compare existing nonlinear and linear
methods for 2D arc fitting. These methods are: (1) Algebraic circle fit with ”hyperaccuracy”,
(2) Karimaki’s,(3) Landau’s,(4) Pratt’s with SVD,(5) Riemann sphere fitting, (6) Levenberg-
Marquard, (7) the Trust region,(8) Linear least squares by Kasa, and (9) Thomas’ method.

The previous methods are evaluated, on a 2D arc estimation. An arc of 60o is selected and
normal distributed noise with standard deviation ! = 0.06 was added. As evaluation factors for
the methods we selected (a) the distance between the estimated center and the actual center,
(b) the di!erence of the estimated radius from the actual one, and (c) execution time. The
Riemann sphere fitting method was more accurate and fast, because it is non-iterative and has
been selected for arc fitting.

The fitting with Riemann-spheres [17], is based on the 1-to-1 mapping of a 2D circle to
a Riemann sphere through stereographic projection. A circle on the Riemann sphere is its
intersection with a plane in 3D, therefore the fitting of a 2D circle is reduced to fitting a plane
in the Riemann sphere. The procedure is non-iterative, fast, accurate, and has 3 steps [21].

Figure 5: Simulation evaluation of the linear and nonlinear methods with noise (! = 0.04).

Figure 6: Experimental evaluation of the linear and nonlinear identification.

Both nonlinear and linear methods yields the equations of the 2 ankle axes. The D-H
parameters can be computed geometrically based on the definition of the method [21]. Results:
Initially the proposed method is evaluated on the model. First, the inversion-eversion motion
were executed taking all the values in its range producing 41 points. Next, we fix STJ, and UAJ
is rotated in its full range, producing 66 dorsiflexion/plantarflexion data of point P8. Normally
distributed noise with standard deviation (! = 0.04) was added on the measured data and the
simulation results are shown in fig 5. For the plane estimation of Step 1 the observability index
O was evaluated on several position sets. The position set with many equally distributed points
along the arc gave the maximum O value. By performing SVD on the identification Jacobian
we found that only the 4th singular value vanishes. Similarly, for the center estimation of Step
2 several position sets were tested. Position set with many equally distributed points along the
arc gave the maximum O value. The identification Jacobian in Step 2 has full rank and there
were no non-identifiable parameters.
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Our method is evaluated on an actual human foot. An adult male subject of height 1.85m
and weight 80kg has been used, and the motions of the right foot were measured. For recording,
we used a Microscribe 5-axes coordinate measurement device. For the dorsiflexion-plantarflexion
motion, 13 positions were recorded, while for the inversion-eversion motion, we recorded 12. In
comparison with the simulation results (fig. 6), the deviation between the two methods is larger
which emanates from the smaller number of measurement points.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this thesis was studied the design and identification of kinematics parameters of robotic
mechanisms for ankle physiotherapy applications. Initially, we adopted the suitable 2 axes
ankle joint kinematics model from the literature and we received experimental data, in order
to define a design framework for the design of a rehabilitation robot. Then, we introduced
a new 2-DOF hybrid serial-parallel robot with mechanical adjustability and we performed its
parametric design. This physiotherapy device outperforms to the existing physiotherapy robots
on the minimum number of actuators, safety, modularity and economy. Finally, we developed
a simple, robust and accurate method for identification of the ankle joint complex kinematics
parameters for the appropriate tuning of a physiotherapy robot. Our method avoids the use
of position tracking of multiple point-markers on the body-member and the use of expensive
optical motion analysis systems. This makes it applicable in a physiotherapy clinic.

As future work, we may consider the structural study and construction of the robot. We
have to investigate appropriate compliance control laws (e.g. sti!ness, impedance, hybrid po-
sition/force control) [25, 26] in order to evaluate their suitability for physiotherapy operations.
The development of the user software with teleoperation capabilities and operation of the plat-
form with patients under the supervision of physiotherapist are in our interests. Also, we may
revisit algebraic techniques, investigating sophisticated algorithms such as sparse interpolation,
or parameter reduction so as to reduce the complexity of the resultant calculations in the kine-
matics parameters identification of the ankle joint complex.
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2 Open learner Model maintained in SCALE (OLM_SCALE) 
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3     Indicative screenshots of the OLM_SCALE 
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=!'*(&'2%'!%%&'-&'S-,#3%'N0'"1%'!5%*-6-*'!"#$%&"'-&!5%*"!'1-!'+;&')+$%/'(&$'*+)5(3%!'
1-!'$%.%/+5-&,'+6'#&$%3!"(&$-&,'+6'"1%'"(3,%"'*+&*%5"'"+'"1("'+6'"1%'";+'5%%3!'1%'1(!'
*1+!%&' "+' -&!5%*"' "1%-3' )+$%/!8' S+3' %(*1' (*"-.-":' "1%' 6+//+;-&,' -&6+3)("-+&' -!'
%E"%3&(/-W%$B' 4-7' "1%' !"#$%&"@!' H&+;/%$,%' /%.%/0' 4--7' "1%' )-&-)#)0' (.%3(,%' (&$'
)(E-)#)' H&+;/%$,%' /%.%/0' 4---7' "1%' (*"-.-":@!' %/(2+3("-+&' (""%)5"!' 4%8,8' 6+3' "1%'
(*"-.-":' :"#3+3&3.+' .#' 7+' ;$0.!3&94' "1%' !5%*-6-*' !"#$%&"' 1(!' (""%)5"%$' ";-*%' "+'
%/(2+3("%'"1%'*+33%!5+&$-&,'!#2(*"-.-"-%!70'4-.7'"1%'(*"-.-":@!'!"("#!'53%!%&"%$'%-"1%3'2:'
"1%' 63(*"-+&' -&$-*("-&,' %/(2+3("%$' !#2(*"-.-"-%!' I' (.(-/(2/%' !#2(*"-.-"%!' 4%8,8' 6+3' "1%'
(*"-.-":'<(")*.%.*"'"1%'!5%*-6-*'!"#$%&"'1(!'%/(2+3("%$'*+33%*"/:'";+'+#"'+6'"1%'"13%%'
(.(-/(2/%' !#2(*"-.-"-%!7' +3' 2:' (' !5%*-6-*' -*+&' -&$-*("-&,' "1("' (//' "1%' (.(-/(2/%'
!#2(*"-.-"%!' 1(.%' (/3%($:' 2%%&' %/(2+3("%$' 4%8,8' 6+3' "1%' (*"-.-":' :"#3+3&3.+' .#' 7+'
;$0.!3&94'"1%'!5%*-6-*'!"#$%&"'1(!'%/(2+3("%$'*+33%*"/:'(//'"1%'(.(-/(2/%'!#2(*"-.-"-%!70'
4.7'"1%'(*"-.-":@!'(.%3(,%'%/(2+3("-+&'(""%)5"!'(&$'4.-7'"1%'5%%3!@'H&+;/%$,%'/%.%/'(&$'
"1%'*+33%!5+&$-&,'%/(2+3("-+&'(""%)5"!'(&$'!"("#!8'X:'53%!!-&,'"1%'B6"+CD$.("'2#""+&0'
"1%'!"#$%&"'*(&'*1++!%'%-"1%3'"+'+5%&'+3'"+'*/+!%'"1%')+$%/'"+'1-!I1%3!'5%%3!8'A13+#,1'
"1%'E("!('2#""+&'"1%'!"#$%&"'*(&'*1++!%'"1%'5%%3!';1+!%')+$%/!'!I1%'/-H%!'"+'-&!5%*"8'
'
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!"#$%&'()'*+,-./0+1'.2%&&34567'68'9'4:&2"8"2';&9%3&%<=6>&;?4'=9"3'42%&&3'68'75&'2632&:7'
@0;#6%"75=4A'B7%934;97&>'"3'13#;"45C'

'

4. The empirical study 
D$%"3#' 75&' 929>&="2' E&9%' 68' FGGHI' ./0+1' 93>' 75&' 26%%&4:63>"3#' &>$297"639;'
=97&%"9;'>&J&;6:&>'59J&'K&&3'$4&>'86%'75&'8"%47' 7"=&'9"="3#'76'"=:%6J&'75&'7&925"3#'
93>' ;&9%3"3#':%62&44&4'68' 75&'$3>&%#%9>$97&'26$%4&'@L37%6>$27"63' 76'L386%=97"24'93>'
M&;&26==$3"297"634A'NFGOP'M5&'26$%4&'"4'26=:$;46%E'93>'"4'79$#57'Q'56$%4':&%'R&&SP'
M5&'26$%4&'6KT&27"J&4'9%&'94'86;;6R4)'B"C' 76'#"J&'47$>&374'9'47%63#'K92S#%6$3>'"3'75&'
86;;6R"3#' 76:"24' 68' 26=:$7&%' 42"&32&)' D979' .76%9#&I' D979',93":$;97"63I' *:&%97"3#'
.E47&=4I'U&7R6%S"3#' 93>' L37&%3&7I'0;#6%"75=4'93>'V%6#%9=="3#'+93#$9#&4I' B""C' 76'
=9S&'47$>&374'26=86%79K;&'R"75'26=:$7&%4'93>'&;"="397&'93E'8&9%4'9K6$7'26=:$7&%4'
93>'B"""C' 76'&479K;"45'K94"2'86$3>97"634'68' 8$%75&%'47$>EP'M5&'&J9;$97"63'68'./0+1?4'
9::;"297"63' >$%"3#' 75&' 929>&="2' E&9%' FGGH' 456R&>' 7597' 9;756$#5' ./0+1' 594' K&&3'
:%6J&>' 94' 9' J9;$9K;&' 766;' "3' 4$::6%7"3#' 93>' &35932"3#' 75&' 7&925"3#' 93>' ;&9%3"3#'
:%62&44&4I' 9' 2634">&%9K;&' :&%2&379#&' 68' 75&' :9%7"2":97&>' 47$>&374' BFHPWXC' 4&&=&>'
%975&%' >"4&3#9#&>' R5";&' R6%S"3#' "3' 75&' &3J"%63=&37P' M5"4' 8927' &326$%9#&>' $4' 76'
>&J&;6:'93'6:&3';&9%3&%'=6>&;'86%'./0+1'93>'76'263>$27'93'&=:"%"29;'47$>E'"3'6%>&%'
76'"3J&47"#97&'75&'"44$&'68'#$">"3#Y7$76%"3#'75&'>"4&3#9#&>'47$>&374'76'R6%S'"3'9'=6%&'
&88&27"J&' 93>' &3#9#&>' R9EP' M5&' &=:"%"29;' 47$>E' R94' 263>$27&>' >$%"3#' 75&' R"37&%'
4&=&47&%'68'75&'929>&="2'E&9%'FGGW<FGGZ'"3'75&'2637&[7'68'75&'986%&=&37"63&>'26$%4&'
@L37%6>$27"63'76'L386%=97"24'93>'M&;&26==$3"297"634A'NF(OP'
M5&'=9"3'%&4&9%25'\$&47"634'68'75&'&=:"%"29;'47$>E'R94)'/93'75&'6:&3';&9%3&%'=6>&;'
&=K&>>&>'"3'75&'./0+1'&3J"%63=&37'47"=$;97&'47$>&374'76'R6%S'"3'93'&88&27"J&'93>'
&3#9#&>'R9E]'
(^_'8"%47'E&9%?4'47$>&374I'7597'&3%6;;&>'76'75&'26$%4&'@L37%6>$27"63'76'L386%=97"24'93>'
M&;&26==$3"297"634A' 97' 75&'D&:9%7=&37' 68' L386%=97"24' 93>'M&;&26==$3"297"634'68'
75&'U97"639;' 93>'`9:6>"47%"93'a3"J&%4"7E' 68'075&34I' :9%7"2":97&>' "3' 75&' 47$>EP' '0;;'
:9%7"2":9374'9#&>'K&7R&&3'(W'93>'FQ'E&94'977&3>&>'b&3&%9;'+E2&$='"3'b%&&2&'>$%"3#'
75&"%'.&263>9%E'1>$297"63'E&9%4P''
L3'6%>&%'76'"3J&47"#97&'75&'&88&27"J&3&44'68'75&'6:&3';&9%3&%'=6>&;'"3'75&'2637&[7'68'75&'
4:&2"8"2' 26$%4&I' &>$297"639;' =97&%"9;' "3' 75&' 86%=' 68' "3>"J">$9;' 927"J"7"&4' R94'
>&J&;6:&>P'M5"4'=97&%"9;'&[:;6"74'75&';&9%3"3#'>&4"#3'68'75&'./0+1'&3J"%63=&37'93>'
293'K&'$4&>'B"C'KE'75&'7&925&%'94';9K6%976%E'K94&>'&[&%2"4&4'6%'94'56=&R6%SI'93>'B""C'
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!"# $%&# '$()&*$# +'# +#,&+*# $-# )&&.&*# %/'0%&1'# 2*-34&)5&# /*# $%&# (*)&14"/*5# $-./6'# -1#
.1&.+1&#%/,0%&1'&47#7-1#$%&#6-11&'.-*)/*5#(*/8&1'/$"#6-(1'&'#9::;<#9:=;<#9:>;?##
@(1/*5#$%&#7/1'$#4&6$(1&#-7#$%&#6-(1'&#$%&#$3-#1&'.-*'/!4&#$&+6%&1'#.1&'&*$&)#+*#-($4/*&#
-7# $%&# 6-8&1&)# $-./6'?# A-44-3/*5# $%+$<# -*&# -7# $%&# $&+6%&1'# .1&'&*$&)# $%&# BCDEF#
&*8/1-*,&*$<#$%&#)&8&4-.&)#&)(6+$/-*+4#,+$&1/+4#+*)#$%&#-.&*#4&+1*&1#,-)&4?#G&'(4$'#
H'&&#'&6$/-*#G&'(4$'I#3&1&#-!$+/*&)#71-,#'"'$&,#4-5'#+*)#J(&'$/-**+/1&'?#
K%&#&/5%$#3&&2'#&,./1/6+4#'$()"#6-*'/'$&)#-7#$%&#7-44-3/*5#.%+'&'L#
H/I !"#$%#&%#HM'$#3&&2I#N#4+'$&)#M<O#%-(1L#D44#'$()&*$'#.+1$/6/.+$/*5#/*#$%&#&,./1/6+4#

'$()"<#$--2#$%&#.1&P+6%/&8&,&*$#$&'$?#
H//I '(")*+,-(.%-/0%*1*%*#&#N#4+'$&)#Q#3&&2'#HM'$#3&&2#N#Q$%#3&&2IL#K%&#.+1$/6/.+$/*5#

'$()&*$'#3-12&)#-($#$%&#+6$/8/$/&'#&,!&))&)#/*#$%&#BCDEF#&*8/1-*,&*$?#R$#3+'#
'(55&'$&)# $-# H+I# +66&''# $%&# &*8/1-*,&*$# +*)# 3-12# -($# $%&# 6-11&'.-*)/*5#
+6$/8/$/&'#+$#+#3&&2S'#!+'/'#7-44-3/*5#$%&#,+$&1/+4#-7#$%&#4&6$(1&'#+*)#H!I#('&#$%&#
-.&*#4&+1*&1#,-)&4?##K%&#&'$/,+$&)#3&&24"#$/,&#$%+$#'$()&*$'#%+)#$-#3-12#3/$%#
BCDEF# 3+'# :# %-(1'?# D$# $%&# &*)# -7# $%&# =1)# 3&&2# +# 4-5# 7/4&# +*+4"'/'# 3+'#
.&17-1,&)<#/*#-1)&1#$-#1&8&+4#H+I#$%&#'$()&*$'#$%+$#3&1&#&*5+5&)#0#)/'&*5+5&)#/*#
3-12/*5#-($# $%&#+6$/8/$/&'#+*)# H!I# $%&# '$()&*$'# $%+$#('&)0)/)#*-$#('&# $%&#-.&*#
4&+1*&1# ,-)&4?# K%&# '$()&*$'# 3%-# )/)# *-$# ('&# $%&# -.&*# 4&+1*&1# ,-)&4# 3&1&#
.1-,.$&)#H8/+#&,+/4I#$-#)-#'-?##K%&#'+,&#4-5#7/4&#+*+4"'/'#3+'#1&.&+$&)#+$#$%&#
&*)#-7#$%&#Q$%#3&&2#-7#$%&#&,./1/6+4#'$()"?###

2***3 !(&%$%#&%# HT$%#3&&2I# N# 4+'$&)# =# %-(1'L#D44# '$()&*$'# $--2# $%&# .-'$P+6%/&8&,&*$#
$&'$#H6-(1'&S'#7/*+4#&U+,I?-

2*13 4*55*+,- %6#- 7.#&%*(++/*"## HT$%# 3&&2I# N# 4+'$&)# =V# ,/*($&'L# K%&# .+1$/6/.+$/*5#
'$()&*$'# 3&1&# +'2&)# $-# &U.1&''# $%&/1# -./*/-*# 6-*6&1*/*5# $%&# -.&*# 4&+1*&1#
,-)&4?-

D44#'$()&*$'#+$$&*)&)#$%&#3&&24"#4&6$(1&'#+*)#'$()/&)#$%&#1&4&8+*$#&)(6+$/-*+4#,+$&1/+4#
H6-(1'&#!--2#+*)# 4&6$(1&#*-$&'I<# /*#-1)&1# $-#.1&.+1&# $%&,'&48&'# 7-1# $%&# 7/*+4#&U+,'?#
K%&# 4&6$(1&# *-$&'# +*)# '(..4&,&*$+1"# ,+$&1/+4# H&?5?# +**-(*6&,&*$'# 6-*6&1*/*5# $%&#
6-(1'&<# +*'3&1'# $-# J(&'$/-*'# .-'$&)# )(1/*5# $%&# 4&6$(1&I# 3&1&# )&4/8&1&)# $-# '$()&*$'#
$%1-(5%#$%&#6-(1'&#,+*+5&,&*$#'"'$&,#H%$$.L00&64+''?)/?(-+?510I?-
W-1&-8&1<# &)(6+$/-*+4# ,+$&1/+4# /*# 7-1,# -7# /*)/8/)(+4# +6$/8/$/&'# 3+'# )&8&4-.&)# +*)#
)&4/8&1&)# $%1-(5%# $%&# BCDEF# &*8/1-*,&*$<# 6-8&1/*5# $%&# 7-44-3/*5# $-./6'L# H/I#@+$+#
B$-1+5&<# H//I# @+$+# W+*/.(4+$/-*<# H///I# X.&1+$/*5# B"'$&,'<# H/8I# Y&$3-12/*5# +*)#
R*$&1*&$<# +*)# H8I#D45-1/$%,'?# F+6%# +6$/8/$"# 6-*'/'$&)# -7# -*&# -1#,-1&# '(!P+6$/8/$/&'Z#
+*)# &+6%# '(!P+6$/8/$"# -7# -*&# -1# ,-1&# J(&'$/-*# /$&,'?# K%&# +6$/8/$"0'(!P+6$/8/$"#
+))1&''&)#4&+1*/*5#-($6-,&'#-7#$%&#C-,.1&%&*'/-*#+*)0-1#$%&#D..4/6+$/-*#4&8&4?#K%&#
J(&'$/-*# /$&,'# 3&1&# H/I# ,(4$/.4&# 6%-/6&# J(&'$/-*'# 3/$%# -*&# 6-11&6$# +*'3&1<# H//I#
,(4$/.4&# 6%-/6&# J(&'$/-*'# 3/$%# ,-1&# $%+*# -*&# 6-11&6$# +*'3&1'<# H///I# ,+$6%/*5#
J(&'$/-*'<#H/8I#$3-P$/&1#J(&'$/-*'<#3%&1&#$%&#'&6-*)#$/&1#&U.4-1&'#'$()&*$'S#1&+'-*'#7-1#
$%&#6%-/6&#,+)&#/*#$%&#7/1'$#$/&1#9:O;<#9:[;<#+*)#H/8I#-.&*#+*'3&1#J(&'$/-*'#H+''&''&)#
!"#$%&#$&+6%&1I?#K%&#+6$/8/$/&'#(*)&1#6-*'/)&1+$/-*#6-8&1#+44#)/77/6(4$"#4&8&4'<#.1-8/)&#
,(4$/.4&#+*)#)/77&1&*$#2/*)#-7# 7&&)!+62# $".&'#+*)#+1&#+($-,+$/6+44"#+''&''&)#!"# $%&#
'"'$&,#H&U6&.$#-7#$%&#-.&*#+*'3&1#J(&'$/-*'I?#
@(1/*5#$%&#7/1'$#3&&2#-7#$%&#6-(1'&#+44#'$()&*$'#.+1$/6/.+$&)#/*#$%&#.1&P$&'$<#/*#-1)&1#$-#
/)&*$/7"# $%&/1# .1/-1# 2*-34&)5&# HMV# ,(4$/.4&# 6%-/6&# +*)# O# -.&*# +*'3&1# J(&'$/-*'I?#
F+6%#J(&'$/-*#'6-1&)#MV#.-/*$'?##
@(1/*5#$%&#4+'$#3&&2#-7#$%&#6-(1'&<#+44#'$()&*$'#.+1$/6/.+$&)#/*#$%&#6-(1'&#7/*+4#&U+,#
H.-'$P$&'$I?#K%&#.-'$P$&'$#+/,'#$-#1&8&+4#$%&#)/77&1&*6&'#/*#'$()&*$'S#6-*6&.$/-*'#3/$%#
$%&#.1&P$&'$<#+7$&1# $%&/1# /*8-48&,&*$#3/$%#$%&#3&&24"#4&6$(1&'<# $%&#6-(1'&#&)(6+$/-*+4#
,+$&1/+4#+*)#$%&#BCDEF#&*8/1-*,&*$?#K%&#'$()&*$'#%+)#$-#+*'3&1#$%&#'+,&#J(&'$/-*'#
$%&"#3-12&)#-($# /*# $%&#.1&P$&'$?#K%&#&8+4(+$/-*#-7#!-$%#$%&#.1&P$&'$#+*)#$%&#.-'$P$&'$#
3+'#.&17-1,&)#!"#$%&#$3-#6-(1'&#$&+6%&1'#/*#+#MVP.-/*$#'6+4&#HMPMVI#7-1#&+6%#J(&'$/-*?#
K%&#7/*+4#'6-1&#-7#&+6%#J(&'$/-*#3+'#$%&#,&+*#-7#$%&#$3-#&8+4(+$-1'S#'6-1&'?##
 
5. Results 
K-# )&$&1,/*&# 3%&$%&1# $%&# -.&*# 4&+1*&1# ,-)&4# ,+/*$+/*&)# /*# BCDEF# &*8/1-*,&*$#
'$/,(4+$&#'$()&*$'#$-#3-12#/*#+*#&77&6$/8&#+*)#&*5+5&)#3+"<#3&#.&17-1,&)#H)(1/*5#$%&#
=1)# 3&&2# -7# $%&# &,./1/6+4I# +# 4-5# 7/4&# +*+4"'/'# /*# -1)&1# $-# 1&8&+4# $%&# )/'&*5+5&)#
'$()&*$'?# K%/'# +*+4"'/'# 3+'# !+'&)# -*# $%&# +6$/-*'# $%+$# '$()&*$'# ,-'$4"# .&17-1,&)#
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!"#$%"& %"'()*+,& -)"& ($%%"(-& '+./"%.& $#& '+& '(-*0*-12& '#-"%& *+*-*'331& .4!5*--*+,& /%$+,&
'+./"%.6&
7+& 89:;<& "+0*%$+5"+-2& /)"+"0"%& '& .-4="+-& .4!5*-.& '& /%$+,& '+./"%& .>)"& )'.& -)"&
?$..*!*3*-1& -$& *="+-*#1&'+=&($%%"(-&)*.>)"%& "%%$%.& @"6,6&!1& %"("*0*+,& -4-$%*+,& #""=!'(A&
($5?$+"+-.& $%& !1& %".-4=1*+,& -)"& ($%%".?$+=*+,& -$?*(& $#& -)"& ($4%."& !$$AB& '+=& -)"+&
%".4!5*--*+,&-)"&'+./"%6&&
C)"&3$,&#*3"&'+'31.*.&%"0"'3"=&-)'-&.$5"&.-4="+-.&)'=&"D-%"5"31&3$/&!"#$%&'((')*+('&"&
@*6"6& -)"& -*5"& "3'?."=& !"-/""+& -)"& *+*-*'331& /%$+,& .4!5*..*$+& '+=& -)"& .4!."E4"+-&
%".4!5*..*$+B&'+=&($+.*="%'!3"&)*,)&'0"%',"& %'-"&$#&'(-*0*-*".F&"3'!$%'-*$+&'--"5?-.6&
:(($%=*+,31&-$&-)"&/$%A.&$#&GHI&'+=&GJKI2&/"&?%".45"&-)'-&-)"."&.-4="+-.&/"%"&%'-)"%&
=*."+,',"=& /)*3"& /$%A*+,& *+& -)"& "+0*%$+5"+-& '+=& /"%"& $+31& -%1*+,& -$& ,4"..& -)"&
($%%"(-&'+./"%2& *+&($+-%'.-&/*-)& -)"&%".-&$#&-)"&.-4="+-.2& -)'-&!"#$%"&%".4!5*--*+,&-)"&
'+./"%& "*-)"%& %".-4=*"=& -)"& E4".-*$+& $%& ($+.43-"=& %"3"0'+-& "=4('-*$+'3& 5'-"%*'3& $%&
%"("*0"=&%"3"0'+-&-4-$%*+,&#""=!'(A&($5?$+"+-.6&&
7+&$%="%& -$& *="+-*#1& -)"&?%".45"=&=*."+,',"=&.-4="+-.2&/"&('3(43'-"=& @*B& -)"&"3'?."=&
-*5"& !"-/""+& -)"& *+*-*'3& .4!5*..*$+& $#& '& /%$+,& '+./"%& '+=& -)"& #*+'3& ($%%"(-&
.4!5*..*$+& -)"& .'5"&E4".-*$+&'+=& @**B& -)"&".-*5'-"=& -*5"& #$%& %'+=$5&.4!5*..*$+&$#&
'+./"%& -$& -)"& .?"(*#*(& E4".-*$+6& L$%& "D'5?3"2& *#& -)"& ".-*5'-"=& -*5"& #$%& %'+=$5&
.4!5*..*$+&#$%&'&.?"(*#*(&'(-*0*-1&/'.&MN&."(&'+=&'&.-4="+-&%".4!5*--"=&*+&3"..&-)'+&MN&
."(& -)"+& -)*.& '--"5?-& -$& '+./"%& -)"& E4".-*$+& *.& ($+.*="%"=& '& !3*+=& ,4"..& '+=& -)"&
.-4="+-& %'-)"%&=*."+,',"=&/)"+&'+./"%*+,&-)"&.?"(*#*(&E4".-*$+6&C)"&".-*5'-"=& -*5"&
#$%& %'+=$5& %".4!5*..*$+& /'.& ('3(43'-"=& #%$5& -)"& ='-'& ="%*0"=& !1& -)"& -/$& ($4%."&
-"'()"%.&-)'-&="3*!"%'-"31&-%*"=&-$&.4!5*-&!3*+=&,4"..".&-$&"'()&'(-*0*-1F.&E4".-*$+.&'.&
E4*(A31&'.&?$..*!3"&4+-*3&-)"1&%"'()"=&-)"&($%%"(-&'+./"%6&9$5?'%*+,&-)"."&-*5".&@-)"&
'(-4'3& %".4!5*..*$+& -*5"& '+=& -)"& ".-*5'-"=& -*5"& #$%& %'+=$5& %".4!5*..*$+B2& /"&
=*0*="=&.-4="+-.&*+&-/$&.4!,%$4?.O&&&

 ,'#")*-*"./&.-4="+-.+-)'-&%"-%1&-$&'+./"%&-)"&E4".-*$+&0"%1&%'?*=31&@3"..&-)'+&
-)"&".-*5'-"=&-*5"B6&

 0)*-*"./+.-4="+-.&-)'-&%"-%1&-$&'+./"%&-)"&E4".-*$+&'#-"%&'&($+.*="%'!3"&-*5"&
*+-"%0'3& @"E4'3& $%&5$%"& -)'+& -)"& ".-*5'-"=& -*5"B& $%& '#-"%& %"("*0*+,& -4-$%*+,&
#""=!'(A&($5?$+"+-.6&&

C)"& +"D-& .-"?&/'.& -$& (3'..*#1& "'()& .-4="+-& '(($%=*+,& -$& -)"*%& %".4!5*--*+,& -*5"& '.&
0)*-*".+$%&,'#")*-*".+!1&4.*+,&C/$P8-"?&(34.-"%&'+'31.*.6&&
Q$%"$0"%2& /"& (3'..*#*"=& "'()& .-4="+-& '(($%=*+,& -$& -)"& "D-"+=& .>)"& 4."=& -)"& $?"+&
3"'%+"%&5$="36&Q$%"&.?"(*#*('3312&/"&('3(43'-"=&#$%&"'()&.-4="+-& -)"&%'-"&Q4RCQ>CC&
@12."3+ 4#-*"B2& /)"%"& CC& %"?%"."+-.& -)"& C$-'3& C*5"& .?"+-& /$%A*+,& *+& 89:;<&
"+0*%$+5"+-&4?&-$&-)"&"+=&$#&-)"&S%=&/""A&$#&-)"&"5?*%*('3&.-4=1&'+=&CQ&&%"?%"."+-.&
-)"& -*5"& .?"+-& 4.*+,& -)"&$?"+& 3"'%+"%&5$="3& =4%*+,& -)"& .'5"&?"%*$=6&T4-& $#& '33& -)"&
$((4%%"=&Q4&0'3".2&-)"&0'34"&Q4SN&/'.&('3(43'-"=2&-)'-&($%%".?$+=.&-$&-)"&.?"(*#*(&Q4&
0'34"& $#&/)*()& SNU&$#& -)"& .-4="+-.& )'0"& .5'33"%&Q4&0'34"6&C)*.&/'1& -)"& .-4="+-.&
/"%"&=*0*="=&*+&-/$&.4!,%$4?.O&&&

 52)+12."3+4#"!# (NMU)/&#($.")(#+6'(7+1$+89&1$:;++
 12."3+4#"!# (MU)/+#($.")(#+6'(7+1$+<&1$:;&

&
C)"&%".43-.&$#&-)"&.-4="+-.F&(3'..*#*('-*$+&'(($%=*+,&-$&-)"*%&/'1&$#&/$%A*+,&@"+,',"=&
V& =*."+,',"=B& '+=& '(($%=*+,& -$& -)"& "D-"+-& -)"1& 4."=& -)"& $?"+& 3"'%+"%& 5$="3& '%"&
?%"."+-"=&*+&C'!3"&M6&:.&('+&!"&.""+&*+&C'!3"&M&'&,%"'-&?"%("+-',"&$#&-)"&disengaged&
.-4="+-.& /"%"& W$+& Q$="3& 4."%.& @XN6XUB& '+=& '& ,%"'-& ?"%("+-',"& $#& -)"& engaged&
.-4="+-.&/"%"&Q$="3&Y."%.&@XM6ZUB6&C)*.&#'(-&/'.&'+&*+=*('-*$+&-)'-&-)"&"D?3$*-'-*$+&
$#&-)"&#'(*3*-*".&$##"%"=&!1&-)"&$?"+&3"'%+"%&5$="3&('+&.-*543'-"&.-4="+-.&-$&/$%A&*+&'+&
"+,',"=&/'16&7+&$%="%&-$&0"%*#1&-)*.&'..45?-*$+2&/"&"+($4%',"=&-)"&.-4="+-.&/)$&=*=&
+$-&4."&-)"&$?"+&3"'%+"%&5$="3&-$&=$&.$2&!1&*+#$%5*+,&-)"5&@0*'&"5'*3B&-)'-&4.*+,&-)"&
$?"+&3"'%+"%&5$="3&5*,)-&"+)'+("&'+=&.4??$%-&-)"*%&3"'%+*+,6&Q$%"&.?"(*#*('3312&-)"."&
.-4="+-.&/"%"&"+($4%',"=&-$&'(("..&-)"&3"'%+"%&5$="32&-$&5'A"&-)"&*+#$%5'-*$+&)"3=&*+&
*-& '0'*3'!3"& -$& -)"*%& ?""%.& @*6"6& 2=")& -)"*%& 5$="3B& '+=& -$& ()$$."& -)"*%& ?""%.& /)$."&
5$="3.&-)"1&/$43=&3*A"&-$&*+.?"(-6&
&
&
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!"#$%&'(&)$"**+,+-".+/0&/,&*.12%0.*&"--/32+04&./&.5%+3&6"7&/,&6/38+04&9:04"4%2&;&<+*%04"4%2=&

"02&./&.5%&%>.%0.&.5%7&1*%2&.5%&/?%0&$%"30%3&@/2%$&9A/0&B/2%$&C*%3*&;&B/2%$&C*%3*=&".&.5%&%02&

/,&.5%&D32&6%%8&/,&.5%&%@?+3+-"$&*.127&

B/2%$&C*"4%

E"7&/,&6/38+04&

M/2%$&&
U*%3*&

Non M/2%$&&
U*%3*&

D+*%04"4%2&
'F&

9'GHIJ=&

!7?%&!"#$&

KG&

9LMHLJ=&

!7?%&!"%#$&

E04"4%2&
NN&

9L'HKJ=&

!7?%&'"#$&

'K&

9'LHKJ=&

!7?%&'"%#$&
&

O.&.5%&%02&/,&.5%&P
.5
&6%%8&/,&.5%&%@?+3+-"$&*.127&6%&3%?%".%2&.5%&",/3%@%0.+/0%2&$/4&

,+$%&"0"$7*+*& +0&/32%3& ./& +0Q%*.+4".%&65%.5%3& .5%&D
32
&6%%8R*&%@"+$& +0.%3Q%0.+/0&6/1$2&

3%*1$.& /0& .5%& *.12%0.*R& @/3%& %04"4%2& 6"7& /,& 6/38+04H& !5%& "0"$7*+*& 3%Q%"$%2& .5".&

*%Q%3"$&-5"04%*&/,&*.12%0.*R&.7?%*&5"2&/--133%2H&B/3%&*?%-+,+-"$$7&6%&3%4+*.%3%2&.5%&

*.12%0.*R&-5"04%&/,&.7?%*H&!5%&3%*1$.*&"3%&*5/60&+0&!"#$%&I(&&

&

!"#$%&I(&S%4+*.%3%2&-5"04%*&/,&*.12%0.*R&.7?%*&9D32&Q*H&P.5&6%%8&/,&.5%&%@?+3+-"$&

*.127=&;&3"08%2&"--/32+04&./&/--133%0-%*&

DESCRIPTION 
!5+*&-".%4/37&+0-$12%*&*.12%0.*&.5".&".&.5%&%02&/,&.5%T&

TYPE 
 

D
32
&6%%8&

P
.5
&6%%8&

D
32
&6%%8&/,&.5%&%@?+3+-"$&*.127&

6%3%&-5"3"-.%3+U%2&"*(&

P
.5
&6%%8&/,&.5%&%@?+3+-"$&*.127&

6%3%&-5"3"-.%3+U%2&"*(&

STUDENTS GROUP 

'"#$& &
'"#$&&

@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"0&

%04"4%2&6"7&

@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"0&

%04"4%2&6"7&

&

NF&
V3/1?&'&

!"%#$& &
'"#$&

0/0W@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&

@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"0&

%04"4%2&6"7&
DP& V3/1?&I&

!"%#$& &
!"#$&

0/0W@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&

@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&
'D& V3/1?&D&

!"#$& &
!"#$&

@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&

@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&
'I& V3/1?&F&

'"%#$& &
'"#$&

0/0W@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&

"0&%04"4%2&6"7&

@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"0&

%04"4%2&6"7&
L& V3/1?&K&

!"%#$& &
!"%#$&

0/0W@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&

0/0W@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&
P& V3/1?&N&

'"%#$& &
'"%#$&

0/0W@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&

"0&%04"4%2&6"7&

0/0W@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&

"0&%04"4%2&6"7&
K& V3/1?&P&

'"#$& &
!"#$&

@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"0&

%04"4%2&6"7&

@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&
I& V3/1?&L&

'"%#$& &
!"#$&

0/0W@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&

"0&%04"4%2&6"7&

@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&
I& V3/1?&G&

!"#$& &
!"%#$&

@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&

0/0W@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&
I& V3/1?&'M&

!"%#$& &
'"%#$&

0/0W@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&"&

2+*%04"4%2&6"7&

0/0W@/2%$&1*%3*&"02&6/38%2&+0&

"0&%04"4%2&6"7&
I& V3/1?&''&

&

O*& -"0& #%& *%%0& +0&!"#$%& IX& NM&/1.& /,& PF& *.12%0.*& 9L'J=& /,& .5%& +0+.+"$$7& 0/0&@/2%$&

1*%3*& 9PF& *.12%0.*& ;& *%%&!"#$%& I=& 3%*?/02%2&?/*+.+Q%$7& ./& /13& *144%*.+/0& ./&1*%& .5%&

/?%0&$%"30%3&@/2%$&9NM&*.12%0.*&;&*%%&!"#$%&I&V3/1?*&IX&DX&KX&G=H&B/3%&*?%-+,+-"$$7X&
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!"#$%&#$'#()#*+*&*,--.#/*01+2,21/#3#+$+#4$/1-#%0150#+$&#$+-.#617,41#8$/1-#%01509#6%&#
,-0$#4,+,21/#&$#*4:5$;1#&<1*5#=,.#$'#=$5>*+2#&$=,5/0#,#4$51#1+2,21/#=,.#?@,6-1#A#
3# B5$%:# ACD# E!# $%&# $'# ()# *+*&*,--.# /*01+2,21/# 3# +$+# 4$/1-# %0150# ?AAFC# ,-&<$%2<#
510:$+/1/# :$0*&*;1-.# &$# $%5# 0%2210&*$+# &$# %01# &<1# $:1+# -1,5+15#4$/1-# 7$+&*+%1/# &$#
=$5>#*+#,+#/*01+2,21/#=,.#?@,6-1#A#G#B5$%:#!CD#"#$%&#$'#()#*+*&*,--.#/*01+2,21/#3#+$+#
4$/1-#%0150#?EEDHFC#,;$*/1/# &$#%01# &<1#$:1+# -1,5+15#4$/1-#7$+&*+%1/#=$5>*+2# *+#,#
/*01+2,21/#=,.#?@,6-1#A#G#B5$%:#ICD#J*+,--.9#A#$%&#$'#()#*+*&*,--.#/*01+2,21/#3#+$+#
4$/1-#%0150# ?!D!FC#,;$*/1/# &$#%01# &<1#$:1+# -1,5+15#4$/1-#6%&#4,+,21/# &$# *4:5$;1#
&<1*5#=,.#$'#=$5>*+2#&$=,5/0#,#4$51##1+2,21/#=,.#?@,6-1#A#G#B5$%:#EECD#
@<1# 4,K$5*&.# ?)"D(FC# $'# &<1# *+*&*,--.# 4$/1-# %0150# ?HL# 0&%/1+&0# G# 011# @,6-1# EC#
7$+&*+%1/# &$# %01# &<1# $:1+# -1,5+15#4$/1-# &*--# &<1# 1+/# $'# &<1# 1M:15*41+&,-# 0&%/.# ?"H#
0&%/1+&0#G#011#@,6-1#A#B5$%:0#E9#N9#HCD#@<1#51,/15#4,.#+$&*71#&<,&#,-4$0&#,--#*+*&*,--.#
&.:1# OP8Q# 0&%/1+&0# ?O+2,21/# 3# 8$/1-# %0150C# 514,*+1/# *+# &<1# 0,41# 7,&12$5.#
&<5$%2<$%&#&<1#/%5,&*$+#$'#&<1#14:*5*7,-#0&%/.D##

8$51$;159#=1#1M,4*+1/#&<1#:15'$54,+71#/*''151+710#?:513&10&#;0D#:$0&3&10&C9#
512,5/*+2#&<1#25$%:0#&<,&#7$+&,*+1/#4$51#&<,+#EL#0&%/1+&0#?*D1D#'$%5#25$%:0R#B5$%:#E!
?IN#0&%/1+&0C9#B5$%:#A#?!"#0&%/1+&0C9#B5$%:#!#?EA#0&%/1+&0C9#B5$%:#N#?E!#0&%/1+&0CCD#
S$# 0*2+*'*7,+&# /*''151+71# =,0# '$%+/# *+# &<1# T+13U,.# VSTWV# 61&=11+# &<1# '$%5#
25$%:0#$+#&<1#:513&10&#:15'$54,+71D#?011#@,6-1#!#G#:513&10&#7$-%4+CD##V0#7,+#61#011+#
*+# @,6-1# !# &<1# '$%5# 25$%:0# =<151# *+*&*,--.# 1X%*;,-1+&# *+# &<1*5# :513&10&# :15'$54,+71#
?:YLDL(CD#

#
@,6-1#!R#O;,-%,&*$+#$'#&<1#:513&10&#,+/#:$0&3&10&#G#Z1&=11+#25$%:0#?B5$%:#E9#B5$%:#A9#B5$%:#!9#

B5$%:#NC#T+13U,.#VSTWV#
:513&10&# :$0&3&10&#

J?!C# "! J?!C# "!
LDIN"# LDH))#?+0C# EHD!AN# [LDLE#

#

V0#7,+#61# 011+# *+#@,6-1#!# ?:$0&3&10&# 7$-%4+C9# &<1# 510%-&0#$'# &<1#T+13U,.#VSTWV#
51;1,-1/#&<,&#&<1#41,+#:$0&3&10&#:15'$54,+710#,51#+$&#1X%,-#,75$00#&<1#25$%:0#,+/#&<,&#
,&#-1,0&#$+1#$'#&<1#25$%:#41,+0#*0#0*2+*'*7,+&-.#/*''151+&#'5$4#,&#-1,0&#$+1#$&<15#25$%:#
41,+#?:[LDL(CD#\+#$&<15#=$5/0#&<1#',7&#&<,&#&<1#0*2+*'*7,+71#;,-%1#$'#&<1#J#&10&#*0#-100#
&<,+#LDL(#0%2210&0# &<,&# &<1#41,+#:$0&3&10&#:15'$54,+710#$'# &<1# '$%5#25$%:0#/*''15# *+#
0$41# =,.D# \+# $5/15# &$# $6&,*+# =<*7<# 25$%:0# ,51# /*''151+&# ,+/# =<*7<# ,51# +$&9# =1#
:15'$541/#]^_#8%-&*:-1#`$4:,5*0$+#&10&0#6,01/#$+#&<1#'$%5#25$%:0#?011#@,6-1#NC#
#
@,6-1#NR#T+13U,.#VSTWV#8%-&*:-1#`$4:,5*0$+#61&=11+#25$%:0#?B5$%:#E9#B5$%:#A9#B5$%:#!9#

B5$%:#NC#

?\C#@.:1# ?aC#@.:1#
81,+#

_*''151+71#
?\3aC#

0*2#

#$%&"!'! LD!)# LDL"#?+0C#
#$%&"!(! ADLA# [LDLE#

#$%&"!)!
*+,!-.&/01.-2#

#$%&"!,! EDI(# [LDLE#
#$%&"!)! 3LD!)# LDL"#?+0C#
#$%&"!(! EDIA# [LDLE##$%&"!'!

*(3!-.&/01.-2# #$%&"!,! EDAI# [LDLE#
#$%&"!)! 3ADLA# [LDLE#
#$%&"!'! 3EDIA# [LDLE##$%&"!(!

*)(!-.&/01.-2# #$%&"!,! 3LD!I# LD!)#?+0C#
#$%&"!)! 3EDI(# [LDLE#
#$%&"!'! 3EDAI# [LDLE##$%&"!,!

*)'!-.&/01.-2#
#$%&"!(! LD!I# LD!)?+0C#

#
V0#7,+#61#011+#*+#@,6-1#N9#&<1#41,+#$'#B5$%:#E#*0#LD!)#:$*+&0#<*2<15#&<,+#&<1#41,+#$'!
B5$%:#AD#^*+71#&<1#0*2+*'*7,+71#-1;1-#*0#-,5215#?*D1D#LDL"C#&<,+#&<1#51X%*51/#LDL(#,-:<,#
-1;1-9#=1#7$+7-%/1#&<,&#&<1#/*''151+710#*+#:$0&3&10&#:15'$54,+71#'$5#B5$%:#E#,+/#&<1#
B5$%:#A#,51#+$&#0*2+*'*7,+&D#@<*0# ',7&# 0%2210&# &<,&# &<1#0&%/1+&0#$'#B5$%:#A#,-&<$%2<#
*+*&*,--.# /*01+2,21/# ,+/# +$+# 4$/1-# %01509# ?*C# 4,+,21/# &$# *4:5$;1# &<1*5# =,.# $'#
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!"#$%&'( )"!*#+,( *(-"#.( .&'*'.+(!*/0( 1%%2( 3.4*-.(-"+.5( 6,.#,( *&+( 1%%%2( %-7#"8.+(
)9.%#(7",):).,)(7.#;"#-*&4.(*)()9.(,*-.(#*).(*,()9.(,)6+.&),()9*)()9#"6'9"6)()9.(#6&(";(
)9.(.-7%#%4*5(,)6+/(!.#.(-"+.5(6,.#,(*&+(!"#$.+(%&(*&(.&'*'.+(!*/(1%<.<(,)6+.&),(";(
=#"67(>2<(((
?&()9.(")9.#(9*&+()9.(-.*&,(";(=#"67(@(*&+(=#"67(A(*#.(,%'&%;%4*&)5/(5"!.#(;#"-()9.(
-.*&,(";( )9.(")9.#('#"67,<(B7.4%;%4*55/( )9.(,)6+.&),(";(=#"67(@(,4"#.+(C<DC(E(><FC(
7"%&),(5"!.#()9*&()9.(,)6+.&),(";(=#"67(>(*&+(=#"67(C(#.,7.4)%8.5/<(G9.(,)6+.&),(";(
=#"67(A(,4"#.+(><FH(E(><CF(7"%&),(5"!.#()9*&()9.(,)6+.&),(";(=#"67(>(*&+(=#"67(C(
#.,7.4)%8.5/<(G9%,( ;*4)( ,6''.,),( )9*)( )9.( ,)6+.&),(";(=#"67(@(*&+(=#"67(A( #.-*%&.+(
+%,.&'*'.+(!9%5.(!"#$%&'(%&()9.(.&8%#"&-.&)(*&+(*5)9"6'9()9./(6,.+()9.("7.&(5.*#&.#(
-"+.5(4"65+(&")(%-7#"8.()9.%#(7",):).,)(7.#;"#-*&4.(*)()9.(,*-.(#*).(*,()9.(,)6+.&),(
";(=#"67(>(*&+(=#"67(C<(G9%,(4"65+(3.(.I75*%&.+(+6.()"()9.(;*4)()9*)()9.,.(,)6+.&),(
)#%.+( )"( .5*3"#*).( )9.( #.J6.,).+( *4)%8%)%.,( .%)9.#( 3/( )#/%&'( )"( 35%&+('6.,,( )9.( 4"##.4)(
*&,!.#,("#(3/()#/%&'()"('6.,,()9.(4"##.4)(*&,!.#,()9#"6'9()9.("7.&(5.*#&.#(-"+.5<(
(
G9.( .-7%#%4*5( ,)6+/0( )9*)( !*,( 4"&+64).+0( ,9"!.+( )9*)( )9.( .I75"%)*)%"&( ";(
?KLMBNOKP( 4*&( '6%+.( )9.( "&5%&.( ,)6+.&),( !9"( 3.4"-.( +%,.&'*'.+( )"!*#+,(
#..&'*'.-.&)<(L"#.( ,7.4%;%4*55/( *5)9"6'9(@QR(";( )9.( 7*#)%4%7*).+( ,)6+.&),( %&%)%*55/(
+%+(&")(6,.(?KLMBNOKP(*&+(!"#$.+(%&(*(#*)9.#(+%,.&'*'.+(!*/0(F@R("6)(";()9.,.(
,)6+.&),(&")("&5/(-*&*'.+()"(%-7#"8.()9.%#(!*/(";(!"#$%&'()"!*#+,(*(-"#.(.&'*'.+(
!*/(*;).#()9./(!.#.(7#"-7).+()"(6,.(?KLMBNOKP(36)(*5,"(%-7#"8.+()9.%#(7",):).,)(
7.#;"#-*&4.(*)()9.(,*-.(#*).(*,()9.(,)6+.&),()9*)()9#"6'9"6)()9.(#6&(";()9.(.-7%#%4*5(
,)6+/(!.#.(-"+.5(6,.#,(*&+(!"#$.+( %&(*&(.&'*'.+(!*/<(G9%,(;*4)(,6''.,),( )9*)(&"&(
%&8*,%8.( %&).#*4)%"&,( 3*,.+( "&( )9.( 7#%&4%75.,( ";( )9.( "7.&( 5.*#&.#( -"+.5( 4*&( 9.57(
,)6+.&),(;"46,(#.;5.4)%"&("&()9.%#(5.*#&%&'(7#"4.,,(*&+(4"*I()9.-()"(#..&'*'.-.&)<(S)(
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Abstract. In the context of this dissertation, issues related to design and 
development of educational environments that support collaborative 
learning and contribute to the active engagement of learners in 
knowledge building are studied. Specifically, the dissertation is placed 
in the context of supporting the learning process by utilizing the Internet 
and especially the Environments which support Electronic Learning 
Communities by leveraging social software technologies for access to 
information and knowledge creation. In the frame of this thesis the 
development of innovative techniques to support the creation, 
management, operation and interconnection of electronic communities 
was studied. A Web based educational environment CRICOS (CReate 
Interconnected COmmunitieS) was designed and implemented, based 
on the theory of learning communities and particularly communities of 
practice, which supports members of different communities in 
collaborative knowledge creation 
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1.  Introduction 
Online communities provide the ground for knowledge creation, social negotiation of 
meaning and learning through the collective participation of their members.  In order 
to participate effectively into these processes community members need guidance to 
find and synthesise information. Over the past few years several community-driven 
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technologies have been developed to address this issue [1]. The role of these 
technologies is dual fold in the sense that they focus on creating communities by 
bringing people together and also they exploit the community around an individual as 
a valuable resource to guide information seeking.  
Collaborative filtering systems recommend data items to a user by taking into account 
the opinions of other users [2]. Instead of recommending data items because they are 
similar to items the user preferred in the past (content-based recommendations) 
collaborative approaches generate recommendations about data items that users with 
similar interests liked in the past [3]. Social navigation systems help users to navigate 
in a community information space by making the aggregated behaviour of the 
community visible. The concept was introduced by Dourish and Chalmers as moving 
“towards” a cluster of other people or selecting objects because others have been 
examining them [4]. Social tagging is one of the latest popular approaches for 
information management and sharing. The approach became popular on the Web as 
part of the social bookmarking systems [5]. Social bookmarking systems allow users 
to create personal collections of bookmarks and share their bookmarks with others. 
Moreover users of these systems may organize their collection by entering keywords 
which are meaningful to them. This type of manual indexing is called tagging with 
index terms referred to as tags. 
Several of the above mentioned technologies have been applied in the field of e-
learning. CoFIND [6], [7], is a resource sharing system which allows students to 
provide feedback about resources and classifying them using several topics. The 
system encourages not only the tagging of resources according to topics, but also with 
pedagogical metadata known as qualities, which are then used to supply ratings on the 
resources.  EDUCO [8] is a collaborative learning environment which visualizes the 
information space as clusters of documents. The documents change their color 
according to how much they have been read in relation to other documents. Live users 
presented in the learning environment as coloured dots located next to the documents 
that they are currently viewing. The system supports both synchronous and 
asynchronous communication among users. Knowledge Sea II [9] focuses on helping 
students of introductory programming courses to find relevant readings among 
hundreds of online tutorial pages distributed over the Web. The system represents 
clusters of pages in varying shades of blue by taking into account both number of 
visits and time spent on every page.  
In the context of facilitating knowledge creation among the members of different 
communities with the use of community-driven technologies the design of a web-
based environment is proposed, referred to as CRICOS (CReating Interconnected 
COmmunitieS) [10], [11], [12], which supports knowledge sharing within and across 
communities. The information space of each community is structured as a semantic 
network of nodes such as thematic categories, concepts, resources or members of the 
community. The users instead of tagging resources with keywords they can relate 
them with one of the existing nodes. Moreover, the web-based environment 
incorporates communication facilities to enhance the dialogue among the members of 
a community. The CRICOS environment incorporates a recommendation mechanism 
which is based on the integration of collaborative filtering and social navigation 
approaches to support community members to find the appropriate information. The 
first results from a study are encouraging regarding the usability and usefulness of the 
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provided facilities and revealed the users positive attitude to the CRICOS 
environment. 

 
2. The CRICOS Environment 
The CRICOS web-based environment was constructed with the aim of improving 
knowledge creation and sharing among the members of communities. Three main 
features of the environment support this: 

• A flexible information space which is designed so as to maximize the ability 
of the members of a community to create and improve both its content and 
its organization. 

• Facilities that support the discourse in the community by enhancing the 
communication among its members 

• A recommendation mechanism based on collaborative filtering and social 
navigation approaches, which helps the members to find the appropriate 
information.  

 
2.1 The Information Space of CRICOS  
With the aim to move towards more community organized information spaces, in 
CRICOS the information space of each community is structured as a semantic 
network. Nodes represent thematic categories, concepts, resources or members of a 
community. Edges represent the relationships of nodes and can be labeled with a type. 
Members of a community structure the information space by contributing and placing 
new information in relation with information that is already presented in the 
information space. Thus, the information space evolves with the evolution of the 
community. This design approach structures the information space as a network of 
information nodes and creates very rich navigation opportunities [13].  
The domain of a community in CRICOS is represented as a hierarchy of thematic 
categories and a semantic network of concepts. The first forms the common taxonomy 
of the community and is maintained by experienced members called “category 
editors”. The role of a Category editor is given to members who have a certain level 
of knowledge of the thematic category (in the case of a course this role could be given 
to the teachers or tutors) and thus are responsible for the relevance of resources and 
concepts that are classified in their thematic category. The semantic network of 
concepts is constructed collaboratively by the members of the community who 
introduce concepts and their relationships. Instead of tagging resources a member can 
relate his resource with the available concepts. In the case that the resource cannot be 
related with the available concepts the member can introduce a new one. This 
approach provides to the community a certain level of flexibility upon the 
classification of the shared resources. A community can be based for the classification 
of resources on a defined taxonomy of thematic categories, on a folksonomy of 
concepts introduced by the members or on a mixed approach which synthesize 
taxonomy and folksonomy.  
Resources may be located locally or externally in the WWW. A member who 
contributes a resource categorizes it according to one of the thematic categories. 
Moreover, the contributor may semantically link the submitted resource with other 
resources, concepts, thematic categories or members of the community. In order to 
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provide a semantic link a member may choose among several types of semantic 
relationships that other members have created or create a new type according to his 
perspective. Thus a member can represent his perspective of the knowledge stored in 
the repository not only by providing the content of his resource but also by locating 
his resource in the information space. Consequently, the information space of the 
community becomes a combination of the multiple perspectives that members have 
upon the community’s domain. This approach supports the construction of 
meaningful structure overlays on stored resources and provides to the end-user 
valuable contextual information. 
 

 

Fig. 1: A Snapshot from a Page Presenting Information about a Resource 

In Figure 1 a screenshot from a page which displays information about a resource is 
presented. The left and right sidebars are always available to the end-user while 
navigating the information space. The left sidebar is divided into five blocks. The first 
block (A) provides links to the alternative starting points for navigation such as 
communities, concepts, resources and members. The second block (B) allows the user 
to search the information space. The third one (C) provides links to the recently 
uploaded resources. From the fourth block (D) the user can add a resource or a 
concept by following the relevant link. The last block (E) presents a list with the users 
who are online. The right sidebar contains one block (F) with links to the hosted 
communities, one (G) with the news and announcements and one (H) with the 
recently added discussion topics.   
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The main section provides useful information about the content and context of the 
resource. The upper side of the section (I) includes the title, the description and the 
type of the resource, the thematic category it belongs to, the name of the member who 
contributed the resource and a link to the resource itself. A link to the user comments 
and the average rating of the resource (K) is also available to the visitor. In order to 
provide information about the context of the resource the environment aggregates all 
the user-defined relations which include the resource and presents the links to the 
other relevant resources along with the type of the relation grouped by concepts, 
resources and members (L). For each link the type of the relation is also presented. 
For example a learning environment can be associated with several academic articles.  
The type “referred by” can denote articles which have references to the learning 
environment and the type “described in” articles which provide details about the 
learning environment. A user who discovers the resource can give his opinion on it by 
adding a comment and/or providing a numerical rating on a 1 to 5 rating scale (M). 
The user can also directly recommend the resource to one or more members who 
appear in his friends list (N).  In this case each of the user’s friends will receive a 
message with a link to the recommended resource. Moreover the user may add the 
resource to his personal collection and classify it in one of his familiar categories (O).   

2.2 Communication Facilities 
The environment supports the communication between its members via discussion 
forums and messages. Each discussion forum contains several discussion topics, 
organized into several threads. Each thread is hierarchically organized in a messages 
tree with the aim of presenting the overall structure of the conversation to the reader. 
A discussion forum can be attached to a community, a category or a resource. 
Members who are responsible for the above components have a moderator role in the 
attached discussion forums. With this approach even a simple member of the 
community may moderate a forum and engage in discussion with other members 
regarding the uploaded resource. In order to connect the parts of the dialogue with the 
community’s domain we have introduced a mechanism which allows members to 
relate their post with the existing concepts. Thus when a member visits a concept he 
can have access not only to the related concepts and resources but also to the related 
posts. With this approach the browsing possibilities of the end users are broadened to 
both the content and the dialogue that took place in the community. 
A messaging mechanism facilitates the communication among the users of the 
environment as well as the communication among the environment and the users. The 
message box of a user can receive messages from other users, friendship and group 
invitations, friends’ recommendations and system messages. System messages 
include personalized system recommendations to the user e.g. a recommendation for a 
recently uploaded resource which matches user interests and requests for user 
approval on modifications that concern the user’s model e.g. add a new thematic 
category to his interests. 

2.3 Recommendation Mechanism 
To allow users to obtain information that fits to their needs, knowledge or interests 
CRICOS keeps a user model for each user. The user model maintains and constantly 
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updates information that includes user membership and roles in communities and 
groups, user interests, user relationships and user activity.  User interests are 
represented as a list of thematic categories in which the user is interested. User 
relationships are represented as a list of the users with whom the user has a 
relationship and for each user the type of relationship (e.g. friend, belonging to the 
same community, belonging to the same group). User activity is a log of the actions 
performed by the user.  
Two main issues were taking under consideration while designing the 
recommendation mechanism. The first issue was concerning the calculation of the 
utility of a resource. Most of the collaborative filtering systems are based on explicit 
ratings (e.g. a 1-5 rating scale). This approach provides more accurate description of 
the user’s opinion about a resource but requires extra effort from the user in order to 
provide the rating. Implicit ratings could be inferred by observing the user behaviour 
with a resource. However these approaches may lead to imprecise ratings. 
The CRICOS environment follows a hybrid approach for recommending resources. 
The utility of a resource is calculated by aggregating both explicit and implicit 
ratings. Explicit ratings are provided by users who rate the quality of a resource on a 1 
to 5 rating scale. Implicit ratings are inferred by observing the user behaviour with a 
resource and collecting the relevant data. Data from observations include the number 
of visits on the resource’s page, if and how many times the user directly recommends 
the resource to others and if the resource is included in the user’s personal collection. 
Both explicit and implicit ratings are combined into a single estimated rating which 
represents the utility of the resource for a particular user. 
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Fig. 2: A Snapshot from a Page for Browsing the Available Resources 
 
Besides the utility of a resource for a single user, CRICOS averages the estimated 
ratings for two clusters of users that their opinions about the resource could be 
valuable for the user; user’s friends and users with similar interests. The level of trust 
of the user on the system’s recommendations was the second issue which was taking 
under consideration. Most of the systems that use collaborative filtering approaches 
they base their recommendations on the opinions of a group that has similar tastes 
with the user. The user should trust the recommendations without knowing the users 
of this group. In order to provide another hint on the utility of a resource besides the 
rating of the users with similar interests we provide also the rating of the user’s 
friends. 
CRICOS utilizes the above mentioned information to provide visual cues that help a 
user to find the most appropriate resources. For the visualization of the estimated 
ratings the environment follows an approach similar to that employed in Knowledge 
sea [9] For example in Figure 2 the environment presents the resources of a 
community and recommends relevant resources according to their utility for the user, 
for his friends and for other users who have the same interests. The estimated rating is 
represented by the background color of the box that includes the relevant icon: me 
(P), my friends (Q), users who have the same interests with me (R), the higher the 
rating the darker the color.  
Regarding the quality of the available information, besides the provided rating 
mechanism we expect that the number of links to a resource will reflect its quality. 
This information is presented to the user when he browses the catalogue of resources 
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in the background color of the relationships icon (S), the higher the number of 
relationships the darker the color. On the same page an icon indicates whether a 
resource is a boundary object. Boundary objects are realised as resources or concepts 
of a community that have relationships with resources or concepts of another 
community. The relationships are provided from users who are members of these 
communities (brokers) and they are the contributors of at least one resource or 
concept that takes part in the relationship.  
 
3. The Empirical Study 
An empirical study was conducted aiming to investigate (i) the perceptions of 
students concerning the usability of CRICOS and (ii) the attitude of students towards 
community-driven technologies and the CRICOS environment. The empirical study 
took place in the context of the “Distance Learning” postgraduate course offered by 
the Department of Informatics and Telecommunications of the University of Athens. 
Fourteen postgraduate students participated in the study, which lasted eight weeks in 
total. The students where grouped into two groups. Each group used CRICOS in order 
to create a community on a domain of their choice and contribute educational material 
appropriate for distance learning. The project was carried out in three phases.  
During the first phase (duration: 1 week) students had to submit a scenario concerning 
the framework of their work. The scenario included the domain of the community, the 
assigned roles of the members (e.g. category editors) and the types of the resources 
(e.g. activities, quizzes). One group decided to build a community around the domain 
of “Information Technologies” and the other around the domain of “Java Beans”. 
First the scenario was uploaded to CRICOS, then it was discussed by the students on 
the attached discussion forum and based on this dialogue the scenario was revised. 
During the second phase (duration: 4 weeks) the students had to share their 
knowledge on the community’s domain by exploiting the facilities of CRICOS. The 
students structured the information space of the community by adding the thematic 
categories, the concepts and the resources. During the third phase (duration: 3 weeks) 
the students of each group visited the community of the other group and acted as 
newcomers with the aim of learning the community’s domain. 
Upon the completion of the third phase, students were asked to fill and submit two 
questionnaires concerning the evaluation of the CRICOS environment. The first 
questionnaire was based on the Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ) 
[14]. The questionnaire consists of nineteen usability questions to which the 
respondent has to disagree or agree using a seven-point scale, ranging from 1 
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The questionnaire has been extended with 
four additional elements in order to measure some specific characteristics of CRICOS 
(see Table 1, questions 9, 10, 18, 19). The second questionnaire was designed to 
obtain the participants’ perceptions of the usefulness and usability of the specific 
features of CRICOS and it consisted of the following dimensions: structure and 
organization of the information space (11 items); social navigation facilities (12 
items); member’s information (5 items); communication facilities (12 items); 
recommendations provided by the system (8 items); facilities for interconnecting 
communities (7 items). The range of all the question items was from 1 to 5. 
Additionally open-ended questions were also included in the questionnaire to obtain 
users’ comments and suggestions to improve the facilities of each dimension. A page 
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was reserved at the end of the questionnaire for students to provide general opinions 
and suggestions for the improvement of the system. 
Discussion 
The analysis of the responses of the CSUQ questionnaire showed that CRICOS rank 
high in terms of usability (Table 1). However there are some items that signal some 
improvements to the system. Question 11 (The system gives error messages that 
clearly tell me how to fix problems) has a mean score of 5 (std. dev. =1.47) which is 
the lowest score of the questionnaire. Relatively low is also the score of question 13 - 
The information (such as on-line help, on-screen messages and other documentation) 
provided with this system is clear – which has a mean score of 5.23 (std. dev. =1.09). 
These suggest that students need better guidance from the system and better 
suggestions to the errors they encountered during their work. 
 

Table 1: Results Concerning the Usability of the CRICOS Environment (Scale 1-7) 
No Question item Mean SD 
1 Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this 

system. 
5,71 0,73 

2 It is simple to use this system. 5,31 1,25 
3 I can effectively complete my work using this system. 6,21 1,05 
4 I am able to complete my work quickly using this 

system. 
5,86 1,1 

5 I am able to efficiently complete my work using this 
system. 

5,17 1,27 

6 I feel comfortable using this system. 5,93 1,38 
7 It was easy to learn to use this system. 5,36 0,93 
8 I believe I became productive quickly using this system. 5,21 1,63 
9 It is easy to communicate with other users of the 

system 
5,77 1,09 

10 The system facilitates the collaboration with other 
users  

6 1,24 

11 The system gives error messages that clearly tell me how 
to fix problems. 

5 1,47 

12 Whenever I make a mistake using the system, I recover 
easily and quickly. 

5,67 1,23 

13 The information (such as on-line help, on-screen 
messages and other documentation) provided with this 
system is clear. 

5,23 1,09 

14 It is easy to find the information I need. 5,36 1,08 
15 The information provided with the system is easy to 

understand. 
6,14 0,95 

16 The information is effective in helping me complete my 
work. 

6,23 1,17 

17 The organization of information on the system screens is 
clear. 

5,64 1,39 

18 It was easy to receive information from other users of 
the system 

6,46 0,78 
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19 The system allows me to share knowledge with other 
users 

6,69 0,63 

20 The interface of this system is pleasant. 6,29 1,14 
21 I like using the interface of this system. 6 1,3 
22 This system has all the functions and capabilities I expect 

it to have. 
5,54 1,2 

23 Overall, I am satisfied with this system. 5,93 0,73 
 
Some of the results from the analysis of the second questionnaire are presented in 
Table 2. From the results, it is obvious that the students found most of the provided 
facilities useful. A considerable number of students believed that a community’s 
domain could be represented effectively in the CRICOS environment and the 
organization of the information space facilitates the access to the resources of a 
community and also the contribution of new resources. Regarding the 
recommendations provided by the environment, it seems that the students preferred 
more direct approaches for recommendations such as the possibility to receive 
systems messages whenever resources which are relative to their interests are 
uploaded (Question 9 – mean score = 4,79) than the indirect approaches of social 
navigation (Question 13 – mean score = 3,29, Question 14 – mean score = 3,5). 
 

Table 2: Results Concerning the Attitudes of Students Towards the CRICOS Environment 
(scale 1-5) 

No Question Item Mean SD 
1 Do you believe that a community’s domain is represented 

effectively in the CRICOS environment? 
    1=not at all, 5=a lot 

4,21 0,58 

2 Do you think that the multiple perspectives which the 
members of a community have about the community’s 
domain are effectively represented in the information 
space of CRICOS?   1=not at all, 5=a lot 

4 0,78 

3 Do you think that the organization of the information 
space in CRICOS facilitates the access to the information 
resources of a community?  1=not at all, 5=a lot 

4 0,96 

4 Do you believe that the organization of the information 
space facilitates the user to contribute information 
resources according to her knowledge and experience? 
    1=not at all, 5=a lot 

3,69 0,75 

5 The possibility to have discussion forum at a community 
is considered as …  1=not useful, 5=very useful 

4,5 0,85 

6 The possibility to have discussion forum at a thematic 
category is considered as …1=not useful, 5=very useful 

4,29 0,91 

7 The possibility to have discussion forum at a information 
resource is considered as …1=not useful, 5=very useful 

4,64 0,5 

8 The facility concerning the exchange of messages between 
users is considered as … 1=not useful, 5=very useful 

4,57 0,85 

9 The facility concerning the messages sent to a user by the 
system whenever  new, relative to her interests, resources 

4,79 0,43 
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are uploaded is considered as … 
   1=not useful, 5=very useful 

10 The possibility to view the resources, concepts, thematic 
categories and members that other users consider as 
relevant with a resource you are viewing is considered as  
…   1=not useful, 5=very useful 

4,57 0,65 

11 The possibility to view the concepts that other users 
consider as relevant with the post you are reading is 
considered as  …  1=not useful, 5=very useful 

4,64 0,5 

12 The information regarding your actions upon a resource as 
it is visualized with the relevant icon is considered as …
   1=not useful, 5=very useful 

3,57 1,02 

13 The information regarding your friend’s actions upon a 
resource as it is visualized with the relevant icon is 
considered as …  1=not useful, 5=very useful 

3,29 1,07 

14 The information regarding the actions upon a resource of 
the users who have similar interests with you, as it is 
visualized with the relevant icon is considered as …  
   1=not useful, 5=very useful 

3,5 1,16 

15 The information regarding the number of the relations of a 
resource as it is visualized with the relevant icon is 
considered as …  1=not useful, 5=very useful 

4,07 0,92 

 
As far as the analysis of the open questions is concerned, a considerable number of 
students expressed the opinion that the environment should incorporate facilities for 
synchronous communication. Also, 43% of the students expressed their need to be 
informed by email whenever new messages are received in their message box of the 
CRICOS web-based environment. 
 
4. Conclusions and Future Plans 
In the context of this thesis, we presented CRICOS, a web-based environment, which 
utilizes several community-driven technologies to support knowledge creation and 
sharing within interconnected communities. The environment incorporates a flexible 
information space which is designed so as to maximize the ability of the members of a 
community to create and improve both its content and its organization. Moreover, the 
environment provide communication facilities to support the discourse in the 
community and a recommendation mechanism, based on collaborative filtering and 
social navigation approaches, that helps community members to find the appropriate 
information. The empirical study we conducted in the context of the evaluation of the 
CRICOS environment reveals the positive attitude of the students towards the 
community-driven technologies and the CRICOS environment. The results 
concerning the usability of the environment and the facilities provided, indicating that 
CRICOS can support effectively the members of a community to share their 
knowledge about the community’s domain. Our future plans include the improvement 
of the facilities provided according to the student’s suggestions.  
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